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1.    Introduction. The following notices are intended to assist buyers,
particularly those that are new to our saleroom and internet
bidding platforms. Our auctions are governed by our Terms and
Conditions of Business incorporating the Terms of Consignment,
the Terms of Sale supplemented by any notices that are displayed
in our saleroom, the online catalogue listing or announced by the
auctioneer at the auction. Our Terms and Conditions of Business
are available for inspection at our saleroom and online at
www.forumauctions.co.uk. Our staff will be happy to help you
with any questions you may have regarding our Terms and
Conditions of Business. Please make sure that you read our
Terms of Sale set out in this catalogue and on our website
carefully before bidding in the auction. In registering to bid with
us you are committing to be bound by our Terms of Sale.

2.    Agency. As auctioneers we usually act on behalf of the seller
whose identity, for reasons of confidentiality, is not normally
disclosed. If you buy at auction your contract for the goods is
with the seller, not with us as auctioneer.

3.    Estimates. Estimates are intended to indicate the hammer
price that a particular lot may achieve. The lower estimate may
represent the reserve price (the minimum price for which a lot
may be sold) and cannot be below the reserve price. Estimates
do not include the buyer’s premium, VAT or other taxes and
fees (where chargeable). Estimates may be altered by a
saleroom notice. 

4.    Buyer's Premium. The Terms of Sale oblige you to pay a
buyer's premium on the hammer price of each lot purchased.
Our rate of buyer’s premium is 25% of the first £100,000 of the
hammer price, reducing to 20% of the hammer price from
£100,001 to £1,000,000 and then 12% of the hammer price in
excess of £1,000,000. An amount equivalent to VAT is added to
this buyer’s premium and, under the Auctioneer’s Margin
Scheme, cannot be reclaimed as input VAT.

5.    Items with zero rated VAT. Please note that VAT is not added to
the buyers’ premium on certain goods, such as qualifying books.

6.    Inspection of goods by the buyer. You will have ample
opportunity to inspect the goods and must do so for any lots
that you might wish to bid for. Please note carefully the
exclusion of liability for the condition of lots set out in Clause
11 of our Terms of Sale.

7.    Export of goods. If you intend to export goods you must find out
in advance if 

      a. there is a prohibition on exporting goods of that character e.g.
if the goods contain prohibited materials such as ivory 

      b. they require an Export Licence on the grounds of exceeding a
specific age and/or monetary value threshold as set by the
Export Licensing unit. We are happy to make the submission
of necessary applications on behalf of our buyers but we will
charge for this service only to cover the costs of our time.

8.    Bidding. Bidding. Bidders will be required to register with us
before bidding. Purchases will be invoiced to the buyer’s
registered name and address only. When first registering for
an account with us you will need to provide us with proof of
your identity in a form acceptable to us. IN REGISTERING FOR
ANY SALE YOU AGREE TO BE BOUND BY OUR TERMS AND
CONDITIONS REGARDLESS OF YOUR METHOD OF BIDDING.

9.    Commission bidding. You may leave commission bids with us
indicating the maximum amount (excluding the buyer’s
premium and/or any applicable VAT, fees or other taxes) you
authorise us to bid on your behalf for a lot. We will execute 

       commission bids at the lowest price possible having regard only
to the vendor reserve and competing bids. We recommend that
you submit commission bids using your account on our website.

10. Live online bidding. When using our BidFORuM platform to
participate in the auction through your account on our website
there will be no additional charges. If you are using a third party
live bidding platform then additional fees may be applicable.
We will invoice these to you as an additional service and any
applicable VAT will be separated out.

11. Methods of Payment. We accept payments in uK Sterling
securely over our website and accept all major debit and credit
cards issued by a uK or Eu bank, charging an additional 2.5%
for credit cards only. We also accept bank transfers (details
below), cash payments up to €15,000, and cheques if issued
by uK banks only. All funds need to have cleared into our
account before items are collected. For bank transfers, please
quote the Invoice Number as the payee reference:

      HSBC, 16 King St, London WC2E 8JF
      Account name: Forum Auctions Limited
      Account number: 12213079
      Sort Code: 40-04-09
      IBAN: GB07MIDL40040912213079
      BIC: MIDLGB2106D

12. Collection and storage. Please note what the Terms of Sale say
about collection and storage. It is important that you pay for
and collect your goods promptly. Any delay may result in you
having to pay storage charges of at least £1.50 per Lot per day
as set out in Clause 7 of our Terms of Sale and interest charges
of 1.5% per month on the Total Amount Due as set out in
Clause 8 of our Terms of Sale.

13. Loss and Damage to Goods. We are not authorised by the FCA
to provide insurance services. Liability for a lot passes to the
buyer on the fall of the hammer or conclusion of an online
auction (as applicable). In the event that you wish for us to
continue to accept liability for your purchased lots this must be
agreed with us in writing in advance of the sale and any agreed
charges are payable before collection of the goods.

14. Symbols within the catalogue

          a. denotes a lot where Artist’s Resale Right or Droite
de Suite royalty charges may be applicable to the Lot.
Presently these charges are levied on a sliding scale at 4%
of the hammer price up to Euro 50,000; 2% from Euro
50,001 to 200,000; 1% from Euro 200,001 to 350,000; 0.5%
from Euro 350,001 to 500,000; and 0.25% above Euro
500,000 subject always to a maximum royalty charge of
Euro 12,500. We will collect and pay royalty charges on
your behalf and calculate the £ sterling equivalent of the
Euro amount.

      b. denotes that Import VAT at 5% is payable on the
hammer price of the Lot.

      c. denotes that VAT at 20% is payable on the hammer
price,  which may be reclaimable as input VAT.

15. Shipping. We can help you arrange packing and shipping of
your purchases by arrangement with our shipping department.
Please contact shipping@forumauctions.co.uk for a list of
shippers we regularly use together with indicative pricing for
packing and shipping.

16. Place of Publication. unless otherwise stated, all books
described in our catalogues are published in London.

GENERAL INFORMATION FOR BUYERS AT AUCTION
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1
[Macchiavelli (Niccolo)] de MIgRATIonIBuS PoPuLoRuM
SePTenTRIonALIuM, translated by Hieronymus Turler, collation: A-M8,
title in red and black with woodcut device, woodcut initials, rather
browned and stained, title frayed at upper edge, modern calf ruled in
blind, [Adams M13], 8vo, 165 x 100mm., Frankfurt, heirs of Christian
Egenolph, 1564.

⁂ Scarce; first edition in Latin of the first book of the Istoriae
Fiorentinae.

£250 - 350

2

2
Mexia (Pedro), Francesco Sansovino & others. THe TReASuRIe oF
AuCIenT And ModeRne TIMeS [&] ARCHAIo-PLouToS [gRAeCe]...,
[translated by Thomas Milles], together 2 vol., FIRST edITIonS, vol.1
lacking initial blank, vol.2 lacking additional engraved title (as often),
blank A2, A8 (Contents) and final blank 4O8, vol.2 with Epistle
Dedicatory in second state (unsigned), woodcut device on titles and
initials, vol.2 with woodcut coats-of-arms and engraved illustrations,
3 full-page including enthroned James I and the King with Parliament,
vol.1 with 3V2 & 5 shorter (supplied from another copy) and 4L10
(final leaf of Index) defective at lower outer corner with slight loss,
some water-staining to both vol., mostly marginal, and a little damp-
staining at beginnings and ends, a few minor marginal defects, with
engraved bookplates of William, Marquess of Lothian (pasted to inner
margin of title in vol.1 and front endpaper of vol.2) and the Earl of
Ancram (vol.1 only) and with shelf-marks & label of Newbattle Abbey
library, contemporary calf ruled and stamped in blind and with initials
“A.G” on covers of vol.1 and “S.A.G.” on vol.2, spines ruled in gilt with
morocco labels, rubbed and marked, spines a little worn with repair
to vol.2, vol.1 lacking clasps, [STC 17936& 17936.5], folio, William
Iaggard, 1613-19.

£500 - 700

3
Minsheu (John) HegeMon eIS TAS gLoSSAS [graece], id est ductor in
Linguas, The guide Into Tongues, 2 parts in 1, FIRST edITIon, title with
decorative woodcut border (laid down), woodcut head- & tail-pieces
and initials, text in double or quadruple column, rather soiled and
browned, some damp-staining causing fraying to margins at
beginning and end (some old repairs), tear to V6 (no loss), Cc3
supplied from shorter copy, Yy signature with slight worming to lower
margin, contemporary calf with central gilt arms, rebacked with gilt
spine, corners repaired, rather worn, [STC 17944], folio, [by William
Stansby] for John Browne, 1617.; sold not subject to return

£200 - 300

7Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable VAT are explained on p.4 
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4
Stanley (Thomas) THe HISToRy oF PHILoSoPHy, In eIgHT PARTS, 8 parts in 1, FIRST
edITIon, with general title dated 1656 and 8 part titles, 17 engraved plates of Greek
philosophers, with Tables and errata leaf but lacking advertisement leaf, browned,
a few ink or rust spots, P2 in Part I lacking corner not affecting text, plate of
Aristippus in Part IV with holes (mostly to lower margin but one affecting image),
modern calf ruled in blind, a little rubbed, a few small scratches, [Wing S5237 &
5238a], folio, for Humphrey Moseley and Thomas Dring, 1656.

£250 - 350

5
Hats.- [Raynaud (Théophile)], “Anselmus Solerius”. de PILeo, engraved
additional pictorial title after Romeyn de Hooghe, title-vignette, 4 plates (3 folding),
and illustrations, some full-page, lacking the final blank, modern calf, spine slightly
faded,12mo, Amsterdam, Andrea Frisius, 1671.

⁂ Curious work on hats and head-gear.

£180 - 220

6
Spelman (Henry) gLoSSARIuM ARCHAIoLogICuM..., third edition, engraved portrait,
title in red and black, printed in double column, browned at beginning and end,
portrait and title water-stained at inner margin, contemporary diced russia with
central gilt arms of Sir Simon R.B.Taylor, Bart. (also bookplate), rubbed, corners
worn, rebacked, [Wing S4926], folio, Tho. Braddyll...Georg. Pawlett, & Guil.Freeman,
1687. 

⁂ Sir Simon Richard Brissett Taylor, Bart., son of Sir John Taylor, 1st Baronet
(d.1786) of Lysson Hall Jamaica.

£150 - 200

8 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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7
Ovid.- [MeTAMoRPHoSIS odeR VeRWAndeLungS BüCHeR] BeLLISSIMuM
oVIdII THeATRuM, title in red and black, additional engraved pictorial
title and 150 plates after Johann Wilhelm Baur, soiled and damp-
stained causing slight damage/loss to several plates, mostly small
holes, all laid down, modern calf, small oblong folio, Nuremberg, Paul
Fürst, 1688; sold not subject to return

£300 - 400

8
La Rochefoucauld (Francois, Duc de) MoRAL MAxIMS And
ReFLeCTIonS, FIRST edITIon In engLISH, engraved frontispiece,
contemporary ink signatures on title and verso of title and frontispiece,
a little soiled and stained, F11 with small repaired tear to lower outer
corner, K2 (final leaf) defective at upper outer corner with slight loss
to text, later half calf, red roan label, slightly rubbed at edges,
[Pforzheimer 580; Wing L452], 12mo, for M.Gillyflower...J.Sare...and
J.Everingham, 1694.

⁂ Scarce.

£350 - 450

9

9
Hickes (George) LInguARuM VeTT. SePTenTRIonALIuM THeSAuRuS
gRAMMATICo-CRITICuS eT ARCHAeoLogICuS, 2 vol., FIRST edITIon, mixed set,
vol.1 with engraved portrait by R.White, 2 titles with engraved vignette,
engraved dedication, head-pieces, 27 plates (2 folding), and several
illustrations, some full-page, cropped with a few plates slightly shaved,
one folding plate torn and frayed at lower edge (repaired), 3B1 & 2
with repaired tear to lower margin, some foxing and browning, vol.1
water-stained, damp-staining to a few leaves at end of vol.2, vol.1
modern calf, vol.2 contemporary calf, rubbed, rebacked, spines gilt
(not quite uniform), vol.1 a little smaller, [Alston III.10], folio, Oxford,
Sheldonian Theatre, 1705.

⁂ Monumental thesaurus of northern literature. It is essentially
two separate volumes: vol.1 consists of 5 parts covering the
grammar of various gothic languages and dialects, the use of
northern languages and a treatise on Anglo-Saxon coins by
Andrew Fountaine, each part having a separate title with engraved
vignette (most dated 1703), pagination and register. Vol.2 is titled
Antiquæ literaturæ septentionalis liber alter and contains a list of
known Anglo-Saxon manuscripts including those in the Cottonian
Library, many of which were destroyed in the fire of 1731.

£300 - 400

10
[Ward (Edward)] THe SeCReT HISToRy oF CLuBS: particularly the Kit-
Cat, Beef-Stake, Vertuosos, Quacks, Knights of the golden-Fleece,
Florists, Beaus, &c., FIRST CoMPLeTe edITIon, engraved portrait by Van
der Gucht, lacking final blank, browned, some stains, modern half
calf, spine gilt with roan label, 8vo, printed, and sold by the
Booksellers, 1709.

⁂ Satire on London social life through descriptions of actual and
fictitious clubs, including the no-nose Club, the Farting Club, the
Club of ugly-Faces and of Broken Shopkeepers.

£300 - 400

9Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable VAT are explained on p.4 
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Horsley ( John) BRITAnnIA RoMAnA: oR THe RoMAn AnTIQuITIeS oF
BRITAIn, FIRST edITIon, half-title, engraved pictorial headpiece to
dedication, 21 maps (5 double-page) and 83 plates (?of 84), light
marginal soiling, 3G2 torn without loss, bookplates of Jeffery Ekins
and Sir Lambton Loraine, contemporary diced russia, gilt, rubbed,
corners a little worn, rebacked preserving old gilt spine (browned),
folio, John Osborn and Thomas Longman, 1732.

£200 - 300

12
Ray (John) A CoMPLeAT CoLLeCTIon oF engLISH PRoVeRBS, 2 parts in 1,
third edition, advertisement leaf at end, title soiled and reinforced at
inner edge, modern half calf, 8vo, for H. Slater..., 1742.

⁂ Reissue of 1737 edition with cancel title; the second part is A
Collection of English Words not Generally Used and has a separate title.

£150 - 200

13
Bickham (George) THe BRITISH MonARCHy..., engraved throughout
with frontispiece after Gravelot, title, 2pp. list of subscribers and 190
numbered leaves on British counties and territories including 2
additional titles (no.39 &164) and a folding table (no.162-3), many
with vignettes, maps and illustrations, and an unnumbered folding
engraved map, printed on rectos only, some foxing and soiling, no.34
& 106 torn and laid down, several marginal tears or defects, some
repaired, contemporary calf, border in gilt and blind, rubbed and
stained, rebacked with gilt spine, corners repaired, new endpapers,
folio, G.Bickham, 1748.

⁂ The additional titles are: A Description of the several Counties in
South Britain, dated 1744, and A Short Description of the American
Colonies, dated 1747.

£400 - 600

14
Bible, Gospels, Gothic and Latin. SACRoRuM eVAngeLIoRuM VeRSIo
goTHICA, edited by erik Benzelius and edward Lye, index leaf at end,
title and final leaf a little foxed and soiled, worming to lower margin of
second half, modern half calf, uncut, 4to, Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1750.

£150 - 200

10 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images



15
Hume (David) PoLITICAL dISCouRSeS, second edition, with Contents
and advertisement leaves following title, contemporary ink note on
title “WITH MS oBSeRVATIonS oF MR HAMPTon, TRAnSLAToR oF PoLyBIuS”
And AnnoTATIonS By HIM THRougHouT, worming to inner margin of first
two essays affecting a few letters, D4 defective at head and U3 with
tear, neither affecting text, engraved bookplate of William Graves with
name of Rev. H.Strangways pasted over, contemporary calf, a little
worn, rebacked preserving old red roan label, 12mo, Edinburgh,
R.Fleming, for A.Kincaid and A.Donaldson, 1752.

⁂ Most of the essays concern economics. 

James Hampton (1721-1778), argumentative english cleric, writer
and translator of the greek historian Polybius. on his death he
left his property to William graves of the Inner Temple.

£400 - 600

16

16
Colour-Printing.- [Caraccioli (Louis Antoine de)] Le LIVRe de QuATRe
CouLeuRS, onLy edITIon, printed in yellow, blue, brown and red, half-title,
title with engraved vignette in black, some light spotting or soiling, small
stain to a couple of leaves, H2 defective at lower margin not affecting
text, old wrappers, title in manuscript on upper, cover, uncut, rubbed,
spine broken and slightly defective, 8vo, [Paris, Duchesne], [1757].

£250 - 350

17
Hyde (Thomas) VeTeRuM PeRSARuM eT PARTHoRuM eT MedoRuM
ReLIgIonIS HISToRIA, second edition, 20 engraved plates on 19 leaves,
some folding, folding letterpress table, some characters in Arabic,
Hebrew or Chinese, occasional foxing, some offsetting, contemporary
manuscript notes on rear endpapers, blind library stamp to front free
endpaper, contemporary calf, spine gilt in compartments with red
roan label, a little rubbed, joints split, 4to, Oxford, Clarendon, 1760. 

⁂ The second and best edition of this work on the religions of the
ancient Persians, particularly Zoroastrianism. Plate VII opposite
p.316 includes a depiction of a dodo. 

£200 - 300

11Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable VAT are explained on p.4 
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18
Smith (Adam).- PHILoLogICAL MISCeLLAny (THe), vol.1 only [all published], containing: Adam Smith’s ‘ConSIdeRATIonS ConCeRnIng THe FIRST
FoRMATIon oF LAnguAgeS, And THe dIFFeRenT genIuS oF oRIgInAL And CoMPounded LAnguAgeS’, pp. 440-479, FIRST edITIon, a little foxed and browned,
small paper flaw tear to lower margin of 2H1, ex-Board of Education Library copy with blind and ink stamps on title, modern half calf over
marbled boards, spine gilt, [Alston III 271, 823], 8vo, for the Editor; and sold by T,.Beckett and P.A.Dehondt, 1761.

⁂ VeRy RARe; InCLudIng THe FIRST APPeARAnCe In PRInT oF SMITH’S InFLuenTIAL eSSAy on LAnguAge and 40pp. of miscellaneous essays by Maupertius.
Smith’s essay was an expanded version one of his university lectures on rhetoric given at the university of glasgow in 1762 and was
included as an appendix in the third edition of The Theory of Moral Sentiments published in 1767.

eSTC lists 6 locations in the uK (BL, 3 Cambridge colleges, national Library of Scotland, and oxford) and 3 in America (Harvard, Library
Company of Philadelphia, and university of Kansas). CoPAC lists a further 5 locations. We have been unable to find any record of it
having been sold at auction. 

£4,000 - 6,000

12 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images



19
Bailey (Nathan) A neW unIVeRSAL eTyMoLogICAL dICTIonARy, edited
by Joseph nicol Scott, engraved frontispiece ( frayed at edges and
laid down), double column, ink signature on title, light soiling,
bookplate of Charles Ekins, contemporary calf, rubbed, corners worn,
rebacked, folio, T.Osborne...J.Buckland..., 1764.

£150 - 200

20
Helvetius (Claude Adrien) de L’HoMMe, de SeS FACuLTeS
InTeLLeCTueLLeS eT de Son ÉduCATIon, 2 vol., FIRST edITIon, FIRST ISSue with
639 & 760pp. and errata leaf at end of vol.2, some light browning,
modern sheep-backed marbled boards, spines very slightly faded,
12mo, “Londres”, Société Typographique, 1773.

£200 - 300

21
Campbell (John) A PoLITICAL SuRVey oF BRITAIn, 2 vol., FIRST edITIon,
half-titles, SIR MARCuS SoMeRVILLe’S CoPy with his ink signature at head
of titles and bookplate, handsome contemporary sprinkled calf, spines
gilt, a little rubbed, light damp-staining to upper cover of vol.1 (also
slightly affecting pastedown and front endpapers), 4to, for the Author,
1774.

⁂ Sir Marcus Somerville (1772-1831), Irish politician who
supported Catholic rights and the first Reform Bill but who died
shortly before the bill was passed.

£200 - 300

22
[Dodsley (Robert, editor)] A CoLLeCTIon oF PoeMS...By SeVeRAL
HAndS, 6 vol., half-titles, engraved title-vignettes, head- & tail-pieces
and sheets of music, vol.6 with worming to lower margin, bookplate
of Robert Walter Cooper, contemporary calf, spines gilt in
compartments with red and green morocco labels, a little rubbed and
stained, spine ends slightly worn but a handsome set, hole to one
joint, 8vo, J.Dodsley, 1775.

£200 - 300

13Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable VAT are explained on p.4 



23
La Fontaine (Jean de) ConTeS eT nouVeLLeS en VeRS, 2 vol., engraved
portrait, additional pictorial titles, title-vignettes, 80 plates and 43 tail-
pieces, note to binder leaf at end of vol.1, occasional light marginal
soiling, rear free endpaper of vol.2 loose, engraved bookplate of Sir
Samuel Hannay Bart., handsome contemporary tree calf, spines gilt
with red and black morocco labels, a little rubbed, splits to joints,
spines slightly faded, [Cohen-de Ricci 571-572], 8vo, [Paris], 1777.

£400 - 600

24
Voltaire (Francois Marie Arouet de) A TReATISe on ToLeRATIon...,
translated by Rev. david Williams, 2 parts in 1, title browned and
with contemporary ink signature at head, some spotting, H2 of first
part torn and repaired, contemporary half sheep, a little worn,
rebacked, Fielding and Walker, 1779; La Raison par Alphabet, 2 vol.,
sixth edition, engraved bookplate of Sir George Shuckburgh Bart.,
contemporary calf, gilt, spines gilt with red morocco labels, spine ends
a little worn, 1769, 8vo (3)

⁂ The second part of the first mentioned contains both The
Ignorant Philosopher and A Commentary on the Marquis Becaria’s
Treatise on Crimes and Punishments.

£200 - 300

25
[Blackburne (Francis)] MeMoIRS oF THoMAS HoLLIS, eSQ., F.R. and
A.S.S., 2 vol. including Appendix, FIRST edITIon, engraved frontispiece
of Britannia, pictorial dedication and 31 plates only (of 34/35), some
by Bartolozzi after Cipriani, including several portraits of Milton and
one of Locke but lacking the mezzotint of Newton and plates of coins
of Elizabeth and Henry IV, engraved illustration in text,
addenda/corrigenda leaf at end of vol.2, some foxing, mostly to plates,
and light offsetting, small hole to 4P1 in vol.2 affecting a couple of
letters, contemporary half calf, rubbed, rebacked, 4to, [J.Nichols], 1780.

⁂ Thomas Hollis (1720-1774) was a political propagandist, author
and benefactor to many libraries and institutions, particularly
Harvard in America. 

£150 - 200

26
[Pigott (Charles)] THe JoCKey CLuB, oR A SKeTCH oF THe MAnneRS oF
THe Age, 3 vol., vol.1 third edition, vol.2 fifth edition, vol.3 second
edition, H.D.Symonds, 1792; The Female Jockey Club, fifth edition, a
little stained, D.I.Eaton, 1794, uniform half calf, spines gilt, rubbed,
some joints split, upper cover of vol.1 detached, spine of the last
browned; and another set of the first, 8vo (7)

£200 - 300

14 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images



27
Gray (Thomas) PoeMS, [one oF 100 LARge PAPeR CoPIeS], light foxing
at beginning and end, bookplate, contemporary tan morocco,
elaborately gilt with gilt crest in centre of both boards, g.e., a little
rubbed and spotted, corners slightly worn, skillfully rebacked
preserving old gilt spine (a little faded), [Brooks 501], 4to, Parma,
Bodoni, 1793.

£200 - 300

28
Theophrastus. THeoPHRASTou Tou eReSIou CHARAKTeReS eTHIKoI
[graece]; Characteres ethici, Greek and Latin text, faint trace of stamp
to title, later half morocco, t.e.g., others uncut, rubbed and stained,
4to, Parma, Bodoni, 1794.

£400 - 600

29
[Montesquieu (Charles Secondat, Baron de)] Le TeMPLe de gnIde,
light foxing, book-label of John Waynflete Carter, contemporary green
morocco-backed marbled boards, spine gilt, uncut and unopened,
rubbed, spine faded and worn at head, 8vo, Parma, Bodoni, 1799.

£150 - 200
____________________________________

30
Binding.- AdVenTuReR (THe), vol.2 only, engraved frontispiece, foxed,
bookplate of Christopher J.F.Jarchow, contemporary sprinkled calf with
Greek key border and central oval panel with ink transfer design of
castle on upper cover and abbey on lower, In THe STyLe oF edWARdS oF
HALIFAx, rubbed, corners worn, rebacked preserving gilt spine, 12mo,
1793.

£200 - 300

15Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable VAT are explained on p.4 
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31
Knight (Richard Payne) THe LAndSCAPe, A dIdACTIC
PoeM...addressed to uvedale Price, esq., second edition, 3 etched
plates by B.T.Pouncy after Thomas Hearne, one plate soiled and frayed
at edges, some foxing, 1794; The Progress of Civil Society, a didactic
Poem, FIRST edITIon, half-title, 1796, together 2 works in 1 vol.,
modern half calf, 4to, W.Bulmer & Co. for G.Nicol

£200 - 300

32
[Newton (Richard)] deSIgnS To ILLuSTRATe STeRne’S SenTIMenTAL
JouRney, engraved throughout with title and 12 hand-coloured etched
plates after Newton, title lightly soiled, some marginal spotting or
soiling, original boards, printed label on upper cover, a little rubbed,
a few small ink stains, rebacked in morocco, preserved in modern
cloth drop-back box, oblong 4to, J.Wallis, [1795].

£400 - 600

33
Tasso (Torquato) LA JÉRuSALeM dÉLIVRÉe, en vers francois par
L.P.M.F.Baour-Lormian, 2 vol., half-titles, 40 engraved plates after
Cochin, tissue guards, some light foxing, original boards, uncut,
rebacked in calf preserving old roan labels, corners worn, 4to, Paris,
P.Didot l’Ainé, 1796.

£150 - 200

34
Typography.- Fry (Edmund) PAnTogRAPHIA; ConTAInIng ACCuRATe
CoPIeS oF ALL THe KnoWn ALPHABeTS In THe WoRLd, FIRST edITIon, list of
subscribers, wood-engraved title vignette and tail-pieces, light spotting
at beginning and end, modern half calf, 8vo, 1799.

£150 - 200

16 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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35
Atkinson (John Augustus).- Beresford (Rev. James) THe MISeRIeS
oF HuMAn LIFe; or The groans [and Last groans] of Samuel
Sensitive, and Timothy Testy..., 2 vol., eighth edition of vol.1, second
edition vol.2, 2 folding stipple-engraved frontispieces by Edward
Scriven after Beresford (short tears repaired), folding playbill (torn at
fold), woodcut illustrations, exTRA-ILLuSTRATed WITH 17 FoLdIng HAnd-
CoLouRed AQuATInTS By JoHn AuguSTuS ATKInSon (vignette title and 16
plates), light offsetting, occasional spotting, contemporary half
mottled calf, rubbed, rebacked, 8vo, 1807.

⁂* Comprising Beresford’s original text with the addition of
Atkinson’s separately-issued Sixteen Scenes taken from The Miseries
of Human Life. By one of the Wretched, [Abbey Life 259].

£300 - 400

Sir Richard Colt Hoare

36
Hoare (Sir Richard Colt).- Giraldus Cambrensis. THe ITIneRARy oF
ARCHBISHoP BALdWIn THRougH WALeS A.d. MCLxxxVIII, translated and
edited by Sir Richard Colt Hoare, 2 vol., FIRST edITIon In engLISH,
lacking half-titles, with 55 engraved plates and plans, 5 engraved
maps hand-coloured or partly so, 2 folding (one large at end of vol.2
with short tear at edge), exTRA-ILLuSTRATed WITH 10 ATTRACTIVe
WATeRCoLouR VIeWS Bound In, one or two signed by I. or J.Thornton but
all apparently by the same hand, most captioned in pencil and/or ink,
plus a few additional engravings tipped into blank leaves or loosely
inserted, some foxing, mostly at beginning and end of vol.2,
frontispiece to vol.2 creased and becoming loose, U1 with short tear
to lower margin, large engraved bookplate of Castle Freke Library
MDCCCVII, handsome contemporary diced russia with Greek key
borders in gilt, spines gilt in compartments, g.e., a little rubbed, joints
cracked, 4to, 1806.

£600 - 800

37
Ireland.- Hoare (Sir Richard Colt) JouRnAL oF A TouR In IReLAnd, A.d.
1806, FIRST edITIon, engraved frontispiece (offset on title), lightly browned,
later ink inscription on front free endpaper, contemporary calf, rubbed
and marked, upper joint split, 8vo, London and Dublin, 1807.

£150 - 200

38
Italy.- Hoare (Sir Richard Colt) ReCoLLeCTIonS ABRoAd, duRIng THe
yeAR 1790. Sicily and Malta, nuMBeR 24 oF 50 CoPIeS InSCRIBed By THe
AuTHoR, engraved map, modern half calf, uncut, large 8vo, Bath, 1817.

£200 - 300

17Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable VAT are explained on p.4 
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39
Hoare (Sir Richard Colt) HInTS on THe ToPogRAPHy oF WILTSHIRe,
Salisbury, 1818; Tumuli Wiltunenses; a guide to the Barrows on
the plains of Stonehenge, 6 engraved plates, embossed library
stamp at head of title, book-label of E.Pretty, F.S.A., Shaftesbury,
J.Rutter, 1829; Hungerfordiana: or Memoirs of the Family
Hungerford, one oF 100 CoPIeS (50 for sale), folding pedigree, wood-
engaved plates and illustrations, some ink annotations and additional
material pasted in, light water-staining, contemporary signature and
bookplate of Benj.W.Greenfield (signature torn through and partly
loose), Shaftesbury, J.Rutter, 1823; Monastic Remains of the
Religious Houses at Witham, Bruton, & Stavordale, one oF 50
CoPIeS, PReSenTATIon CoPy FRoM THe AuTHoR InSCRIBed “THe eARL oF CoRK
- FRoM THe AuTHoR R.C.H.” at head of title, later inscription partly
erased, 15 engraved plates, one on india paper and mounted, 2
pedigrees, privately printed by Crockers of Frome, 1824; The Pitney
Pavement, discovered by Samuel Hasell, esq. of Littleton, one oF
50 CoPIeS, engraved map and 16 plates, printed note advertising
hand-coloured lithographed plates by Day tipped in at beginning,
privately printed by Crocker of Frome, 1831, the last three printed in
red and black, most foxed, the first two original printed wrappers,
spines worn, the rest original boards, the third with spine broken &
defective and upper cover detached, the last two stained and
rebacked, 8vo & 4to (5)

£300 - 400

40
Italy.- Hoare (Sir Richard Colt) A CLASSICAL TouR THRougH ITALy And
SICILy, FIRST edITIon, half-title, engraved map, advertisement leaf at end,
foxed, bookplate of Heytesbury House, contemporary half russia,
corners worn, rebacked in calf with morocco labels, 4to, 1819.

⁂ Written to complement John Chetwode eustace’s Tour through
Italy of 1813. Heytesbury House, Wiltshire, later home of the poet
Siegfried Sassoon.

£150 - 200

41
Hoare (Sir Richard Colt) MonASTIC ReMAInS oF THe ReLIgIouS HouSeS
AT WITHAM, BRuTon, & STAVoRdALe, one oF 50 CoPIeS, printed in red and
black, 16 engraved plates, all but one on india paper and mounted,
2 pedigrees, WITH AddITIonAL Pen And InK dRAWIng oVeR PenCIL ?By THe
AuTHoR oF HoRSLey PRIoRy SeAL, marginal foxing to plates, bookplates
of Hugh F.Hornby and Harry Hoare, contemporary russia, gilt, rubbed,
upper cover spotted and detached, spine defective, privately printed
by Crockers of Frome, 1824; Chronicon Vilodunense, one oF 100
CoPIeS, SIgned PReSenTATIon CoPy FRoM THe AuTHoR To JoSePH HARdIng
inscribed on front free endpaper, title in red and black, contemporary
half roan, gilt-stamped roan label on upper cover, rubbed, spine worn
and slightly defective, 1830, 4to & folio (2)

⁂ Joseph Harding (1805-76), of Somerset, cheese-maker and
pioneer in developing cheddar cheese.

£200 - 300

42
Hoare (Sir Richard Colt, editor) Registrum Wiltunense,
saxonicum et latinum, engraved plate (foxed), staining to upper outer
corner, 1827; Chronicon Vilodunense, 1830, eACH one oF 100 CoPIeS,
SIgned PReSenTATIon CoPIeS FRoM THe AuTHoR inscribed at head of front
free endpapers, titles in red and black, with editor’s printed notes
concerning binding tipped in at beginning, original blue printed
wrappers, uncut, rubbed, spine of second frayed, folio (2)

£150 - 200
____________________________________

18 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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43
[Evans (Arthur Benoni)] THe CuTTeR, In FIVe LeCTuReS uPon THe ART
And PRACTICe oF CuTTIng FRIendS, ACQuAInTAnCeS, And ReLATIonS, FIRST
edITIon, with initial imprint (otherwise blank) leaf, hand-coloured
etched frontispiece and 5 folding aquatint plates by and after John
Augustus Atkinson, 8pp. publisher’s catalogue at end, some light
soiling and browning, modern calf-backed marbled boards, roan
label (original paper label mounted on front pastedown), uncut, joints
a little rubbed, 8vo, for J.Carpenter, 1808.

£300 - 400

44
Slavery.- Clarkson (Thomas) THe HISToRy oF THe RISe, PRogReSS, And
ACCoMPLISHMenT oF THe ABoLITIon oF THe AFRICAn SLAVe-TRAde By THe
BRITISH PARLIAMenT, 2 vol., FIRST edITIon, PReSenTATIon CoPy FRoM THe
AuTHoR “ To WM. WILBeRFoRCe eSQR. M.P., An unWeARIed FeLLoW-
LABouR[eR] And THe PARLIAMenTARy LeAdeR In THe gReAT CAuSe oF THe
ABoLITIon oF THe SLAVe-TRAde THIS WoRK IS AFFeCTIonATeLy PReSenT[ed]”
inscribed on title of vol.1, 3 engraved plates, 2 folding, inscription very
slightly cropped with loss of a couple of letters, a few markings and
numberings in ink or pencil to vol.1, some foxing and soiling, a few
light stains to text and marginal defects, plates with a little offsetting,
one folding plate frayed at edge, the other (plan of slave ship) torn
and repaired at edge, modern half calf (in style of previous binding),
with Wilberforce’s engraved bookplate on preserved front pastedown
tipped in at beginning of vol.1, [Goldsmiths’ 19725; Kress B.5319;
Sabin 13486], 8vo, 1808.

⁂ A SuPeRB ASSoCIATIon CoPy, BeTWeen TWo oF THe LeAdIng LIgHTS In THe
CAMPAIgn AgAInST SLAVeRy.

Thomas Clarkson (1760-46) devoted most of his life to fighting for
the abolition of slavery and toured the country assembling
evidence, interviewing 20,000 sailors and acquiring equipment
used on the slave-ships. He persuaded Wilberforce (1759-1833)
to take up the cause in Parliament and in 1807 the Slave Trade
Act was passed, banning the transportation of slaves in British
ships. eventually the Slavery Abolition Act of 1833 abolished
slavery in most parts of the British empire, being passed three
days before Wilberforce died.

£1,500 - 2,000

19Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable VAT are explained on p.4 
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45
Lee Priory Press.- Brydges (Sir Egerton, editor) BReTon’S LongIng
oF A BLeSSed HeART..., one oF 100 CoPIeS, title printed in red and black
with wood-engraved vignette, some light foxing, original boards,
uncut, rubbed and stained, rebacked, frayed at foot of spine,, 4to,
[Ickham], privately printed at the Lee Priory Press, 1814.

£100 - 150

46
Bewick (Thomas).- Aesop and others. THe FABLeS..., with Bewick’s
signed thumb-mark receipt before title, wood-engraved illustration to
each fable and vignette tail-pieces by Thomas Bewick, occasional
spotting or light soiling, contemporary calf, borders in gilt and blind,
rubbed, rebacked, [Roscoe 45c; Tattersfield TB 1.35], Demy 8vo,
Newcastle, 1818.

£150 - 200

47
Bewick (Thomas and John) SeLeCT FABLeS..., wood-engraved
portrait frontispiece, vignettes and tail-pieces by Thomas and John
Bewick, occasional foxing, modern bookplate of Peter Summers,
contemporary green morocco, gilt, spine gilt, g.e., a little rubbed, spine
slightly faded, [Hugo 428; Tattersfield TB 2.576], Royal 8vo, Newcastle,
1820.

£200 - 300

48
Egyptology.- Champollion (Jean François) gRAMMAIRe ÉgyPTIenne,
ou PRInCIPeS gÉnÉRAux de L’ÉCRITuRe SACRÉe ÉgyPTIenne..., FIRST edITIon,
half-title, lithographed hieroglyphs throughout, some printed in red,
a few hand-coloured (causing light offsetting), occasional foxing or
soiling, pp.11/12 torn affecting text but no loss, rather brittle and
chipped at edges, ex-library copy with unobtrusive blind-stamp to title,
modern calf, uncut, folio, Paris, Firmin Didot, 1836 [-41].

⁂ Champollion’s monumental work, published posthumously and
edited by his brother Jacques-Joseph Champollion.

£1,000 - 1,500

20 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images



49

49
-. Champollion (Jean François) dICTIonnAIRe ÉgyPTIenne en ÉCRITuRe
HIÉRogLyPHIQue, FIRST edITIon, half-title, lithographed hieroglyphs
throughout, title lightly soiled, ex-library copy with unobtrusive blind-
stamp on title, modern calf, uncut, folio, Paris, Firmin Didot, 1841-43.

⁂ Lithographic reproduction of Champollion’s manuscript,
published after his death, with an index at the end of the
hieroglyphs sorted by type including celestial, anatomical, animal,
architectural, household objects etc.

£1,000 - 1,500

50
[Blocquel (Simon)], “Frinellan”. Le TRIPLe VoCABuLAIRe InFeRnAL:
Manuel du démonomane, 4 parts in 1 vol., half-title, preliminaries
and pp.15-16 misbound, woodcut or wood-engraved title-vignette, 3
part titles, 12 plates, and illustrations, staining to a few leaves,
contemporary calf-backed boards, spine gilt, rubbed, Paris [Lille],
[1840] § olivier ( Jacques) Alphabet de l’Imperfection et Malice des
Femmes, one of 500 copies on écu vergé, title in red and black, etched
illustrations, contemporary morocco-backed boards, original pictorial
yellow wrappers bound in, uncut, Paris, 1876 § grand-Cartaret
( John) Mariage, Collage, Chiennerie: Les Trois Formes de l’union
Sexuelle, plates, contemporary half sheep, Paris, [c.1910], 8vo (3) 

⁂ The final part of the first is a list of authors on the occult.

£250 - 350

51
[Abbott (Edwin A.)], “A Square”. FLATLAnd, A Romance of Many
dimensions, FIRST edITIon, half-title, illustrations by the author, some
light foxing at beginning and end, bookplate, original card wrappers,
uncut, pictorial dust-jacket, soiled and browned, spine frayed and
chipped at head, small 4to, 1884.

£200 - 300

50

51
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52
Stevenson (Robert Louis) A CHILd’S gARden oF VeRSeS, FIRST edITIon,
issue with smaller “of” in title on spine but rounded apostrophe, no
mention of ‘Two Series’ in advertisement leaf at beginning, half-title,
occasional light soiling, ink ownership signature to front free
endpaper, endpapers browned, original blue cloth, gilt, bevelled edges,
t.e.g., others uncut, a little rubbed, light staining to edge of upper
board, some fading to spine, corners slightly worn, 8vo, 1885.

£300 - 500

53
Chess.- Fiske (Willard) CHeSS In ICeLAnd And In ICeLAndIC LITeRATuRe,
FIRST edITIon, portrait, illustrations, corrigenda leaf at end, original
brown cloth, uncut, a very good copy, 8vo, Florence, Florentine
Typographical Society, 1905.

⁂ Also concerning other table games.

£200 - 300

PRIVATe PReSS And LIMITed edITIonS

54
Ashendene Press.- Thucydides. [HISToRy oF THe PeLoPonneSIAn
WAR], translated by Benjamin Jowett, [one of 260 copies], printed in
red and black with text in Ptolemy type, sidenotes in Blado Italic,
initials and chapter headings designed by Graily Hewitt, WITH InK
oWneRSHIP InSCRIPTIon oF ARnoLd dAnVeRS PoWeR And SIgned By
C.H.ST.JoHn HoRnBy on front free endpaper, original white pigskin,
spine with seven raised bands, uncut, upper cover damp-stained, folio,
Ashendene Press, 1930.

⁂ Arnold danvers Power (1875-1959) worked with St. John
Hornby at W.H.Smith & Son. He prepared the text of Ecclesiasticus
for illumination by Alfred Fairbank and then persuaded Hornby
to print it, the last book issued by the Ashendene Press.

£750 - 1,000

22 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images



55
Cresset Press.- [Bacon (Sir Francis)] THe eSSAyeS oR CounSeLS CIVILL
And MoRALL oF FRAnCIS LoRd VeRuLAM VISCounT ST ALBAn, number 107
of 250 copies, printed in red & black, titles and initials by Joscelyne
Gaskin, press’s device on colophon, light soiling to half-title, occasional
foxing, original vellum, by Sangorski & Sutcliffe, t.e.g., others uncut, a
little yellowed and spotted, folio, printed by the Shakespeare Head
Press for the Cresset Press, 1928.

£150 - 200

56
Gooden (Stephen).- Aesop. FABLeS, translated by Sir Roger
l’estrange, number 491 of 525 copies signed by the artist, copper-
engraved title and plates by Stephen Gooden, also decorative initials,
light offsetting as usual, original pictorial vellum, gilt, by Leighton-
Straker, with fox in gilt on upper cover and bunches of grapes in
corners, t.e.g., others uncut, light spotting to covers, board slip-case
(rubbed and soiled), small 4to, 1936.

£300 - 400

57
Hamerton (Philip Gilbert) LAndSCAPe, nuMBeR 116 oF 525 LARge
PAPeR CoPIeS, title in red and black, 43 plates, mostly photogravure but
including several etchings and 2 mezzotints, all on india paper and
mounted, captioned guards, original pictorial boards, gilt, uncut,
rather rubbed and soiled, folio, 1885.

£200 - 300

58
Hughes (Ted) CRoW, FRoM THe LIFe And SongS oF THe CRoW, second
edition, number 384 of 400 copies signed by the author and artist,
plates by Leonard Baskin, original buckram-backed cloth, uncut,
board slip-case (very slightly rubbed), 4to, 1973. 

⁂ Contains some poems not in the first edition.

£300 - 500

23Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable VAT are explained on p.4 



59
Kelmscott Press.- Cockerell (Sydney C.) SoMe geRMAn WoodCuTS
oF THe FIFTeenTH CenTuRy, one of 225 copies on Perch paper, printed
in red and black in Golden type, wood-engraved initial designed by
William Morris, illustrations, original holland-backed boards, upper
cover titled in black, uncut, a little rubbed and soiled, corners bumped
and slightly worn, ex-library copy with very faint traces of stamp to
endpapers and small number at foot of spine, [Peterson A49], large
4to, Kelmscott Press, 1898.

⁂ Since 1892 Cockerell had been studying Morris’s library with
the view to publishing a catalogue by the press. After Morris’s
death it was decided to publish this work including part of an
article written by Morris, the illustrations of the woodcuts which
had already been prepared and a list of the relevant books in
Morris’s library.

£1,000 - 1,500

60
Montaigne (Michel Eyquem de) essays..., translated by Charles
Cotton, 5 vol., nuMBeR 75 oF 150 LARge PAPeR de Luxe SeTS on HAndMAde
PAPeR and signed by the publisher and printer, titles in red and black,
portrait frontispieces, original vellum, gilt, t.e.g., others uncut, 4to,
privately printed by the Riverside Press for the Navarre Society, 1923.

£250 - 350

61
Wakeman (Geoffrey) THe PRoduCTIon oF nIneTeenTH CenTuRy
CoLouR ILLuSTRATIon, nuMBeR 79 oF 100 CoPIeS, tipped-in original
specimens from 19th century works, most colour-printed, original
cloth-backed boards, uncut, transparent dust-jacket, folio,
Loughborough, The Plough Press, 1976.

£200 - 300

24 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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ART And ARCHITeCTuRe

62
Alberti (Leon Battista) The Architecture...of Painting...of
Statuary, edited by James Leoni and translated into Italian by
Cosimo Bartoli, 3 vol. in 1, second edition, engraved allegorical
frontispiece by B.Picart, titles and text in English and Italian with
woodcut device, printed in double column, 75 engraved plates, some
by Picart, contemporary ink signature at head of title, frontispiece
defective at inner edge and laid down with ink hatching filling missing
area, ex-library copy with unobtrusive blind stamp at head of title and
first leaf of each vol., some light spotting and browning, modern half
calf, [Harris 14; Millard, British 5], folio, Thomas Edlin, 1739.

£800 - 1,200

63
Bickham (George) deLICIAe BRITAnnICAe; or, the Curiosities of
Kensington, Hampton Court, and Windsor Castle, delineated,
second edition, 9 engraved plates (portraits of Van Dyck, Raphael &
Rubens, views of the 3 palaces and 4 key plates of paintings at
Kensington Palace), foxed and browned, modern morocco-backed
paste-paper boards, spine with old roan label, 8vo, E.Owen...and
George Bickham, 1755.

£150 - 200

64
Calligraphy.- Bickham (George) THe unIVeRSAL PenMAn; oR, THe ART
oF WRITIng..., engraved throughout with 212 numbered calligraphic
leaves including 2 titles but lacking frontispiece, many including
vignettes, printed on rectos only, half-title torn at foot, rather soiled
and stained particularly plates 103, 105 & 134, several marginal
tears, plates 69, 144 & 209 with slight loss to images, plate 192 from
another copy, plates 211 & 212 with small rust-holes, modern half
calf, folio, H.Overton, 1743.

£200 - 300

25Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable VAT are explained on p.4 



65
Jousse (Mathurin) L’ART de CHARPenTeRIe, edited by de la Hire, third
edition, 10 folding plates, one woodcut, the others engraved,
numerous woodcut and a few engraved illustrations, water-stained,
particularly at beginning and end, contemporary calf-backed boards,
rather worn, folio, Paris, Charles-Antoine Jombert, 1751.

£200 - 300

66
Soane (Sir John) deSIgnS FoR PuBLIC And PRIVATe BuILdIngS, FIRST
edITIon, half-title, engraved title with vignettes and 55 plates, one
misbound, list of plates at end, plates foxed, some light damp-staining
at beginning affecting lower inner margin of title and first few leaves
and plates, modern boards with contemporary morocco spine
(repaired), recased, [Fowler 338], folio, 1828.

£600 - 800

67
Turning.- Plumier (Charles) L’ART de TouRneR..., FIRST edITIon,
engraved additional title, title in red and black with engraved vignette,
Privilege leaf misbound after Preface, engraved head-pieces and 71
plates (?of 72, no plate 41), one folding, plate 65 shorter and loose
(supplied from another copy), one with marginal tear, title lightly
soiled, some browning and marginal water-staining, staining to a few
plates, contemporary sprinkled calf, gilt, spine gilt with red morocco
label, rubbed, joints split, spine a little worn at head, [Berlin Kat. 1246],
folio, Lyons, Jean Certe, 1701.

⁂ The first book on turning.

£400 - 600

68
Vardy (John, publisher) SoMe deSIgnS oF MR. InIgo JoneS And MR.
WM. KenT, engraved throughout with decorative title by Kent, 2 leaves
Table of Plates and 53 plates by Vardy after Jones or Kent, title soiled,
some water-staining, mostly marginal but extending within platemark
on plates 5 7 33, some other soiling and small stains, plate 5 loose,
modern calf ruled in blind, [Berlin Kat 2279; Harris 881], folio, John
Vardy, 1744.

⁂ Comprising 17 designs by Jones, mostly for chimneypieces, the
rest by Kent of a variety of subjects: urns, candelabra, garden
buildings etc. including Merlin’s Cave at Richmond.

£400 - 600

26 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Food And dRInK

69

70

69
Colnet de Ravel (C.J.A.M. de)] L’ART de dIneR en VILLe...Poeme en
IV Chants, FIRST edITIon, half-title, foxed, original blue paste-paper
wrappers, spine with printed paper label, uncut, rubbed and spotted,
small gouge to upper wrapper, [Cagle 143; Vicaire p.191; cf. Simon
BG 538, 3rd edition], 12mo, Paris, Colnet, 1810.

⁂ Satirical and scatological poem concerning an unfortunate
young lady whose imminent marriage is broken off after farting
but subsequently marries well. A section at the end is a supposed
extract from a compilation of biographies of authors who died
from hunger. 

£150 - 200

70
Devéria (Achille) odeS d’AnACRÉon, Complèment de l’Anacréon de
girodel, 2 parts in 1 (second bound before first), lithographed titles
printed in red, no text, 20 fine hand-coloured lithographed plates by
Lemercier after Devéria, many of drinking scenes, paper guards, title
to second part foxed, light marginal soiling and occasional water-
staining (mainly to final 4 plates), original decorative boards printed
in gold, rubbed, edges worn and a little chipped, rebacked, folio, Paris,
H.Gache, [1825].

⁂ VeRy RARe. CoPAC lists only one copy, in the Brotherton Library,
Leeds; WorldCat lists that and a further 3 copies (Bibliothèque
nationale, dresden, & Huntington libraries).

Achille Jacques-Jean-Marie devéria (1800-57) was a French painter
and lithographer known for his portraits of famous writers and
artists, and for his lithographs illustrating erotic works, many of
which are very scarce.

devéria - see also lot 253.

£500 - 700

71
Redi (Francesco) BACCo In ToSCAnA, engraved frontispiece, woodcut
device on title and head- & tail-pieces, foxed, contemporary limp
marbled boards, spine reinforced with paste-paper strip, manuscript
label, uncut, rubbed, slight wear to spine, [cf. Simon BG 1268, first
edition], 12mo, Venice, Guglielmo Zerletti, 1763.

⁂ Famous poem on wine and other drinks including chocolate,
tea and coffee, originally published in Florence in 1685.

£200 - 300
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72
Tanara (Vincenzo) L’eConoMIA deL CITTAdIno In VILLA, half-title, title
with woodcut vignette of ploughing, old ink inscription on title,
browned, water-staining at beginning and end, mostly marginal,
small ink stain to lower margin of Bb1, modern half calf, uncut, small
4to in 8s, Venice, S.Curti, 1674.

£200 - 300

73
Wine.- [Henderson (Alexander)] THe HISToRy oF AnCIenT And
ModeRn WIneS, FIRST edITIon, half-title, wood-engraved title-vignette on
india paper, wood-engraved head-pieces and initials, folding table,
ConTeMPoRARy InK SIgnATuRe oF geoRge CoRBeTT (London WIne
MeRCHAnT) on front free endpaper and with 4pp. 1840 wine prospectus
from Martinez, Gassiot & Co. addressed to him tipped in towards end,
water-stained throughout, modern half calf, uncut, 4to, 1824.

£150 - 200

nATuRAL HISToRy

74
Agriculture.- Chomel (Noel) dICTIonnAIRe oeConoMIQue...., edited
by J.Marret, 4 vol. including 2 vol. Supplement, third edition, titles
in red and black, engraved dedication and 12 plates by B.Picart, 1
folding, numerous engraved or woodcut illustrations in text,
contemporary ink note at foot of titles, some browning, mostly light,
small ink stain to upper edge of a few leaves first volume,
contemporary mottled calf, spines gilt in compartments with red and
black roan labels, rubbed, corners and spine ends worn and with
some repairs, [Vicaire 172], folio, Amsterdam, Jean Covens & Corn.
Mortier, 1732-1740. 

⁂ An important domestic dictionary with much on food and drink,
agriculture and horticulture and hunting, and with sections on
bees, falconry and horses.

£800 - 1,200

75
-. [Young (Arthur)] A SIx MonTHS TouR THRougH THe noRTH oF
engLAnd, containing an Account of the present State of
Agriculture, Manufactures and Population..., 4 vol., FIRST edITIon,
folding engraved map and 27 plates, 14 folding, 6 folding letterpress
tables, 3pp. advertisements at end of vol.1, light offsetting from plates,
vol.1 with some ink underlinings and a few pencil annotations, small
stain to G6 & 7 of vol.3, later ink inscription on front pastedowns,
contemporary speckled calf, rubbed, spine ends a little worn, lacking
most labels, upper joint of vol.1 split, 8vo, W.Strahan [&c.], 1770.

£200 - 300
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76

77

76
Angling.- [Boaz (Herman)] THe AngLeR’S PRogReSS; A PoeM, title with
wood-engraved vignette by Thomas Bewick, [W&S p.35], Newcastle,
for Emerson Charnley, 1820 Bound WITH The Fisher’s garland for
1821 [-1826], together 6 parts, title with wood-engraved vignette by
Thomas Bewick, [W & S pp.157-158], 1821-1824 Bound WITH The
Tyne Fisher’s Farewell to his Favourite Stream on the Approach
of Winter, [one oF 12 CoPIeS WITH THe Wood-engRAVIng oF An AngLeR
on TITLe], Newcastle, Emerson Charnley, 1824 Bound WITH [R.R.] The
Auld Fisher’s Invitation to his Friend, wood-engraved title vignette,
Newcastle, for William Garret, 1824 and c.20 others, similar, bound
in 1 vol., most reprints, many with bibliographical details in pencil on
titles, modern half morocco, spine gilt in compartments with red
morocco labels, [cf. W&S pp.157-160], 8vo

£200 - 300

77
Bewick (Thomas) A HISToRy oF BRITISH BIRdS, 2 vol. including
Supplements at ends, ‘Land Birds’ seventh edition, ‘Water Birds’ fifth
edition, FIRST edITIonS of Supplements, wood-engraved illustrations and
vignettes by Thomas Bewick, some spotting, ink inscription on front
free endpaper of vol.1 and another in pencil in vol.2, first gathering
in vol.1 becoming loose, contemporary calf, borders in gilt and blind,
roan labels, a little rubbed and faded, wear to vol.2 head of spine,
[Tattersfield TB.1.22], Demy 8vo, Newcastle, 1821.

£150 - 200

78
Houghton (Rev. William) BRITISH FReSH-WATeR FISHeS, 2 vol., FIRST
edITIon, 41 wood-engraved plates after A.F.Lydon printed in colours,
tissue guards, wood-engraved vignettes and illustrations, some foxing,
mostly marginal, ex-library copy with traces of ink stamp to verso of
plates and labels removed, slight insect damage to lower outer corner
of last few leaves of vol.1, original pictorial cloth, gilt, g.e., rubbed,
corners slightly worn, [Nissen ZBI 2009], folio, [1879].

£200 - 300
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SCIenCe And MATHeMATICS

79
Engineering.- Johnstone (John) An ACCounT oF THe MoST APPRoVed
MeTHod oF dRAInIng LAnd, FIRST edITIon, lacking half-title but with
Conclusion leaf at end, 16 engraved plates, 2 folding, some foxing,
one plate browned, tear to inner margin of title repaired,
contemporary half sheep, rubbed, rebacked, corners repaired, 4to,
Edinburgh, Mundell and Son, 1797.

£200 - 300

80
-. Perry (Capt. John) An ACounT oF THe SToPPIng oF dAggenHAM
BReACH, FIRST edITIon, folding engraved map by H.Moll with
contemporary annotation in ink, lacking errata slip, light spotting and
soiling, map torn and repaired, contemporary calf, rubbed, lettering
on upper cover scored out, rebacked, 8vo, Benj. Tooke, 1721. 

⁂ Account of the extraordinary feat of engineering executed by
the hydraulic engineer John Perry in repairing two breaches in the
Thames embankment at dagenham, caused by storms and
neglect.

£200 - 300

81
Games & Conjuring.- [Paris (Dr John Ayrton)] PHILoSoPHy In
SPoRT MAde SCIenCe In eARneST, 3 vol., FIRST edITIon, half-titles, 12pp.
publishers’ catalogue at beginning of vol.1 and advertisement leaf at
end of vol.2, wood-engraved title-vignettes and illustrations by George
Cruikshank, occasional spotting, tear to E4 in vol.3 repaired,
contemporary signature erased from front pastedowns, original green
boards, uncut, rubbed and marked, corners bit worn, rebacked
preserving old paper labels, [Cohn 626], 8vo, 1827.

⁂ early conjuring work; a collection of short stories demonstrating
scientific principles using toys and magic tricks, including the
“traumatrope”, a precursor of motion pictures and animation.

£150 - 200

81

82
Hooper (William) RATIonAL ReCReATIonS, in which the Principles of
numbers and Mathematics are...elucidated, 4 vol., FIRST edITIon, 65
folding engraved plates, engraved bookplate of Francis Enys of
Penryn, Cornwall, contemporary speckled calf, red morocco labels
(two lacking), rubbed, joints split, 8vo, for L. Davis, J. Robson [&c.],
1774.

⁂ Covering natural scientific phenomena and experiments,
illusions and tricks including diving bells, fireworks, magic lanterns,
card tricks etc.

£400 - 600
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83
Iron.- [Swedenborg (Emanuel)] noVA oBSeRVATA eT InVenTA CIRCA
FeRRuM eT IgneM..., FIRST edITIon, device on title, 3 folding engraved
plates, modern calf, 8vo, Amsterdam, J.Oosterwyk, 1721.

⁂ Rare work on iron and smelting.

£200 - 300

Mathematics

84
Moxon (Joseph) MATHeMATICKS MAde eASIe: oR, A MATHeMATICAL
dICTIonARy..., second edition, engraved portrait by F.H.van Hove, 4
engraved plates, 2 folding, browned, cropped, C2 with marginal
repair, small ink stain to verso of H2, old red bookplate of Chas. Ino.
Shoppee, later half vellum, spine titled in black, a little rubbed, [Wing
M3007], 8vo, for J. Moxon, 1692.

£200 - 300

85
[Sherwin (Henry, editor)] MATHeMATICAL TABLeS...By MR.BRIggS,

dR.WALLIS, MR.HALLey, MR.ABR.SHARP, folding leaf with letterpress Errata
and engraved plate at end (lightly water-stained), contemporary
panelled calf, rubbed, corners worn, rebacked, 8vo, for R. & W. Mount,
and T.Page, 1717.

⁂ A re-issue of the 1705 Tables with new preliminary material
including Halley’s unsuccessful attempt to square the circle (see
folding plate).

£150 - 200

85

86
Walter (Thomas) A neW MATHeMATICAL dICTIonARy, FIRST edITIon, initial
advertisement leaf, 3 engraved plates, 2 folding, diagrams,
Appendix/errata leaf at end, without the list of subscribers inserted
later, small stain to title, contemporary calf, rubbed, corners worn,
rebacked, 8vo, for the Author, 1762.

⁂ Scarce; CoPAC lists only 4 copies in the uK (Birmingham, BL,
Cambridge, Science Museum), one in Berlin and 4 in America.

£200 - 300
____________________________________
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87
Ozanam (Jacques) ReCReATIonS In MATHeMATICS And nATuRAL
PHILoSoPHy...recomposed, and greatly enlarged...by the Celebrated
M. Montucla...translated...by Charles Hutton, 4 vol., FIRST engLISH
edITIon, half-titles, 97 engraved plates on 96 folding sheets, some
foxing to plates, contemporary half calf, spines gilt, rubbed, spine ends
slightly worn, 8vo, for G. Kearsley by T. Davison, 1803.

⁂ Including sections on acoustics, astronomy, arithmetic,
magnetism, mechanics, navigation, optics, pyrotechnics, etc

£300 - 400

TRAVeL

China

88

88
Conrady (August) dIe CHIneSISCHen HAndSCHRIFTen- und SonSTIgen
KLeInFunde SVen HedInS In Lou-LAn, with prospectus for Hedin’s Sino-
Swedish Expedition Reports loosely inserted, original printed
wrappers, uncut, spotted and browned, spine ends frayed, Stockholm,
1920 § Maspero (Henri, editor) Les documents Chinois de la
Troisième expédition de Sir Aurel Stein en Asie Centrale, original
buckram, 1953 § Stein (Sir Marc Aurel) Archaeological
Reconnaissances in north-Western India and South-eastern Iran,
foxing and damp-staining, lacking folding maps from pocket at end,
original buckram, damp-stained, 1937, maps, plates and illustrations,
4to (3)

£300 - 400

89
[CoSTuMeS], vol.2 only (of 2), text in Chinese, 10 colour plates with

illustrations numbered 26-50, some light soiling, original wrappers
stitched with ribbon, paper label on upper cover (slightly defective),
rubbed and soiled, folio, n.p., [c.1880].

£100 - 150
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90

91

90
Davis (Sir John Francis) CHIneSe noVeLS, translated from the
originals...observations on the Language and Literature of China,
FIRST edITIon, half-title, spotting to a few leaves, contemporary calf,
rubbed, rebacked with gilt spine and roan labels, [Lust 1097; Cordier
1770], 8vo, 1822.

⁂ Including proverbs and maxims, and the novels ‘The Shadow in
the Water’, ‘The Twin Sisters’ and ‘The Three dedicated Chambers’.

£150 - 200

91
Davis (John Francis, translator) HAn Koong TSeW, oR THe SoRRoWS
oF HAn: A Chinese Tragedy, SuBSCRIBeR’S CoPy, with 2 decorative
subscriber’s leaves printed in lilac and red, blue & black at beginning,
light spotting, bookplate of Richard Gregory, contemporary diced calf,
gilt, rubbed and marked, two worn patches to upper cover, 4to,
Oriental Translation Fund, 1829.

£150 - 200

92
Duthuit (Georges) MySTIQue CHInoISe eT PeInTuRe ModeRne, FIRST
edITIon, SIgned And InSCRIBed By THe AuTHoR To PRInCeSS AnToIne BIBeSCo
“...en HoMMAge de ReSPeCT eT de PRoFond dÉVoueMenT...” on half-title,
plates, original wrappers, glacine wrapper, rubbed, spine ends a little
frayed, oblong 8vo, Paris and London, 1936.

⁂ Scarce.

£100 - 150

93
Fortune (Robert) A ReSIdenCe AMong THe CHIneSe..., FIRST edITIon, half-
title, wood-engraved frontispiece, 4 plates, and illustrations, light browning
and soiling, a few plates frayed at edges, modern half calf, 8vo, 1857.

⁂ Fortune was a Scottish botanist sent to China by the Royal
Horticultural Society in search of plants, particularly tea for
cultivation in India.

£200 - 300
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94
Stein (Sir Marc Aurel) on AnCIenT CenTRAL-ASIAn TRACKS: Brief
narrative of Three expeditions in Innermost Asia and north-
Western China, FIRST edITIon, half-title, plates, some colour, some
folding, folding colour map, advertisement leaf at end, later ink
inscription to front endpaper, original terracotta cloth, gilt medallion
on upper cover, t.e.g., others uncut, a little rubbed and soiled, small
nicks to spine ends, [Yakushi S723a], 8vo, 1933.

£300 - 400

95
[Voltaire (Francois Marie Arouet de)] LeTTReS CHInoISeS, IndIenneS
eT TARTAReS a Monsieur Paw, par un Benedictin, FIRST edITIon, half-
title, woodcut title vignette and charming head- & tail-pieces, light
foxing at beginning and end, stain to lower margin of I4 & 5 and inner
margin of L8 & M1, contemporary mottled calf, spine gilt, rubbed,
spine ends and corners a little worn, joints split, [cf.Cordier, Sinica
1855, “Londres” i.e.Amsterdam edition], 8vo, Paris [Geneva], 1776.

£150 - 200
____________________________________

96
Europe.- Board Game.- Wallis (J. & E.) THe PAnoRAMA oF euRoPe,
a new game, hand-coloured engraved sheet incorporating 40 views
of European cities, London in the centre, dissected and linen-backed,
c.475 x 630mm., a little soiled with one or two small stains, folding
into original marbled card slip-case with hand-coloured pictorial title
on upper cover, rubbed, 8vo, J. & E.Wallis, and J.Wallis Junr., 1815.

£400 - 600

97
-. Coryate (Thomas) CoRyAT’S CRudITIeS, 2 vol., nuMBeR 14 oF 100
SeTS on HAndMAde PAPeR And InITIALLed By THe PuBLISHeRS, 1905 §
Moryson (Fynes) An Itinerary containing His Ten yeeres Travell...,
4 vol., [one oF 100 SeTS on HAndMAde PAPeR], without limitation but
with presentation compliments slip from the publishers loosely
inserted, 1907-08, plates, some folding, uniform original vellum-
backed red pictorial cloth, gilt, spines gilt, g.e., others uncut, some
spines lightly soiled, 8vo, Glasgow, James MacLehose and Sons (4) 

£300 - 400
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98
Italy.- Merigot (James) A SeLeCT CoLLeCTIon oF VIeWS And RuInS In
RoMe And ITS VICInITy, 2 parts in 1, FIRST edITIon, aquatint pictorial
additional title and 61 plates, good dark impressions, light marginal
foxing to plates, contemporary diced russia, gilt, rubbed at edges,
rebacked, [cf. Abbey, Travel 178, large paper coloured issue], 4to,
1797-99.

£250 - 350

99
-. Gamucci (Bernardo) Le AnTICHITA deLLA CITTA dI RoMA, edited by
Thomaso Porcacchi, collation: †8 A-Z, Aa8Bb10, second edition, italic
type, printer’s woodcut device on title and otherwise final blank leaf,
woodcut initials, folding map and 38 full-page illustrations,
contemporary ink inscription at foot of title, occasional browning,
map bound in upside down and with two tears (repaired), hinges split,
old engraved book-label on front pastedown, 17th century vellum,
yapp edges, red morocco label, a little rubbed and marked, [Adams
G204], 8vo, 150 x 100mm., Venice, Giovanni Varisco, 1569.

⁂ Renaissance guide to Rome with charming woodcut views of
the antiquities.

£400 - 600

Japan

100
PHoTogRAPH ALBuM, 50 hand-coloured albumen prints of unusual
brightness, comprising portraits of the Mikado and the Empress, views
and street scenes of Yokohama and Tokyo, teahouses, bathing places,
boating, and the temples at Shiba, each c.210 x 270mm., mounted
on both sides of pink card leaves with typescript captions pasted
beneath, tissue guards, contemporary roan-backed black lacquer
covers, upper cover with scene of woman in a rickshaw in front of
Mount Fuji, the faces of the woman and rickshaw puller of inlaid
carved bone pieces, a little rubbed, chips to corners and lower cover,
joints split, oblong 4to, [c.1890].

£500 - 700
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101
PHoTogRAPH ALBuM, 50 hand-coloured albumen prints, comprising
views of lakes, rivers, gardens and temples at Nikko, Yenoshima, Tokyo,
Kamakura, Kanazawa, Fujiyama, Fujiya Hotel at Miyanoshita, Hot
Springs of Hakone, and tea-picking, each c.210 x 270mm., some titled
and numbered in the negative, mounted on both sides of pink card
leaves edged in silk and with typescript captions pasted beneath,
tissue guards, contemporary black lacquer covers decorated with
moon and gilt bamboo on upper cover and flowers on lower, rubbed,
slightly chipped at edges, lacking spine, broken and loose, [c.1890];
and another red lacquer album containing 40 postcards of Japan
(views, group studies, ceremonies etc.), [c.1900], oblong 4to (2)

£300 - 500

102
FouR PHoTogRAPH ALBuMS, containing a total of 195 hand-coloured
albumen prints, 2 of mostly views but also scenes of hair-dressing and
dancing, the other two mostly portraits and scenes of recreations and
occupations, each 100 x 140mm. or vice versa, a few titled in the
negative, all mounted on thick card leaves in concertina format (one
broken and loose), some spotting to mounts, one with contemporary
cloth covers, the rest in contemporary red lacquer, upper covers
decorated in gilt and colours with respectively scenes of a woman in
a rickshaw, a woman in a boat and cranes with bamboo, the faces
and birds of inlaid carved bone or mother of pearl pieces, a little
rubbed and chipped, mostly at edges, oblong 8vo, [c.1890].

£400 - 600
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103
PHoTogRAPH ALBuM, 49 hand-coloured albumen prints, comprising
scenes of tea-production and -picking, tea-houses, fencing, portraits,
a tattooed man, a houseboat, ploughing and planting rice, carriages,
Aino men, sumo wrestlers, a string of litter-bearers, views of temples
and gardens of Tokyo, Nagasaki harbour, and interior scenes of
women eating, dancing, playing games etc., each c.205 x 165mm.,
most titled and numbered in the negative, mounted on both sides of
thick card leaves mounted on stubs, mounts a little soiled, some
chipped at corners, contemporary roan-backed brown lacquer covers,
upper cover with inset black lacquer panel with dragon, flowers on
lower, a little rubbed, oblong 4to, [c.1890].

£600 - 800

104
WeddIng ALBuM, relating to the marriage of Mary Fanny Hannen to
edward Charles Hannen in yokohama in 1891, comprising
announcement, press reports, telegrams, invitations, 2 albumen prints
of the floral arrangements, and newspaper announcements of the
death and funeral of Lord Hannen in 1894 and an albumen print of
a family group in a garden in front of a large Buddha, all mounted
on thick card leaves, with a photographic portrait of Sir Nicholas
Hannen in his judicial robes loosely inserted, contemporary black
lacquer covers decorated in gilt and colours, g.e., lower cover a little
rubbed, corners chipped, rebacked in morocco, oblong 4to, [1891].

⁂ Sir nicholas Hannen (1842-1900) served as a barrister and
judge in both China and Japan, he was Judge of H.B.M.’s Court for
Japan from 1881-91. HIs brother, James, Lord Hannen (1821-94)
was also a judge, in england.

£150 - 200

105
THRee PoSTCARd ALBuMS, all with thick card leaves covered in silk hand-
painted with birds, flowers and views, 2 with 70 inserted postcards of
Japan (views, buildings, group studies of customs and ceremonies, and
scenes of rice-planting & harvesting, tea processing etc.), the other
empty, some spotting or staining to leaves, contemporary cloth-
backed black lacquer with decorative upper covers, one with eagle
formed of inlaid pieces of carved bone and mother of pearl, one with
figure of woman in a rickshaw, the last of a bird formed of inlaid
pieces of mother of pearl, a little rubbed and marked, corners chipped,
the last two rebacked, oblong 4to, [c.1900] (3)

£200 - 300
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106
Florian (Jean-Pierre Claris de) FABLeS CHoISIeS...Illustrées par des
Artistes Japonais sous la direction de P.Barboutau, 2 vol., pictorial
titles, 28 colour woodblock prints, original pictorial wrappers sewn
with cord, soiled, together in original pictorial cloth folder, rubbed,
oblong folio, Paris, Flammarion, [1895-96].

£200 - 300

107
Fortune (Robert) yedo And PeKIng. A narrative of a Journey to the
Capitals of Japan and China, FIRST edITIon, half-title, wood-engraved
folding frontispiece, 8 plates, and illustrations, folding map at end,
frontispiece a little browned and creased at folds, modern bookplate
of Cliff Parfit and with ink ownership stamp on half-title and final leaf,
modern black morocco, by Coleman, t.e.g., 8vo, 1863.

£150 - 200

108
Netto (C.) PAPIeR-SCHMeTTeRLInge AuS JAPAn, FIRST edITIon,
chromolithographed additional pictorial title, plates and illustrations
by Paul Bender, one chromolithographed, 3 etched, light spotting at
beginning and end, original half morocco over pictorial boards, g.e.,
slightly rubbed at edges, with the original dust-jacket printed in gold
(a little stained, frayed at edges), 4to, Leipzig, 1888.

£200 - 300

108

109
Pfizmaier (August) WoeRTeRBuCH deR JAPAnISCHen SPRACHe, part 1
[all published], Japanese and German text, small stain on title,
original printed wrappers, uncut, 4to, Vienna, 1851. 

⁂ An early, if not the first, attempt at a Japanese/german
dictionary, printed by Mechitharisten, who were well known for
the printing of eastern works. The printed text comprises
katakana with the phonetic, german & english translations.

£150 - 200
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110
Silk.- Sira-Kawa de Sendai (Osyou) TRAITÉ de L’ÉduCATIon deS VeRS
A SoIe Au JAPon, translated by Léon de Rosny, 22 lithographed plates,
most chromolithographed, some tinted, one with folding flap, light
spotting to text, original printed wrappers, uncut and unopened,
rubbed and soiled, slightly frayed at edges, 8vo, Paris, 1868. 

⁂ Rare work on silk and its production, with attractive plates; the
first edition in translation. CoPAC lists only 5 copies.

£200 - 300
____________________________________

111

111
Russia.- [Alexander (William)] PICTuReSQue RePReSenTATIonS oF THe
dReSS And MAnneRS oF THe RuSSIAnS, 64 hand-coloured aquatint plates,
light spotting and soiling, mostly to text, contemporary red straight-
grain morocco, gilt, spine gilt, g.e., rubbed, especially joints, [Colas
2358; Tooley 377; Not in Abbey], 8vo, John Murray, 1814.

⁂ The plates are based on those in Miller’s Costume of the Russian
Empire of 1803 but in a smaller format.

£300 - 400

BRITISH ToPogRAPHy

112
British Grand Prix.- Burd & Evans (Chartered Surveyors)
BRAndS HATCH CIRCuIT LTd., 1964, detailed map of the motor racing
circuit and its environs, lithographed map, some outline hand-
colouring delineating a perimeter around the track, 1180 x 1175 mm.
(46½ x 46¼ in), dissected and mounted on linen, folding with marbled
board endpapers and manuscript label, 1964.

⁂ The first of the 12 British grand Prix races that were held at
Brands Hatch was in 1964, the last in 1986, and the present map
shows the extensions approved by the Kent County Council in
1960. The track was described by gerhard Berger as “the best
circuit in the world”.

£100 - 150
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113
British Isles.- Lewis (Samuel), publisher. A MAP oF engLAnd And
WALeS, dIVIded InTo CounTIeS, PARLIAMenTARy dIVISIonS, & dIoCeSeS,
presented in four sections, covering the north east, South east,
north West, and South West of england, with large decorative title
upper right in the north east section, and large engraved view of
The general Post office London upper left in the north West, the
view by griffiths after Allom, engraved folding maps, drawn by R.
Creighton, and engraved by J. Dower, each dissected and mounted on
linen, all with hand-colouring, each approx. 1060 x 880mm.,
occasional surface dirt and spotting, folding into original green
straight-grain morocco, gilt decorated borders, 8vo., edges rubbed,
scuffs, spines worn, S. Lewis & Co., 1840; A MAP oF SCoTLAnd, dIVIded
InTo CounTIeS SHeWIng THe PRInCIPAL RoAdS, RAILWAyS, RIVeRS, CAnALS,
LoCHS, MounTAInS, ISLAndS, &C., presented in three sections,
covering the northern, Central, and Southern divisions, engraved
folding maps, drawn by Carrington, engraved by Dower and etched
by Hower, all with hand-colouring, each approx. 1350 x 640 mm.
(53¼ x 25¼ in), dissected and mounted on linen, surface dirt and
browning, the southern division with loss to lower left extremity,
folding into original green straight-grain morocco, gilt decorated
borders, 8vo., edges rubbed, scuffs, spines worn, S. Lewis & Co., [circa
1840]; and with A PLAn oF London And ITS enVIRonS, SHeWIng THe
BoundARIeS oF THe CITIeS oF London And WeSTMInSTeR, showing from
Stoke newington to dulwich, and from Hammersmith to
greenwich, with some railway lines included, and showing Victoria
Park, decoratively lettered title and compass rose upper right,
within an ornate border, engraved map by J. Dower, with early hand-
colouring, 960 x 1140 mm. (37¾ x 44⅞ in), dissected and mounted
on linen, overall light even browning, folding into original green
straight-grain morocco, gilt decorated borders, rubbed, spine splitting,
worn, [circa 1850].

£600 - 800

114
Cheshire.- Batenham (George) [eTCHIngS oF CHeSTeR], 26 etchings,
20 of street panoramas of Chester (numbered I-XVIII & XX-XXI but in
wrong order), on wove paper, with 6 other unnumbered etchings on
different paper and slightly smaller, tissue guards, contemporary half
calf, spine gilt, rubbed, oblong folio, 1816-26.

£200 - 300

England

115
Edwards (Edwin) oLd InnS, 3 vol. in 1, one oF 150 CoPIeS (vol.2 & 3
numbered “122” on title), titles in red and black, with 2 additional
etched pictorial titles (to vol.1 & 2), dedication and 153 etchings on
98 sheets, all on japon, vol.1 also with etched manuscript text on
japon incorporating many illustrations (one hand-coloured), printed
on rectos only, each page numbered by hand in red ink, first page
with correction in red, with letterpress 4pp. prospectus in vol.1,
introductory note by the artist’s widow in vol.2 & 3 and list of etchings
in each vol., some light foxing, contemporary half morocco, original
etched pictorial wrappers bound in, t.e.g, others uncut, rubbed at
edges, folio, privately printed, 1873-81.

⁂ VeRy RARe To FInd CoMPLeTe. The work was issued loose in
portfolios and many broken up. Although the prospectus in vol.1
announces that the work will be limited to 250 copies, and the
plates destroyed once that number was reached, the author’s
wife states in her introductory note to vol.2 (following her
husband’s death) that this was reduced to 150 copies. The
majority of the work concerns east Anglia; many of the inns
depicted have now been pulled down and these etchings are the
only record of them.

£1,500 - 2,000
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117
PICTuReSQue RePReSenTATIonS oF THe dReSS And MAnneRS oF THe engLISH,
50 hand-coloured aquatint plates, light spotting or soiling to text but
plates generally clean, bookplates of Henry Jardine and Pat Murray,
contemporary roan-backed marbled boards, uncut, rubbed,
rebacked, [Tooley 374], 8vo, printed for John Murray, by W.Bulmer &
Co., [1814].

£200 - 300

London

118
Banks (J.H.) A CoSMoRAMIC VIeW oF London, a bird’s-eye panorama,
looking north from above elephant and Castle, from Vauxhall
Bridge to St Katherine’s dock, etching and aquatint, with early hand-
colouring, 470 x 1065 mm. (18½ x 41⅞ in), dissected and mounted
on linen, varnished with discolouration, minor surface dirt, handling
creases with occasional minor surface wear, folding with brown cloth
endpapers, without slipcase, E. Wallis and J.H. Banks, 1843.

⁂ This is the first edition of this view, re-issued slightly later in
1845 as ‘A Panoramic View’. The composition is similar to that
found in cosmorama rooms as public attractions, but this version
has been adapted for a smaller scale environment, such as
libraries and coffee houses.

£200 - 300

41Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable VAT are explained on p.4 

116
Ogilby ( John) and John Senex. THe
RoAdS THRougH engLAnd deLIneATed oR,
ogILBy’S SuRVey, revised by John Senex,
engraved calligraphic title, 4 letterpress
leaves, engraved general map and 101
strip road maps on 51 leaves, printed on
both sides, a little soiled and stained,
general map shaved at upper edge, ex-
subscription library copy with small ink
stamp on title and first leaf of text and
label on front pastedown, contemporary
half russia, a little worn, rebacked
preserving old spine, [Chubb CXL],
oblong 8vo, John Bowles, 1757.

£300 - 400

118



119
Bartlett ( J.A.) & Britton ( John) ToPogRAPHICAL SuRVey oF THe
BoRougH oF ST. MARyLeBone, ... FRoM SuRVeyS & dRAWIngS By J.A.
BARTLeTT undeR THe dIReCTIon oF JoHn BRITTon F.S.A &C., from oxford
Street to The Spaniards Tavern, with Regent’s Park and part of
Hyde Park, including plans and elevations of 20 public buildings,
engraved map, by B.R. Davies, with early hand-colouring, 1120 x 950
mm. (44 x 37½ in), dissected and mounted on linen, some scuffing
and handling creases, browning and surface dirt, folding with brown
endpaper bearing presentation inscription from Britton to ‘JW Philipps
Esq.’, modern half-calf, marbled boards, 4to, 1834.

⁂ A SCARCe LARge-SCALe PLAn oF MARyLeBone. Following the great
Reform Act of 1832, Marylebone became a new parliamentary
constituency. It was one of five new parliamentary boroughs
enfranchised in the same year, and was defined as consisting of
three civil parishes: St Marylebone, Paddington, and St Pancras.
The present map serves as a contemporary account of
Marylebone as it was at this juncture, and illustrates new
information obtained during the process of establishing it is a
parliamentary constituency. Alongside the map itself, there are
also elevations and plans of 20 churches, chapels, and municipal
buildings, which were produced by the respected antiquarian and
architectural historian John Britton (1771-1857). Marylebone was
to remain its own constituency until 1885, when the
Redistribution of Seats Act split it into eight single member
divisions.

£1,500 - 2,000

120
Cary (John) CARy’S ACTuAL SuRVey oF THe CounTRy FIFTeen MILeS Round
London, engraved map with outline hand-colouring, 760 x 880 mm.
(29⅞ x 34¾ in), minor surface dirt, original slipcase with title label,
[variant folding map state of Howgego 183 (2)], 1800.

£300 - 500

121
Chamberlain (Henry) A neW And CoMPLeAT HISToRy And SuRVey oF
THe CITIeS oF London And WeSTMInSTeR, FIRST edITIon, engraved
frontispiece, 2 folding maps and 65 engraved plates, list of subscribers
at end, SuBSCRIBeR’S CoPy WITH InK InSCRIPTIon oF AnTHony HeASeL [oF
WALTHAMSToW] 1770 to front pastedown, with a duplicate plate of Dr.
Shaw preaching, and WITH AddITIonAL HAnd-CoLouRed MeZZoTInT
PoRTRAIT oF JoHn WILKeS, LoRd MAyoR oF London By CARIngTon BoWLeS
And FoLdIng LeTTeRPReSS BRoAdSIde oF WILKeS’S SPeeCH To THe HouSe oF
CoMMonS ConCeRnIng AMeRICAn TAxATIon BILLS bound in towards end
(portrait trimmed at head and with short tear to imprint, broadside
torn and repaired), a few contemporary ink annotations, occasional
soiling, plate of View from Greenwich Park soiled and frayed at head
with loss to heading, folding map with repaired tears to edge,
contemporary calf, red morocco label, rather worn and stained, joints
split, folio, for J. Cooke, [?1770].

£300 - 400
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122
Cook (Robert J. ) & Hammond. London undeRgRound (eLeCTRIC)
RAILWAyS, SHoWIng LIneS oPen FoR TRAFFIC, LIneS ConSTRuCTIng, And LIneS
PRoPoSed FoR SeSSIon 1901, covering Clapham up to Highgate, and
Willesden across to Stratford, lithograph, printed in colours, 890 x
1190 mm. (35 x 46⅞ in), mounted on linen, some minor splitting to
folding axis, minor surface dirt, folding into contemporary mottled
calf, marbled ends, worn, 4to, [circa 1900]

£200 - 300

123
Cruchley (George Frederick) CRuCHLey’S neW PLAn oF London And
ITS enVIRonS exTendIng SIx MILeS Round ST. PAuL’S, improved to 1836,
showing Hoxton to Walworth and east India docks to
Hammersmith, complete with separately bound general Index,
engraved map with decorative border, early hand-colouring, on three
horizontal strips, each strip approx. 410 x 1390 mm. (16⅛ x 54¾ in),
dissected and mounted on linen, some faint offsetting, otherwise light
surface dirt, modern green cloth endpapers folding into modern green
cloth slipcase with original publisher’s printed label, and with 48pp
General Index in limp covers, 8vo, [Howgego 304 C., unrecorded state
between (2) and (3)], 1836.

£800 - 1,200

124
Faden (William) A neW ToPogRAPHICAL MAP oF THe CounTRy In THe
VICInITy oF London, deSCRIBIng ALL THe neW IMPRoVeMenTS,
MeTRoPoLITAn BoRougHS And PARISH BoundARIeS, showing from east
Acton to Barking, and Beckenham to upper edmonton, with
ornate title in upper margin, engraved map with hand-colouring,
880 x 845 mm. (34⅞ x 33¼ in), dissected and mounted on linen,
minor spotting and browning, one or two small scuffs, folding with
green enpapers, with contemporary slipcase with Cruchley’s printed
label, [Howgego 250 (5)], published by James Wyld, sold by George
Frederick Cruchley, 1833.

£600 - 800

125
Froggett (John) FRoggeTT’S SuRVey oF THe CounTRy THIRTy MILeS Round
London, 1831, from Reigate to Hertford, and Maidenhead to
Rochester in the east, engraved map, 1130 x 1370 mm. (44½ x 54
in), dissected and mounted on linen, minor surface dirt, with light
spotting and browning, with green silk border, folding with green
marbled endpapers, without slipcase, [Howgego 333 (1)], 1831.

£300 - 500

43Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable VAT are explained on p.4 



126
Gardner (James) neW PLAn oF THe CITIeS oF London & WeSTMInSTeR
WITH THe BoRougH oF SouTHWARK, showing from Bayswater to
Limehouse, and Kennington Common to Islington, engraved map
with hand-colouring, 505 x 755 mm. (19⅞ x 29⅞ in), dissected and
mounted on linen, some surface dirt, folding into early slipcase, worn,
[Howgego 308 (1)], 1827.

Provenance: Chelsea Public Library (ink stamp on reverse)

£300 - 500

127

127
[Hole (William)] THe oRnAMenTS oF CHuRCHeS ConSIdeRed, WITH A

PARTICuLAR VIeW To THe LATe deCoRATIon oF THe PARISH CHuRCH oF
ST.MARgAReT WeSTMInSTeR, edited by Thomas Wilson, FIRST edITIon,
lacking half-title, with 2 engraved plates, later ink inscription at head
of title, rather browned at end, modern half calf, 4to, Oxford,
W.Jackson, 1761.

£200 - 300

128
Horwood (Richard) PLAn oF THe CITIeS oF London And WeSTMInSTeR
THe BoRougH oF SouTHWARK And PARTS AdJoInIng SHeWIng eVeRy HouSe,
with oval title cartouche in H1, 32 engraved map sheets, joined in 8
vertical strips of 4, each strip approx. 555 x 2,200 mm. (21⅞ x 87 in),
dissected & mounted on linen, occasional minor browning and
surface dirt, some repaired tears to extremities, presented loose in later
half-morocco portfolio, worn, [Howgego 200 (1)], 1792-99.

£1,000 - 1,500

44 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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129
Hunter (Rev. Henry) THe HISToRy oF London, And ITS enVIRonS, In THe
oRIgInAL 10 PARTS, FIRST edITIon, 2 advertisement leaves in part I, list of
subscribers in part VIII, 28 engraved plates and plans (one aquatint),
5 folding county maps, folding map of the Thames and large map of
environs of London (both hand-coloured in outline, large map loose),
lacking Stockdale’s large plan of London from part 2, part V with large
folding key to panorama but without panorama itself (as issued), part
VIII with tipped-in printed labels on pink paper, occasional spotting
or soiling but generally clean, one or two plates with light water-
staining, mostly marginal, a few marginal tears or defects, original
blue wrappers with printed labels on upper wrappers, uncut, rubbed,
spines worn and defective, upper wrapper of part I stained, part II
lacking and part III defective, some detached, 4to, John Stockdale,
1796-1811.

⁂ An Advertisement in part V announces the inclusion of the key
plate but offers the large panorama for sale separately “as it has
been suggested that the View itself would be a desirable addition
to the present work”.

£600 - 800

130
Hunter (Rev. Henry) THe HISToRy oF London, And ITS enVIRonS, 2 vol.,
FIRST edITIon In BooK FoRM, lacking list of subscribers and list of plates
in vol.1, with 28 engraved plates and plans (one aquatint), 5 folding
county maps, folding map of the Thames and large map of environs
of London in 4 folding sections, without the large folding aquatint
panorama & key and Stockdale’s large plan of London (as often),
some foxing and offsetting, handsome contemporary half green calf,
by Lubbock of Newcastle with his ticket, spines gilt in compartments
with red roan labels, rubbed, corners a little worn, upper joint of vol.1
cracked, vol.2 repaired, 4to, 1811.

£400 - 600

131
Hunter (Rev. Henry) THe HISToRy oF London, And ITS enVIRonS, 2 vol.
in 3 including volume of maps, FIRST edITIon In BooK FoRM, list of
subscribers, 28 engraved plates and plans (one aquatint), large
folding aquatint panorama & key, 5 folding county maps, folding map
of the Thames hand-coloured in outline, large map of environs of
London in 4 folding sections and Stockdale’s large plan of London in
4 folding sections, some foxing and soiling, plates a little offset, a few
ink stains, panorama rather soiled and stained, a little creased and
torn at edge and linen-backed, the maps all browned & linen-backed
and bound in separate volume, ex-York Subscription Library copy with
ink stamp on verso of titles and one or two other leaves, modern half
calf, 4to, 1811.

⁂ Complete with the folding panorama & key and Stockdale’s plan
of London which are often missing.

£500 - 700

132
Langley (Edward) and Belch (William) LAngLey & BeLCH’S neW MAP
oF London, from Hyde Park to east India docks in the east, and
Vauxhall to Islington, with 24 small vignettes in upper and lower
borders, engraved map with hand-colouring, 530 x 795mm. (20⅞ x
31¼ in), dissected and mounted on linen, some pencil annotations,
small repaired tears and scuffs, mainly to extremities, otherwise some
surface dirt and minor browning, folding into modern red boards,
with 12pp New London Guide and reference, [Howgego 256 (2)], 1816.

Provenance: Miss Bateman, Chelsea (1914); 

Presented to Chelsea Public Libraries (bookplate pasted on verso
of panel)

£300 - 500
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Laurie (Richard H.) A SuRVey oF THe eSTuARy oF THe THAMeS And
MedWAy, WITH THe CoAST FRoM THoRPneSS To doVeR, And THe RIVeRS To
London And RoCHeSTeR [WITH] SuRVey oF THe SouTHeRn CHAnneLS oF THe
THAMeS, including inset views of Ramsgate Harbour, Tilbury Fort
and with index maps of the River Thames and The River Medway,
engraving, on two sheets, each approx. 660 x 1000 mm. (26 x 39⅜
in), dissected and mounted in linen, folding with contemporary
marbled ends, each inscribed North and South, respectively, some
browning and offsetting, surface dirt and one rust stain, presented in
contemporary marbled slip-case, with printed title, worn, 1831.

£200 - 300

134

134
Lewis (Samuel) A PLAn oF London And ITS enVIRonS, SHeWIng THe
BoundARIeS oF THe CITIeS oF London And WeSTMInSTeR, showing from
Stoke newington to dulwich, and from Hammersmith to
greenwich, with some railway lines included, and showing Victoria
Park, decoratively lettered title and compass rose upper right,
within an ornate border, engraved map by I. Dower, with early hand-
colouring, 960 x 1140 mm. (37¾ x 44⅞ in), dissected and mounted
on linen, overall light even browning, folding into original red morocco
gilt boards, rubbed, spine splitting, worn, [circa 1850].

£300 - 400

135
Newcourt (Richard) RePeRToRIuM eCCLeSIASTICuM PARoCHIALe
LondInenSe; An ecclesiastical Parochial History of the diocese of
London , 2 vol., FIRST edITIon, vol.1 with engraved portrait, 4 plates (2
folding) and folding map, errata leaf at end, vol.2 with half-title, some
browning particularly in vol.2, old ink inscriptions of M.Wood on front
pastedown and note on front free endpaper of vol.1, contemporary
panelled calf, red morocco labels, a little worn, joints split, folio, by
Benj. Motte..., 1708-10.

⁂ The second volume covers essex.

£200 - 300

136
Panorama.- Baynes (Thomas Mann) A LITHogRAPHIC SKeTCH oF THe
noRTH BAnK oF THe THAMeS...shewing the Proposed Quay and some
other improvements suggested by Lieut.-Colonel Trench,
letterpress Prospectus leaf, 9 lithographed plates by Hullmandel after
Baynes, including two versions of plate 3 with alternative versions of
the Adelphi), folding lithographed plan, water-stained, original drab
wrappers with printed label to upper cover, uncut, folded, rubbed and
soiled, spine frayed, oblong folio, J.Dickinson, 1825.

£300 - 400

137
Philip (George, & Son) PHILIP’S neW MAP oF London And IT’S
enVIRonS, FRoM THe neW oRdnAnCe SuRVey InCLudIng THe AReA undeR
THe JuRISdICTIon oF THe MeTRoPoLITAn BoARd oF WoRKS, showing from
Chiswick across to Abbeywood, and Tottenham to Wimbledon,
lithograph, part printed in colours, 910 x 980 mm. (35⅞ x 38¾ in),
dissected and mounted on linen, minor surface dirt and handling
creases, bears Law Society Library stamp upper right, folding with
marbled endpapers into black cloth, printer’s label on upper cover,
spine slitting, 8vo, worn, circa 1885 § Stanford (Edward) dAVIeS’S
neW MAP oF THe BRITISH MeTRoPoLIS, THe BoundARIeS oF THe BoRougHS,
CounTy CouRT dISTRICTS, RAILWAyS, And ModeRn IMPRoVeMenTS, showing
Crystal Palace, engraved map with hand-colouring, 970 x 970 mm.
(38¼ x 38¼ in), dissected and mounted on linen, some handling
creases and surface dirt, minor damp-stains, with large repaired tear
to upper section, folding with green cloth endpapers, without slipcase,
[circa 1871 or later], (2).

£100 - 150
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138
Regent’s Park.- House of Commons. FIRST [-FIFTH] RePoRT oF THe
CoMMISSIoneRS oF HIS MAJeSTy’S WoodS, FoReSTS, And LAnd ReVenueS,
10 folding hand-coloured engraved plans, some light offsetting, 1812-
26; The Reports of the Surveyor general of His Majesty’s Land
Revenue, reprints of First-Fourth Reports (1797-1809) with Index, 2
folding engraved plans, one with partial hand-colouring, 1812,
together 6 works in 1 vol., modern half calf, folio 

⁂ Concerning improvements on the Crown estates, proposing
development along Piccadilly, Hyde Park, Park Lane, and Regent’s
Park by John nash.

£750 - 1,000

139
London.- Wyld (James) PLAn oF London And WeSTMInSTeR WITH THe
BoRougH oF SouTHWARK, from Camberwell to Islington, and Hyde
Park to the east India docks in the east, with alphabetical
reference list below, engraved map, with hand-colouring, 730 x 1070
mm. (28¾ x 42⅛ in), dissected and mounted on linen, splitting to folds,
even browning, with some spotting and surface dirt, surface abrasion
to the Isle of Dogs, folding into later half-cloth marbled boards, worn,
8vo, [compare with Howgego 297 and 302], 1828

Provenance: Chelsea Public Library (bookplate and ink stamps on
reverse of several panels)

£200 - 300

___________________________________

140
Middlesex.- [Bowack (John)] THe AnTIQuITIeS oF MIddLeSex, Parts I
& II [all published], FIRST edITIon, spotted and browned, contemporary
diced russia, gilt, rubbed, corners and spine ends worn, split to upper
joint, folio, by W.Redmayne for S.Keble..., 1705-06.

⁂ Scarce first book on Middlesex by a writing-master at
Westminster School. The two parts published included Chelsea,
Kensington, Fulham, Hammersmith, Chiswick and Acton.

£200 - 300

141
-. Rocque (John) A ToPogRAPHICAL MAP oF THe CounTy oF MIddLeSex,
titled also in French, showing from Richmond Park to
Rickmansworth, and Stoke Heath across to Waltham Abbey, with
decorative title cartouche upper right, engraving, with some hand-
colouring, 975 x 1415 mm. (38⅜ x 55¾ in), dissected and mounted
on linen, minor surface dirt and light browning, presented in early but
badly damaged slipcase, 1754.

£300 - 500
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Norfolk.- Bryant (Andrew) MAP oF THe CounTy oF noRFoLK, FRoM
An ACTuAL SuRVey, vignette view of norwich Cathedral lower right,
with key to map lower left, large engraved folding map, in six
sections, each approx. 725 x 780 mm. (28½ x 30¾ in), dissected and
mounted on old linen, each section folding with ink annotations on
endpapers, some minor spotting and surface dirt, folding into
contemporary green cloth slipcase, split and very worn, small 4to,
published by Bryant, 1826.

⁂ Large detailed map in the manner of greenwoods, yet said to
be somewhat scarcer.

£500 - 700

143

143
Shropshire.- Phillipps (Sir Thomas).- Gough (Richard) HuMAn
nATuRe dISPLAyed In THe HISToRy oF MyddLe, [edited by Sir Thomas
Phillipps], title and note by editor printed on thinner paper, lightly
browned at end, pink Middle Hill boards, uncut, rubbed, lacking spine,
folio, privately printed, 1834.

£200 - 300

144
Thames.- Cooke (W.B. and George) VIeWS on THe THAMeS, LARge
PAPeR CoPy, 75 fine engraved plates, foxing, mostly marginal, tissue
guards, bookplate of Frederick Adolphus Philbrick, contemporary
green straight-grain morocco, gilt, spine gilt, g.e., rubbed and slightly
faded, folio, 1822.

£400 - 600

145
Wales.- Donovan (Edward) deSCRIPTIVe exCuRSIonS THRougH SouTH
WALeS And MonMouTHSHIRe, 2 vol., FIRST edITIon, 31 hand-coloured
aquatint or stipple-engraved plates, some light foxing and soiling, a
few minor marginal defects, engraved bookplates of Mathew Wilson
and Frances Mary Richardson Currer, contemporary mottled calf, gilt,
spines gilt but a little rubbed and faded with splits to joints, marbled
edges, [Abbey, Scenery 518], 8vo, for the Author, 1805.

£300 - 400
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146
-. [Pennant (Thomas)] THe HISToRy oF THe PARISHeS oF WHITeFoRd
And HoLyWeLL, 2 parts in 1, FIRST edITIon, LARge PAPeR CoPy, 2 engraved
vignette titles, head-piece and 22 plates, one folding, very wide
margins, some foxing and offsetting, one plate with marginal water-
staining, 2G2 in second part torn across text but no loss,
contemporary marbled boards, uncut, rubbed, rebacked in calf, large
4to, B. & J.White, 1796.

£150 - 200

147

147
Yorkshire.- Cuitt the Younger (George) A SKeTCHBooK ALBuM oF
APPRoxIMATeLy 40 dRAWIngS, MAInLy oF LAndSCAPeS And STudIeS oF TReeS,
including a view of Chester, landscapes in yorkshire, an
architectural facade of a country house, and others, with printed
frontispiece bearing artist’s initials and inscription further
identifying locations depicted within: ‘Richmond, Masham, yorks.’,
pen and black ink, some wash and watercolour, graphite, on
Whatman wove paper, bearing watermarked date of ‘1843’,
annotated throughout, each leaf approx. 160 x 240 mm. (6¼ x 9½
in), occasional scattered spotting and surface dirt, half calf marbled
boards, oblong 4to, very worn, splitting and loss to spine, [circa
1840s].

Provenance: The artist’s wife; thence by descent (inscribed on
front pastedown);

Anonymous sale

⁂ “The english Piranesi”

£200 - 300

148
-. Gent (Thomas) THe AnTIenT And ModeRn HISToRy oF THe LoyAL ToWn
oF RIPPon, FIRST edITIon, title with typographic ornamental border,
folding woodcut plan, numerous woodcut head-pieces, initials and
illustrations, 5pp. advertisements and list of subscribers at end, plan
torn and repaired, extensive later manuscript notes to front
endpapers, handsome contemporary calf, spine gilt with morocco
label, slightly rubbed, short split to upper joint, 8vo, York, 1733.

⁂ Including a poem on Studley Park by Peter Aram, and the 73pp.
Journey into some Parts of Yorkshire, particularly, to Pontefract,
Wakefield, and Leeds.

£150 - 200
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Other properties

149

150

149
Butterflies and Moths.- English School (circa 1820-1830) An
ALBuM oF BuTTeRFLIeS, MoTHS, And oTHeR InSeCTS, 68 pp. of finely
executed watercolours, including some neatly pasted cut-out
watercolour moths and butterflies on [?]pith paper, pen and brown
ink annotations throughout, with 2 pp. numbered manuscript index
including identification of each insect, inscribed by the artist ‘Miss
Parker’ on front flyleaf, with several pages of verse and descriptive text,
each album leaf approx. 195 x 160 mm. (7¾ x 6¼ in), wove paper
with numerous watermark dates of 1822 throughout, some offsetting
and occasional spotting and browning, contemporary green half-calf,
marbled boards, rubbed, small 4to, [circa 1820-1830].

£600 - 800

150
Cider.- Westbury copy.- Knight (Thomas Andrew) A TReATISe on
THe CuLTuRe oF THe APPLe & PeAR, And on THe MAnuFACTuRe oF CIdeR &
PeRRy, third edition, enlarged, lighty browned, the odd spot, original
boards, sympathetically rebacked some time ago, corners owrn, lightly
soiled, rubbed, [Simon, BG, 924 (erroneously calling the author ‘R.A.
Knight’)], large 12mo, Ludlow, 1808.

⁂ A very good copy of this rare edition, with an impeccable
provenance. 

Provenance: Richard Bethell, 4th Baron Westbury (1914-1961),
cookery book collector and author. The collection was dispersed
by Sotheby’s in 1965 (bookplate). 

£250 - 350

151
[DODOENS (REMBERT) A nIeVVe HeRBALL, oR HISToRIe oF PLAnTeS, FIRST
edITIon In engLISH, translated by Henry Lyte, 530pp. only of 828pp.,
lacks title and all before2*4, numerous ff. in the text and all after 3S2,
numerous woodcut illustrations throughout (c. 50pp. at beginning
with contemporary hand-colouring), numerous holes and tears with
loss, browned, some staining, ink and watercolour portrait of Dodoens
and manuscripti title supplied in Cork in 1821, manuscript note
appended at beginning, inner hinges strengthened, contemporary calf,
scratched and rubbed, some slight worming affecting spine and lower
cover, [Henrey 110; Hunt 132; Nissen BBI 516; STC 6984], sm. folio
(275 x 175mm.), [London [Antwerp, printed by Henry Loe, sold] by me
Gerard Dewes, dwelling in Pawles Churchyarde at the signe of the
Swanne, 1578]; sold not subject to return.

⁂ Inscription on title: “... this original Work of dodoen’s, which
being very much abused & mutilated this small remant of it was
rescued from destruction, by denis o Flyn of Cork 1821.” 

£400 - 600
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Falconry.- Salvin (Francis Henry) and William Brodrick.
FALConRy In THe BRITISH ISLeS, second edition, revised and enlarged, half-
title, 28 hand-coloured lithographed plates after William Brodrick,
some heightened with gum arabic, contemporary dark green crushed
morocco, gilt, spine in compartments and with falconry motifs, spine
faded to brown, t.e.g., [Harting 67; Nissen IVB 147; Schwerdt II, p. 145],
4to, 1873.

⁂ A very good clean copy of the best edition of this work.
Seemingly with a family connection to the co-author Salvin. The
presentation inscription reads ‘Bryan J.F. Salvin, February 1874.
The gift of his Aunt Annie Witham’. 

£1,000 - 1,500

153
Maund (Benjamin) THe BoTAnIC gARden, vol.1-9 only in 10 (of 13,
vol.3 in 2 parts), engraved additional titles and some part titles
(foxed), 216 hand-coloured engraved plates, tissue guards, some
spotting but plates generally clean, vol.1-6 original boards with green
paper labels on upper covers and spines, some joints split, vol.7-9
contemporary half calf (misnumbered on spines 6-8 and with
corresponding titles), rubbed, [Nissen BBI 2222], 4to, 1825-[41].

£600 - 800
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Canada.- Johnston (Thomas) QueBeC, THe CAPITAL oF neW-FRAnCe, A BISHoPRICK, And SeAT oF THe SoVeRAIn CouRT, engraving, an excellent
bold impression, on laid paper with indistinct watermark possibly date ‘17??’, first state before additional lettering, plate mark 212 x 267
mm. (8⅜ x 10½ in), sheet approx. 240 x 317 mm. (9½ x 12½ in), several repaired nicks and tears with rough edges, one tear going into
plate mark upper right, some handling creases, light surface dirt, unframed, [Boston, 1759].

Provenance: Private collection, London

Literature: d. Mcn. Stauffer, American Engravers upon Copper and Steel, 1907, p. 252, no. 1505
I.n. Phelps Stokes and d.C. Haskell, American Historical Prints Early Views of American Cities, etc., 1933, p. 19, no. B-17
g. g. deak, Picturing America, 1497-1899, 1988, p. 47, no. 78

⁂ “The most important engraved view of [Quebec], as well as the earliest executed by an American”, [g.g. deak, op. cit., p. 47].

In 1759 Quebec-at the time a French northern settlement-fell to the english following one of the pivotal battles of the Seven years’
War, aptly named The Battle of the Plains of Abraham after the farmer who originally owned the plot. In an effort to capitalise on
peaked interest in Quebec, Stephen Whiting, a London-based printseller, commissioned the Boston-based engraver, Thomas
Johnston, to produce the present work and ‘satisfy the curiosity of American and english audiences about the picturesque city’
(g.g. deak, op. cit., p. 47). Johnston’s view is based on another inset view from an earlier map of Quebec by nicolas de Fer published
in 1718, which featured in Chatelain’s seven volume “Atlas Historique” (1705-1720).

£3,000 - 5,000
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SeRIouS dISTuRBAnCe AT CAnTon, spotting, original printed wrappers,
ink presentation inscription to Robert Inglis Fearon to head of upper
wrapper, spotted, small stain to foot, a little chipped and creased at
extremities, rubbing, 4to, Hong Kong, 1883.

⁂ Rare, we know of no other copy in commerce, CoPAC lists only
one other copy (SoAS).

£400 - 600

156

156
Ricci (Matteo) and Nicolas Trigault. de CHRISTIAnA exPedIdone APud
SInAS SuSCePTA AB SoCIeTATe JeSu. ex P. MATTHAeI RICCII eIuSdeM SoCIeTATIS
CoMMenTARIIS, LIBRI V... AuCToRe nICoLAI TRIgAuTIo, second Latin edition,
engraved title incorporating map of China, folding plate, some light
marginal water-staining, closely trimmed at head, 3A2 with portion
of loss to margin, not affecting text, 19th century ink ownership
inscription to pastedown, contemporary vellum, lettering to spine,
wear to foot of spine, light spotting and browning, [Cordier, Sinica,
2095], 4to, Lyon, Jean Jullieron for Horace Cardon, 1616.

⁂ THe SeCond LATIn edITIon oF THe MoST IMPoRTAnT WeSTeRn deSCRIPTIon
oF THe oRIenT SInCe MARCo PoLo’S 13TH CenTuRy ACCounT. 

“The appearance of Trigault’s book in 1615 took europe by
surprise. It reopened the door to China, which was first opened
by Marco Polo, three centuries before, and then closed behind
him by an incredulous public, who received the greater part of his
fabulous narrative as the beguiling tales of a capricious traveller...
[It] probably had more effect on the literary and scientific, the
philosophical and religious, phases of life in europe than any
other historical volume of the seventeenth century... It opened a
new world...” China in the sixteenth century: the journals of Matthew
Ricci, 1583-1610, translated and edited by Louis J. gallagher, new
york, 1653, pp. xvii-xix. See also Bernard Quaritch Ltd., The Society
of Jesus, 1548-1773, no. 184.

£1,000 - 1,500

____________________________________

157
[Satow (D.)] An ALBuM oF 50 VIeWS oF THe SHAngHAI AMATeuR CIRCuS,
albumen prints, mounted one to a page, some a little faded, light
warping, light spotting, mostly to mounts, Shanghai Amateur Circus
programme and playbill loosely inserted, ink stamp “D. Satow, Portrait
& Landscape Photographer, P.851, Nanking Road, Shanghai” to
pastedown, original calf-backed cloth, clown and horse illustration to
upper cover, a little worn, oblong folio, 1901.

⁂ A very good album including images of the Big Top tent, a man
with a group of boys wearing monkey masks (according to the
programme named “Professor Pipelet with his troupe of trained
monkeys”), a number of men and women on horseback and
numerous images of performers in unusual animal costumes.

£2,000 - 3,000

158
Levant.- Harper (Henry A.) WALKS In PALeSTIne, 24 photogravure
plates by Cecil V.Shadbolt, tissue guards, half-title, title printed in red
& black, some damp-staining to top corner, light foxing, original gilt-
pictorial cloth, spine ends and corners a little bumped, light spotting
and surface soiling, g.e., 4to, 1888.

£400 - 600
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New Zealand.- Barraud (Charles Decimus) and W.T.L.Travers.
neW ZeALAnd: gRAPHIC And deSCRIPTIVe, FIRST edITIon, additional
lithographed decorative title with mounted oval chromolithographed
vignette, list of subscribers, map, 24 mounted chromolithographed
plates after Barraud, 6 plates of tinted lithographs, wood-engraved
illustrations, very occasional marginal spotting or soiling, gutta
percha perished so broken and loose, some leaves a little frayed or
chipped at edges, original half morocco over pictorial gilt cloth,
rubbed, folio, 1877.

⁂ Including scenes of Wellington, Auckland, Tarawera Lake, the
geothermal terraces of Rotomahana, and Mount Cook.

£800 - 1,200

160
Voyages.- [Henry (David, editor)] An HISToRICAL ACCounT oF ALL THe
VoyAgeS Round THe WoRLd, performed by english navigators..., 4 vol.,
5 folding engraved maps, 44 engraved plates, list of subscribers, one
or two plates shaved or stained, plate of ‘Cavendish plunders Paita’ in
vol.1 with ink stain, folding map in vol.3 laid down, map of ‘Icy Sea’ in
vol.4 torn, for F.Newbery, 1773-74 [vol.1 & 2 1774, vol.3 & 4 1773]
[WITH] [Marra (John)] JouRnAL oF THe ReSoLuTIon’S VoyAge, in 1772,
1773, 1774, and 1775, first edition, folding engraved map, 5
engraved plates, D2 a cancel (as usual), for F.Newbery, 1775 [And]
[Rickman (John)] JouRnAL oF CAPTAIn CooK’S LAST VoyAge To THe PACIFIC
oCeAn, on dISCoVeRy; performed in the years 1776, 1777, 1778,
1779, FIRST edITIon, D4 cancelled as usual, folding engraved map, 5
folding engraved plates, 2 folding, short tear to edge of map, for
E.Newbery, 1781, together 6 vol., browning and offsetting, some small
spots and stains, a few marginal tears or defects, engraved bookplate
of James Perrot, ink signature of Hulbert to front free endpapers of
some vol., near uniform contemporary calf, spines gilt with red and
blue roan labels, rubbed, small worn patch to upper cover of vol.5,
vol.1-4 with spine ends a little worn and joints cracked, 8vo 

⁂ Marra’s Journal of the Resolution’s Voyage was issued as a
supplement to Henry’s work, intended as vol.5 with Rickman’s
Journal of Captain Cook’s last Voyage to the Pacific Ocean, new edition
[by Henry], 1785, as vol.6. In the present set Rickman’s journal has
been replaced with the first edition of the work which appeared
anonymously before the authorised edition. Rickman (2nd
Lieutenant on the Discovery) had managed to smuggle out a copy
of his journal instead of handing over all records to the captain as
requested. It includes a description of the death of Captain Cook.

Marra’s work is the first published account of exploration within
the Arctic Circle and the earliest authentic account of Cook’s
second voyage, published eighteen months before the official
version. The author was an Irish gunner’s mate on the Resolution
and accompanied Cook on both his first and second voyages.

£6,000 - 8,000

161
-. Pinkerton (John) A general Collection of the best and most
interesting Voyages and Travels in all parts of the World, 17 vol.,
201 engraved plates and maps on 197 sheets (as called for but for
plate of ‘Russian Figures’ at p.576 in vol.6 actually of Swedish figures),
plus 2 duplicates (Stockholm and Ava, in vol.1 and 6 respectively),
some folding, some foxing and browning, a few plates with marginal
water-staining, panorama of Constantinople in vol.10 frayed at lower
outer corner but not affecting image, one plate loose in vol.3, vol.5
with 3U2 & 3 and plate of Fandango loose and frayed at edges, from
the library of the 33rd (or Duke of Wellington’s) Regiment of Foot with
manuscript inscription on front free endpapers, contemporary diced
russia, rubbed, spines faded and some portions detached or lacking,
4to, 1808-14.

⁂ Including views of Sydney, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington,
and Buenos Aires.

£600 - 800

____________________________________
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Britain.- Camden (William) CAMden’S BRITAnnIA, newly Translated
into english with Large Additions and Improvements... by
edmund gibson, engraved portrait frontispiece by R. White, 9 plates
of coins and 50 double-page maps, 2 folding (Kent & Norfolk), a few
maps margins neatly trimmed, engraved and woodcut illustrations,
ink inscription to title (trimmed), modern half calf, gilt spine, a little
rubbed, [Wing C359], folio, by F. Collins for A.Swale and A & J
Churchill, 1695.

£1,200 - 1,800

163
Pennant (Thomas) SoMe ACCounT oF London, fourth edition, LARge
PAPeR CoPy, LIMITed To 12 CoPIeS, engraved title, half-title and 109 plates,
lacks folding map, 1 plate with small tear in margin, some slight
foxing and browning, bookplate of Nathan of Churt on front
pastedown, modern half calf, red morocco label, label lifting slightly,
edges uncut, lge. 4to, Robert Faulder, 1805.

⁂ “Twelve copies struck off for the purpose of illustration” -
Lowndes.

£300 - 400

163
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Boccaccio (Giovanni) IL FoLoCoLo, collation: a10 b-r8 s10 t-z8 &8 A-C6

D-E8, double column, 194 ff. (of 230, lacking a1-10, b1-8, c1-3, i7&8, y5, B5&6,
C1-6, D1-3 and E8 (blank), 38 lines, Roman type, initials in red or blue,
final f. holed and frayed with loss of text, S8 large tear within text with
loss, a couple few short tears, water-stained, some damp-staining and
spotting, contemporary panelled calf upper panel with metal corner-
pieces laid down on antique style calf, folio (297 x 195mm.), Venice,
Filippo di Pietro, 19 April, 1481. Sold not subject to return. 

⁂ A scarce edition of what is considered the first Italian novel
written in prose. The ‘Franklin’s Tale’ in Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales
is based on Il Filocolo.

Literature: BMC V, 222; goff B-743; HC 3300. 

£1,000 - 1,500

165
Orosius (Paulus) HISToRIARuM InITIuM Ad AuReLIuM AuguSTInuM,
edited by Aeneas Vulpes, collation: a8 b-m6 n4, 77 ff. (of 78, lacking
initial blank), 42 lines and headline, Roman type, initial spaces, early
ink marginalia throughout, repair to head of e1, within text, but with
no loss, some water-staining, mostly marginal, washing out some of
the ink marginalia and occasionally causing small loss to margins,
these repaired, new endpapers, later blind-stamped sheep,
sympathetically rebacked and repaired, rubbed and scratched, [BMC
V, 278; Goff O-98; Hain 12102], folio (290 x 207mm.), Venice,
Octavianus Scotus, 30 July, 1483.

⁂ Profusely annotated in an early hand. Paulus orosius (c.375-
418Ad) was a Christian historian, theologian and disciple of St.
Augustine. Here he argues that the world has improved since the
introduction of Christianity rather than declined as argued by
others.

£1,500 - 2,000
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English Binding.- Meffret. SeRMoneS [de SAnCTIS], 1 part only of the 3 vol.
‘Sermones’, collation: A10 B-N8 NN8 O-Y8 Z6 §6 double column, 198 ff., 55 lines
and headline, Gothic type, initials, small woodcut printer’s device beneath
colophon, paragraph-marks and initial-strokes in red, A1r the bull’s head
watermark picked out in red by the rubricator, the odd instance of
contemporary ink marginalia, K2 tear at head within text, but without loss,
some staining and spotting, final f. outer margin little frayed, ornately blind-
stamped 16th century English calf over wooden boards, comprising tudor rose,
floral and foliage tools, the lower cover divided into lozenge-shaped
compartments, each with a tudor rose or foliage ornament, remains of original
metal clasps, corners little worn, rubbed, sympathetically rebacked, later ink
marginalia, folio (sheet 310 x 199mm.; binding 317 x 220mm.), Basel,
Nicolaus Kesler, 1487.

⁂ A wide-margined copy of this part of Meffret’s sermons, which were
published between January, 1487 and May, 1488. All parts of this work are
rare at auction. 

Literature: BMC III, 764; goff M-442; HC 11005. 

£1,000 - 1,500
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Aesop. eSoPI APPoLogI SIVe MyTHoLogI CuM QuIBuSdAM CARMInuM eT
FABuLARuM AddITIonIBuS SeBASTIAnI BRAnT, collation: a8, b-p8.6, q-s6; A-
B8, C6, d-I6.8, K6, L4, M6 (lacking final blank M6), 2 parts in 1, woodcut
portrait of Aesop to verso of first title, woodcut illustrations and initials,
small portrait to verso of A1 in part 2, repairs to some leaves with
occasional loss to text or image, a few leaves remargined, C4 with hole
affecting woodcut to recto and text to verso, with the blank leaf s6

present at end of part 1, a few leaves with ink annotations, underlining
or scoring out of text, a couple of leaves misbound, some light
browning, good margins and apart from the faults and repairs
mentioned generally a clean copy, 19th century dark blue straight-
grain morocco, gilt, g.e., folio (297 x 201mm.), Basel, Jacob Wolff de
Pfortzheim, 1501.

⁂ A handsome copy of the first edition with Brant’s new section
of 140 fables. The woodcuts which accompany Brant’s part are
richer and more sophisticated than the rather naïve illustrations
to the first part, which were based on Zainer’s cuts for the first
illustrated edition (printed in ulm, c.1476).

Literature: Adams A291; Fairfax Murray german, 20

£15,000 - 20,000
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Profusely annotated by a 16th century German student.-
Tuberinus ( Johannes) CARMen...de oRgIIS CoRPIS CHRISTI PuBLICI
ASSeRToRIS, collation: A-B4, Gothic type, title with large woodcut,
copious ink notes in a neat contemporary German hand, disbound,
small 4to (215 x 157mm.), [Leipzig], [Wolfgang Stöckel], [c.1511].

⁂ A rare work, with an insight into contemporary Lepizig learning
through the copious notes of a student. The large woodcut to title
depicts a Woodwose, or hairy wild man of the forest, who carries
a shield bearing the arms of the city of Leipzig. The setting of the
text provides ample room for inter-linear and marginal notes.

Literature: Adams T1016: Vd 16 B2375. 

£1,000 - 1,500

169
Verse for a new pope.- Vitale (Giano) IAnuS VITALIS CASTALIuS
LeoneM. x. P.M. LATeRAnen. ePISCoPATuM IngRedIenTeM LAeTABunduS
AdMIRATuR, collation [A4], title and woodcut papal arms within woodcut
architectural border, spotted, a few small stains, 20th century boards,
spine ends chipped, small 4to (203 x 137mm.), [Rome], [Giacomo
Mazzocchi], 1513.

⁂ A rare collection of verse to mark the arrival of Pope Leo x in
Rome. giovanni di Lorenzo de’Medici, the second son of Lorenzo
the Magnificent was elected to the papacy in March, 1513 at the
age of 37. It was during his papacy that Luther posted his 95
theses at Wittemberg. Leo x was a patron of Raphael and Pietro
Bembo. 

Provenance: Jacomo Baldeschi (early ink signature to foot of final
verso); The Feltrinelli copy with bookplate.

Literature: not in Adams; edIT 16 CnCe 48671; Sander 7695

£800 - 1,200
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Cicero (Marcus Tullius) RHeToRICoRuM..., collation: *6, a-k8, l4, m-z8,
A-G8, H8, I4; [6], 245, [3] ff., Aldine device on title and at end, blank
spaces for capitals with printed guided letters, first quire slightly
browned and foxed, a few finger-marks and spots, minor loss to blank
outer lower corner of k3, repair to corner of H6 without loss, verso of
rear endpaper and rear pastedown with note ‘HH.C.I’, rear pastedown
with date ‘1825’, price notice ‘b. 80’ inked by an early hand on title,
ConTeMPoRARy BRoWn MoRoCCo over pasteboards, executed in Venice
or Padua, covers within multiple gilt and blind fillets, centre with foliate
tools at each corner and small central fleuron in gilt, spine with three
double raised bands alternated to three single bands, decorated with
gilt fillets and friezes, pastedowns and endpapers renewed, blue edges,
extremities of spine and corners restored, joints repaired, two small
worm-holes to upper cover, 4to (213 x 132mm.), Venice, Aldus
Manutius, March 1514.

⁂ THe FIRST ALdIne edITIon oF THe CoMPLeTe RHeToRICAL WoRKS oF CICeRo,
CAReFuLLy edITed FoR ALduS By THe ouTSTAndIng HuMAnIST AndReA
nAVAgeRo. A reprint of Aldus’ Cicero was issued in 1521 by his heirs
(see lots 175 and 180). The text is set in the Italic font designed
by the well-known Bolognese punchcutter Francesco griffo and
used by Aldus for all his books printed in octavo format after the
Virgil of 1501. The Cicero of 1514 was issued in quarto size but
still respected the rules of the divine proportions of the ‘golden
section’. 

This copy is in a handsome and strictly contemporary binding, its
elegant but sober gilt and blind decoration indicating that it was
executed in the Veneto area, in all likelihood by craftsmen active
in Venice or in Padua. A binding with similar tools, and attributed
to Veneto workshops, is listed by Tammaro de Marinis in his La
legatura artistica in Italia, II, no. 1684.

Literature: Adams C1676; Renouard 65.1; Ahmanson-Murphy 120.

£3,000 - 4,000

171
Quintilianus (Marcus Fabius) [de InSTITuTIone oRAToRIA], collation:
*4, a-z8, A-E8, F6; [4], 230 ff., F3 and F4 misbound, Aldine device on title
and at end, blank space for capitals with printed guide letters, old
repair to title with loss to a couple of letters on verso, a few stains and
spots, some marginal water-stains and foxing, short tear to blank
margin of f7 and E1 without loss, single small wormhole to upper
blank margin of final leaves, some marginalia and reading-marks, in
two different early hands, contemporary south-German hazelnut
morocco, elaborately blind-tooled (recased), covers within frames of
multiple fillets and roll with foliate and floral motifs, at centre of upper
cover small floral branches and inscriptions in cartouches, large
lozenge-shaped tool at centre of lower cover, traces of ties, spine with
three double raised bands, compartments decorated with fillets, a few
wormholes to covers, joints slightly cracked, 8vo, (202 x 134mm.)
Venice, Aldus Manutius, August 1514.

⁂ THe FIRST ALdIne edITIon oF one oF THe MoST IMPoRTAnT And InFLuenTIAL
RHeToRICAL WoRKS oF AnTIQuITy. Quintilianus’ De institutione oratoria
was edited by the leading humanists Andrea navagero and
giovanni Battista Ramusio, and the text was set in the celebrated
italic type designed and cut for Aldus by Francesco griffo of
Bologna. This copy once belonged to the Cistercian Abbey in
Schöntal (Speciosa Vallis), famous for its impressive library, which
comprised over 10,000 volumes. The volume was later purchased
as a duplicate by the Royal Library in Munich. 

Provenance: Cistercian Abbey at Schöntal, in Baden-Wüttenberg
(ownership inscription ‘Ad conventum Vallis Speciosa’ on title); ‘ex
libris Lindauer’ (ownership inscription on title); sold as a duplicate
by the Royal Library Munich (2 stamps on verso of title).

Literature: Adams Q52; Renouard 68.5; Ahmanson-Murphy 124.

£2,000 - 3,000
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Greek printing.- Lucian of Samosata. deoRuM dIALogI nuMeRo. 70.,
edited by ottmar nachtgall, collation: a-x4, text in parallel Greek and
Latin, title, a2v and a3r in red and black, woodcut decorative typographic
border to left-hand margin of each page of Greek text, occasional early
ink marginalia, inner margin of first and last ff. neatly restored, o4

repaired marginal tear, a few small stains, occasional spotting or light
finger-marking, 18th century marbled boards, chipped, corners worn,
small 4to (209 x 151mm.), Strasbourg, Johann Schott, 1515.

⁂ The handsomely printed sole edition edited by the Strasbourg
humanist ottmar nachtgall, also known as Luscinius. He had
enthusiastically introduced the study of greek in his hometown,
preparing greek grammars and texts for the use of teachers,
students, and adults interested in learning the language. He was
also a fine musician, publishing his Institutiones Musicae in the
same year as this edition of Lucian, and later becoming organist
of St. Thomas’s in Strasbourg. 

Provenance: ‘Heldenberg’ (small ink stamp to tile). 

Literature: Adams L1617; Vd16 L2955. 

£1,000 - 1,500

173
Americana.- Vespucci (Amerigo) S’enSuyT Le nouVeAu Monde eT
nAVIgATIonS FAICTeS PAR eMeRIC de VeSPuCe, FLoRenTIn deS PAyS eT ISLeS
nouVeLLeMenT TRouVeZ, AuPARAVAnT A nouS InCongne uZ TAnT on L’eTHIoPIe
Que ARRABIe, CALICHuT eT AuLTReS PLuSIeuRS RÉgIonS eSTRAngeS. TRAnSLATÉ
de ITALIen. [Paris, ?Jean Trepperel, c. 1516-1525]; Bound AFTeR Hetoum
(Prince) S’enSuyuenT LeS FLeuRS deS HISToIReS de LA TeRRe d’oRIenT... Paris,
Philippe le Noir, [c. 1530]; Bound WITH Ferrieres (Henry de) S’enSuyT Le
LIVRe du Roy ModuS eT de LA Royne RACIo QuI PARLe du dÉduIT de LA CHASSe
A TouTeS BeSTeS SAuVAIgeS, CoMMe CeRFZ, BICHeS, dAIMS, CHeVReuLx, LIÉVReS...
Paris, Jean Trepperel Imprimeur, [c. 1530], 3 works in 1, I. (bound
second) collation: a-d4, e8, f-l4, m8, n-s4, t8; CXC [i.e. 89] ff., text complete
but lacking title and first three prefatory leaves, II. (bound first) collation:
A-C4, D8, E-Q4, R6; [3] (of [4] ff., lacking A4 with index and portrait on verso],
lxx ff., title in red and black, large printer’s device on verso of final leaf,
numerous woodcut illustrations in text, III. collation: A-V4, AA-BB4, CC6.
xciiii leaves, lacking title, unnumbered preliminary leaves and E4,
numerous woodcut illustrations in text, but those on fols. C4, D1 and M1

cut away, causing loss of text on each verso, some water-staining, last
work with some fore-margins slightly frayed, contemporary limp vellum,
title inked on the spine and bottom edge, hole in spine/lower joint,
corners worn, remains of leather ties, 4to (180 x 126mm.)

⁂ A ReMARKABLe CoMPoSITe VoLuMe, WHICH ConTAInS THRee unReLATed
WoRKS PRoBABLy PRInTed In PARIS BeTWeen C.1520 And 1530, ALL oF THe
gReATeST RARITy And WHICH SeLdoM APPeAR on THe MARKeT.

I. The first work is one of the earliest reports in French of the
travels and discoveries made by the Florentine navigator Amerigo
Vespucci in America. The first edition had been published in
1516/17 by galliou dupré, who was granted the Royal privilege to
print Le Nouveau Monde. despite this privilege, the work was
immediately pirated, and some editions appeared on the market
without privilege or imprint, all exceendingly rare, and recorded
nowadays only in two or three copies. The present edition was in
all likelihood issued by the Parisian Jean Trepperel, somewhere
between 1516 and 1525. 

II. Very rare edition of the Histoires de la terre d’Orient by the Prince
Hetoum, printed by Philippe le noir. This copy is seemingly of a
different issue from the one in the Bibliothèque nationale de
France (coll. Rés. o2R 18 B), with slight variations to the title-page. 

II. The third work is an early and lavisly illustrated edition of the first
hunting book to be printed in France. It was issued by Jean
Trepperel, and is datable between 1525 and 1529. of this edition
two different issues are recorded. The present copy belongs to the
first issue, with printer’s device printed in black on the colophon leaf.

despite their individual defects, this is an outstanding
sammelband of truly rare works.

Literature: Thiébaud, 396-399.

£6,000 - 8,000

173

174
Quinziano Stoa (Giovanni Francesco) de SyLLABARuM QuAnTITAe
ePogRAPHIAe Sex, collation: A-B8, C6, A-Q8, R10; [22], cxxxviii ff., woodcut
portrait of the author on title, decorated initials, early ink annotations,
worming to first 16 leaves, affecting text, contemporary boards alla
rustica, fragments of re-used manuscript or printed leaves to
pastedowns, spine worn and defective, numerous wormholes to covers,
4to (200 x 155mm.), Venice, Guglielmo de Monteferrato, June 1519.

⁂ Rare early edition of this popular Latin grammar by giovanni
Francesco Conti (1484-1557), which first appeared in Pavia in
1511. The author, better known under his humanistic name,
Quinziano Stoa, was a disciple of the grammarian giovanni
Britannico, and taught Rhetoric and greek at the university of
Pavia. The title-page bears a fine woodcut depicting the author
writing at his desk.

Provenance: early ownership ‘Ad usum Innocentij Phollij
liberalitate Rudolphi Rici eius avunculi’.

Literature: edIT 16 CnCe 37659

£400 - 600
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Cicero (Marcus Tullius) RHeToRICoRuM..., collation: *8, **8, a-k8, l4,
m-z8, A-G8, H10; [16], 245, [1] ff., complete with blank leaf **8, Aldine
device on title and at end, blank spaces for capitals with printed guide
letters, title lightly soiled, bowned and spotted in places, heavier to the
blank lower margin of fols. q7-q8, short tear to blank margin of title
and fol. *6, a few small wormholes to final leaves, not affecting text,
ConTeMPoRARy BLInd-TooLed BRoWn MoRoCCo oVeR PASTeBoARdS, possibly
recased, covers witin fillets and roll in geometrical pattern, central
floral branches and fleuron, spine with three raised bands, partly
restored, extremities worn, pastedowns and endpapers renewed, edges
blue, colouring slightly faded to fore-edge, 4to (212 x 123mm.), Venice,
Aldus Manutius’s heirs and Andrea Torresano, october 1521.

⁂ Another copy of the second Aldine edition of Cicero’s rhetorical
works, a substantial reprint of the first edition issued by Aldus
Manutius in March 1514, and edited by Andrea navagero. 

Literature: Renouard 93.13; Ahmanson-Murphy 207.

£1,500 - 2,000

176
Livius (Titus) deCAduM ePIToMAe, collation: AA-GG8 aaaa-hhhh8 iiii4
kkkk-zzzz, Aa-Qq8 Rr4, italic type, title and verso of final f. with woodcut
printer’s device, initial spaces with guide-letters, title with 1 small and
2 very small holes and some staining, elsewhere occasional spotting,
19th century diced calf, gilt, lacking backstrip, covers detached, g.e.,
housed in a custom-made board slip-case, 8vo (150 x 85mm.),
[Venice], [House of Aldus & Andrea Torresani], [March, 1521].

⁂ Found separately, and as part of the important four-volume
Aldine Livy of 1518-1521. This volume includes Florus’ epitome
and Perotti’s Latin version of Polybius. 

Literature: Adams L1322; Ahmanson-Murphy 198; Renouard,
Alde, 90:1; edIT 16 CnCe 27206. 

£400 - 600

177
Gastronomy.- Negri Stefano. eLegAnTISSIMe e gReCo AuTHoRuM
SuBdIToRuM TRAnSLATIoneS, 5 parts in 1, collation: AA4, A-P4, Q6, A-M4, N6,
O-X4, Z6; [4], LX; XCIII, [3] ff., title within woodcut border, repeated on
four other subtitles, decorated initials, extensive ink annotations in an
early hand, contemporary limp boards, spine with original reinforcing,
4to (222 x 160mm.), Milan, Giovanni Castiglione, August 1521. 

⁂ First edition, first issue (without the errata) of the collected essays
and translations of greek authors by the prominent hellenist
Stefano negri or Stephanus niger (1475-1540), a disciple of
demetrius Chalcondyles. The collection includes the Commentarioli
in aurea carmina Pythagorae, the Praefationes, devoted by niger to
Homer, Pindar and Titus Livius, and three short writings which had
a lasting influence on gastronomic literature: the De victo
Pythagorico, the De vino, and the De nimia obsoniorum appetentia. 

Provenance: “Bibl. Sem. S. Sulp.”: ink stamp on verso of first title

Literature: Argelati, II, 2137-2138; Staikos, Charta of Greek Printing,
pp. 238 and 252; Sander 4984.

£400 - 600
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178
Nausea (Friedrich) dISTICHA FoedeRICI nAuSeæ BLAnCICAMPIAnI FRAnCI
oRIe[n]TALIS In eLegAnTISSIMA L. CœLII LACTAnTII FIRMIAnI CHRISTIAnoRuM
dISSeRTISSIMI oPeRA, collation: A-D8, italic and Roman type, title within
woodcut border, woodcut decorative initials, woodcut printer’s device
to foot of final recto, closely trimmed at head and outer margin,
affecting some foliation and printed side-notes, title and final f.
strengthened at inner margin, some staining and spotting, modern
vellum, 8vo (145 x 93mm.), [Venice], [Giorgio del Rusconi], [1521].

⁂ Scarce second edition, considerably enlarged, of this high
regarded collection of distichs on the work of the early Christian
author Lactantius, who was to become Constantine I, the first
Christian emperor. nausea, who became Bishop of Vienna, had
visited Philipp Melanchthon in an unsuccessful attempt to return
him to Roman Catholicism.

Literature: not in Adams; edIT 16 CnCe 47080.

£1,000 - 1,500

179
Macaronic poetry.- Folengo (Teofilo) oPuS MeRLInI CoCAII,
Toscolano, collation: A-Z AA-MM8, Roman type, 54 full-page woodcuts
(the first with contemporary hand-colouring), very small repaired hole
within text of A2, some staining and spotting, lightly browned in places,
modern diced calf, gilt, small 8vo (124 x 73mm.), Alessandro Paganino,
1521.

⁂ First collected edition and the first edition to include this series
of woodcuts. Folengo was the leading practitioner of macaronic
poetry (the blending of the vernacular with Latin, often in
burlesque writings), and here we find his master-piece Baldus.
This tale was the inspiration for Rabelais’ Panurge and gargantua.
It includes the merciless satirising of the clergy and a number of
highlu memorable scenes, such as the battle of the flying ants. 

£1,500 - 2,000
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Mendoza Binder.- Cicero (Marcus Tullius) RHeToRICoRuM..., collation: *8, **8, a-k8, l4, m-z8, A-G8, H10; [16], 245, [1] ff., complete with blank
leaf **8 blank, Aldine device on title and at end, blank spaces for capitals with printed guide letters, some light foxing, title slightly water-stained,
early Latin and Greek marginalia, ConTeMPoRARy VeneTIAn BIndIng By AndReA dI LoRenZo, KnoWn AS THe MendoZA BIndeR, of brown morocco over
pasteboards, covers within multiple blind and gilt fillets, rosettes at each corner, central gilt corner-pieces and large fleuron, upper cover lettered
in gilt ‘M.T.C. RHETORICOR.’, spine with three double raised bands alternated with four single bands underlined by dotted fillet in gilt (widely restored),
compartments decorated with blind-tooled floral frieze, 19th-century endpapers and pastedowns, blue edges, 4to (212 x 123mm.), Venice, Aldus
Manutius’s heirs and Andrea Torresano, october 1521.

⁂ The second Aldine edition of the rhetorical writings of Cicero, in a copy with a distinguished provenance, and marvellously bound by
one the best and most sought after Venetian binders, Andrea di Lorenzo, known as the ‘Mendoza Binder’ after his principal client diego
Hurtado de Mendoza. He was active in Venice between 1518 and 1555, and his decorative patterns and innovative style were very
influential, inspiring generations of binders in France and germany.

The binding can be dated back to the Mendoza Binder’s first years of activity and the decoration is identical to another copy of the
Aldine Cicero of 1521, now preserved in the John Rylands Library in Manchester. This is a binding with a decorative scheme used by
the Mendoza Binder almost exclusively for editions issued by the Aldine press between 1518 and 1526, “made either for display and
sale in the bookshop employing him or to be ordered through it” (A. Hobson, Renaissance Book Collecting, p. 99), most of them
commissioned by Jean grolier, the ‘Prince of Bibliophiles’. “The commonest pattern [...] consists of a gilt rectangular frame, rosettes
and leaves at the corners, often a smaller leaf in silver at the outer corners, with the title gilt at the headcap of the upper cover.
Customers might have their name or initials added at the foot of the same cover. other stock patterns involved massed arabesque
leaves, fleurons, bud-tools, large open fleurons, or a circle containing a title. of the fifty-two recorded instances of these stock bindings
on books printed before 1526, all but five, or over 90 per cent, are on Aldine Press books, mostly printed by Aldus Manutius’ successor”
(ibid.).

Literature: Renouard 93.13; Ahmanson-Murphy 207; A. Hobson, Renaissance Book Collecting. Jean Grolier and Diego Hurtado de Mendoza,
their Books and Bindings, Cambridge 1999, pl. 48 (for an identical binding).

Provenance: Joaquim gomez de la Cortina, Marquis de Morante (1808-1868; Hans Fürstenberg (1890-1982), Charles Filippi (ex-libris of
each on recto of front endpaper).

£8,000 - 12,000
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Plautus. Comoediis xx, collation: *6, **8, a-z8, A-M8, N4; [14], 284 ff.,
Aldine device on title and at end, blank spaces for capitals with printed
guide letters, occasional browning, last leaf skilfully restored,
contemporary (possibly Venetian) brown morocco over pasteboards,
covers carefully restored and inlaid, within border of blind and gilt
fillets filled with foliate and floral motifs, upper cover with central circle
formed by small gilt flame-shaped tools with title ‘Plauti Con’ in gilt
inside, similar circle with fewer flames on lower cover, with lettering
replaced by flames and Aldine leaves, rebacked, pastedowns and
endpapers renewed, edges with traces of original blue colouring, a
little rubbed and scuffed, 4to (215 x 132mm.), Venice, Aldus
Manutius’s heirs and Andrea Torresano, July 1522.

⁂ THe FIRST And onLy ALdIne edITIon oF PLAuTuS’ CoMedIeS, PRInTed By
THe HeIRS oF ALduS. The volume was edited by giovan Francesco
Torresano from Asola, on the basis - as he states in his dedicatory
epistle to nikolaus Schönberg, Archbishop of Capua - of previous
editorial work undertaken in 1508 by Aldus Manutius, and the
leading humanist erasmus of Rotterdam, when he was living in
Venice. 

Literature: Adams P1487; Renouard 92.2; Ahmanson-Murphy 211.

£1,500 - 2,000

182
Numismatics.- Budé (Guillaume) LIBRI V de ASSe, collation: aa8,
bb4, a-t8,u6, A-N8; [12], 262 [i.e. 260] ff., Aldine device on title and at
end, blank space for capitals with printed guide letters, gutter and
lower margin water-stained and spotted throughout, heavier at
beginning and end, repairs to lower blank margin of title and final
leaf, early shelfmark ‘I.II.21’ in ink on title, contemporary Venetian
binding executed by Andrea di Lorenzo (the Mendoza Binder) of brown
morocco over pasteboards, covers within blind and gilt fillet border,
small Aldine leaves and rosettes at corners, central gilt panel of single
fillet with cornerpieces and three tools in knotwork pattern, titled in
gilt ‘Guil. Budaei De Ass’ at top, rebacked preserving original spine with
three double raised bands alternating with three single bands, tooled
in gilt, gilt gauffered edges, pastedowns and endpapers renewed, 4to
(214x130 mm), Venice, Aldus Manutius’s heirs and Andrea Torresano,
September 1522.

⁂ THe ALdIne edITIon oF THe PIoneeRIng TReATISe By THe AnTIQuARIAn, And
RoyAL SeCReTARy guILLAuMe BudÉ (1468-1540) In A FIne ConTeMPoRARy
BIndIng By THe MendoZA BIndeR. This is one of the earliest works
devoted to the study of ancient coins and measures, and more
generally to the economics of antiquity. The first edition of De Asse
(the ‘as’ or pound is a Roman bronze coin) was published in March
1515 by Josse Bade in Paris, and the publication achieved a wide
success, as evinced by its numerous editions and translations. 

This copy is in a strictly contemporary morocco binding executed
by Andrea di Lorenzo, called the ‘Mendoza Binder’. There was a
close relationship between this Venetian binder and the
Manutius-Torresano partnership. until c.1525 Andrea di Lorenzo
seems to have mainly worked for the Anchor and dolphin
bookshop near the Rialto Bridge, decorating the bindings with
characteristic features such as rectangular frames of fillets,
rosettes, arabesque leaves, fleurons, and lozenges. For
distinguished customers he added, at the head of the upper
cover, the author and title in gilt lettering, or their names at the
foot of the same cover. 

Literature: Renouard, 94.3; Ahmanson-Murphy 212. 

£2,500 - 3,500

181

182
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Galenus (Claudius) [oPeRA], 5 vol., pagination: I. [4], 24, 181, [1 blank] ll.; 108 ff., II. [3], [1 blank], 184 ff.; 106 ff., Greek and Roman type,
woodcut Aldine device on title and on verso of final leaf. III. [4], 106 ff.; 155, [1] ff., IV. [4], 113, [1 blank] ff.; 74, 6, 57, [1] ff., V. [4], 346, [6] ff.,
final quire AAA bound between quires Τττ and Υυυ, greek and Roman type, woodcut Aldine device on title and on verso of final leaf of
all volumes (Fletcher f4; A3c), capital spaces, all blank leaves present, vol.2 stain at top of a2 and a3, repair to b1 and in blank gutter of n1,
wormhole through last several leaves slightly affecting text, 20th-century brown morocco blind-tooled in period style by Bernard Middleton,
folio (314-318 x 218-224mm.), Venice, Heirs of Aldus Manutius and Andrea Torresano, April-August 1525. 

⁂ edITIo PRInCePS oF gALen oF PeRgAMuM, one of the ‘biggest’ books printed by the Aldine Press, directed by Aldus’s father-in-law Andrea
Torresano. IT IS one oF THe RAReST oF ALL ALdIne edITIonS, “only two or three complete sets have been sold during the past 30 years [...] It is
so rare and consequentely so expensive because of the limited number of originally printed copies. Being an exceptional case for
Aldus- editions, the initial print run remained the only one.” (L. Perrilli, A Risky Enterprise. The Aldine Edition of Galen, p. 447). The works
of galen appeared for the first time in Latin translation in 1490 (goff g, 37), and only a few of his writings were available in greek, e.g.
the ΠεριÌ φιλοσοìφου ι�στοριìας, printed in the second volume of the Aldine Aristotle Corpus, and the Θεραπευτικαì published in Venice
by Zacharias Kallierges and nicolaos Vlastos (goff g, 38). The delay was due to the partial disappearance of the written heritage of
greek medicine, and the great difficulty in finding greek medical manuscripts, “and then there was a gap of a generation until the Aldine
firm put out a series of medical authors, galen in 1525, Hippocrates in 1526, Paul of Aegina, and the first half (only) of Aetius in 1534”
(V. nutton, Greek Science in Sixteenth Century, p. 20). 

Literature: Adams g, 32; STC Italian 285; Renouard Alde, pp. 101-102; Ahmanson-Murphy, 231-233, 235-236; Cataldi Palau, 95; Finazzi,
51; PMM 33; Wellcome I, 2507; durling 1748; grolier-norman, n. 5B; Hoffmann II, 122; V. nutton, John Caius and the Manuscripts of
Galen, Cambridge 1987, pp. 39-42; ead., Greek Science in the Sixteenth-century Renaissance, in Renaissance and Revolution, ed. J.V. Field-
F.A.A.J. James, Cambridge 1993, pp. 20-24; P. Potter, The editiones principes of Galen and Hippocrates and their Relationship, in Text and
Tradition. Studies in Ancient Medicine and its Transmission, ed. K.d. Fischer-d. nickel-P. Potter, Leiden 1998, pp. 243-261; V. nutton, Ancient
Medicine, London 2004, pp. 230-247. 

£25,000 - 35,000
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Aristophanes. FACeTISSIMI CoMoedIe noVeM, edited by Jean
Chéradame, 9 parts in 1, titles in Greek and Latin, text in Greek, titles
within handsome woodcut historiated borders by Geoffrey Tory,
woodcut historiated initials and printer’s devices (the latter to 4 final
ff.), 3 parts with early ink inter-linear notes, occasional spotting,
particularly to final part, light marginal water-staining at head,
contemporary blind-stamped pigskin over wooden boards, metal
clasps, 19th century paper label to foot of spine, some soiling and
staining, [Adams A1707; Mortimer, French, 38], small 4to, (197 x
141mm.), Paris, Pierre Vidoue for Gilles de Gourmont, 1528.

⁂ A very good copy of the handsomely printed FIRST edITIon oF
ARISToPHAneS To Be PRInTed In PARIS. The editor Jean Chéradame was
professor of greek at the Collège du Roi. each of the nine plays
has a striking woodcut title by geoffrey Tory, each incorporating
the Adoration of the Magi, gourmont’s name and arms. There are
separate dedicatees to each play, including Pierre danes (first
professor of greek at the Collège Royal), Jean Ruel (botanist and
physician and author of De Natura Stirpium, 1536), John Clerk
(Bishop of Bath and Wells, chaplain of Cardinal Wolsey) and
Thomas Winter (Wolsey’s son). 

Provenance: ‘Joh Jacobi...Linden...’ (17th century ink inscription at
head of title); Joseph von Lassberg (18th century ink inscription
to front free endpaper); The donaueschingen copy (shelf mark to
foot of spine and head of inner pastedown). 

£2,000 - 3,000

185
Pseudo-Aristotle.- Achillini (Alessandro) SeCReTA SeCReToRuM
ARISToTeLIS, collation: A-K8 L4, Gothic type, title within woodcut
decorative border, attractive woodcut decorative initials, L3v large
woodcut printer’s device of Louis Martin, title lightly soiled and with
corners repaired, not affecting printed area, worm trace (diminishing
to a very small hole) to lower margin of first few ff., small repairs to
inner margin of last 3 or 4 ff., stained, lightly browned, modern vellum,
8vo (137 x 99mm.), Lyon, Antoine Blanchard, 1528.

⁂ Rare edition of this collection of pseudo-Aristotelian texts.
Included are Secreta Secretorum; de signis aquarum, ventorum
et tempestatum; de mineralibus; Alexander Aphrodisiensis, de
intellectu; Averroes, de beatitudine anime; Achillini, de
universalibus; and Alexandri Macedonis Ad Aristotelem de
mirabilibus Indie. The work seems to have been co-published with
Louis Martin, which accounts for his device at end. 

Literature: not in Adams; Thorndike V, 47-50. 

£700 - 900
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De Thou binding.- Epiphanius (Saint, Bishop of Constantia) de
PRoPHeTARuM VITA, collation: a-z4, A-D4; [8], 5-209, [3] pp., woodcut
device on title and at end, numerous woodcut animated and
decorated initials, a fine clean copy in later 16th-century Parisian olive
morocco for Jacques-Auguste de Thou (not later than 1587), covers
within a triple fillet gilt frame, at centre de Thou’s arms as a bachelor,
stamped in an oval medallion with the inscription lettered in gilt ‘Jac.
August Thuanus’, gilt spine with five raised bands, the compartments
decorated with his monogram combining the letters I A D T., g.e., 4to,
(text block 215 x 134mm.; binding 220 x 143mm.), Basel, Andreas
Cratander, 1529.

⁂ This rare Basel edition contains the editio princeps of the Vita
Prophetarum by epiphanius, Bishop of Cyprus, alongside the first
editions of writings by two other greek Fathers, gregorius of
nazianzus and Sophronius.

This copy was bound for the French historian, “maitre de la librairie
du Roi” and great book collector Jacques-Auguste de Thou. It is a
very fine example of a book bound for de Thou as a bachelor and
was therefore executed before his marriage in 1587 to his first
wife Marie de Barbançon de Cany. The celebrated Bibliotheca
Thuana was bought en bloc in 1679/80 by the Marquis de Ménars,
Jean-Jacques Charron; it later passed into the hands of the Rohan-
Soubise family, and was sold off in 1789 at the auction of Charles
de Rohan’s collection. “The de Thou library had a reputation as the
finest private collection of its day; it numbered about 6,600
volumes at his death, and was greatly increased by his children [...]
Most of de Thou’s books were quite simply bound, though often
in high-quality morocco, with an arms block on the covers and
cipher on the spine” (P. needham, Twelve Centuries of Bookbindings,
new york-London 1979, p. 294). This volume is listed in the sale
catalogue of the Thuanus library among the theological books,
“Liber de vitis Prophetarum g.L. Alb. Torino interpr. 4° Bas. 1529”
(Catalogus Bibliothecae Thuanae, Paris 1679 p. 28). 

Literature: Vd16 e1660; I.A.R. de Smet, Thuanus. The Making of J.
A. de Thou, genève 2006, pp. 178-200.

Provenance: Jacques-Auguste de Thou (armorial binding); bought
by Jean-Jacques Charron, Marquis de Ménars; Rohan-Soubise
family (shelfmark ‘3.C.P.T.3.H.128’ on front pastedown); Bernard
Quaritch, bookseller in London.

£3,500 - 5,000

187
Law.- Justinianus I. noVeLLARuM ConSTITuTIonuM dn. IuSTInIAnI
PRInCIPIS, collation: α8, β4, a-z4, A-E4, F6, a-z4, A-I4, K6 (lacking blanks F6

and K6); [24], 224 [i.e. 234], 263, [3] pp., woodcut decorated initials,
light water-stain to upper margin of first and final leaves, early 18th-
century calf, spine with six raised bands, title on lettering-piece
(abraded), rubbed, joints cracked, spine ends chipped, folio (330 x
195mm.), Nuremberg, Johann Petreius, 1531.

⁂ A landmark in the codification of Roman law: the editio princeps
of the relevant section of Corpus Iuris Civilis, usually referred as the
Constitutiones Novellae, by the eastern emperor Justinian I, a
collection of all new laws modifying his Codex of 529. This text of
the 168 greek Novels, which first appeared in print in Latin in 1476,
was edited by the german jurist gregor Holoander, who taught
law at the university of nuremberg. The edition also includes the
Canones Apostolorum, here falsely ascribed to Pope Clemens I. 

Provenance: almost illegible contemporary ownership inscription
on title; the Scottish writer and politician Andrew Fletcher of
Saltoun (1655-1716; ownership inscription on rear pastedown);
the bookseller H.P. Kraus, new york. 

Literature: Schweiger, 481. 

£300 - 400

188
Bergamo.- Bellafini (Francesco) and Marcantonio Michiel. de
oRIgIne eT TeMPoRIBuS uRBIS BeRgoMI...AgRI eT uRBIS BeRgoMATIS
deSCRIPTIo, 2 parts in 1 vol., collation: a-e8 f4, text in Latin, fine italic
type mirroring that of Ludovico Arrighi, initial spaces with guide-letters,
final f. blank, some staining, spotting, or finger-marking, a few ff. in
second work lightly browned, ConTeMPoRARy PRe-BIndIng LIMP BoARdS,
strengthened with 2 section of a 14th century vellum ms., majority of
backstrip missing, worm trace to upper board, lightly soiled, with wide
margins, small 4to (213 x 157mm.), Venice, [Giovanni Antonio da
Sabio and brothers], May, 1532.

⁂ First editions of these works on Bergamo, which are rare at
auction. The Venetian patron and art historian Michiel never
completed his work, and so it is here edited by Bellafini. Bellafini’s
own work was later translated into Italian and this first guide to
Bergamo became the first book printed in that town. 

Literature: Adams B481; Lozzi 316; edIT 16 CnCe 4851. 

£1,000 - 1,500
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Bible, Greek.- PSALTeRIon PRoPHeTou KAI BASILeoS Tou dABId [gRAeCe],
collation: A-Z8 AA-KK8, Greek type, inter-linear Latin translation
throughout in brown ink in a neat early hand, some water-staining
and spotting, 18th century morocco, spine in compartments, spine
repaired, 16mo (96 x 63mm.), Antwerp, Joannes Grapheus, 1533.

⁂ A good copy of one of the rarest of greek Psalterion. The last
copy we can trace at auction was sold at Sotheby’s in 1955. 

Literature: Literature: D & M III, 4606.

£1,500 - 2,000

190
Philoponus (Joannes) ConTRA PRoCLuM de MundI AeTeRnITATe,
collation: A4, B-L8; [84] leaves, large woodcut printer’s device on title,
woodcut decorated initials and head-pieces, upper corner of title
missing, slight tears along impression of woodcut device, early ink notes
‘118’ and ‘83’ on title, later half calf over marbled boards, a little rubbed,
folio (302 x 200mm.), Venice, in aedibus Bartholomaei Casterzagensis
(Bartolomeo Zanetti), aere Ioannis Francisci Trincavelli, 1535.

⁂ THe exCeedIngLy RARe EDITIO PRINCEPS oF THIS InFLuenTIAL SCIenTIFIC WoRK
By PHILoPonuS - a severe criticism of Proclus’ belief in an eternal
world - edited by the Venetian philosopher Vittore Trincavelli
(1491-1563). The printing of this handsome volume was financed
by another member of the Trincavelli family, giovanni Francesco.
The present edition is one of the first books published in Venice
by Bartolomeo Zanetti from Casterzago, near Brescia; the title-
page bears his fine device, with the larger putto’s figure holding
an olive branch, said to be after Titian. In the space of three years,
from 1535 to 1537, Zanetti printed at least thirteen greek books,
as part of the publishing programme financed by the Trincavellis.

Literature: Staikos, Printers’ & Publishers’ Marks in Book for the Greek
World, 89; Hoffmann II, 440; Layton, Greek Book , p. 517; F. Martini,
“Chi era il copista di Camillo Veneto”, La Bibliofilia, 15 (1913), pp.
41-45; g. Castellani, “B. Zanetti: un tipografo per tutte le stagioni”,
La Bibliofilia, 108 (2006), pp. 233-250.

£1,000 - 1,500 190
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Good citizenship.- Palmieri (Matteo) LIBRo deLLA VITA CIVILe,
collation: A-M8 N4, italic type, title within woodcut border incorporating
owls, woodcut historiated and decorative initials, lacking final blank,
water-stained, occasional spotting, modern half vellum, 8vo (147 x
94mm.), [Venice], [Giovanni Andrea Valvassori], [c.1535].

⁂ Second (and only other) edition of this treatise outlining the
qualities of a good citizen. It takes the form of a dialogue between
Luigi guicciardini, Francesco Sacchetti and Agnolo Pandolfino.,
and considers education, justice and wealth, amongst other
subjects. 

Literature: not in Adams. edIT 16 CnCe 47212. 

£400 - 600

192
Book of Hours, Greek.- HoRAI TeS AeIPARTHenou MARIAS, KAT’ eTHoS
TeS RoMAIKeS eKKLeSIAS [gRAeCe], collation: a-l8, Greek type, printed in
red and black, woodcut criblé initials, lacking final f. (blank aside from
printer’s device), some mostly light soiling and staining, occasional
spotting, modern morocco, 16mo (104 x 65mm.), Paris, Christian
Wechel, 1538.

⁂ Rare small-format edition of this greek Book of Hours,
seemingly the second Paris edition, with the first being published
by gilles gourmont and Pierre Vidoue in 1528. The text is based
on that first printed by Aldus in 1497. 

Literature: not in Adams; Lacombe 410; Bohatta 1501. 

£1,500 - 2,000

193
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193
Printer-Martyr.- Dolet (Etienne) geneTHLIACuM, collation: A-C4,
woodcut device on title, large woodcut criblé initial, some side-notes
shaved, modern marbled boards with gilt-lettered blue morocco
label to upper cover, 4to (195 x 130 mm.), Lyon, apud eusdem
Doletum, 1539.

⁂ FIRST edITIon oF A MInoR CLASSIC oF neo-LATIn VeRSe, the eminent
scholar-printer’s celebration of the birth of his son Claude. dolet,
a crypto-Protestant and Christian-rationalist whose anti-monastic
epigrams and Ciceronian/erasmian moral writings earned him a
trial for atheism and blasphemy, and death, after torture, by
strangulation and burning, has been famously regarded as ‘the
Martyr of the Renaissance’ (R. C. Christie’s still-standard bio-
bibliography of 1899); these perceptive verses - dolet’s earliest
self-published work - epitomise his creed in the form of moral
advice to a first-born infant. 

A translation of Genethliacum into French, assertedly ‘par un sien
ami’, also published by dolet in 1539, is sometimes attributed to
dolet himself (cf. Christie, pp. 346 ff.), but the Latin version is
certainly the original, ‘premierement composee en latin par le
pere’. The ‘ami’ would otherwise be Claude Coterau, to whom
dolet dedicates the Latin text, and who provides on C2r two
gratulatory poems, followed by four others by Jean des gouttes
(the translator of Ariosto), Maurice Sceve (poet, musician, painter,
friend of Marot), Barthelemi Aneau (later murdered by a mob for
supposedly heretical opinions), and Pierre Tolet (fellow student
and friend of Rabelais at Montpellier).

Genethliacum is (predictably) a rare book: Claude Longeon,
Bibliographie des oeuvres d’Étienne Dolet (geneva, 1980), no. 50,
locates ten copies in all, at the Bibliotheque nationale (2), Aix-en-
Provence, Amiens, nantes and Lyon in France; at the British
Library and Manchester/Rylands (Christie collection); at Hamburg;
at Rome; and at Harvard; uSTC adds copies at grenoble, Troyes,
and Rome (Biblioteca Angelica). Longeon identifies two states of
the text, one with ‘plusieurs coquilles’ in sig. B uncorrected, but
cites only Bn Res. m. yc. 777 of this supposed earlier state, and
gives no details, so that may as well be a proof. The other Bn copy
(776) is interleaved and marked up for the reprint of 1540, as
Christie (no.6, pp. 522-23) explains; but Bn-opale itself
inexplicably describes both copies as having only eleven leaves,
not twelve, an erroneous collation perpetuated by Cioranescu
7919. The 1540 reprint (Christie 11, Longeon 51) seems to be
even rarer than 1539 (four copies only on uSTC); a facsimile of
1539 issued by Techener in 1830 (Longeon 52) is sometimes
confused with the original.

£2,000 - 3,000

194
Theocritus. IdyLLIA, collation: a-k8; 77, [1] ff., Greek text, woodcut
device on title and at end, woodcut initials, that on a4 with
contemporary hand-colouring, contemporary vellum, small tear to
spine, soiled, lacking ties, yapp edges, 8vo (166 x 110mm.), Florence,
Benedetto Giunta, 1540.

⁂ This rare Juntine edition also includes the famous ‘figure
poems’, typographically arranged in the shape of the objects they
describe, e.g. the Pan flute and the double axe. This 1540 edition
is a substantial reprint (except for the dedicatory epistle to Filippo
Pandolfini, not included) of the first Theocritus issued from the
Florentine printing house, which appeared in January 1515 and
was edited for Filippo giunta by eufrosino Bonini. 

This copy once belonged to the great Italian bibliophile giacomo
Manzoni, whose outstanding library was sold in 1893. 

Provenance: “Thoma Iacobi Iacominii Tebaldutii” (ownership
inscription on title, dated 1562 and annotations on first leaves in
his hand); Count giacomo Manzoni (1816-1889: ownership
inscription on front pastedown). 

Literature: Adams T463; Camerini 237; Renouard 50.132.

£400 - 600
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195
Thucydides. THuCydIdeS CuM SCHoLIIS eT AnTIQuIS eT uTILIBuS, edited
by Joachim Camerarius, collation: α β6 α6 b-z A-D6 E8 F10, title in Greek
and Latin, text in Greek, woodcut historiated initials, t6 blank,
penultimate f. with colophon recto otherwise blank, final f. with
woodcut printer’s device verso otherwise blank, title and next f. with
upper corner and lower margin repaired, next few ff. with lower
margin repaired, water-stained (mostly marginal), spotted, small
worm trace / hole to lower margin of some ff., 17th century red
morocco, richly gilt, spine in compartments, corners worn (especially
lower), rubbed, g.e., folio (292 x 186mm.), Basel, Ex Officina
Hervagiana, 1540.

⁂ A scarce copy of this important edition. 

£300 - 400

196
Theophylactus (Archbishop of Ochrida) HeRMēneIA eIS TA TeSSARA
euAngeLIA [gRAeCe], collation: *4 α-ω, αα-ηη6 θθ4 ιι-ωω6 Α6, Greek type,
title with large woodcut printer’s device, initial spaces with guide-
letters, *4 blank, occasional early ink marginalia, ink stamp to title,
water-stained, occasional spotting, 18th century half calf, upper cover
all but detached, corners worn, rubbed and scuffed, folio (308 x
208mm.), Rome, [Antonio Blado], 1542.

⁂ A wide-margined copy of the editio princeps of the
commentaries on the gospels of Theophylactus. 

Literature: Adams T594; Hoffmann III, 539; Krumbacher I, 133-
134; edIT 16 CnCe 24534. 

Provenance: ‘Io. [?] Thodoretou erm.’ (contemporary ink
ownership inscription in greek to title); ‘Bibliotheek der Vereen.
doopsg. gemeente te Amsterdam’ (ink stamp to title). 

£750 - 1,000

197
Rome.- Messalla Corvinus (Marcus Valerius) LIBRo dI MeSSALA
CoRVIno, oRAToRe deSeRTISSIMo, A oTTAVIAno AuguSTo, collation: a8 b4,
italic type, title within attractive woodcut border, incorporating St.
George slaying the dragon, woodcut decorative initials, closely
trimmed at head, a few spots, 19th century olive-green crushed
morocco, gilt, 8vo (135 x 90mm.), [Venice], [Agostino Bindoni], 1544.

⁂ Rare first edition of this translation from the Latin, which
includes discussion on the origins of Rome and its early history. 

Literature: not in Adams; edIT 16 CnCe 71742 (listing only 3 copies). 

£400 - 600

196

197
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198
Demosthenes. oLunTHIAKoS LogoS PRoToS [-TRìToS], text in Greek, title
with large woodcut printer’s device and small floral ornament, initial
spaces with guide-letter, lacking final blank, some mostly light spotting,
18th century red morocco, gilt, spine in compartments, g.e., [Not in
Adams; EDIT 16 CNCE 16737], 8vo, Rome, [Antonio Blado], 1545.

⁂ THe CHATSWoRTH CoPy of a rare and charming edition of some of
the author’s most famous speeches, including ‘on the Peace’.
edIT 16 records only three copies. 

£750 - 1,000

199
neo-Latin verse.- Crotti (Elio Giulio) HeRMIone. eIuSdeM
FLoRALIoRuM SPICILegIA, collation: A-I8 K4; L-N8 O4, italic type, lacking
blank K4, some browning, a few stains, occasional spotting, 19th

century calf-backed marbled boards, rubbed, 8vo (149 x 90mm.),
Mantua, [Venturino Ruffinello], 1545.

⁂ only edition of this collection of neo-Latin verse, which is rare
at auction. Crotti was born in Cremona, but lived mainly at Mantua. 

Literature: not in Adams; edIT 16 CnCe 13825.

£800 - 1,200

200
Maritime.- Bottazzo (Giovanni Jacopo) dIALogI MARITIMI, collation:
A-Z AA-TT4, italic type, title with woodcut Fortuna printer’s device, initial
spaces with guide-letters, worm trace at start (continuing as a hole),
affecting a few letters of text, lightly water-stained at foot, a few ff.
foxed, occasional spotting, contemporary limp vellum, lacking ties, a
couple of splits to spine, stained, 8vo (154 x 99mm.), Mantua,
Giacomo Ruffinelli, 1547.

⁂only edition of this collection of discourses on geography, Winds,
and the Celestial Sphere. The author was a member of the
Accademia degli Argonauti, founded in 1540, which met in Casale
di Monferrato to discuss matters relating to the sea and navigation. 

Literature: not in Adams; edIT 16 CnCe 7315. 

£400 - 600
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201
Oppianus. de VenATIone LIBRI IIII, Paris, apud Vascosanum, 1549;
bound with de VenATIone LIBRI III JoAn. BodIno InTeRPReTe..., Paris, apud
Michaelem Vascosanum, 1555, together 2 works in 1, I. collation:
A-H4, I6; 38 ff., II. collation: A-K4, L6, *2, M-Z4, Aa-Ee4; [4], 42, [2], 43-
110 leaves, slight foxing, pale water-stain to outer margin of last four
leaves, a few early ink annotations in second work, 17th-century
vellum, spine slightly darkened, upper joint split, 4to (215 x 145mm.)

⁂ An interesting volume, which contains two different editions of
oppianus’ Cynegetica, or De venatione libri IV, both printed by the
refined Parisian printer Michel de Vascosan. The De venatione of
1549 - the third greek edition of this work in all - is generally
believed to have been edited by the great philologist Adrien
Turnèbe (1512-1565); the Latin oppianus appeared in 1550,
edited by the famous philosopher and jurist Jean Bodin (1530-
1596). Bodin’s publishing initiative provoked the reaction of
Turnèbe, who in the same year had issued a Latin translation of
the Cynegetica, printed in Paris by guillaume Morel. Turnèbe
censured Bodin for plagiarizing, and Bodin replied counter-
accusing Turnèbe of plagiarism. The debate become complicated
by the statements of other and later scholars, who erroneously
ascribed the editorial work for the greek oppianus of 1549 to
Bodin, since the printer Vascosan had omitted to mention
Turnèbe as the editor of the text. This miscellaneous volume
containing both editions offers therefore a vivid witness of this
lasting controversy.

Provenance: British clergyman, Biblical scholar and ornithologist
Henry Baker Tristram (1822-1906; ownesrhip inscription dated
1872 on front pastedown). 

Literature: Adams o203 and o205; Thiebaud 695; J. Lewis,
Adrien Turnebe, 1512-1565: A Humanist Observed, genève 1998,
pp. 162-166.

£300 - 400

202
Garimberto (Girolamo) PRoBLeMI nATuRALI e MoRALI, collation: A-
Q8, italic type, title with woodcut printer’s device, woodcut initials, with
final blank, contemporary ink inscription to title, defining ‘Problemi’,
some staining and spotting, late 18th / early 19th century vellum, spine
richly gilt and with orange and olive morocco labels, 8vo (153 x
97mm.), Venice, Vincenzo Valgrisi, 1550.

⁂ Second edition of this curious and varied work. Problems posed
include why those bitten by a tarantula can be cured by music; why
the inhabitants of the new Atlantis discovered by Columbus have
much in common with europeans; and why the sun’s rays produce
a spectrum of colours when passing through water. 

Literature: Adams g251; edIT 16 CnCe 20412. 

£400 - 600

203
Isocrates. oRATIoneS, Basel, Michel Isengrin,1550; Bound WITH
Camerarius ( Joachim) LIBeLLuS SCoLASTICuS uTILIS eT VALde BonuS,
Basel, Johannes Oporinus, 1551, together 2 works in 1, I. collation:
α-γ8, a-z8 A-N8, O4; [48], 563 [i.e. 583], [1] pp., II. collation: A-M8, N10,
O4; 214 [i.e. 212], [8] pp., both with woodcut decorated initials, slightly
browned, pale water-stain to first leaves of first work, fine
contemporary German pigskin over wooden boards, covers blind-
tooled and decorated with plaque, lower cover with letters ‘NV’ and
date ‘1551’ stamped in blind, spine with three raised bands, metal
clasps intact, 8vo (173 x 107mm.)

⁂ This fine miscellaneous volume, in its strictly contemporary
german binding, opens with the edition of Isocrates’ Orationes
printed by Isengrin, supplemented as an introduction by the
Isocratous bios by Plutarch. The present copy is complete with the
final leaves containing the Index (often lacking) and belongs to the
issue bearing the place and date of printing on the title-page.

The second work is a very rare schoolbook edited by the
outstanding philologist and editor of greek classics Joachim
Camerarius. It includes a collection of short greek texts extracted
from Theognis, Phytagoras, Simonides and Callimachus. 

Provenance: ownership inscription barely legible, but dated ‘28
Aug. 1559’ on recto of front free endpaper; engraved ex-libris of
Pope Pius VI (1717-1799) on front pastedown.

Literature: I. Vd16 ZV 8607. II. Vd16 C 451.

£400 - 600

78 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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204
Theophrastus. de CAuSIS PLAnTARuM LIBeR PRIMuS, collation: A-D4, E6; 21, [2] ff., Greek text only,
woodcut initials, occasional light soiling, some small marginal repairs and defects, 18th-
century calf, rebacked, rubbed, 4to (233 x 173mm.), Paris, Michel de Vascosan, 1550. 

⁂ Rare first edition of the greek text of De causis plantarum, finely printed by Michel de
Vascosan, son-in-law of Josse Bade. “Vascosanus is assuredly entitled to a very
distinguished place among the improvers of Parisian typography” (e. greswell, A View of
the Early Parisian Greek Press, oxford 1883, p. 123). 

As the general title-page states, this edition also contains the Latin translation of the
work, but Vascosan printed it as an autonomous part, introduced by its own sub-title.
The two parts could thus circulate separately, the copy offered is of the greek part only.

Literature: Pritzel 9192; Hoffmann III, 726.

Provenance: Kenneth K. Mackenzie (ex-libris on front pastedown); gifted to The
Horticultural Society of new york; ticket of Libreria Antiquaria Mediolanum, Milan. 

£400 - 600

205
Philo Judaeus. In LIBRoS MoSIS de MundI oPIFICIo, HISToRICoS, de LegIBuS. eIuSdeM LIBRI
SInguLAReS, collation: α6, Α-Ζ8, a-y8, z4; [12], 736 [i.e.720], [48] pp., woodcut printer’s device on
title, occasional foxing, contemporary limp vellum, title inked on spine and repeated on later
paper label, edges violet, tears to spine and yapp edges, lacking leather ties, folio (342
x257mm.), Paris, Adrien Turnebe, 1552.

⁂ Rare and estimeed editio princeps of the works of the hellenistic philosopher Philo
Alexandrinus, also called Philo Judaeus. His attempt to reconcile greek philosophy and
Judaism was greatly influential in early Christianity. 

The volume was edited and magnificently printed by the outstanding philologist Adrien
Turnèbe (1512-1565), responsible for the Typographia Graeca established by François I,
King of France. The texts are set in the famous type known as Grec du Roi, designed by
Claude garamond in 1541. “Turnèbe was not a professional printer, but a teacher of
greek and Latin at the Royal College at Paris who abandoned his teaching in order to
promote greek literature through the printing press” (K. Sp. Staikos, Greek Philosophical
Editions in the First Century of Printing, Athens 2001, p. 87).

Provenance: ‘ex libris Johannis Baptistae’ (partly erased ownership inscription on title);
ex-libris ‘Principis Burghesii’ and ‘Louis grossmann Cincinnati’ on front pastedown;
Hebrew union College Cincinnati (blind-stamp on title and duplicate stamp on front
pastedown).

Literature: Adams P1033; Pettegree-Walsby, French Books III & IV, 82807; J. Lewis, Adrien
Turnèbe, genève 1998.

£500 - 700
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206
Bible, Greek.- noVuM...TeSTAMenTuM
[gRAeCe], collation: A-Z8, AA-ZZ8, 2AA-DD8;
796, [4] pp., woodcut device on title,
decorated initials, occasional marginal
browning, stamp erased from title, a few ink
underlinings, bound at end seven later
blank leaves bearing a few early
annotations in Greek and Latin, fine
contemporary German blind-stamped
pigskin over wooden boards, covers within
fillets and frame decorated with foliate
motifs, bearing the date ‘1564’ and the
letters ‘G.P.N.’, centre of upper cover with a
plaque depicting the sacrifice of Isaac, a
different plaque on lower cover depicting
the Resurrection, spine with three raised
bands, metal clasps intact, 16mo (139 x
87mm.), [Geneva] Jean Crespin, 1553.

⁂ Rare first edition, in its original german
binding, of the New Testament in greek
issued from the well-known printing
house established in geneva by Jean
Crespin, a native of Arras forced to leave
France in 1548. Crespin had a pivotal role
in the dissemination of Calvinism in
europe, and published several editions of
the Bible in various languages. This
volume is finely printed with Crespin’s
small but easily legible greek font, and
the text closely follows the New Testament
issued in 1550 by Robert estienne. 

Literature: Adams B1664; darlow &
Moule 4626.

£500 - 700



207
Isocrates. oRATIoneS TReS, collation: A4, βb-νn4; 51, [1] ff., text in Greek
and Latin, woodcut device on title and at end, woodcut animated
initial on verso of title, blank spaces for capitals with printed guide
letters, minor soiling, a few water-stains, numerous marginal and
interlinear annotations, contemporary blind-tooled calf, covers within
fillets and frame decorated with dots and small floral tools, floral
cornerpieces, central panel divided into compartments and decorated
in knotwork pattern, traces of ties, spine with two raised bands, 2
corners worn, some worming to covers, preserved in suede-lined drop-
back box, 8vo (148 x 100mm.), Venice, Heirs of Pietro Ravani, 1555.

⁂ THe FIRST BILInguAL edITIon oF ISoCRATeS’ ORATIONES To Be PRInTed. The
greek texts of the three orations is supplemented with their Latin
translation, and the edition was widely used as a schoolbook, as
declared on the title-page (‘ad discentium utilitatem’). The
publishing initiative of Ravani’s heirs had an immediate success,
and was imitated by other printers, such as giovanni Varisco in
Venice and orazio Salviani in naples.

Provenance: ‘nicolai Iani’ (early ownership inscription on title);
Carlo Chiassa (ex-libris on front flyleaf). 

Literature: g. Rosa, La fortuna di Isocrate, no. 117; Traduzioni
umanistiche, p. 803, no. 2

£500 - 700

208
[?St. Denis (Antoine)] LeS CoMPTeS du Monde AdVenTuReux,
collation: à10 A-Z8 Aa-Gg8 Hh6, title with woodcut printer’s device,
woodcut decorative initials, repaired tear to title, affecting a few letters
of imprint, a few small wormholes / trace to lower margin of some ff.,
affecting the odd letter of some catchwords, 19th century red morocco
by Pagnant, slightly rubbed, gilt edges, 8vo (168 x 100mm.), Paris,
Pour Vincent Sertenas, 1555.

⁂ Rare first edition of this collection of prose ‘contes’. There seem
to be three 1555 issues, each with different imprints (estienne
groulleau and Jean Longis), of which this is one of the rarest. 

Literature: not In Adams. 

£1,500 - 2,000

209
Theognis Megarensis. gnoMoLogIA gRAeCoLATInA, collation: A-O4,
P6,, Q-Z4, AA-BB4; 186, [16] pp., lacking final blank, text in Greek and
Latin, 7-line woodcut initial on A2, smaller initials on F3 and F4, two
wormholes slightly affecting some letters throughout, numerous early
underlinings, marginal annotation on E1 mentioning the Adagia by
Erasmus, 19th-century vellum-backed boards, 4to (233 x 152mm.),
Basel, Johann Oporinus, August 1559.

⁂ The oporinus edition of one of the most popular works in the
Renaissance, the gnomae or sentences by the 6th-century poet
Theognis of Megara. The Gnomologia graecolatina was edited by
Michael neander, and originally included by oporinus in a
collection of writings by different greek authors, containing
among others the dicta aurea ascribed to Pythagoras. each part
opened with its own title-page, dedicatory epistle and preface,
allowing circulation onto the market of individual works, as here. 

Provenance: ‘Bibliothèque Chaboisseau’ (small paper label on
front pastedown). 

Literature: Vd16 ZV 22814.

£200 - 300
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210
Caesar’s military tactics.- Ramus (Petrus) LIBeR de CæSARIS MILITIA,
collation: à a-o8 P4, Roman type, title with woodcut printer’s device,
final errata f., à4 and P4 blank, some staining and light foxing, 17th

century calf, richly gilt spine in compartments, rubbed and scuffed,
8vo (157 x 967mm), Paris, Andreas Wechel, 1559.

⁂ First edition of this treatise on Caesar’s military tactics., which
is rare at auction. 

Literature: Adams R102. 

£500 - 700

211
Pindar. oLyMPIA, PyTHIA, neMeA, ISTHMIA, 2 parts in 1, collation: a-z8,
aa-nn8, A-Z8, AA-DD8; 576; 432 pp., woodcut device on both titles,
sig.y-z slightly water-stained, first title slightly soiled, later calf,
rebacked preserving old morocco lettering piece, 16mo (118 x
54mm.), [Geneva], Henri Estienne, 1560.

⁂ JoHn gAy’S CoPy oF eSTIenne’S edITIon oF PIndARuS. gay, poet and
dramatist, was a member of the Scriblerus Club, and perhaps
best known as the author of the ballad The Beggar’s Opera (1728).
In this copy gay’s ownership inscription, neatly written on a stub
preceding the first title, is dated ‘1714’, the year in which he
published the pastorals The Shepherd’s Week, a parody of arcadian
life and poetry.

Provenance: John gay (1685-1732); two other early ownership
inscriptions on first title, erased in ink; William Franks (ex-libris on
front pastedown). 

Literature: Adams P1227; Renouard, Estienne, 117.2. 

£500 - 700

212
Derome binding.- Liturgy, Greek.- LeITouRgIAI Tôn HAgIôn PATeRôn
[gRAeCe], 2 parts in 1, collation: *2, A-P6; a-b4, A-F6, G-Z4; [4], 179, [1];
[16], 212 (i.e. 208) pp., woodcut device on both titles, wooduct
decorated initials, head- and tail-pieces, lower margin of first two
leaves water-stained and browned, foxing in places, later engraved
portrait of the editor Claude de Sainctes tipped in to verso of front
flyleaf, 18th-century red morocco, ascribed to Nicolas-Denis Derôme,
covers framed in triple gilt fillet, spine with five raised bands, gilt title
and imprint on double green lettering-pieces, compartments tooled
in gilt, gilt edges, covers slightly scratched, a little rubbed, head of spine
nicked, but overall a handsome copy, folio (289 x 189mm.), Paris,
Guillaume Morel, 1560.

⁂ A splendid and rare edition of the Greek Liturgy, finely issued by the
Royal printer Guillaume Morel, and edited by Claude Sainctes (1525-
1591), whose name is mentioned in the preface appended to the
second part of this Parisian publication. The Greek text is
supplemented, in the second part, with its Latin translation,
introduced by the title Liturgiae siue missae sanctorum patrum. In
addition the work contains writings by the Greek Fathers Basilius
Magnus, Ioannes Chrysostomus, and Saint Jacobus.

The book is rightly considered one of the masterpieces published
by the Typographia Graeca founded by King of France, François I.
This copy is in a fine gilt-tooled red morocco binding, executed by
the leading 18th century Parisian binder nicolas-denis derôme
(1731-1790).

Provenance: early ownership inscription on the title-page, erased
in ink; ‘ecole Sainte genevieve’ (stamp on the title-page); ‘J. M. de
Chateaugiron’, ‘Skinos’ (both ex-libris on the front pastedown). 

Literature: Adams L842.

£1,500 - 2,000
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213
Wittemberg binding by George Kirsten.- Gregory, Saint,
Nazianzenus. gRAeCA QuædeM & SAnCTA CARMInA, translated by
Johann Lang, collation: a-p8, mostly italic type, woodcut decorative
initials, ink stamp to title, Basel, Joannes Oporinus, 1561 BOUND WITH
Nonnus, Panoplitanus. In Evangelium Sancti Ioannis Paraphrasis
Græca [graece], collation: a-k8 l4, Greek type, title with woodcut
printer’s device, initial space with guide-letter, ink inscription to title,
Paris, Martinus Juvenis, 1556 BOUND WITH Nonnus, Panoplitanus. In
evangelium sancti Ioannis Paraphrasis Græca, collation: A-H8 I4,
italic type, title with woodcut printer’s device, woodcut decorative
initials, ink inscription to title, early in marginalia, Paris, Jacques
Bogard, 1542, together 3 works in 1 vol., occasional staining (some
ink) or spotting, lightly browned, HANDSOME CONTEMPORARY BLIND-STAMPED
PIGSKIN OVER BOARDS BY GEORG KIRSTEN OF WITTEMBERG, covers with
historiated panels within historiated borders, initials ‘G I F’ to head
of panel and date ‘1564’ to foot of panel of upper cover, spine in
compartments, some staining and rubbing (mostly to lower cover),
8vo (158 x 102mm.)

⁂ Rare first edition of Johann Lang’s translation of Saint gregory,
along with the original greek texts. Also included is the first
edition of Lang’s collected Latin verse and his poem ‘Joannes
Baptista decollatus’. The second work is the greek text of nonnus’
paraphrase of St. John’s gospel and the third work Christoph
Hegendorf’s Latin translation of the same work. 

Provenance: ‘g I F’ initials to binding, presumably ‘georgius
Ingolstadius F’ of the ink stamp to first title; Heinrich
Schwalenberg (1556-1618), professor of Hebrew at Leipzig
university (ink inscription to front free endpaper).

Literature: I. not in Adams II. Adams B1899 III. not in Adams.

£800 - 1,200

214
Plato. TIMAeuS PLATonIS, SIVe de unIVeRSITATe, 2 parts in 1, collation: A-
Q4; A-Z4, Aa-Cc4, Dd2; 127, [1]; 212 pp., lacking final blank, woodcut
device on title of second part, woodcut decorated initials and
diagrams, occasional foxing, first gathering of second part browned,
bibliographical notes in French in an 18th-century hand on rear
pastedown, 17th-century mottled calf, rebacked preserving original
spine and recornered, 4to (216 x 160mm.), Paris, Jean Bienné [and
Guillaume Morel], 1563-1579.

⁂ exceedengly rare Parisian edition of this platonic dialogue. The
original greek text is accompanied, in the second part, with its
translation into Latin by Cicero and the 4th-century philosopher
Chalcidius, who was also responsible for the commentary
appended at the end of this edition. The second part of the
volume has a separate title-page with the date ‘1563’, whereas
the colophon bears the imprint ‘Absolvebat Ioannes Bene-natus
pridie Kalendas Maias 1569’. After Morel’s death in 1564, Bienné
had married his widow and inherited the press. In 1569 he put
on the market copies of the Latin edition of Timaeus printed by
Morel in 1563, which had remained unsold, adding a ‘new’
colophon with his name as the printer and the date ‘1569’. Later,
in 1579 Bienné published a greek edition of the Timaeus,
supplementing it, as the general title-page states, with its Latin
translation, re-using unsold copies of the aforementioned edition
of 1563-1569.

In his bibliography Imprimeurs Parisiens Renouard records only
the Latin part of this Morel edition, thus confirming the great rarity
of the ‘complete’ edition put on sale by Bienné in 1579, and
offered here. 

Provenance: unidentified monogram combining the letters H F,
and d on the front pastedown, followed by the early shelfmark ‘R.
no ii. i’.

Literature: Hoffmann III, 296 and 304; Renouard, Imprimeurs
Parisiens, III, 624.

£500 - 700
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215
Body & mind.- Lemnius (Levinus) della Complessione del Corpo
Humano libri due..., collation: *4 A-P8 Q4, title with woodcut printer’s
device, some light foxing / browning, contemporary limp vellum,
lacking ties. 8vo (150 x 100mm.), Venice, Domenico Nicolini, 1564.

⁂ First Italian edition of this work aimed specifically at the general
public to aid self-diagnosis of physical and mental ailments.

Literature: not in Adams; durling 2769; edIT 16 CnCe 31668. 

£400 - 600

216

216
Du Choul (Guillaume) dISCoRSo SoPRA LA CASTRAMeTATIone eT
dISCIPLInA MILITARe de RoMAnI, 2 parts in 1, collation: Aa-Kk8; A-T8,
numerous woodcuts within text, many in first part full-page, folding
woodcut and letter-press plan, marginal worm trace to outer margin
of ff. at end of part 1, occasionally just touching a printed side-note,
some light browning, occasional spotting, later limp vellum, lacking
ties, 4to (237 x 165mm.), Lyon, Guillaume Rouille, 1569.

⁂ The second part is Discorso della Religione Antica de Romani. A
handsome production discussing the military and religious
practices of the Romans. The woodcuts are attributed to Pierre
eskrich by Baudrier. 

Literature: not in Adams; Baudrier Ix, 323-324; cf. Mortimer,
French, 181. 

£400 - 600

217
Architecture.- Belli (Silvio) LIBRo deL MISuRAR Con LA VISTA...,
collation: *4 A-R4, Roman type, title within ornate woodcut
architectural border, 55 large woodcuts within text, woodcut head-
and tail-pieces and historiated initials, large woodcut above colophon,
final f. blank, lightly browned, occasional spotting, modern mottled
boards, small 4to (204 x 137mm.), Venice, Giordano Ziletti, 1570.

⁂ Second edition of Belli’s work on the application of geometry
to architectural problems. Belli was a practising architect in Rome
and Ferrara. 

Literature: Adams B520; Smith, Rara Arithmetica 343; Riccardi I,
107; edIT 16 CnCe 4899.

£400 - 600
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Strabo. ReRuM geogRAPHICARuM LIBRI SePTeMdeCIM, collation: *6, α-θ6, ι4,
a-k6, l8, m-r6, s8, t-z6, A-B4, C-D6, E2, F6, G-I2, K4, L2, M6, N8, O-Z6, Aa-Dd6,
Ee2, Ff-Gg6, Hh2, Ii8, Kk-Zz6, AA6, BB2, CC-DD6, EE8, FF2, GG4, HH6, II4, KK2,
LL6, MM4, NN-OO2, PP-SS6, TT4, VV2, XX8, YY4; [116], 977, [3] pp., double-
column Greek and Latin text, woodcut device on title and another on
verso of otherwise blank final leaf, 27 double-page woodcut maps and
7 smaller maps in text, woodcut initials, occasional foxing, later limp
vellum, gilt arms to covers within gilt roll-tooled border, more recent red
morocco spine label, soiled, fore-edges of both covers worn, folio (315
x 202mm.), Basel, ex officina Heinrich Petri, August 1571.

⁂ A good copy of this important geographical survey, edited by
xylander and enhanced by the woodcut maps by Sebastian
Munster used in several editions of Ptolemy.

Provenance: emanuel g. Sarasin (ex-libris on front pastedown and
ticket at rear)

Literature: Adams S1907; Phillips (Atlases) 3390; nordenskiold 30,21 

£2,500 - 3,500

219
Apocalyptic fall of the Ottoman Empire.- Louisino (Marco
Antonio) eSPoSITIone deLL’xI eT xII. CAP. deL. IIII. LIB d’eSdRA SoPRA gLI
ACCIdenTI PASSATI, PReSenTI, & FuTuRI deLLA ReVoLuTIone deL gRAnde, &
TReMendo IMPeRIo deLL’ AQuILA: QuARTA, & uLTIMA MonARCHIA neL Mondo,
collation: †4 A-Z a-c4, title with woodcut printer’s device, woodcuts in
the text (some repeated), some water-staining, mostly at end, some
light browning, occasional spotting, contemporary limp vellum,
lacking 2 of 4 ties, lightly stained, small 4to (203 x 146mm.), Venice,
Matteo Bosello, 1571.

⁂ only edition of this work, which prophesies the downfall of the
Turkish empire using the Apocalyptic vision as a basis. 

Literature: Adams L1539.; edIT 16 CnCe 27062.

£600 - 800

219
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Kabbalah.- Aevolus (Caesar) de dIVInIS ATTRIBuTIS QuAe SePHIRoT
AB HeBRæIS nunCuPATA, collation: a4 A-K4, title with woodcut printer’s
device, 2 full-page woodcut diagrams, woodcut decorative initials, a4

blank (with small section torn from foot), some water-staining and
spotting, contemporary limp vellum, small 4to (205 x 150mm), Venice,
Francesco Ziletti, 1573.

⁂ Rare second edition of this work (seemingly not listed on edIT
16), which looks at the causes of sympathy and antipathy between
objects in nature and attempts to reconcile the Kabbalah with
Aristotelian and Platonic doctrine. It was originally published in
Prague in 1571. 

Literature: Adams A309. 

£1,000 - 1,500

221
Emblemata.- Bocchi (Achille) Symbolicarum Quaetionum, de
universo genere, quas serio ludebat, Libri Quinque, collation: † b-
f A-Z Aa-Yy4, mostly italic type, title with woodcut printer’s device,
engraved portrait of the author and 151 fine large engraved
emblematic illustrations by Guilio Bonasone after Prospero Fontana
and Parmigianino, ink inscription cut from title and neatly repaired,
(not affecting text), some staining, spotting or finger-marking,
contemporary vellum, rebacked, lacking ties, little soiled and stained,
small 4to (210 x 155mm.), Bologna, [Giovanni Rossi] for the Società
Tipografica Bolognese, 1574.

⁂ Second edition of this handsome work, with the illustrations
reworked by Agostino Carracci. It is the first production of the
Società Tipografica Bolognese, established in 1572 under the
direction of giovanni Rossi. 

Literature: Adams B1295; Landwehr, Romanic, 163; Mortimer,
Italian, 77; edIT 16 CnCe 6486. 

£800 - 1,200

222
Stobaeus (Joannes) eCLogARuM LIBRI duo, 2 parts in 1, collation: *6,
A-Q6, R8, S-T6, V4; [12], 236, [4] pp., woodcut device on title,
contemporary limp vellum, inked title on spine, lacking ties, folio (350
x 232 mm.), Antwerp, ex officina Christophori Plantini, 1575.

⁂ Editio princeps of Stobeaus’ eclogae, dedicated by the printer
Christopher Plantin to Cardinal gugliemo Sirleto, one of the
greatest sixteenth-century collectors of greek manuscripts. The
volume was edited by the philologian Willem Canter (1542-1575),
a correspondent of Fulvio orsini and Joseph Scaliger, who mainly
based his work on a manuscript owned by the Hungarian
humanist Johannes Sambucus (1531-1581), collated with a codex
sent to Plantin by the aforementioned Cardinal Sirleto. 

Literature: Adams S1879; Voet 2263; Hoffmann III, 635-636; A.S.Q.
Visser, J. Sambucus and the Learned Image, Leiden 2005, pp. 38-40. 

Provenance: Alessandro Bozza (ex-libris on front pastedown). 

£700 - 900
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223
Law.- Giocchi (Fabiano) and Francesco Giovanetti. TRACTATuS de
eMPTIone eT VendITIone, collation: † ††8 A-Z8 Aa-Hh8 Ii4, Roman type,
woodcut decorative initials, water-stained at head, a little marginal
worming towards end, occasional spotting, 8vo (151 x 100mm.),
Venice, Bartholomaeus Rubinus, 1575.

⁂ Rare work with two treatises on commercial law. 

Literature: not in Adams.; edIT 16 CnCe 34080.

£600 - 800

224
Callimachus. HyMnI (CuM SuIS SCHoLIIS gRAeCIS) & ePIgRAMMATA, 2
parts in 1, collation: ¶4, ¶¶4, a-i4; aa-rr4; [16], 72; 134 pp., printer’s
device on title, decorated initials and head-pieces, occasional foxing,
18th-century mottled calf, spine gilt, rubbed, 4to (243 x 166mm.),
Geneva, Henri Estienne, 1577.

⁂ The texts were edited by the learned printer Henri estienne,
and supplemented with Latin translations, mainly by the german
philologist nicodemus Frischlin, and estienne himself.

Literature: Adams C232; Renouard, Estienne 145.3; Hoffmann I, 428.

£300 - 400

225

226
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Venice.- Audebert (Germain) VeneTIAe Ad SeRenISS. AC. SAPIenTISS.
VeneTIARuM PRInCIPeM nICoLAuM dePonTe..., collation: A-M8 N4, mostly
italic type, woodcut portrait device of Aldus to title, woodcut, head-
and tail-pieces and decorative initials, N4 blank, some light foxing and
browning, contemporary limp vellum, later ink ms. author name / title
to upper cover, lightly soiled, small 4to (202 x 145mm.), Venice, Aldus
Manutius, 1583.

⁂ First edition of this poem in praise of Venice, handsomely, and
aptly, printed by Aldus Manutius the younger in Venice. Audebert
also wrote poems in praise of the cities of Rome and naples.

Provenance: Landau-Finaly copy (bookplate).

Literature: Adams A2122; Ahmanson-Murphy 955; Renouard,
Alde, 233:6. 

£400 - 600

226
Annotated by a Leiden Professor of Greek and Hebrew.-
Bible, Greek.- BIBLIoRuM PARS gRAeCA QuAe HeBRAICÉ non InuenITuR,
collation: A-D8 E-Z, a-h4, title in Greek and Latin, text in Greek, title with
woodcut printer’s device, woodcut decorative initials, early ink
marginalia, X3 torn in outer margin, occasional spotting, some light
browning, contemporary limp vellum, yapp edges, with good margins,
small 4to (215 x 163mm.), Antwerp, Christopher Plantin, 1584.

⁂ Rare second Plantin edition of the Apocrypha in greek, here in
its first issue, with the text of edras breaking off at 4:17, followed
by esther. From the library of the renowned philologist and
Hebraist from Leiden Allard uchtmann, with marginal
annotations, mostly quoting variant readings.

Provenance: Allard uchtmann (d. 1680), professor of Hebrew and
greek at the university of Leiden (ink ownership inscription in
Latin and greek, dated 1670); H.P. Kraus, bookseller.

Literature: Adams B1626; Voet 675; darlow-Moule 4645a.

£400 - 600

227
Plantin Emblemata.- Epiphanius (Saint, Bishop of Constantia)
Ad PHySIoLoguM. eISudeM In dIe FeSTo PALMARuM SeRMo, collation: *8 A-
H8 I4, text in Greek and Latin, title with small woodcut printer’s device,
fine engraved full-page portrait of a saint and 25 large emblems
within text, all within woodcut frames, a few small repaired wormholes
/ traces, lightly water-stained at head, occasional spotting, antique
style dark red morocco, gilt, 8vo (166 x 100mm.), Antwerp,
Christopher Plantin, 1588.

⁂ ‘Though not an emblem-book proper epiphanius Ad
Physiologum had a great influence on emblem-literature, and is
rightly recorded among emblem-books in all catalgoues.’ (Praz). A
good copy of the second edition of the greek text of this important
bestiary, wherein is a collection of allegories based on the qualities
of animals. It includes bees, frogs, serpents and birds. The fine
engravings have been attributed to Peter van der Borcht. 

Literature: Adams e248; Landwehr, Low Countries, 230; Praz p.328.

£750 - 1,000

228
Economics.- Buoninsegni (Tommaso) TRATTATo de’TRAFFICHI gIuSTI
eT oRdInARII, collation: a-b8 A-V8, title with woodcut printer’s device, a
few stains, occasional spotting, contemporary limp boards, ink title
to spine, spotted, 8vo (140 x 97mm.), Venice, Giorgio Angelieri, 1591.

⁂ Second edition in Italian of this collection of works on
economics. 

Provenance: ‘Joseph Lambertenghi’ (early ink inscription to title)

Literature: not in Adams; goldsmiths’ 255; Kress S282. 

£400 - 600

227

228
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Dio Cassius. HISToRIARuM LIBRI xxV, collation: ¶6, a-z6, aa-zz6, aaa-yyy6; [12], 792, [24] pp.,
Estienne’s woodcut device on title, decorated initials at beginning of each book, head- and tail-
pieces, some foxing and light water-staining, a few paper flaws, contemporary limp vellum
with yapp edges, covers with large central fleuron and letters ‘P N R’ in gilt, smooth spine, title
on lettering-piece (abraded), library shelf number at foot in gilt, soiled, some wear to corners,
joints and yapp edges, folio (349 x 217mm.), [Geneva], Henri Estienne, 1592.

⁂ Second estienne edition of the epitome of books xxxVI-Lxxx of the Historiae Romanae,
compiled in the 11th century by the monk Ioannes xiphilinus on behalf of emperor Michael
VII. The work was first issued in 1551, from the Parisian press of Robert estienne. In his
preface to the 1592 edition Robert’s son Henri mentions the previous edition published
by his father on the basis of a greek manuscript preserved in the Royal Library at
Fontainebleau. In the genevan volume the greek text is now supplemented with its Latin
translation, made by the german philologist Wilhelm xylander, which first appeared in print
in Basel in 1558. Some copies of this edition bear the imprint date 1591 on title.

Provenance: ‘Merrifiled Library July 17. 1883’ (ownership inscription on verso of front flyleaf);
newcastle-upon-Tyne public library (bookplates on front endleaves and ink stamp on title).

Literature: Adams d505 (“pagination, collation, and imprint as 1591”); Renouard, Estienne
155.5; Hoffmann I, 548 (“Auch exx. mit 1592”).

£300 - 400

230
Isocrates. oRATIoneS eT ePISToLAe, 3 parts in 1, collation: †4, *6, **4, a-z6, aa-mm6, nn4; AA-
LL6, A-C6, D4; α-δ4, a4, b6; [28], 427 [i.e. 425], [1], 131, [1], XXXIIII, [10], 31, [21] pp., text in Greek
and Latin, woodcut device on title, woodcut head-pieces including the famous cherub-head,
foxed and browned, first 2 leaves shorter, contemporary French calf, single gilt fillet with central
gilt laurel wreath, spine with seven raised bands, decorated and lettered in gilt, later endpapers,
joints and corners worn and repaired, folio (343 x 227mm.), [Geneva], Henri Estienne, 1593.

⁂ Remarkable bilingual edition printed by the great and learned printer Henri estienne.
The texts were edited by the german humanist Hieronymus Wolf, and supplemented
with estienne’s masterful dissertations In Isocratem Diatribae VIII Diatribae. The volume
also includes the Oratio Panathenaica and In Romam oratio by Aristides, the Oratio in
Helenam by gorgias, and the Vita Isocratis by Plutarchus. The Isocrates of 1593 “represents
Henri’s last major work [...] and constitutes his last folio edition of a classical text. It is also
the only book to issue from his press that year. estienne nostalgically recalls more
prosperous days in his preface, addressed to Marcus Fuggerus, whom he reminds of his
family’s former generosity towards him” (Schreiber, p. 181). 

Provenance: illegible contemporary ownership inscription on title; Pier Luca Bencini (ex-
libris on front pastedown).

Literature: Adams I 1219; Renouard, Estiennes, 155.1; Schreiber 224; Hoffmann II, 473.

£300 - 400
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SIByLLInA oRACuLA, collation: a8, A-Oo8, Pp4,
aa6, bb-ii8, a2, e8, a-g8, h4; [16], 524; 71, [3];
[2], 7-144; [2], vii-xxiiii, 114, [5] pp., Greek
and Latin text, engraved title (trimmed and
laid down), 12 engraved illustrations, 18th
century mottled calf, rebacked preserving
original spine, corners repaired, 4to (193 x
121mm.), Paris, 1599.

⁂ The first complete edition of the
Oracula sibyllina, a collection of the
oracles traditionally attributed to Sibyls,
which enjoyed a wide and lasting
popularity in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. The editio princeps
had appeared in 1545; this bilingual
edition of 1599 was edited by the
physician from Heidelberg Johannes
obsopaeus (1556-1596), who largely
emended the text, supplementing it with
his extensive commentaries. 

Literature: Adams o208-209; A. grafton,
Defenders of the Text. The Traditions of
Scholarship in an Age of Science, 1450-1800,
Cambridge MA 1991, pp. 162-176; R.
Buitenwerf (ed.), Book III of the Sibylline
Oracles and its Social Setting, Leiden 2003,
pp. 5-28.

£300 - 400



232

233

232
Greek Book of Hours.- HoRoLogIon, [383] ff. only (of 384, lacking
final leaf, ?blank), printed in red and black, large woodcut device on
title, decorated initials and head-pieces. 8 full-page woodcut
illustrations and numerous woodcut vignettes in text, repairs to margin
of two leaves affecting a few letters, minor foxing, modern brown
morocco, covers within blind fillets, gilt fleur-de-lys tool at each corner,
g.e., 16mo (157 x 76mm.), Venice, [Giovanni Antonio Pinelli], 1607.

⁂ Handsomely printed Pinelli edition of this greek Book of Hours.
The Pinelli press operated from 1600 until after the fall of the
Republic in 1797.

£1,000 - 1,500

233
Bacon (Sir Francis) de dIgnITATe eT AugMenTIS SCIenTIARuM LIBRI Ix,
title with woodcut printer’s device, woodcut head-pieces and
decorative initials, occasional spotting, a few small stains, lightly
browned, 19th century speckled calf, gilt, joints split, but holding firm,
corners worn, rubbed, [Gibson 130], small 4to, Paris, Typis Petri
Mettayer, 1624.

⁂ The first continental edition, and second edition overall, of
Bacon’s rallying cry for the advancement of learning. 

£350 - 450

234
Themistocles. ePISToLAe ex VeTuSTo CodICe BIBLIoTHeCAe VATICAnAe,
woodcut arms of Pope Urban VIII on title, some light foxing and
browning, some minor worming, mostly marginal, modern vellum,
4to, [Hoffmann III, 472; Schweiger I, 308], Rome, Lodovico Grignani,
1626.

⁂ First edition of the collected Epistolae by the brilliant Athenian
general and controversial politician Themistocles, the hero of the
battle of Salamis in 480, edited by giovanni Matteo Cariofilo or
Cariophyllis from Crete.

£200 - 300
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Ocellus Lucanus. de unIVeRSI nATuRA, Greek and Latin text, half-title,
browning to a few gatherings, water-staining to corner of some leaves,
uncut in contemporary wrappers with old paper reback, 4to, [Bruni-
Evans 3685: Hoffmann III, 153], Bologna, Typographia Ferronia, 1646.

⁂ Important edition of the De universi natura, a Pythagorean work
composed in four books in the second century BC and attributed
to ocellus Lucanus. This treatise on the nature of the universe
and the origin of man enjoyed a wide popularity and was largely
responsible for the revival of ancient hermetic wisdom in the
Renaissance. This 1646 edition is edited by the Bolognese
philosopher and jurist Carlo emanuele Vizzani (1617-1661).

Provenance: ‘Congregationis S. Carli’(contemporary owenrship
inscription on title).

£300 - 400

236
Bacon (Sir Francis) SCRIPTA In nATuRALIS eT unIVeRSALI PHILoSoPHIA,
engraved additional pictorial title, printed title with woodcut
ornament, folding letter-press table, woodcut head-pieces and
decorative initials, occasional foxing or spotting, lightly browned,
contemporary vellum, lightly spotted, [Gibson 223; Willems 1157],
Amsterdam, Louis Elzevier, 1653; and the 1648 Leiden edition of
Sylva Sylvarum (gibson 185b), 12mo (2)

⁂ First edition of what gibson considers ‘An important collection
of Bacon’s minor writings’. 

£300 - 400

237
Colossal statue of Hercules.- Cappellari (MIchele) HeRCuLIS
CoLoSSuS MAnTuæ BenAVIdIæ PATAVII, title with woodcut printer’s device,
half-page engraved illustration of the statue of Hercules by F. Bertelli,
marking and small repair to last f., lightly foxed, modern red morocco-
backed marbled boards, small 4to, Padua, Pasquati, 1657.

⁂ Rare first and only edition of this poem in praise of the colossal
statue of Hercules carved by Bartolomeo Ammanati for the
courtyard of the Palazzo Mantova Benavides at Padua. 

Literature: not in Cicognara or gamba. 

£500 - 700

236

237
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Corneille (Pierre) LA ToISon d’oR, TRAgedIe. RePReSenTÉe PAR LA
TRouPe RoyALe du MAReSTS, CHeZ MR Le MARQuIS de SouRdeAC, en Son
CHASTeAu du neuFBouRg, PouR RÉJoüïSSAnCe PuBLIQue du MARIAge du
Roy, & de LA PAIx AVeC L’eSPAgne, & en SuITe SuR Le THeATRe RoyAL du
MAReSTS, title with woodcut ornament, woodcut head- and tail-pieces
and decorative initials, hole to title, with loss of part of ornament,
lightly browned throughout, red morocco, gilt, by Chambolle-Duru,
upper cover detached, rubbed at extremities, g.e., [Le Petit 181;
Tchemerzine p.82; Picot, Bibliographie Cornélienne 77], 12mo (text
block 140 x 80mm; binding 143 x 45mm), Rouen, Augustin Courbé &
Guillaume de Luyne, 1661.

⁂ The exceedingly rare first edition of this important Corneille
play, based on the legend of the golden Fleece. It was
commissioned by the Marquis de Sourdeac and staged at his
private theatre in normandy. As often the performance included
numerous musical and dance interludes. 

£750 - 1,000

239

239
Bozerian binding.- Tabourot (Etienne) LeS BIgARRuReS eT TouCHeS
du SeIgneuR deS ACCoRdS, 3 parts in 1, 2 titles with woodcut printer’s
devices, woodcut portrait (repeated), music and illustrations within
text, y6 with woodcut printer’s device, otherwise blank, occasional
spotting, Red STRAIgHT-gRAIn MoRoCCo, gILT, By BoZeRIAn, signed thus at
foot of spine, very small nicks to head of spine, slightly rubbed, 12mo
(140 x 70mm.), Paris, Arnould Cotinet, 1662.

⁂ An attractive copy of the best edition of this collection of tales,
riddles, acrostics and epigrams.

£350 - 450
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240
Greek Book of Hours.- HoRoLogIon, 716 (Greek numerals), [20] pp.,
printed in red and black, title with vignette depicting Virgin and Child,
woodcut initials and tail-pieces, 8 full-page woodcuts and numerous
vignettes in text, occasional light browning, a few manuscript notes
on recto of front flyleaf, 20th-century brown morocco, covers within
blind fillets and richly tooled border, central gilt vignette of cross
(upper) and Virgin praying (lower), metal clasps intact, spine with two
raised bands, compartments decorated with small gilt floral device,
g.e., 8vo (125 x 83mm.), Venice, Andrea Giuliani, 1676.

⁂ one of the rarest greek liturgical editions printed in Venice in
the 17th century. Responsible for this fine illustrated book,
intended for the greek community, was Andrea giuliani, heir of
Francesco, and active in Venice between 1656 and 1690. “Towards
the end of the sixteenth century, from 1590, we hear of an
extremely productive Venetian publishing house belonging to the
giuliani family, which concentrated on greek liturgical books [...]
this firm established itself firmly as a publisher of greek books
and maintained the tradition until the early decades of the
eighteenth century” (K. Sp. Staikos, Greek Philosophical Editions in
the First Century of Printing, Athens 2001, p. 87).

Provenance: ownership inscription dated ‘1694’ on title, barely
legible.

£600 - 800

241
Emblemata.- Gomberville (Marin Le Roy de) LA doCTRIne deS
MœuRS QuI RePReSenTe en CenT TABLeAux LA dIFFeRenCe deS PASSIonS,
title with woodcut ornament, 103 full-page emblematic illustrations,
woodcut head- and tail-pieces and decorative illustrations, a few lower
corners repaired, water-stained, contemporary mottled sheep, nick at
head of spine, rubbed, [Landwehr, Romanic, 478], 8vo, Paris, Chez A.
Soubron, 1683.

⁂ A rare edition of this emblematic work based on otto Vaenius’
Q.Horatii Flacci Emblemata. 

£250 - 350

241

242
Dee (John).- Language.- Ericus ( Joannes Petrus) RenATuM è
MySTeRIo PRInCIPIuM PHILoLogICuM In Quo VoCuM, SIgnoRuM eT
PunCToRuM, TuM & LITeRARuM MAxIMe AC nuMeRoRuM oRIgo, title with
woodcut of the Tower of Babel, numerous woodcut symbols and
characters, woodcut music, decorative initials, and head- and tail-
pieces, final errata f., title with pencil numbers recto and ink stamps
verso, water-stained at end, occassional spotting, 18th / 19th vellum-
backed marbled boards, 8vo, Padua, Seminary Press, 1686.

⁂ Sole edition of this essay on the origin of letters, signs, symbols
and musical notation, based on John dee’s Monas Hieroglyphica,
Antwerp, 1564. ericus was professor of linguistics and geography
at Padua university. Includes an early angling woodcut vignette. 

£600 - 800
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Pausanias. gRAeCIAe deSCRIPTIo ACCuRATA, 2 parts in 1, collation: a-c4,
A6, B-Z4, Aa-Zzzzz4 Aaaaaa-Tttttt2; [26], 898 pp., 899-943 numbered
as columns, [76] pp., title in red and black with engraved printer’s
device, double column text in Greek and Latin, handsome
contemporary Dutch vellum prize binding, covers within gilt frames,
central gilt arms of the city of Amsterdam, lacking ties, joints cracked,
folio (332 x 212mm.), Leipzig, Thomas Fritsch, 1696.

⁂Monumental edition of this celebrated work, edited by Joachim
Kühn, and supplemented with the Latin translation by the
humanist Romolo Quirino Amaseo, which first appeared in Rome
in 1547. The editio princeps had been published in 1516 by Aldus’s
heirs. “Since its rediscovery in the Renaissance Pausanias’ work
has been recognised as a valuable source for ancient greece, a
mine of antiquarian, historical and topographical information on
various purposes. [...] From the seventeenth century onward
visitors to greece found Pausanias’ work an excellent resource
for the reconstruction of the country’s ancient topography. Its
usefulness for this purpose was easy to recognise, and by the
early nineteenth century [...] Pausanias’ Periegesis not only served
as a travel guide but it was also used systematically to discover
and identify ancient remains” (M. Pretzler, Pausanias. Travel Writing
in Ancient Greece, London 2007, pp. 11-12). This copy is a fine
example of a ‘prize binding’.

Provenance: a printed leaf bound before the half-title states that
this copy was given as a gift to Jan Vreelant ‘ob spectatos in
graecis literis progressus’, by the Rector of the Amsterdam
gymnasium in october 1734. 

Literature: Brunet IV, 455; Schweiger I, 224: dibdin II, 272
(“emphatically and justly called the ‘ed. opt. of Pausanias’”).

£200 - 300
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Target shooting in Vienna.- BeSCHReIBung deS KAISeRL. gnAden=und FRey =SCHIeSSen, WeLCHeS Von JHRo KAISeR = KönIgLICH CATHoLISCHen
MAJeSTäT CARoLo SexTo deR WIeneRISCHen BuRgeRSCHAFT duRCH VIeRZeHn Täg gegeBen WoRden. In deM JAHR 1739, large folding engraved plate,
3 double-page plates and 6 single-page plates, some by Elias Schaffhauser after Kollmann, large folding plate little worming to a fold, this
fold repaired verso, causing light browning, some creasing, 2 double-page plates with short splits at folds, occasional spotting or light staining,
contemporary calf, spine with large chip from head and short split at foot, rubbed and scuffed, folio, Vienna, Johann Peter von Gehlen, 1739. 

⁂ A record of a rifle-shooting contest in Vienna, attended by Charles VI and his entourage. The large folding plate depicts the arrival
of the royal procession at the shooting range; the double-page plates include the presentation of prizes and ladies taking coffee;
and the single-page plates show the charmingly decorative vignette targets. 

Literature: Lipperheide 3002. 

£1,000 - 1,500
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245
Dance.- Noverre (Jean Georges) LeTTReS SuR LA dAnSe, eT SuR LeS
BALLeTS, woodcut ornament to title, woodcut head-pieces and
decorative initials, some spotting and light browning, contemporary
mottled calf, richly gilt spine in compartments and with red morocco
label, spine ends chipped, joints starting, but holding, some worming,
corners worn, rubbed, 8vo, Lyon, Aimé Delaroche, 1760.

⁂ First edition of this landmark in the theory of dance. garrick
called its author ‘The Shakespeare of the dance’. noverre included
Voltaire, Mozart and Frederick the great amongst his friends. This
one of two issues, the other with the imprint ‘Stutgard, et se vend
a Lyon’. 

Literature: Beaumont, A Bibliography of the dance Collection of
doris niles & Serge Leslie, p.389; Magriel p.115 (Stuttgart issue). 

£600 - 800

246
Mathematics.- Chelucci (Paul) InSTITuTIoneS AnALyTICAe, eARuMQue
uSuS In geoMeTRIA, CuM APPendICe de ConSTRuCTIone PRoBLeMATuM
SoLIdoRuM, 2 parts in 1, 4 folding engraved plates, errata f., ink
inscription and ink stamp to title, ocasional spotting, lightly browned,
later marbled boards, little chipped, rubbed, small 4to, Vienna, Typis
Joannis Thomæ Trattner, 1761.

⁂ The second appendix part of this work is unrecorded. 

£300 - 400

247
Callimachus. HyMnI CuM LATInA InTeRPReTATIone, title in red and black,
occasional foxing, contemporary red morocco, gilt, spine gilt, 8vo,
[Paitoni I, 197-198; Hoffmann I 465-466], Florence, Francesco
Moucke, 1763.

⁂ Handsome copy of this Florentine edition, in which the original
greek text is accompanied by the traslations both into Latin and
vernacular Italian, by the philologist Antonio Maria Salvini.

£200 - 300
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Bible, Greek. [goSPeLS], title in red and black within fine woodcut
border, 4 full-page engravings depicting the Evangelists, woodcut
decorated initials, woodcut head-piece showing Christ blessing at the
beginning of each Gospel, repair to outer margin of 2L3, light water-
stain to lower margin of last two leaves, contemporary mottled sheep
over wooden boards, covers within double blind fillet, central cross-
shaped tool in blind, metal clasps intact, gilt and gauffered edges,
joints starting to crack, 8vo, Venice, Dimitrios Theodosius, 1772.

⁂ Rare edition of the gospels, entirely and skilfully printed with
greek font by dimitrios Theodosius, a printer originating from
Ioannina. He focused his production on liturgical books intended
for the greek orthodox Church, and occasionally printed books
set in Cyrillic types for the Serbian Church.

Provenance: ownership inscription, dated 1930-1931, on fol. g2. 

£600 - 800

249
Sicily.- Geology.- Tata (Domenico) CATALogo dI unA RACCoLTA dI
PIeTRe duRe nATIVe dI SICILIA, title with woodcut ornament, woodcut
head-pieces, lightly foxed, contemporary Dutch paste-paper wrappers,
short split at head of upper joint, a few small stains, rubbed, 8vo,
Naples, Raimondi brothers, 1772.

⁂ A rare catalogue of 210 jaspers and agates collected at various
sites in Sicily, with each location noted along with a map
reference.Tata’s reports on volcanic eruptions have become well-
known, many of them in the form of letters to the renowned
vulcanologist and archaeologist Sir William Hamilton. Tata is also
well-known for his pioneering work on meteorites. 

Provenance: The Feltrineli copy with bookplate; private ownership
stamp to foot of title. 

£1,000 - 1,500

250
Montaigne (Michel de) JouRnAL du VoyAge de MICHeL de MonTAIgne
en ITALIe, PAR LA SuISSe & L’ALLeMAgne, en 1580 & 1581, half-title, fine
engraved portrait frontispiece of Montaigne by St. Aubin, spotted, lightly
browned, contemporary speckled calf, richly gilt spine in compartments
and with red morocco label, spine ends chipped, corners worn, rubbed,
4to (280 x 203mm.), Rome & Paris, Chez Le Jay, 1774.

⁂ First edition of the notes from Montaigne’s travels, which had
lain undiscovered until some two hundred years later, when they
were brought to light by l’Abbé Prunis. due to the excitement
surrounding the discovery three editions were produced by Le
Jay in 1774 (a quarto; a 2 vol.12mo; and a 3 vol. 12mo). Although
no firm precedence has been given to the editions, this quarto
has long since been preferred as the first edition. A copy with
good margins. 

£700 - 900
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251
Pollux (Julius) HISToRIA PHySICA eT CHRonICon, edited by giovanni
Baptista Bianconio, Greek and Latin text, occasional spotting, uncut
in contemporary patterned boards, rubbed, folio, Bologna, ex
Typographia S. Thomae Aquinatis, 1795.

⁂ The editor Bianconi (1698-1781) mainly worked from an
incomplete greek codex preserved in the Biblioteca Ambrosiana
in Milan (Ambrosianus d.34 sup.) and then collated with a
complete and more authoritative manuscript discovered in
Munich (Monacensis gr. 181). The volume was published
posthmously and edited by Bianconi’s nephew, Angelo Michele.

£200 - 300

252
Food & drink.- Butchers.- PRoMenAde deS BoeuFS gRAS SuIVIe de LA
CHAnSon LeS TRIBuLATIonS deS BoeuFS gRAS, broadside, 545 x 440mm.,
large woodcut vignette of the procession, blue governmental ink
stamp to verso, folds, some creasing to edges, a few spots, Paris, Typ.
Morris et Comp., [1860].

⁂ A rare broadside advertising this procession, in which the guild
of butchers would show their prize bulls. In this particular year
the bulls are named after key locations from the Second Italian
War of Independence of 1859, in which a French and Sardinian
allied army defeated the Austrian empire. 

£250 - 350

253
Erotica.- M[usset] (A[lfred de]) gAMIAnI ou deux nuITS d’exCèS. Fac-
simile du Texte original orné des 12 lithographies de devéria &
grévedon, nuMBeR 38 oF 100 HAnd-CoLouRed CoPIeS, from an edition
limited to 360, 12 hand-coloured lithographed plates, facsimile text
and wrappers at end, modern blue morocco, gilt, both covers with
inlaid panel reproducing one of the illustrations, spine gilt, t.e.g.,
others uncut, modern cloth slip-case with original printed wrapper
laid down, 4to, Paris, 1926.

⁂ Famous French erotic novel attributed to Alfred de Musset;
notoriously rare in the original edition of 1833.

devéria - see also lot 70.

£300 - 400
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16 century secret prayer, manuscript in Latin, in the form of a
cryptograph, manuscript in Latin, together with various inscriptions on
6pp. of fly-leaves, on paper, heavily contracted without contraction marks
and numerous words repeated, 10 lines, with court hand inscription in
Latin: (“The price of the book 2 s. 8 d. Witness Nicholas Pylgrame. Amen)”,
other inscriptions refer to Aballo and an Italian city under siege, hole in
page not affecting text, from the fly-leaves of a book, slightly browned,
4to, another inscription dated 1526; and 2 others, 1 in courthand and
the other an obligation bond dated 1639, v.s., v.d. (3).

£300 - 400

255
Harington (John, first Baron Harington, of Exton Hall, courtier
and politician, 1540-1613) LeTTeR SIgned To THe InHABITAnTS oF
MAnTon, RuTLAnd, 1p., folio, 31st August 1606, demanding 30
sheaves of wheat out of every yard land as due to the parsonage
of Hambleton; and a small quantity of others by or relating to John
Harington and his family, including: 4 agreements signed by
Harington, a manuscript in an early 17th century hand (possibly
Harington's), docket on verso reads: “The dues of ye Church of
Hambleton from Manton in corn & oak & bread”. all loosely
inserted, with other items, including a particularly fine engraved
equestrian portrait of Harington, second Baron Harington of
exton, the lettered state printed on silk, probably by an artist
working in the circle of Renold estrack (1570-1625) [cf.
o’donoghue 4], with printed extracts from a history of the
Haringtons etc. folds, browned, laid down, original half green calf
album, rubbed, folio, [17th - 19th centuries].

⁂ Baron Harington was an english courtier and politician, servant
to Robert dudley, first earl of Leicester in the netherlands in 1585,
and Keeper of Kenilworth Castle 1588-90. He accompanied Mary
Queen of Scots on her way to Fotheringhay, to her trial and
subsequent execution. He was made guardian of that king’s
daughter, Princess elizabeth, the future Queen of Bohemia. The
high cost of entertaining the Princess ruined him. As partial
recompense Harington was granted a licence to mint the first
copper farthings by the king. Princess elizabeth married Frederick
V, elector Palatine and Lord Harington accompanied her to the
electoral Palatinate, but died at Worms, germany on his way
home in 1613. After his death his estate at exton was sold to pay
his creditors, being purchased by Sir Baptist Hicks.

£600 - 800

255
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History of the Ancient World.- Lindsay (John) [A HISToRy oF THe
AnCIenT WoRLd], manuscript, 64pp., slightly browned, new endpapers,
modern vellum, sm. 4to, 4th January 1640.

⁂ Headings include: “The... Monarchie of the Chaldeans and
Illyrians”; “of the originall beginning of the egyptians...”; “of the
antiquitie of ye Scythians”; “of ye great turke and of his kingdome
of ye beginning of ye turks”; “of ye originall of mahomet: of his
greatnes and credite not only among ye Saracens and arabians
but also in ye east kind: of ye invasions of ye saracens...”; “of
affrica: and of ye warres betuen ye Romans and ye
charthagineans...” etc.

£400 - 600

257
Law.- [LegAL deFInITIonS], manuscript, c. 270pp., ruled in red
throughout, 1f. with large hole, browned, ff. loose or working loose, a
few ink marks, later half roan, worn, lacks upper cover and spine, folio,
[c. 1680]. 

£300 - 400

258
Aphorisms.- ReMARKABLe SAyIngS & MoRAL SenTenCeS oF THe AnCIenT
PHILoSoPHeRS, 380pp., including a 1p. index at end, ruled margins,
some spotting or light foxing, contemporary half calf, rebacked in
modern calf, gilt, corners worn, rubbed, 8vo, [1730]. 

⁂ over 70 authors are listed in the index, including Socrates,
Pythagoras, Plato, Theophrastus and euclid.

£300 - 400

259
Pope & Swift.- CoMMonPLACe BooK oF PoeTRy And LeTTeRS BeTWeen
PoPe, SWIFT, JoHn gAy And oTHeRS, manuscript, 304pp., in several
hands, some ff. mostly poetry at beginning with some extensive
dampstaining though still legible, some tears to edges, browned,
disbound, sm. 4to, 1741-76.

⁂ Includes an unpublished poem, “Verses sent from a daughter
to her Mother on her Birth-day,” written in Boxford, Suffolk and
dated 25th January 1776.” other poems authors include Hannah
More and elizabeth Singer Rowe.

£300 - 500
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George III and the Great Wardrobe.- George III (King of the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and King of
Hanover, 1738-1820) WARRAnT doRMAnT AddReSSed To eARL goWeR,
MASTeR oF THe gReAT WARdRoBe FoR LIVeRIeS to... Thomas Worlsey.
esq., Surveyor general... Henry Flitcroft esq., Comptroller... Henry
Hastings, Page of the Bedchamber... William Hastings, Page of the
Presence..., d.s. “george R” at head of first sheet, manuscript on
vellum, 2 sheets, folds, yellowed, lacks seal, 560 x 700mm. and 500 x
700mm., 3rd May 1762.

⁂ The great Wardrobe was responsible for expenditure on
clothing, textiles, furs, spices, and other domestic items. It was
abolished by the Civil List and Secret Service Money Act 1782.

£400 - 600

261

261
Kent Estate Maps.- TWITHAM And uFFIngTon In THe PARISHeS oF
goodneSTone & WIngHAM, 2 estate maps on vellum, hand-coloured
in outline, each 2 sheets joined together, some soiling, a few stains in
margins, a few margins chipped, slightly creased, 495 x 700mm., and
500 x 695mm., 1773 and 1775; and 10 others, architects drawings
and plans for a clergyman’s house at goodnestone Park, v.s., v.d.
(12).

⁂ one of the first mentioned maps mentions Sir Brook Bridges,
Bart. (1733-91), politician; his daughter, elizabeth, married Jane
Austen’s brother, and Austen visited them on their estate at
goodnestone regularly.

£300 - 400

262
Unpublished Poem.- Yonge (Lady, wife of Sir William Yonge, Bt.,
politician, c.1693-1755, d. 1775) LIneS WRoTe on A STone eReCTed By
LAdy yonge In MeMoRy oF A FAVouRITe SPAnIeL AT WALTHAM HouSe In
eSSex, unpublished manuscript poem, 2pp. with conjugate blanbk,
folds, Pro Patria watermark, folio, 25th September 1774; and 21 other
pieces of 18th century manuscript poetry, v.s., v.d. (22 pieces).

£300 - 400
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American Missionary to the Holy Land.- Fisk (Pliny, Pioneer of
the Near East mission of the American Board of Commissioners
for Foreign Missions, 1792-1825) [dIARy And WoRK on MedITATIon
WRITTen AT AndoVeR THeoLogICAL SeMInARy], 2 AuTogRAPH MAnuSCRIPTS,
together 60pp., folds, foxed and browned, unbound, stitched as
issued, sm. 4to & sm. 8vo, 1814 and 1816.

⁂ Fisk graduated from Andover Theological Seminary in 1818.
After ordination, he served briefly as agent of the ABCFM in
georgia. With Levi Parsons he embarked on november 3, 1819,
on the first American mission to the near east, with the primary
aim of converting the Jews of Palestine, widely believed to be a
necessary preliminary to the millennial age of Christ’s reign on
earth. First based at Smyrna, they soon moved to Scio, where they
studied modern greek and published and distributed a tract
made up of evangelical passages from Chrysostom. After
returning to Smyrna they toured Asia Minor. When Parsons went
on to Jerusalem in december 1820, Fisk remained in Smyrna and
for a year was acting British chaplain there, preaching and
distributing literature. After Parson’s death at Alexandria in
February 1822, Fisk went to Malta and was joined by Jonas King.
They toured upper egypt, crossed the Sinai desert, and reached
Jerusalem before the end of the year. There were troubles with
the authorities, instigated by Latin Catholics and Maronite and
Syrian patriarchs who disliked these “Bible-men.” In the summer
of 1824, Fisk and King toured the major centres of Syria, then
returned to Beirut and Jerusalem. In the spring of 1825 Fisk
returned to Beirut where he died in october, having nearly
completed an Arab and english dictionary.

£1,000 - 1,500

264
Taaffe (John, poet, friend of Shelley and Byron, son of John
Taaffe of Smarmore Castle, Co. Louth in Ireland, officer in the
Knights of St. John of Jerusalem, 1787-1862) AdeLAIS, 2 vol.,
AuTogRAPH MAnuSCRIPT SIgned, title and c. 800pp., numerous
autograph corrections, ruled throughout, 1f. cut, browned, vol. I
original half cloth, vol. II vellum-backed boards, both edges rubbed,
4to, 20th August 1841 - 1st April 1848.

⁂ A Byronesque historical poem on Alice, sister of King Philip II of
France, and Richard I, her intended husband. Richard I repudiated
Alice and instead married Berengaria of navarre.

Inscription reads: “This belongs to the Author, John Taaffe - and
contains the 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 or last Canto of Adelais - as
likewise the notes on those seven cantos. The first nine, with
preface and notes to those nine are in a book in the custody of...
Lucrezia Bembo, neé grimani of Venice - and is without the
author’s final revision which would be the same operation already
performed on this; namely cutting it down, fully one half... April
1st. 1848. That is, this forms the second part of Adelais; the first
part being in Vednice, as above J Taaffe.”

Published as a privately printed edition in 1852.

Taaffe was part of a celebrated encounter with Byron and Shelley
and an Italian dragoon in Pisa in 1822. Following a customary ride
out of the city on a Sunday afternoon, Byron, Shelley and
Trelawny, Byron’s friends Count Pietro gamba, John Taaffe, and
Captain John Hay were strung out across the road, trotting their
horses back into Pisa, when an Italian dragoon, racing back to
Pisa, galloped through the group, spooking Taaffe’s horse.
Affronted, the party set off in pursuit of the dragoon. Catching up
with him at the gate, they immediately began haranguing him and
demanding his name. Sergeant-Major Stefano Masi-the dragoon-
would answer only in Italian and French insults, but once Byron
and Trelawny began demanding satisfaction, he commanded the
guards that they all be arrested. Furious, Count gamba attacked
Masi with his whip while Shelley launched his horse at him. Shelley
was knocked from his horse, while Captain Hay, wielding nothing
but a riding crop to Masi’s sabre, was slashed across the face.

£1,000 - 1,500
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Dickens, Browning, Trollope etc.- ALBuM oF LeTTeRS And CuT LeTTeRS
CoMPILed By LAdy BoLTon oF BoLTon HALL, BedALe, CASTLe BoLTon,
including: dickens, “2.- I want to arrange for the printing of some
new Readings. I cannot get them up gradually, from november
december and January in the country, until I have my own printed
copy to study. Two or three readings are quite ready for Whitings
people”, Browning, “P.S. I open this letter in consequence of a
piece of information I have just received - very likely ill-grounded
- that you are...”; Anthony Trollope, “you are wrong not to come
to our exposition. But if it is not this Autumn I hope it will be next”;
John Ruskin, “dear Kingsley, I’m so glad you’re alive; I’m not, so can
give you no account of myself. I’m visible on earth - as Branca
doria was, and that’s all”; Michael Faraday (cut signature), Charles
Lever, david Livingstone, Samuel Wilberforce, Angela Burdett
Coutts, Sir Charles Lyell, Palmerston (cut signature), duke of
Leeds, Anne Countess of newburgh, Lady Wolseley, earl of derby,
duke of St Albans, Lady nugent, dr. Acland, together c. 440 pieces
on 178pp., all laid down, browned, ff. loose, original half morocco
album, rubbed, covers detached, sm. 4to, 1840s - 60s. 

£600 - 800

266
Unpublished Play.- THe FeAST oF CLuBS: An Historical Play,
manuscript, title and 17pp., central fold, title slightly soiled, unbound,
stitched as issued, 8vo, 1845.

⁂With a list of publishers including edward Moxon and Chapman
and Hall but we can find no record of a play with this title being
published.

£200 - 300

Lot 266

267
Yorkshire Antiquary.- Sumner (Gillyatt, antiquary, of No. 4 King
Street, Woodmansey, East Riding, 1793-1875) TRAnSCRIPTIon oF
deedS, doCuMenTS, ACCounTS, IndenTuReS WILLS And LeTTeRS (InCLudIng
SoMe CoRReSPondenCe WITH THe THe MAnCHeSTeR, SHeFFIeLd And
LInCoLnSHIRe RAILWAy, 1847 And HuLL And HoLdeRneSS RAILWAy, 1852)
ReLATIng To THe ToWn And PARISH oF Hedon, near Hull, east Riding,
AuTogRAPH MAnuSCRIPT SIgned nuMeRouS TIMeS, 630pp., in sections,
ruled in red, 2 engraved plates at beginning, slightly browned, original
diced russia, slightly rubbed, gilt label on spine, folio, m.e., date in text
1852.

⁂ A compilation of copies of 19 century indentures, agreements,
accounts and wills relating to the town of Hedon, near Hull in the
east Riding of yorkshire. There are also references to
Woodmansey, Beverley, and great grimsby.

In 1861 Sumner was arrested, “gillyatt Sumner, an old man with
white hair, who has resided at Woodmancy, near Beverley, and a
young man named Crabtree, from Bradford, were charged with
committing sodomy... .” 

£300 - 400
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Dickens, Wilkie Collins etc.- Wills (William Henry, journalist and journal editor, honorary secretary of the The Guild of Literature
and Art and close friend of Charles Dickens, 1810-80) oRIgInAL AuTogRAPHS oF THoSe ATTendIng A MAnAgeMenT MeeTIng oF He guILd oF LITeRATuRe
And ART, including: CHARLeS dICKenS, WILKIe CoLLInS, JoHn TennIeL, edWARd BuLWeR LyTTon, CHARLeS KnIgHT, W.H. Wills, Frank Stone, dudley
Costello, R.H. Horne, Augustus egg, Mark Lemon, Robert Bell etc., all signed on 1 sheet of paper, browned, 234 x 157mm., [c. 1855].

⁂ An unCoMMon gRouPIng oF SoMe oF THe MoST FAMouS LITeRARy FIguReS oF THe Age.

The guild of Literature and Art. “In 1850, when dickens’s amateur theatricals troupe was presenting Every Man In His Humour at
Knebworth, Bulwer-Lytton suggested setting up a fund: ‘To encourage life assurance, and other provident habits among authors and
artists, to render such assistance to both as shall never compromise their independence, and to form a new institution where
honourable rest from arduous labour shall still be associated with the discharge of congenial duties.’ To begin raising funds for an
endowment, and build retirement homes at Stevenage, Bulwer-Lytton wrote a new comedy, Not So Bad As We Seem, and the duke of
devonshire allowed the use of his Piccadilly home for the opening night. dickens devoted a great deal of time and energy to the guild,
attending 31 of its management meetings, but in 1857 he was dismayed to find that several clauses in its bill of incorporation seriously
restricted its activities... . dickens at once reorganized the administration... . Although the Stevenage houses were completed in 1865,
the legal restrictions and lack of enthusiasm in the intended beneficiaries proved fatal to the guild’s success. It was disbanded in 1897.”
- Alan S. Watts. Oxford Reference.

“... Wills and dickens became good friends, with Wills serving as a highly trusted confidant. dickens went so far as to entrust Wills with
the transmission of his letters to ellen Ternan during dickens’s 1867-8 American reading tour. As dickens had put it on 2 January 1862:
‘I think we can say that we doubt whether any two men can have gone on more happily and smoothly, or with greater trust or confidence
in one another’ (Letters, 10.2). It is significant that his friendship with Wills was ‘one of the few unbroken relationships dickens
experienced in his lifetime’ (Spencer, 145).” - oxford dnB.

£800 - 1,200
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19th century unpublished novels.- Lubbock (Harriet, daughter of Henry Hotham, wife of Sir John Lubbock, banker and astronomer,
1803-65, of High Elms, Farnborough, nr. Downe, Kent, near neighbours of Charles Darwin, d. 1873) CoLLeCTIon oF noVeLS And SToRIeS,
AuTogRAPH MAnuSCRIPTS, c.3500pp excluding blanks., some ff. excised, slightly browned, original half straight-grained morocco, rubbed, some
joints splitting, several spines worn with loss, 8vo, 1863-67.

⁂ CHARLeS dARWIn’S neIgHBouR. Both Sir John and Harriet Lubbock were friends of darwin and his family. Harriet corresponded with
darwin on numerous occasions, mainly on domestic matters, while Sir John Lubbock shared various scientific interests with darwin. 

A number of the volumes have the names of the family home, High elms with dates of their composition and in one volume the date
copied out, all from the 1860’s. Harriet’s name appears in the form of a thinly coded pseudonym, “Terah Kobul”, reading Haret Lubok.
The Lubbock name itself appears in one of the volumes with a dedication to “Miss Lubbock”, one of Harriet’s daughters. 

The majority of the volumes are titled twice to the spine and seem to be in two collections, either “Vivid Visions”, or “Fitful Fancies”, with
a few with neither appellation. The titles of the stories usually appear underneath the collection titles. Most are probably fair copies,
written out for family to read. We CAn FInd no ReCoRd oF THeIR PuBLICATIon.

The “Vivid Visions” titles comprise: (1). Woodland Whispers, 247pp., n.d. (2). The Son and Heir, 164pp. & The Black Lord, 235pp., n.d. (3).
The Last Man, 239pp., n.d. (4). A Wave, 107pp., unfinished or incomplete, n.d. (5). Partly True or Old Things Become New, 188pp., n.d. (6).
Aesculapius, 269pp., n.d. (7). Duty, 248pp., “dedicated with permission to M iss Lubbock written 1862 - Copied 1863”, and an incomplete
version of Wisdom’s Root.

“Fitful Fancies” titles comprise: (1). Wisdom’s Root, 167pp., n.d. (2). Hobgoblin, 236pp., n.d. (3). A Wave, Iunfinished, High elms 1864, 225pp.,
n.d. (4). Aesculapius, 269pp., no collection ties, n.d. (5). Hobgoblin, 244pp., n.d. (6). More and More, 177pp., “High elms 1864” (7). Partly
True, 219pp., another copy, n.d. (8). Aesculapius, another copy, n.d.

The preface to one of the versions of Partly True gives a good indication of the author’s intentions with regard to her work, “What is the
use of works of Fiction? What is the abuse of novels? The latter question is easily answered; to read them when one ought to be doing
something else. But the use is manifold. If truthfully written, the young may gain from them some experience of the life they are about
to live, their more evident purpose is however, to amuse the sick or lonely; to refresh the weary, & to help the sorrowful to look upon
other scenes than those which have caused their sorrow. With the earnest hope of beguiling a few weary hours & thus giving some
little help in the form of Refreshment, & change of scene, to those who are heavy laden; I have written a few events Partly True which
will I trust interest someone; & not distress; & while gratefully acknowledging the pleasure I have myself derived from works of fiction
I long to add my mote to that of others. At all events such is the object & earnest desire of the Author. 1867.”

£6,000 - 8,000
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Garibaldi (Giuseppe, Italian general, politician and nationalist,
1807-82) AuTogRAPH LeTTeR SIgned g. gARIBALdI To geoRge PeRKInS
MARSH, uS Minister Plenipotentiary to the Kingdom of Italy, 1p., in
Italian, 135 x 200mm., Caprera, 20th March 1865, Lincoln’s name,
as that of Christ, marks the principle of a glorious era in the
history of Humanity - and with pride I want to perpetuate in my
family - that name of the great emancipator, letter torn in two, and
torn with loss to edges, brittle, folds, browned; and 2 portraits, one
of garibaldi and one of Lincoln (3).

⁂ Written a few weeks before the assassination of Lincoln.

george Perkins Marsh (1801-82), American diplomat and
philologist; in 1861, Abraham Lincoln appointed Marsh as the first
united States minister to the Kingdom of Italy. Marsh would go
on to be the longest-serving chief of mission in u.S. history,
serving as envoy for 21 years until his death at Vallombrosa in
1882. He is buried at the Protestant Cemetery in Rome.

Provenance: The nelson doubleday, Jr. Collection.

£500 - 700

271

271
Soldier in India.- Langford (Frank, of 85th Light Infantry, fl.
1872-80) dIARy, AuTogRAPH MAnuSCRIPT, 79pp. excluding blanks, in ink
and pencil, some ff. excised, a few ff. loose or working loose, a few cut,
slightly browned, inner hinges split, original blind-stamped calf,
rubbed, original brass clasp, upper cover corner creased, edges and
corners worn, 155 x 90mm., 1872-80; and an oil on board portrait
of Langford, v.s., v.d. (2).

⁂ “May 12 Wed [1880] Went for a walk after breakfast as far as
the village with Sitwell a Joori thief shot at the fort”: “Jan 13 Thurs
[1880] Reached Lahore 5 am very cold had some tea and bread,
went on by train to rest camp, very down all day called on the 8th,
all were out, drove to fort in the evening &c... .”

notes on life as an officer in the British Army in India, with some
notes from a correspondent in British Columbia, Canada. devlali,
or deolali, nashik district, Maharashtra. deolali was a British Army
camp, the original location of the Army Staff College. It is also the
source of the British slang noun doolally tap, loosely meaning
“camp fever”, and referring to the apparent madness of men
waiting for ships back to Britain after finishing their tour of duty.

£300 - 400

272
Play.- Elton (Ernest A.) A gAMe oF CARdS. Comedy in one Act:
Adapted from the French by ernest A. elton, AuTogRAPH MAnuSCRIPT,
34pp., 2pp. Synopsis and upper cover detached, original wrappers,
lettered direct on upper cover, browned, edges chipped, n.d. [c. 1890];
and 4 others, The Odd Trick, another version of A Game of Cards,
comprising: The Odd Trick, a typescript with manuscript additions,
and 3 manuscript parts for 3 of the characters, 4to (5).

⁂ Adapted from a French play by L.J. Hollenius, 1875, and
probably not performed in this version.

£300 - 400
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Burnes-Jones (Sir Edward, first baronet, painter, 1833-98)
oRIgInAL SKeTCHeS, collection of 14 drawings, in ink, pencil and
gouache, mostly in the hand of Burne-Jones, one showing shield
designs, another upper half drawing of a warrior, numerous cowled
heads and faces, a wing, boots, rear part of a horse etc., with pencil
note by Burne-Jones, “The 2nd must be in a kind of perspective, if you
come tomorrow come early”, 5 pieces with dated notes by Catterson-
Smith, “E. Burne-Jones, Juner 94, R.C. Smith” etc., folds, some foxing
and browning, v.s., v.d. [1890’s].

£1,000 - 1,500

274
Pre-Raphaelite & 19th century Artists letters, including: W.M.
Rossetti, Seymour Lucas, William Holman Hunt, Sir edward
Poynter, William Clarkson Stanfield, Sir Luke Fildes, Charles Keene,
Samuel Prout, Patrick naysmith, Spencer Stanhope, Sir Lionel
Cust etc., together c. 160 letters, numerous pp., folds, some browned,
v.s., v.d. (3 folders).

⁂ William Rossetti letter. Autograph Letter signed to dr. Moore,
7th december 1890, writing in reply to a request for his opinion
on the “Station” Scholarship “must no doubt be the Telegraphists
blunder for ‘Italian Scholarship”, he continued to say that he had
signed the paper Moore had sent & mailed a note with Professor
Millais letters - which would have hopefully have settled the
matter.”

William Holman Hunt. Autograph Letter signed to Mrs. Pattison,
5th december 1862, “There is nothing but a very vague idea of
the lectures on Art at present. Whether there will be anything else
that is in my time I cannot say, but if so and it depends upon the
exertion of the future professor, he will have to be someone with
a more inclination to shine in oratory than myself. I am glad to
hear your idea of the inadvisability of the undertaking because I
was beginning to think that I should be obliged, spite of my dislike
to it to make some sort of promise to undertake the task of
preliminary lecturer on art. It is certainly wanted badly enough
not in oxford only but throughout england for every day I think
public talk is becoming more meretricious.”

£1,000 - 1,500

275
Ellis (Frederick Startridge, bookseller and author, friend of the
Pre-Raphaelites, 1830-1901) [FAIRy TALeS In VeRSe FRoM gRIMM
BRoTHeRS], AuTogRAPH MAnuSCRIPT SIgned, 143pp., written on rectos
only, numerous crossings out and corrections, autograph manuscript
poem: “To Percy Bysshe Shelley 1792-1892 For the Shelley Centenary”
loosely inserted and initialled “E.”, browned, original cloth, remains
of paper label on spine, sm. 4to, F.S. Ellis, Chelston, Torquay, 8th
October 1894.

⁂ unpublished.

“For many years ellis was official buyer for the British Museum,
which brought him into rivalry with trade opponents in the
auction rooms. He was also commissioned to edit the catalogue
of Henry Huth’s famous library, which was printed in 1880 in five
volumes. ellis was a publisher on a limited scale, and brought out
the works of William Morris and dante gabriel Rossetti, with
whom he was on terms of close friendship. Among other friends
were A. C. Swinburne, Sir edward Burne-Jones, and John Ruskin,
whose Stray Letters to a London Bibliopole were addressed to ellis
and republished by him in 1892. Ruskin called him Papa ellis (e.
T. Cook, Life of John Ruskin, 1911, 1.371). It was in 1864 that William
Morris was first introduced by Swinburne to ellis, who later took
over from dante gabriel Rossetti the joint tenancy, with Morris,
of Kelmscott Manor in oxfordshire. They shared an enthusiasm
for fishing. ellis advised Morris on his purchases of manuscripts.
In Morris’s last illness in 1896 he was with him every day,
discussing a projected edition of the Border Ballads, and ellis was
one of the poet’s executors ( J. W. Mackail, Life of W. Morris, 1899,
1.193).” - oxford dnB.

£400 - 600
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Rossetti (Christina, poet, 1830-1894) CHeQue SIgned “CHRISTInA g.
RoSSeTTI”, made out to Miss Read for £50, 82 x 197mm., 30th March
1894 § Ruskin ( John, art critic and social critic, 1819-1900) Cheque
signed, made out to Mr. Baxter for £15, with manuscript note in
another hand, “I bought it at Grasmere on 23 Aug. 1932. Cheque
drawn by John Ruskin in favour of Baxter (Baxter Prints) dated 22 Oct.
1884”, 80 x 195mm., 22nd October 1884 (2).

£300 - 400
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William Morris, Edward Burne-Jones.- Catterson-Smith (Robert, artist, socialist, principal of the Birmingham School of Art and Director
of Art Education in that city, worked with William Morris and Edward Burne-Jones on the Kelmscott Chaucer. 1853-1938) ARCHIVe oF
LeTTeRS And oTHeR MATeRIAL ReLATIng To CATTeRSon-SMITH, including: (1). Morris (William) AuTogRAPH LeTTeR SIgned “WM” To CATTeRSon-SMITH, 2pp.,
8vo, Kelmscott House, Hammersmith, 28th December 1895, regarding the production of the Kelmscott Chaucer, “I forgot to say last night
please look after and let Hooper [wood-engraver] have the first of the House of Fame as soon as possible, as we shall be wanting it soon,
in fact as soon as possible”, and then turns his attention to the production of his work, The Well at the World’s end, “Re the lady’s foot in
the ‘Well’, I was thinking if there were any thing in the designs already done which would help you. I find there is in griselda going back
home you will find pretty much the same action turned the other way of course, and the foot is very pretty there. I send on a proof at once
for your benefit, and I think by the help of it you need not bother Sir e. [edward Burne-Jones], browned; (2). Burne-Jones (Sir Edward) 33
AuTogRAPH LeTTeRS SIgned (?1 in geogiana’s hand and signed by Burne-Jones) & 2 Autograph Postcards signed to Catterson-Smith, on his
assistance with various projects for the Kelmscott Press, 38pp. and 20 envelopes, 8vo, Kensington, 1898, meeting for consultations etc.,
“dear CS, I wonder if it would be possible for you to come tomorrow Tuesday & do a little work for me apart from the Chaucer”, (3). Burne-
Jones (Georgiana, wife of Edward Burne-Jones, 1840-1920) 16 AuTogRAPH LeTTeRS SIgned & 2 Autograph Postcards signed to
Catterson-Smith, relating to his work on The Beginning of the World, 58pp. and 9 envelopes, 8vo, Rottingdean, 1902-16, “I have seen the
proofs, and am greatly pleased with them... Mr. Mackail is having a ‘dummy’ page or two printed for me at the Chiswick Press with the two
proofs and some type. He is well forward with the letter press...” and Catterson-Smith’s design of a mace for Birmingham; and a quantity
of other letters and notes from May Morris, W.R. Lethaby, Sydney Cockerell, Philip Webb, Sir Henry Wood etc., manuscript notes by
Catterson-Smith on sex and marriage, Burne Jones Cupid and Psyche, etc., v.s., v.d. (qty).

£1,500 - 2,000
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Webb (Philip, architect, 1831-1915) 9 AuTogRAPH LeTTeRS SIgned
To CHARLeS CAnnIng WInMILL, 21pp., 8vo, 5 in pencil, Gray’s Inn &
Crawley, Sussex, 20th October 1899 - 26th March 1912, on a variety
of topics, including: architecture, “I was shocked by the palpable
incapacity, and want of simplicity in fitness shewn by the architects
& builders (so called) who are making suburbs, and altering old
houses in the city [oxford], which causes one to turn the head
away from them in sadness of heart. I was, however, delighted
with the success of the S.P.A.B. [Society for the Protection of
Ancient Buildings] in defeating the... scheme for building a new
Warden’s House within the precincts of St. Cross”; the town of
Lewes, “Poor Lewes has been recklessly ill used to such an extent,
that what once was a remarkably interesting Town, is now a
slipshod looking 19th cent. slatternly object of scorn”; and 4 A.Ls.s
from Winmill to Philip Webb; and a quantity of other letters,
comprising: 10 ALs.s. to Thomas Armstrong, director of South
Kensington Museum, including one from Burne-Jones, 1 A.L.s
from edwind Landseer, and 11 A.Ls.s from Thomas Landseer, v.s.,
v.d. (35 pieces).

⁂ Charles Canning Winmill (1865-1945), architect for London
County Council; a member of the circle of friends of William
Morris and a close friend of Philip Webb and george Jack. His
mother was Fanny Sarah Winmill (1842-1901), a noted
embroiderer, and his daughter was Joyce Mary Winmill, author of
Charles Canning Winmill, an architect’s life, published by dent, 1946.

£600 - 800

279
Boxer Rebellion.- Fearon (Robert Inglis, English merchant in
Shanghai, 1873-1954) 5 AuTogRAPH LeTTeRS SIgned To HIS SISTeR,
HILdA, 20pp., 8vo, Shanghai, 28th July - 11th October 1900, “The
Chinese officials are beginning to assume a most disagreeable
and threatening attitude and this tone is now reaching to the
yangtse rally. Admiral Seymour arrived here yesterday with his
flagship H.M.S. Centurion, but what he is after we don’t know.
Tomorrow morning I am going off with Captain Craddock, the
commander of the Alacrity the Admiral’s despatch vessel, who
displayed such gallantry at the taking of the Taku Forts, to scout
the country under the guidance of uncle Jim, Shanghai is a most
difficult place to defend and the navy is at present our only sourse
[sic] protection and would have to use their forces on land. The
officers are therefore anxious to become familiar with the
country”, folds, browned; and 9 photographs of the Shanghai Riots
of 1905, v.s., v.d. (14 pieces).

£600 - 800
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Rhegius (Urbanus) A deCLARARATIon [SIC] oF THe TWeLue ARTICLeS oF
THe CHRISTen FAyTHe WITH AnnoTATIonS oF THe HoLy SCRIPTuRe, WHeRe THey
Be gRounded In, translated by Walter Lynne, black letter, woodcut
decorative initials, lacking I7&8, K1-8 and P1-6, first few ff. gnawed at
inner margin, some staining and spotting, disbound, [STC 20843],
8vo, [Imprinted [by S. Mierdman] for Gwalter Lynne, dwellyng vpon
Somers kaye, by Byllinges gate], [1548]. sold not subject to return. 

⁂ Scarce translation of Erklärung der zwölf artikel Christlichs
gelaubens.

£300 - 400

281
Only known copy of one of the earliest substantial
Elizabethan prayer books.- [Bull (Henry)] [CHRISTIAn PRAIeRS And
HoLy MedITATIonS], black letter, calendar and errata printed in red and
black, text within double filet borders, woodcut decorative initials,
lacking all but 1 leaf before A1 (including title), N1, 7&8, O1, and R1-
8, first 2 ff. loose, final f. loose and with lower margin trimmed to
border, a few stains, loose in 19th century calf, upper cover almost
detached, area of leather missing form upper cover, 8vo, [Imprinted
at London in Fletestrete at the signe of the George nere to Sainct
Dunstons Churche by William Powell], [in or before 1567].

⁂ Aside from this copy this edition is only known in a reprint of
1842 by Cambridge university Press for The Parker Society, for
which the present copy was used. It is interesting to note that for
the reprint the title page of the 1570 edition had to be used due
to the lack of the title herein. our date of 'in or before 1567' is
reached by the fact that William Powell ceased printing in 1567,
with his name last appearing in the Registers in 1568, when his
son was apprenticed to the printer H. Bynneman. This therefore
makes our copy THe eARLIeST edITIon exTAnT. The earliest edition
recorded by eSTC is that of 1568 printed by Thomas east for
Henry Middleton (STC 4028).

during the reign of Queen Mary many of the protestant books for
private worship were destroyed. The early years of the reign of
elizabeth saw the need for new printings of this type of work, and
moreover, the need for them to be extended and improved. The
present work is one of the earliest in this genre. 

Provenance: Rev. William Wilson (?1783-1873), Canon of
Winchester (see p.vi of Parker reprint, Cambridge, 1842),
presented by him to The Parker Society (their bookplate present
and the signature of Aubrey Townsend, an editor at the society). 

£2,000 - 3,000
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Foxe (John) ACTeS And MonuMenTS oF MATTeRS MoST SPeCIALL And
MeMoRABLe, HAPPenIng In THe CHuRCH, vol.1 only (of 2), black letter,
double column, title within ornate woodcut historiated border, calendar
in red and black, numerous woodcuts within text, woodcut head-pieces
and historiated or decorative initials, contemporary ink marginalia,
often extensive, lacking 2L5, a few tears, some spotting and staining,
some creasing, contemporary panelled calf, worn, but holding, [STC
11227], folio, Printed for the Company of Stationers, 1610.

£300 - 400

284
Bacon (Sir Francis) de Sapientia veterum, second edition, title with
small woodcut ornament, woodcut head-pieces and decorative
initials, trimmed at foot, affecting border and the odd catch-word or
signature letter, occasional spotting, lightly browned, bound in
remains of a 17th century English legal ms., [Gibson 86; STC 1128],
12mo, Apud Iohannem Billium, 1617.

⁂ A scarce copy of the second edition of Bacon’s interpretation
of 31 classical myths. 

£300 - 400

110 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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Germany & Emperor Charles V.- Ascham (Roger) A RePoRT And
dISCouRSe WRITTen By RogeR ASCHAM, oF THe AFFAIReS And STATe oF geRMAny
And THe eMPeRouR CHARLeS HIS CouRT, duRyIng CeRTAIne yeAReS WHILe SAyd
RogeR WAS THeRe, FIRST edITIon, black letter, title within woodcut
typographic border, large woodcut decorative initials and a tail-piece,
early ink marginalia, including writing exercises, outer margin of final
f. trimmed away, with minor loss to 1 letter, title and final 2 ff. lightly
dust-soiled, some water-staining at head towards end, lightly browned,
20th century half calf, rubbed, [STC 830; Pforzheimer 14], small 4to,
Printed by Iohn Daye, dwelling ouer Aldersgate, [c.1570].

⁂ The Macclesfield copy of the first edition of Ascham’s account
of his time in germany as secretary to Sir Richard Morison,
ambassador to the court of emperor Charles V, which appears
infrequently at auction. The report takes the form of a letter to the
courtier John Astley and gives a first-hand account of events during
the closing years of the emperor’s reign, before his abdications. 

Provenance: ‘WRITTen [B]y Mee JoS KnIgHT’ (early ink inscription
within margins of e3v and e4r). Library of the earls of Macclesfield
(facsimile north Library bookplate).

£1,500 - 2,000
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Muggletonians.- Reeve (John) A geneRAL ePISTLe FRoM THe HoLy
SPIRIT, unTo ALL PRoPHeTS, MInISTeRS, oR SPeAKeRS In THe WoRLd, caption
title, [Wing R678], no printer, 1653 Bound WITH Reeve ( John) A
Letter presented unto Alderman Fouke, Lord Mayor of London,
from the two witnesses and prisoners of Jesus Christ, in newgate,
as an eternal witness unto him; with a declaration unto the
Recorder Steel, and the Lord Chief Justice Rowles, with the whole
Bench and Jury; and in general unto all Civil Magistrates and Juries
in the world, drop-head title, [Wing R680], no printer, 1653 And
Reeve ( John) A Remonstrance from the eternall god: declaring
severall spirituall transactions unto the Parliament, and Common-
wealth of england, unto His excellency, the Lord generall
Cromwell, [Wing R682], no printer, 1653 And Reeve ( John) A divine
Looking-glass: or, The third and last testament of our Lord Jesus
Christ, whose personal residence is seated on his throne of
eternal glory in another world, title within woodcut, typographic
border, a few ff. scorched at foot, with loss of text to T2, [Wing R676],
reprinted for Lodowick Muggleton, 1661 And Reeve ( John) Joyful
news from Heaven: or, The Last Intelligence from our glorified
Jesus above the Stars, final f. blank, [WingR679], printed by
T[homas]. J[ohnson]. for Francis Cofinet [sic], 1658 And Muggleton
(Lodowick) A True interpretation of theleventh chapter of the
Revelation of St. John, and other texts in that book; as also many
other places of Scripture. Whereby is unfolded, and plainly
declared the whole councel of god concerning Himself, the devil,
and all mankinde, from the foundation of the world, to all eternity,
[Wing M3050], for the Author, 1662, together 6 works in 1 vol., a
similar defective work at start, trimmed at head, affecting the odd
headline, occasional staining, some spotting, lightly browned,
contemporary panelled calf, covers detached, worn, small 4to 

£300 - 400

286
[Ward (Seth)] VIndICIæ ACAdeMIARuM ConTAInIng SoMe BRIeFe
AnIMAdVeRSIonS uPon MR. WeBSTeRS BooK, STILed, THe exAMInATIon oF
ACAdeMIeS, FIRST edITIon, title with woodcut arms of Oxford University,
woodcut initials and head-pieces, title lightly soiled and with a few
small stains and a couple of small holes (not affecting text), also with
2 small ink library stamps verso, disbound, [Wing W832; Madan III,
2251], small 4to, Oxford, by Leonard Lichfield printer to the University,
for Thomas Robinson , 1654.

⁂ An attack on Hobbes’ view in Leviathan that oxbridge colleges
monopolise university teaching and a discussion of scholarship
around a ‘universal language’, including references to Sir Francis
Bacon. Ward was Savilian Professor of Astronomy at oxford from
1649. 

‘A reply to John Webster’s “Academiarum examen” (Wing W1209),
to Thomas Hobbes’ “Leviathan”, and to William dell’s “The tryal of
spirits”‘ (eSTC).

£300 - 400

287
Manuscript poetry.- [Cotton (Charles)] SCARRonIdeS: oR, VIRgILe
TRAVeSTIe. A MoCK-PoeM, FIRST edITIon, initial f. with woodcut rebus of
the printer Henry Brome verso, title within woodcut typographic
border, some spotting and staining, contemporary sheep, worn, but
holding firm, [Wing C6391; Pforzheimer 222], 8vo, Printed by E. Cotes
for Henry Brome at the Gun in Ivy-lane, 1664.

⁂ Initial leaf with a contemporary manuscript copy of Thomas
Carew’s poem To Her in Absence (‘Toss’d in a troubled sea of
griefes, I floate, far from the shore, in a storme beaten boate...’),
which rather compliments the theme of the printed work. 

£300 - 400

288
Bible, English. THe HoLy BIBLe ConTAInIng THe oLd And THe neW
TeSTAMenT, 2 parts in 1, double column, U2 very small part of lower
corner torn away with very minor loss, 2O1 lower corner torn with
loss of text, 2O12 tear within text, without loss, some staining and
spotting, lower hinge cracked, upper hinge weak, 18th century black
straight-grain morocco, gilt, spine ends chipped, corners little worn,
rubbed, 12mo, Printed by Charles Bill, Henry Hills, and Thomas
Newcomb, printers to the Kings Most Excellent Majesty, 1688.

⁂ Rare edition. eSTC records only two copies (BL and British and
Foreign Bible Society) and CoPAC adds copies at Cambridge and
nat. Lib. Wales. 

£300 - 400

289
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London MAgAZIne (THe): And MonTHLy CHRonoLogeR, vol.VIII-x & xxV-xLIV, 23 vol., vol.8-10 with engraved title vignette, the rest engraved
frontispieces and vignette titles and woodcut vignette at beginning of each issue, numerous engraved plates and maps, many folding, a few
maps hand-coloured (Cuba, North America, Philippines), some a little shaved at fore-edge, occasional spotting or browning but generally clean,
hand-coloured map of North America in vol.32 torn with most detached, one leaf in vol.35 torn and repaired, vol.34 with ?additional folding
engraved map of Africa loosely inserted (torn and defective, not apparently called for), contemporary half calf (all but vol.8 mottled calf), red
roan labels, rubbed, some spine ends a little worn or chipped but a handsome run, 8vo, for T.Astley, 1739-41 & 1756-75; sold as a periodical,
not subject to return

⁂ originally a political magazine founded in 1732 as an alternative to the Tory-based Gentleman’s Magazine this also included
contemporary events at home and abroad, literary reviews, articles on scientific and medical discoveries, births, marriages, deaths and
stock prices. of particular interest in the present run are the years covering the Seven years War 1756-63 with many maps and plans
of north America (including maps of new york, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Connecticut, Montreal, new orleans etc., plates of the taking
of Quebec and views of new york, Philadelphia and Charleston), as well as Pondicherry, Bengal and the east Indies. There are also
several maps of Britain and Ireland, many by Thomas Kitchin, plans of London and campaigns in europe, plus reports and plates of
subjects as diverse as the massacre at glencoe, the Foundling Hospital, the new Blackfriars bridge, the new state coach of george III,
the shadows over Britain during the solar eclipse of 1764, a fire engine, discoveries at Herculaneum, and zoological plates of a sperm
whale, elephant, an armadillo and the Beast of gevaudan in France which was rumoured to have devoured over 80 people.

£2,000 - 3,000
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unIVeRSAL MAgAZIne (THe) oF KnoWLedge And PLeASuRe..., vol.1-27 in
16 only (lacking vol.24, Jan-June 1759), engraved frontispieces and
titles, numerous engraved plates and maps, many folding, many
hand-coloured (some maps and natural history subjects including
pineapple, tea, birds, flowers, tortoises etc.), some torn and frayed at
edges, some defective, some browning or staining, a few leaves and
plate in vol.3 defective and loose, contemporary book-label of John
Godwin, vol.1- 21 in 11 vol. in contemporary half calf, the rest
contemporary sheep-backed marbled boards, uncut, rubbed, some
spine ends a little worn and chipped, 8vo, John Hinton, 1747; sold as
a periodical, not subject to return

⁂ Including county maps, views of Britain (Chatsworth, Hampton
Court, Colchester, Vauxhall gardens, Westminster, oxford, Bath
etc.), many plates of industries (printing, weaving, glass-making,
chemistry laboratory, brewhouse, harvesting silkworm eggs,
diamond-cutting, hat-making etc.), and cultivation (sugar cane,
tobacco, pineapples, vines), fireworks, silver-mining in Potosi,
whaling etc. Several maps relate to trade & colonies and the wars
in America & India including the english colonies in north
America, the British and French settlements in n.America, the
West Indies, the Coromandel coast in India, the gold coast of
West Africa, plus plans of the fortification of Montreal and the
siege of Quebec.

£1,000 - 1,500

292
Medals.- Shakespeare (William).- A CoLLeCTIon oF 43 MedALLIC
PoRTRAITS oF WILLIAM SHAKeSPeARe, including the Dassier medal of
c.1750 and the Jubilee Medal of 1769, in a variety of metals (including
gold, silver, bronze, copper and white metal), all generally in good
condition, v.s., v.p., 1750-1976.

⁂ An excellent collection, which shows the changing iconography
of Shakespeare in medallic form over some 250 years. It includes
medals by dassier, Allen and Moore, J.J. Barre, young and Taylor,
esser, Johannes Henker, F. Bowcher, Knobloch, Westwood and
Steward, J ottley, Wyon, T.W. Ingram, T.A. Vaughton, F. Fraser, S.
Walko, Albert Holl, H. Brown, C.H. Kuchler, P. Vincze, K. Renner, n.
Costantini, and g. dowler.

£500 - 700

293
Early children’s book.- THe ToP BooK oF ALL FoR LITTLe MASTeRS And
MISSeS, woodcut illustrations within text, contemporary drab
wrappers, nicked at foot of spine spine, rubbed, 16mo, R. Baldwin, S.
Crowder and Benj. Collins, 1760.

⁂ A rare copy at auction of this charming little book. eSTC and
CoPAC between them list only a handful of copies. 

£300 - 400
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18th century Scottish Chapbook.- JAMIe And nAnCy, oF yARMouTH’S
gARLAnd, 8pp., woodcut on title and on verso of last f., [ESTC lists 1
copy only, located in the National Library of Scotland], 12mo,
[?Edinburgh], [?1780].

£300 - 400

295
Freedom of the Press.- Pigot (Robert) LIBeRTy oF THe PReSS. A
letter adressed to the national Assembly of France, light spotting
and browning, short tear to head of title, E1 with repaired tear to
margin, final f. laid-down, Paris [?but London], 1790 Bound AFTeR
Stanhope (Charles, Earl) A Letter... to the Right Honourable
edmund Burke, second edition, lacking half-title and final
advertisement f., light surface soiling to title, George Stafford, 1790
And Vindiciae gallicae. defence of the French Revolution and its
english admirers, against the accusations of the Right Hon.
edmund Burke..., second edition, C6 with some loss to lower corner
just touching text, for G.G. J. and J. Robinson, 1791 And Paine
(Thomas) Rights of Man, second edition, notes in a contemporary
hand to margins, lacking half-title and final f., Y1 a little chipped and
creased, J.S.Jordan, 1791 And Priestley ( Joseph) Letters to the Right
Honourable edmund Burke, second edition, 1p. advertisements,
Birmingham, J. Johnson, 1791 together 5 works in 1 vol., nineteenth
century half calf, rubbed and scuffed, 8vo.

⁂ The first mentioned is rare, eSTC lists only 3 copies (BL, yale &
university of new South Wales). 

£400 - 600

296
Printed fan.- Naval.- AdMIRAL de WInTeR SuRRendeRIng HIS SWoRd To
AdMIRAL LoRd dunCAn, printed fan, stipple engraved on paper, gilt
borders, hand-coloured tartan decoration to top edge, sequin
decoration to central vignette (majority missing), mounted on
decorative bone sticks, 25 cm., B. Coker, 118 Fleet Street, 1797.

⁂ Rare. not in the Schreiber catalogue. Celebrating the stunning
defeat of the dutch fleet by the British north Sea Fleet at the
battle of Camperdown, where they captured 11 dutch ships,
without loss of any of their own.

£400 - 600

297
Printed fan.- Opera.- THe oPeRA FAn FoR 1800, engraved on paper,
gilt decoration to edges, mounted on plain wooden sticks, length: 26
cm., Published as the Act directs by the Proprietors, 42 Pall Mall, Feb.
28, 1800.

⁂ A rare fan depicting the details of the boxes and their
occupants for the 1800 season at the King’s Theatre. 

£400 - 600
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Austen (Jane) SenSe And SenSIBILITy: A novel...By the Author of
“Pride and Prejudice”, 3 vol., second edition, half-titles, vol.2 & 3 with
final blank but lacking in vol.1, foxing (as usual) and with occasional
soiling, two old cataloguing entries mounted on front free endpaper,
vol.1 with hinges repaired, AuguSTIne BIRReLL’S CoPy with his bookplate,
near contemporary red-brown cloth, paper labels on spines (chipped),
uncut, rubbed and faded (mostly to spines), a few small marks to upper
cover of vol.1, vol.3 with nick to upper edge of both boards, spine ends
a little worn and frayed, vol.2 chipped at foot, [Gilson A2], 12mo,
Printed for the Author, by C.Roworth...Published by T.Egerton, 1813.

⁂ Sense and Sensibility was Austen’s first published work, originally
issued in 1811 with “By a Lady” on the title-page. By July 1813 it
was sold out and the second edition was published in october of
that year, with some alterations and revisions, as advertised in
The Star on Friday 19th october 1813 along with the second
edition of Pride and Prejudice (see next lot). It was again published
at the expense of the author, prompting Austen to write to her
sister Cassandra on 6th november 1813, “I cannot help hoping
that many will feel themselves obliged to buy it. I shall not mind
imagining it a disagreeable duty to them, so as they do it”.
However, it was still being advertised by egerton in november
1815 and Austen received a royalty payment as late as March
1817. The c.1830 binding is possibly a publisher’s remainder
binding, suggesting that sheets were still being bound and
distributed for several years, almost until it was reissued by
Bentley as part of his ‘Standard novels’ series in 1832.

Augustine Birrell (1850-1933), essayist and politician, Chief
Secretary for Ireland from 1907 to 1916 when he resigned
following the easter Rising. 

£3,500 - 5,000

299
Austen (Jane) PRIde And PReJudICe: A novel...By the Author of
“Sense and Sensibility”, 3 vol., second edition, half-titles,
contemporary ink signature of Walter Long to head of vol.3, light
foxing and browning (foxing a little heavier to signature E of vol.2),
vol.1 with slight defect to fore-edge of B8 and tear to G9 affecting text
but no loss, vol.2 with short tear to inner margin of half-title and title,
vol.3 with tear to L4 through part of text but no loss and very light
water-staining to foot of N9-12 and endpapers, contemporary half
calf over blue-green ribbed cloth, rubbed, light staining to lower cover
of vol.3, spines worn and slightly defective, each volume preserved in
card folder and together in modern morocco-backed suede-lined cloth
drop-back box, spine ruled and titled in gilt, [Gilson A4], 12mo,
T.Egerton, 1813.

⁂ Austen’s most famous and best-loved novel. It was first
published in January 1813 and this second edition probably in
october of the same year, being advertised with the second
edition of Sense and Sensibility in The Star on Friday 29th october
1813. It was entirely re-set, with some variations within the page
and to spelling and punctuation.

£3,000 - 4,000
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Austen (Jane) PRIde And PReJudICe..., 2 vol., third edition, half-title in
vol.1 but lacking in vol.2, vol.1 lacking final blank, occasional spotting,
old ink signature of H.A.Maxwell at head of titles and with engraved
bookplate of Maxwell of Polloc, contemporary polished calf with
border in gilt and blind, spines gilt in compartments with red roan
labels, a little rubbed but a handsome set, [Gilson A5], 12mo,
T.Egerton, 1817.

⁂ no publishing details are known of this edition, even whether
it was published before or after the author’s death in July 1817.
There is no mention of it in any letters from Austen but she was
presumably not consulted as she had sold the copyright to
egerton.

£2,000 - 3,000

301
Austen (Jane) PRIde And PReJudICe, with a Preface by george
Saintsbury, frontispiece, title, illustrations, head- & tail-pieces, initials
and decorations all by Hugh Thomson, occasional light spotting,
mostly at beginning and end, original pictorial dark green cloth, gilt,
with peacock design on upper cover, spine gilt with peacock feathers,
g.e., very slightly rubbed at edges but a very good bright copy, [Gilson
E78], 8vo, George Allen, 1894.

⁂ WITH THe MAgnIFICenT PeACoCK deSIgn BIndIng.

The first extensively illustrated edition of Pride and Prejudice;
previous editions had only contained a frontispiece and a couple
of plates. It includes a total of 160 line drawings by Hugh
Thomson, the only work by him to feature head- & tail-pieces and
decorations.

£400 - 600

302
Austen (Jane) PRIde And PReJudICe, illustrated by Hugh Thomson,
light foxing at beginning and end, 1894; emma, later ink inscriptions
to front free endpaper, bookplate, 1898; Sense and Sensibility, half-
title browned, 1899, all with plates and illustrations, those in the last
two by Chris Hammond, all original pictorial dark green cloth, gilt,
the first with peacock design on upper cover, the other two with floral
designs, spines gilt, g.e. or t.e.g., all slightly rubbed but bright copies,
the last a little spotted by damp and with small gouge to upper cover,
[Gilson E78, 92 & 94], 8vo, George Allen (3)

⁂ only these three Austen novels were issued in this format by
george Allen. Mansfield Park and Northanger Abbey & Persuasion
were both illustrated by Hugh Thomson and published in similar
style in 1897, but by Macmillan and Co.

£600 - 800
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Austen (Jane) PRIde And PReJudICe, with a Preface by george
Saintsbury, frontispiece and illustrations by Hugh Thomson, WITH THe
FRonTISPIeCe HAnd-CoLouRed By THe ARTIST, light marginal spotting at
beginning and end, ALBAn doBSon’S CoPy WITH HIS BooKPLATe And A
SIgned noTe By HIM And A.L.S. To HIM FRoM THe ARTIST’S Son loosely
inserted, ALSo A CHRISTMAS CARd InSCRIBed “FRoM MR & MRS HugH
THoMSon”, original dark green cloth, white glazed paper label on
spine, uncut, label slightly rubbed and chipped at head, spotting to
fore-edge, [Gilson E78], 8vo, George Allen, 1894.

⁂ Alban dobson (1885-1962) was the son of the poet, essayist and
literary critic Austin dobson (1840-1921). Austin dobson wrote
introductions to the 1897 Macmillan editions of Mansfield Park and
Northanger Abbey & Persuasion which were both illustrated by Hugh
Thomson. They knew each other well and Thomson also illustrated
several of dobson’s books. The letter from John Thomson, Hugh’s
son, to Alban dobson, dated 25th december 1952, concerns the
joint disposal of the correspondence between their fathers and the
hand-coloured frontispiece in this copy. He writes, “...THIS MuST HAVe
Been done SPeCIALLy AS THe PuBLISHed edITIon IS In BLACK & WHITe. My FATHeR
dId, I KnoW, do THIS SoRT oF THIng oCCASIonALLy FoR FRIendS eITHeR oF HIS
oWn VoLITIon oR AT THeIR ReQueST. I have three different editions of
‘Pride & Prejudice’ and none of them is tinted”. dobson’s own note
states, “From the enclosed letter from John Thomson, IT IS eVIdenT
THAT THIS IS A unIQue CoPy, In WHICH HugH THoMSon HAS SPeCIALLy CoLouRed
THe FRonTISPIeCe. Alban dobson 5.1.53”.

£500 - 700

304
Austen (Jane) PRIde And PReJudICe, with a Preface by george
Saintsbury, one oF 275 deLuxe LARge PAPeR CoPIeS on HAndMAde PAPeR,
(250 for England), frontispiece and illustrations by Hugh Thomson,
ALL on CHInA PAPeR And MounTed, faint spotting to one or two, with
‘Notice’ regarding the illustrations loosely inserted, endpapers
browned, bookplate of W.S.Adams, original red-brown buckram,
uncut, spine faded, [Gilson E78], large 8vo, George Allen, 1894.

⁂ The loosely-inserted flyer is for Thomson’s original drawings for
the edition, for sale at The Fine Art Society, new Bond St.

£400 - 600

305
Austen (Jane) MAnSFIeLd PARK: A novel...By the Author of “Pride
and Prejudice”, 3 vol., second edition, lacking all half-titles and final
blanks from vol. 2 & 3, light foxing, vol.3 with small hole to M1 causing
loss of a couple of letters, contemporary half calf over marbled
boards, rubbed, rebacked preserving old spines, corners repaired, new
endpapers, [Gilson A7], 12mo, J.Murray, 1816.

⁂ First published in May 1814 by egerton, in an edition of possibly
as few as 1250, and sold out by november of that year. This
second edition was entrusted to John Murray and 750 copies
were printed but it did not sell well and in 1820 it was
remaindered. The text was revised by Austen and changes made,
particularly regarding the nautical details and terminology,
probably on the advice of one of her sailor brothers. 

£1,000 - 1,500

304

305
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Austen (Jane).- Thomson (Hugh, 1860-1920) FAnny WAS oBLIged
To InTRoduCe HIM To MR. CRAWFoRd, original drawing for ‘Mansfield
Park’, pen and black ink with watercolour over graphite, on wove
paper, signed and dated lower left, c.295 x 190mm., framed and
glazed, old manuscript label to verso, 1897.

⁂ For Macmillan’s edition of Mansfield Park published in 1897 but
with the artist’s later addition of watercolour, as in a similar
drawing for the work which is in Jane Austen’s house at Chawton
(see gilson e88). The original illustrations were reproduced in the
book (much smaller) as black and white line drawings but the
artist then added watercolour to sell the designs separately.
gilson notes that the illustration offered here was reproduced by
the Birmingham Mint in 1975 as an etching on a mounted and
framed silver plaque, one of a set of six produced to mark the
bicentenary of Austen’s birth. It was recaptioned ‘Fanny
introduces Henry Crawford to her father’.

£1,500 - 2,000

307
Austen (Jane).- Thomson (Hugh, 1860-1920) I Beg youR PARdon,
MISS MoRLAnd, original drawing for ‘northanger Abbey’, pen and
black ink with watercolour over graphite, on wove paper, signed and
dated lower left, c.295 x 180mm., framed and glazed, old manuscript
label to verso with alternative title, 1897.

⁂ For Macmillan’s edition of Northanger Abbey published in 1897
but with the artist’s later addition of watercolour, as in similar
drawings for the work in Jane Austen’s house at Chawton (see
gilson e89). The original illustrations were reproduced in the book
(much smaller) as black and white line drawings but the artist then
added watercolour to sell the designs separately. The manuscript
label gives the title of the drawing as ‘An addition to their Set’ but
in the book the illustration is captioned ‘I beg your pardon, Miss
Morland’.

£1,500 - 2,000
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Austen (Jane) [THe noVeLS], 6 vol. in 5, ‘Standard novels’ series
no. xxIII, xxV, xxVII, xxVIII & xxx, FIRST CoLLeCTed edITIon, lacking all
half-titles, also final blanks in vol.1 and advertisement leaf at end of
vol.3, each vol. with engraved frontispiece and additional vignette title
(foxed as usual), occasional other light foxing, mostly to ‘Emma’,
attractive contemporary calf, gilt, rubbed, mostly to edges, slight
gouging to upper cover of ‘Sense and Sensibility’, corners repaired and
neatly rebacked with gilt spines and green roan labels by Maltby &
Son of Oxford (with related letter loosely inserted), [Gilson D1-5], 8vo,
Richard Bentley, 1833.

⁂ A HAndSoMe SeT oF THe FIRST CoLLeCTed edITIon oF AuSTen’S noVeLS,
And RARe To FInd CoMPLeTe.

In 1832-33 Richard Bentley bought the copyright of Pride and
Prejudice from the executors of Thomas egerton and of the
remaining novels from Henry and Cassandra Austen. none of
Austen’s novels had been reissued since 1818 so these are all still
early editions: Sense and Sensibility, third edition, pre-dating first
American edition by a few months; Pride and Prejudice, fourth
edition; Mansfield Park, third edition; Emma, second edition,
omitting the dedication to the Prince Regent included in the first
edition; Northanger Abbey/Persuasion, second edition. The first
American editions of the second, third and fifth were in 1832, just
ahead of Bentley’s.

£2,000 - 3,000

309
Austen (Jane) THe noVeLS, 2 vol. in 1, FIRST AMeRICAn CoLLeCTed
edITIon, [one of 1500 copies], printed in double column, a little
browned, pencil note to title of vol.1, staining to first few leaves of first
work, occasional foxing, modern half crimson morocco, g.e., old gilt
spine laid down (“William Vicent Thacher” [sic] at foot), with original
yellow endpapers, [Gilson E1], large 8vo, Philadelphia, Carey, Lea &
Blanchard, 1838.

⁂ The second American edition of Austen’s novels. All were issued
individually by Carey & Lea (later Carey, Lea & Blanchard) from
1832-33, pre-dating the reissue of the novels in england by
Richard Bentley in his ‘Standard novels’ series. 

Rev. William Vincent Thacher (1815-39), minister of the unitarian
Church, Savannah, georgia, who died at sea on a passage home
from Savannah to new york.

£1,000 - 1,500
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310
Austen (Jane) [WoRKS], 6 vol., “STeVenTon edITIon”, [one of 375 sets
on handmade paper], printed in brown, half-titles, engraved
frontispieces (those in vol.1-5 from Bentley’s ‘Standard Novels’ series,
portrait in vol.6), advertisement leaf at end in vol.1, 3 & 5, light
marginal foxing to frontispieces, ex-library set with stamps to half-titles
or verso of titles, later cream cloth, uncut, a little soiled, light staining
to spines of vol.4 & 6, [Gilson D13], 8vo, Richard Bentley, 1882.

⁂ Jane Austen’s great-nephew Cholmeley Austen-Leigh, son of the
writer of the Memoir, was at that time a partner in the firm
Spottiswoode & Co. who printed this set for Bentley.

£200 - 300

311
Austen (Jane) [novels], 6 vol., Bentley’s ‘Favourite novels’ series,
engraved frontispieces (those in vol.1-5 from Bentley’s ‘Standard
Novels’ series, portrait in vol.6), most with light marginal foxing,
CLeMenT K.SHoRTeR’S SeT with his bookplate in ‘Emma’ and pencil
signature in ‘Lady Susan’, original dark green blind-stamped cloth,
spines gilt, very slightly rubbed, [Gilson D8-12, notes, originally issued
in 1870], 8vo, Richard Bentley & Son, 1885-86.

⁂ Clement K.Shorter (1857-1926), journalist and literary critic,
author of several works on the Brontë sisters.

£300 - 400

312
Austen (Jane) [THe noVeLS], edited by R. Brimley Johnson, 6 vol.
in 10, photogravure frontispieces and plates by William Cubit Cooke,
decorative titles & ornaments by F.C.Tilney, original pale green cloth,
gilt, t.e.g., others uncut, a few marks, vol.5 (‘Mansfield Park’) a little
stained, spines lightly faded or browned, [Gilson E75], 8vo, J.M.Dent
and Company, 1892.

£200 - 300
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Austen (Jane) [noVeLS], introductions by Austin dobson, 6 vol. in
5, “PeACoCK SeRIeS”, frontispieces and full-page illustrations by Hugh
Thomson and Charles E.Brock, original red “cloth elegant”, upper
covers and spines with elaborate floral designs by A.A.Turbayne in gilt,
endpapers with peacock design in yellow, g.e., light stain to lower
covers of ‘Sense and Sensibility’ and ‘Mansfield Park’, spines a little
faded, [Gilson E79, 82, 86 & 88 & 89], 8vo, Macmillan and Co., 1897-
98.

⁂ Macmillan started to issue the Austen novels in 1895 in their
‘Illustrated Standard novels’ series, with Pride and Prejudice
illustrated by Brock and the others by Thomson. Apart from
Northanger Abbey and Persuasion, which is the first Macmillan
edition of 1897 (gilson 89), the others in the set are all reprints
of 1898. From 1896 the volumes were also issued in this “cloth
elegant” Turbayne binding with the peacock endpapers, hence
known as the ‘Peacock Series’.

£500 - 700

314
Austen (Jane) [noVeLS], introductions by Austin dobson, 6 vol. in
5, ‘Illustrated Standard novels’ series, reprints, frontispieces and full-
page illustrations by Hugh Thomson and Charles E.Brock, ‘Pride and
Prejudice’ broken and crudely repaired with sticky tape, some
inscriptions to front endpapers, original terracotta cloth, upper covers
and spines with elaborated floral designs by A.A.Turbayne in brown,
g.e., a little rubbed, spines slightly faded, [Gilson E79, 82, 86 & 88 &
89], 8vo, Macmillan and Co., 1898-1906.

£300 - 400

315
Austen (Jane) [noVeLS], 6 vol., ‘Series of english Idylls’, colour
frontispieces, decorative titles and plates by Charles E.Brock, original
grey cloth, upper covers with central design of basket of flowers in gilt,
spines gilt, t.e.g., decorative endpapers printed in green (a little
browned), very slightly soiled, [Gilson E114, 116, 120, 124, 127 & 129],
8vo, London, J.M.Dent & Co.; New York, E.P.Dutton & Co., 1907-09.

⁂ Brock originally illustrated Pride and Prejudice for Macmillan in
1895, with black and white line drawings, and again with his
brother H.M.Brock in an Austen set for dent in 1898. He was
commissioned by dent again in 1907 to illustrate all the novels in
colour, as here. Emma retains the dedication to the Prince Regent
from the first edition, omitted in many of the intervening editions.

£300 - 400
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Austen (Jane) [noVeLS], 6 vol., ‘Series of english Idylls’, colour
frontispieces, decorative titles and plates by Charles E.Brock, later tan
calf, gilt, by Bumpus Ltd., spines gilt in compartments with green and
brown morocco labels, g.e., spines a little faded but and an attractive
set, [Gilson E114, 116, 120, 124, 127 & 129], 8vo, London, J.M.Dent
& Co.; New York, E.P.Dutton & Co., 1907-09. 

£800 - 1,200

317
Austen (Jane) [THe noVeLS], 6 vol. in 10, ‘St.Martin’s Illustrated Library
of Standard Authors’ series, colour frontispieces, plates and pictorial
endpapers by A.Wallis Mills, a few cracks to hinges, original green cloth,
gilt, oval colour illustration mounted as locket on upper covers, spines
very slightly faded, [Gilson E117], 8vo, Chatto & Windus, 1908-09. 

⁂ Volume 1 contains a general introduction by R.Brimley Johnson.

£400 - 600

317A
Austen (Jane).- Horatius Flaccus (Quintus) opera, 2 vol., second
issue with “potest” on p.108 of vol.2 and without ‘List of Antiques’ in
vol.1 as usual, engraved throughout with frontispieces, vignette titles,
dedications, several lists of subscribers, portraits & illustrations (some
full-page) and numerous head- & tail-pieces and initials, titles with
faint inscription to Haggerston Robertson dated 1860 at head, one
or two pencil annotations, some very light offsetting (mainly in vol.1),
bookseller’s ticket of R.D.Steedman of Newcastle upon Tyne, fine
contemporary red morocco, gilt, spines gilt in compartments with
morocco labels, g.e., turquoise silk endpapers, a little rubbed, light
mottling to upper cover of vol.2, spines very slightly faded, a very good
copy, [Cohen-de Ricci 498; Ray, England p.3; Rothschild 1548], 8vo,
John Pine, 1733-37.

⁂ A lovely copy of Pine’s magnificent work, beautifully balancing
the text with the numerous engraved illustrations and Rococo
ornaments. Ray describes it as “the most elegant of english
eighteenth-century books” and “a high point of Augustan taste”.

John Pine (1690-1756) started his career as a goldsmith and
became one of the finest english engravers of the first half of the
18th century. He was close friends with William Hogarth, and both
were Freemasons which assisted in making connections for his
expensive publications, financed by subscription. The extensive
lists of subscribers include Continental buyers as well as British
and feature george II, the Prince of Wales, various royals and
nobles (British and foreign), and notable literary and artistic
figures such as Lord Burlington, Colley Cibber, James gibbs,
g.F.Handel, edmond Halley, Hogarth, Alexander Pope, Jonathan
Swift and Horace Walpole. 

Also included in the subscribers is “Mr. John gowland, Apothecary
to his Royal High. the P. of Wales”. John gowland (d.1776), who
attended Handel in his last illness, was the inventor of gowland’s
lotion which is mentioned by Jane Austen in Persuasion chapter
xVI, when Sir Walter elliot recommends it to his daughter Anne
on the grounds that it had improved Mrs.Clay’s freckles.

£750 - 1,000
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Austen (Jane).- Burney (Frances) CAMILLA: oR, A PICTuRe oF youTH, 5 vol., FIRST edITIon, vol.1 with list of subscribers and advertisement leaf at
end, K7 with paper flaw tear causing loss to a couple of letters, vol.4 with E2 slightly creased at fore-edge, L5 with short tear to edge of text and
Q1 torn without loss, F1 in vol.5 lacking lower outer corner not affecting text, a little foxed and browned, SuBSCRIBeR’S CoPy WITH ConTeMPoRARy
InK SIgnATuRe oF eLIZ: HeRVey on front pastedowns and a few marginal pencil annotations, contemporary half bleached calf over boards, spines
gilt with black roan labels, rubbed and soiled, particularly spines, some labels a little chipped, [Rothschild 550], 12mo, T.Payne...and T.Cadell
Jun. and W.Davies, 1796. 

⁂ ?elizabeth Hervey (1748-1820), half-sister of William Beckford, and author of several novels. Both Mrs. Hervey and Mrs. e. Hervey are
listed as subscribers. 

The list of subscribers also includes a young and unknown Jane
Austen (aged 20), as well as Sir Joseph Banks, edmund Burke, Sir
William Chambers, Maria edgeworth, Warren Hastings (godfather to
Austen’s first cousin and sister-in-law eliza de Feuillide), Rev. Thomas
Leigh of Adlestrop (cousin of Austen’s mother), nevil Maskelyne,
Hannah More, Mrs Piozzi, Mrs Radcliffe, Humphry Repton and Mrs
Siddons. 

Austen was obviously familiar with Fanny Burney’s works and,
following the issue of Camilla in 1796, in october of that year she
began writing a novel titled False Impressions which later became Pride
and Prejudice, a title possibly taken from a quotation in Burney’s
Cecilia. She also refers to Camilla in Northanger Abbey: “‘And what are
you reading, Miss - ?’ ‘oh! It is only a novel!’ replies the young lady,
while she lays down her book with affected indifference, or
momentary shame. “It is only Cecilia, or Camilla, or Belinda; or, in short,
only some work in which the greatest powers of the mind are
displayed, in which the most thorough knowledge of human nature,
the happiest delineation of its varieties, the liveliest effusions of wit
and humour, are conveyed to the world in the best-chosen language.”

£750 - 1,000
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319
Austen (Jane).- Charades.- neW CoLLeCTIon oF enIgMAS, CHARAdeS,
TRAnSPoSITIonS, &C., A new edition, 6pp. publishers’ catalogue at end,
contemporary pencil inscription at head of title, foxing, contemporary
mottled calf, gilt, rubbed, rebacked with gilt spine, Longman, Hurst,
Rees, and Orme, 1806 § Charades &c. written a hundred years ago
by Jane Austen and Her Family, plates, original cream wrappers with
title in red and black on upper cover, uncut, book-label of Pamela
Lister inside front wrapper, a little browned and soiled, [Gilson F2],
privately printed, [1895], 12mo & 8vo (2)

⁂ Charades were a popular amusement in Jane Austen’s time and
examples appear in both Emma and Mansfield Park. evidently she
and her family also entertained themselves with such riddles and
the second work contains three by Austen herself. This item was
printed to be sold for 3/- at a bazaar in aid of St. Mary’s Hospital,
Paddington in 1895. It was also issued in blue wrappers priced
18d, presumably a cheaper issue for general circulation. CoPAC
records only 2 copies of the title (BL and oxford).

The first item was originally published in 3 volumes (including
Solutions...) in 1791 by T.Hookham and J.Carpenter. CoPAC lists 3
copies of this edition (BL, national Trust and Bristol). 

£250 - 350

320
Austen (Jane).- Chard (George William) A CoLLeCTIon oF TWeLVe
gLeeS, for Three, Four, and Five Voices..., FIRST edITIon, engraved title
and musical notation, letterpress list of subscribers and index,
numbered “No.53” and signed by the author in ink at foot of title
(rather faint), spotting and offsetting, original printed boards, rubbed,
rebacked in cloth, folio, for the Author, by Clementi & Co., n.d. 

⁂ george William Chard (1765-1849) gave piano lessons to Jane
Austen, as mentioned in a letter from Austen to her sister
Cassandra in September 1796: “I am glad to hear so good an
account of Mr Charde, & only fear that my long absence may
occasion his relapse. I practise every day as much as I can - I wish
it were more for his sake”. At the time Chard was assistant
organist at Winchester Cathedral, becoming organist in 1802, and
later master of music at Winchester College.

CoPAC lists 4 copies of the work (BL, Leeds, Royal College of
Music, and glasgow university), suggesting varying dates of 1811
and c.1825.

£300 - 400

321
Austen (Jane).- Austen-Leigh (Rev. James Edward) A MeMoIR oF
JAne AuSTen, FIRST edITIon, engraved portrait (foxed, tissue guard), title
in red and black, 3 wood-engraved plates, facsimile autograph leaf,
contemporary ink inscription on front free endpaper, light spotting at
beginning and end, handsome dark blue morocco, gilt, by Hatchard
& Co., boards with central gilt coronet above initials “S.P.H.” on upper
cover and “A.F.H.” on lower, spine gilt in compartments, g.e., joints a
little rubbed, spine very slightly faded, [Gilson M125], 8vo, Richard
Bentley, 1870.

⁂ The first biography of Jane Austen, written by her nephew who
was vicar of Bray, Berkshire.

£150 - 200
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The Brontës 

The Property of a Gentleman

322
Friend of Patrick Brontë.- Tighe (Thomas, vicar of
Drumballyroney and rector of Drumgooland, third son of William
Tighe, MP, patron of Patrick Brontë, 1751-1821) AuTogRAPH LeTTeR
SIgned To ARnoLd neSBITT, ALdeRMAnBuRy, London, 1p. with conjugate
blank, sm. 4to, Cambridge, St. Peter College [Peterhouse], 2nd April
1776, telling him that he has since found the note for £25 and
asking him to write to Messrs. Staples & dinsdale so that he can
draw on it, folds, browned, slightly stained.

⁂ Thomas Tighe (d. 1821), Rector of drumgooland and patron of
the young Patrick Brunty. He was of a landed family, but he lived
simply and was an admirer of John Wesley, to whom his family
had played host. He appointed Patrick as the teacher in
drumballyroney school and as tutor to his own sons. He may have
taught him classics and helped him to gain admission to his old
college, St John’s, Cambridge.

£150 - 200

323
Brontë (Rev. Patrick) CoTTAge PoeMS, FIRST edITIon, PReSenTATIon CoPy
InSCRIBed By THe AuTHoR To J. e. gReenWood on front free endpaper,
half-title, some light marginal browning, very occasional spotting,
original printed boards, spine worn but holding firm, upper joint a
little weak, light marking and surface soiling to covers, extremities
rubbed, preserved in custom drop-back box, 8vo, Halifax, P.K.Holden,
for the Author, 1811.

⁂ SCARCe, THIS APPeARS To Be THe onLy KnoWn PReSenTATIon CoPy In
CoMMeRCe. 

Patrick Brontë’s first collection of poems, these were chiefly
intended to be read by his parishioners and reflect the author’s
somewhat austere outlook. The identity of the recipient here is
difficult to confirm, however it is tempting to speculate that it was
Joseph greenwood (1786-1856), chairman of the Church trustees
at Haworth and a friend of the author.

£1,000 - 1,500
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324
Brontë (Rev. Patrick) THe RuRAL MInSTReL: A MISCeLLAny oF
deSCRIPTIVe PoeMS, lacking half-title, title with ½ inch portion cut away
at head, not affecting text, some abrasion and wax to pastedowns,
original blue boards, spine chipped and worn, covers becoming loose,
light rubbing and surface soiling, preserved in custom drop-back box,
8vo, Halifax, P.K.Holden for the Author, 1813.

⁂ RARe, CoPAC LISTS 4 CoPIeS, onLy 1 CoPy AT AuCTIon In THe LAST 60
yeARS. 

Written over a two year period and in a similar vein to Cottage
Poems, The Rural Minstrel shows a higher degree of subtlety and
literary sophistication than Patrick Brontë’s earlier work. 

“The influence of the poems in The Rural Minstrel can be traced
through to [the Brontë children’s] work, particularly the poetry of
Branwell and emily.” Juliet Barker, The Brontës, p.59. 

£1,000 - 1,500

325
Brontë (Rev. Patrick) THe CoTTAge In THe Wood; oR THe ART oF
BeCoMIng RICH And HAPPy., second edition, engraved frontispiece by E.
Stather after a drawing by F. James, light offsetting, some spotting, book
label of Lewis Hainsworth, Bradford, to pastedown, contemporary
morocco-backed boards, light wear to spine ends, light discolouration
to boards, a little rubbed at extremities, 8vo, Bradford, T. Inkersley, 1818.

⁂ PATRICK BRonTë’S FIRST BooK oF PRoSe, SCARCe In eITHeR THe FIRST oR
SeCond edITIonS. 

The Cottage in the Wood is similar in tone and intensions to Cottage
Poems with much the same audience in mind, it met with greater
success however and brought the author a certain amount of
local celebrity.

£600 - 800

326
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326
Brontë (Rev. Patrick) A SeRMon PReACHed In THe CHuRCH oF HAWoRTH,
on SundAy, THe 12TH dAy oF SePTeMBeR, 1824, In ReFeRenCe To An
eARTHQuAKe, And exTRAoRdInARy eRuPTIon oF Mud And WATeR, THAT HAd
TAKen PLACe Ten dAyS BeFoRe In THe MooRS oF THAT CHAPeLRy, later half
calf, gilt, spine faded, some light rubbing or scuffing, 8vo, Bradford,
T.Inkersley, 1824.

⁂ RARe, CoPAC LISTS onLy 2 CoPIeS And We CAn TRACe onLy 3 CoPIeS AT
AuCTIon In THe LAST 50 yeARS.

on the 2nd September, 1824, the bog at Crow Hill burst, causing
flooding and a landslide. Patrick Brontë had watched a coming
storm with some apprehension from the parsonage, knowing that
his children were out playing on the common. eventually his worry
overcame him and he ventured out to find them scared and
huddled in the porch of a house. It was once there that he saw the
destruction and danger caused by the eruption: a two metre-high
wall of mud and water had poured down the valley, thankfully
warning had been given ahead and there was no loss of life. To an
evangelical like Patrick Brontë, the Crow Hill Bog Burst stood as a
warning for mankind to repent before the coming end of the world. 

£600 - 800

327
Brontë (Rev. Patrick) THe SIgnS oF THe TIMeS; oR A FAMILIAR TReATISe
oF SoMe PoLITICAL IndICATIon In THe yeAR 1835, half-title, some light
creasing and darkening to upper corners, original printed blue
wrappers, stitched, small label with ink numbering to corner of upper
cover, a few small chips and holes, some light surface soiling or
patches of discolouration, 8vo, Keighley, R.Aked, 1835.

⁂ An exCePTIonAL RARITy, CoPAC LISTS onLy 1 CoPy (BL) And We CAn TRACe
no CoPy AT AuCTIon In THe LAST 50 yeARS. 

The Signs of the Times is essentially Patrick Brontë’s attempt to
defend the Church of england from the attacks of dissenters. Far
from rigidly conservative in his arguments, Patrick in fact accepts
the need for the reformation of the current tithe and church rates
systems, he does however maintain his conviction that dissenters
should not be educated in Church of england universities nor
buried on Church of england ground. 

£200 - 300

328
Brontë (Rev. Patrick) BRonTëAnA: HIS CoLLeCTed WoRKS And LIFe,
edited by J.Horsfall Turner, [one oF 50] LARge PAPeR CoPIeS, plates and
illustrations, prospectus and facsimile Patrick Brontë letter loosely
inserted, A.L.s. dated Dec.18th, 1916, writer and recipient unknown,
mentioning Brontëana loosely inserted, loosely inserted, original blue
cloth, spine slightly darkened, spine ends and corners a little bumped,
light rubbing and discolouration, 4to, Bingley, printed for the Editor
by T.Harrison & Sons, 1898.

⁂ Volume two of a projected four volume set, the rest of which
were never published, the large paper copy is rare and not
recorded by Wise.

£300 - 400

329
Brontë (Emily Jane [pseud. Ellis Bell], novelist and poet, 1818-
48) AuTogRAPH AddReSS To eLLen nuSSey AT HATHeRSAge, annotated
“paid” in right hand corner, on envelope, torn where opened, 3 ink
postal stamps (1 Haworth, 1 Bradford), browned, 60 x 100mm., post
stamp 17th & 18th July 1845.

⁂ Charlotte Brontë had gone on a visit to ellen nussey who was
staying with her brother Henry at his vicarage in Hathersage.

£500 - 700
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330
[Brontë (Charlotte, Emily & Anne)], “Currer, Ellis & Acton Bell”. PoeMS, FIRST edITIon, FIRST ISSue, AuTogRAPH LeTTeR SIgned By CHARLoTTe
BRonTë To AyLoTT & JoneS dISCuSSIng THe FIRST edITIon oF THe PoeMS tipped in at front, errata slip at rear, bookplate to front free endpaper, book
labels and ink stamp to pastedown, original first issue light green cloth, geometrical design and gilt lettering to upper cover, spine plain, neatly
and sympathetically rebacked, retaining original backstrip, spine browned, light fading to margins of covers, preserved in folding chemise and
custom morocco-backed slip-case, [Smith 1 pp. 5-6], 8vo, [ John Hasler, for] Aylott and Jones, 1846.

⁂ THe exCePTIonALLy SCARCe FIRST ISSue oF THe BRonTë SISTeRS’ FIRST PuBLICATIon.

In the autumn of 1845, Charlotte came across a copybook of verse by emily. She quickly discerned that the poems were good enough
to merit publication and urged her sister to consider it. emily’s initial hostility to the idea was overcome in part by Charlotte’s agreeing
to the use of pseudonyms. Charlotte and Anne contributed poems of their own to the collection (ultimately Charlotte supplied 19,
emily and Anne 21 a-piece), and on 28th January 1846, Charlotte wrote to the publishers Aylott & Jones asking if they would be willing
to undertake publication. The publishers agreed and the poems were published at the sisters’ expense of £31 10s. The first issue ran
to 1,000 copies but was sadly not a commercial success with only two copies selling. The sisters sent out copies to authors they admired
in the hope of boosting sales but to no avail, the remaining 961 copies remained unsold on the shelves of Aylott & Jones until they
were purchased by Smith & elder in 1848.

Provenance: Cornelius Paine (ink stamp to pastedown); John A. Spoor (bookplate to front free endpaper); Frank J. Hogan (book label to
pastedown); Arthur A. Houghton Jr. (book label to pastedown, sold lot 55, Christie’s, 13th June, 1979).

£30,000 - 40,000
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331
[Brontë (Charlotte, Emily & Anne)], “Currer, Ellis & Acton Bell”. PoeMS, FIRST edITIon, FIRST ISSue, lacking errata slip, Westleys & Co. binders
label to rear pastedown, light abrasion mark to upper hinge, original green ribbed cloth with harp design covers, spine lettered in gilt, spine
slightly faded, minor bumping to spine ends and corners, some light marking to covers but an excellent example overall, preserved in custom
morocco-backed drop-back box (spine a little faded), 8vo, [Smith 1 pp.5-6 & 12], [ John Hasler, for] Aylott and Jones, 1846.

⁂ An exCeLLenT exAMPLe oF THe SCARCe FIRST ISSue oF THe BRonTë PoeMS In THe RARe InTeRMedIATe STATe, SMITH MenTIonS onLy 7 CoPIeS WITH THe AyLoTT
And JoneS IMPRInT And THe HARP BIndIng.

Following the successes of the Brontë sisters in their publications of 1847 and 1848, Aylott and Jones wrote to Charlotte Brontë to ask
her how they should proceed with regards to the unsold copies of Poems still in their possession. Charlotte in turn wrote to her current
publishers, Smith and elder, ostensibly to ask for their advice, but hinting that they might succeed in the sale of the volumes where
Aylott and Jones had not. Smith and elder decided to reissue the work under their own name and purchased the remaining 961 copies
to be reoffered with a new title page and rebound in the green harp binding. Copies such as this one in the 1848 binding but with the
Aylott and Jones title page likely exist because the binder either neglected or ran out of the new Smith and elder title page. 

Provenance: H.Bradley Martin (auction ticket loosely inserted; sold his sale, lot 2658, Sotheby’s new york, 30th April, 1990).

£15,000 - 20,000
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332
[Brontë (Charlotte, Emily & Anne)], “Currer, Ellis & Acton Bell”.
PoeMS, FIRST AMeRICAn edITIon, 24pp. publisher’s catalogue, light foxing,
ink ownership inscriptions to title, pastedown and front free endpaper,
original dark brown boards, sympathetically rebacked retaining
original backstrip, spine label (chipped and browned), rubbing to
extremities, preserved in custom drop-back box, [Smith 1 pp.14-17],
8vo, Philadelphia, Lew and Blanchard, 1848.

⁂ Published in August 1848 and precedes the second english
issue. 

Provenance: W.H.Welsh (ink ownership inscriptions to title and
pastedown); Thomas d Budd (ink ownership inscription to front
free endpaper).

£600 - 800

333
[Brontë (Charlotte, Emily & Anne)], “Currer, Ellis & Acton Bell”.
PoeMS, FIRST edITIon, second issue, eLLen nuSSey’S CoPy WITH HeR InK
oWneRSHIP InSCRIPTIon to front free endpaper, errata slip, advertisement
f., 16pp. publisher’s catalogue dated November 1849, some light
marginal marking or surface soiling, light ink staining to extreme foot
of later pp., Westleys & Co. binders label to rear pastedown, book
seller’s blindstamp to front free endpaper, bookplate to pastedown,
original ribbed green cloth with harp design to covers, spine browned,
spine ends strengthened and repaired, corners bumped, covers with
light browning to margins, some small ink marks and light surface
soiling, [Smith 1 pp.6-14], 8vo, Smith, Elder and Co., 1846 [but 1848].

⁂ An exCeLLenT ASSoCIATIon CoPy oF THe SeCond ISSue. 

ellen nussey (1817-97), lifelong friend and correspondent of
Charlotte Brontë.

until around 1850 the Brontë sisters kept the true identities of
Currer, ellis and Acton Bell as close a secret as they could manage.
Juliet Barker surmises however that nussey likely became aware
of their true identities during a short holiday with Charlotte in
September 1848 ( Juliet Barker, The Brontës, pp.528-9). This would
likely explain then why ellen nussey was not one of the two
purchasers of the 1846 Aylott and Jones edition but made sure
to acquire the Smith, elder and Co. reissue when it appeared in
november 1848.

Provenance: ellen nussey (ink ownership inscription); Butler
Wood (bookplate).

£1,000 - 1,500

334
[Brontë (Charlotte, Emily & Anne)], “Currer, Ellis & Acton Bell”.
PoeMS, FIRST edITIon, second issue, errata slip, advertisement f., Westleys
& Co. binders label to rear pastedown, original ribbed green cloth with
harp design to covers, light fading to spine and margins of covers, but
an excellent, sharp example overall, preserved in custom slip-case,
[Smith 1 pp.6-14], 8vo, Smith, Elder and Co., 1846 [but 1848].

⁂ A SuPeRB exAMPLe oF THe SeCond ISSue, SCARCe In SuCH IMMACuLATe
CondITIon. 

£1,000 - 1,500
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335
[Brontë (Emily and Anne)], “Ellis and Acton Bell”. WuTHeRIng HeIgHTS; AgneS
gRey, together 3 vol. (as issued), FIRST edITIonS, a mixed set, some light soiling and
creasing to corners (heavier to Agnes Grey), Agnes Grey with marginal browning to
title, C7 and O5 with neatly repaired tears to margins and E2 with closed tear to
foot, vol.1 & 2 contemporary half calf, rebacked preserving original backstrip,
extremities rubbed, vol.3 modern antique-style half calf to match, spines gilt, [Smith
3 pp.60-63], 8vo, Thomas Cautley Newby, 1847.

⁂ THe RARe FIRST edITIonS oF THe TWo SISTeRS’ FIRST noVeLS. WuTHeRIng HeIgHTS IS one
oF THe gReAT RoMAnTIC WoRKS And ReMAInS one oF THe MoST PoPuLAR noVeLS In THe
engLISH LAnguAge. 

Wuthering Heights and Agnes Grey were written during the remarkable 1846-
47 period that also saw Charlotte write The Professor and Jane Eyre. These two
novels, along with The Professor were sent as a trio to publishers from July
1846, meeting with uniform rejection until around a year later the publisher
Thomas Cautley Newby expressed an interest in the novels of emily and Anne.
The terms offered to the sisters were poor: between them they had to raise
£50 to cover publication costs, to be repaid if and when the novels raised
enough money through sales (neither sister saw a penny). nevertheless the
sisters accepted, however Thomas Cautley Newby, essentially a one-man
operation, moved slowly and their novels were not published until two months
after Jane Eyre and even then filled with the errors the authors had hoped
would be expunged at the proof stages. The exact number of copies printed
is unclear although Charlotte would later mention in a letter of September
1850 that newby had undertaken to print 350 copies before subsequently
declaring that he had printed only 250.

£60,000 - 80,000
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336
[Brontë (Emily)] WuTHeRIng HeIgHTS. A noVeL. By the author of
“Jane eyre”, FIRST AMeRICAn edITIon, light foxing, Cavendish Circulating
Library label to front free endpaper, original cloth, spine slightly
darkened, spine ends and corners a little bumped with small chip to
head of spine, some light rubbing but a sharp and excellent copy
overall, [Smith 3 pp.74-75], New York, Harper & Brothers, 1848.

⁂ The first American edition and second overall, published only
five months after the true first edition, rare in the original cloth
and in such good condition. The misattribution on the title (an
issue that would plague the sisters until Charlotte revealed their
true identities in her preface to the second edition of Wuthering
Heights) was partly the result of a deliberate attempt by Thomas
newby to confuse the authorship in order to extract more money
from the American publishers. 

£3,000 - 4,000

337
[Brontë (Emily)] WuTHeRIng HeIgHTS. A noVeL. By the author of
“Jane eyre”, 2 vol., FIRST AMeRICAn edITIon, foxed, occasional creasing
and chips to margins, vol.1 first gathering damp-stained at top
corner, original printed wrappers, cocked, vol.1 spine chipped and
worn with loss to some text and lacking lower cover, vol.3 spine a little
worn and chipped at ends, ink ownership inscription to upper cover,
light marking to covers, creasing and some wear to extremities, [Smith
3 pp.73-74], 8vo, New York, Harper & Brothers, 1848.

⁂ By far the scarcer of the two first editions, the wrappered issue
appears to have been prepared in haste: vol.1 breaks off mid-
sentence and vol.2 was printed without its own title page. 

Provenance: Philip Wells (ink ownership inscription to upper
covers).

£3,000 - 4,000

338
[Brontë (Emily)] WuTHeRIng HeIgHTS: A noVeL. By the author of
“Jane eyre”, early American edition, a little browned, occasional
spotting, small contemporary ink inscription to title, later wrappers,
[Smith 3 pp.76-9], 8vo, Boston, Coolidge & Wiley, 1848.

⁂ Rare, Smith was unable to locate any copy with the original
wrappers intact.

£150 - 200
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339
[Brontë (Anne)] AgneS gRey. An AuToBIogRAPHy, FIRST AMeRICAn
edITIon, occasional light foxing and toning to margins, ink ownership
inscription to title, modern cloth, [Smith 3 pp.79-80], 8vo,
Philadelphia, T.B.Peterson, [1849].

⁂ RARe, We CAn TRACe no oTHeR CoPy AT AuCTIon.

£200 - 300

340

340
[Brontë (Emily and Anne)], “Ellis and Acton Bell”. WuTHeRIng
HeIgHTS; AgneS gRey, 1 vol. as issued, second English edition, second
issue with title dated 1851, half-title, 1f. advertisements at front, 16pp.
publisher’s catalogue dated April 1851 at rear, occasional scattered
spotting, small blind-stamp to front free endpaper, Cardigan Book
Society form loosely inserted, original cloth, sympathetically rebacked
retaining original backstrip, backstrip faded, covers a little rubbed and
faded, [Smith 3 pp.63-69], 8vo, 1851 [but 1850].

⁂ Around September 1850 Smith, Elder & Co. wrote to Charlotte
to suggest that they take over publication of Wuthering Heights and
Agnes Grey from Thomas Cautley Newby. Charlotte agreed and
included a biographical preface regarding ellis and Acton Bell in
order both to clear up the confusions surrounding the authorship
of the Brontë novels as well as to reveal the true identity of the
Bells. 

The Cardigan Book Society was likely a circulating library, the form
includes a list of members with manuscript dates of lending and
their remarks. 

£1,500 - 2,000

341
Hall (Edna Clarke, 1879-1979) STudy FoR HAReTon (ReCTo); STudy oF
A CRoSS SeCTIon oF An InTeRIoR (VeRSo), pen and brown ink, on wove
paper, inscribed ‘Self Study/ Hareton’, 230 x 180 mm. (9 x 7 in), small
repaired nicks and tears, faint handling creases, and folds, minor
surface dirt and browning, 1902. 

⁂ For a comparative work see ‘Study for Catherine’ held in the
Tate collection (see acc. no.: A01072). edna Clarke Hall (1879-
1979) was a watercolour artist, etcher, lithographer and
draughtsman who is mainly known for her many illustrations of
Wuthering Heights. Hall added to this body of work throughout
her life, and purportedly produced the related drawings and
watercolours during periods of emotional distress. When one
understands this working method, the inscription ‘self-study of
Hareton’, while at first confusing, begins to appear possibly as a
reference to the shared emotion between the character depicted
and the artist herself at the point in time of its creation.

£150 - 250
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342
Hall (Edna Clarke, 1879-1979) CATHy And HeATHCLIFF In FRonT oF A
FIRe, pen and brown ink, watercolour, on wove paper, with further ink
sketches verso and inscribed ‘Property of Redfern Gallery’, 350 x 240
mm. (13¾ x9½ in), small nicks and a tear to lower edge, faint handling
creases and folds, minor surface dirt and browning, [probably circa
1910-1930]

Provenance: Redfern gallery, London (according to inscription on
reverse)

exhibited: Possibly the Redfern gallery, London, May 1941.

£200 - 300

343
Hall (Edna Clarke, 1879-1979) CATHy And HeATHCLIFF KneeLIng
TogeTHeR BeSIde A MIRRoR, monochrome watercolour, on wove tracing
paper, 290 x 380 mm. (11½ x 15 in), small nicks and a tears, with
some restoration to edges, folds and handling creases, minor surface
dirt and browning, [probably circa 1910-1930].

£100 - 150

344
Hall (Edna Clarke, 1879-1979) SeVen SHeeTS oF FIguRe STudIeS,
PRoBABLy ReLATIng To WuTHeRIng HeIgHTS, graphite, pen and black ink,
wash, on various wove, laid, and tracing papers, various sizes, from
c. 140 x 140 mm. (5½ x 5½ in) to 260 x 205 mm. (10¼ x 8⅛ in), small
nicks and a tears, some minor folds and handling creases, minor
surface dirt and browning, [probably circa 1910-1930].

£100 - 150

345
Holmes (Sir Charles John, KCVO RWS, 1868-1936) gIMMeRTon
CHuRCHyARd, oil on canvas, signed and dated lower left, 460 x 815
mm. (18 x 32¼ in), unlined, with very fine craquelure, 1916. 

Provenance: Abbott & Holder

⁂ Holmes was both a painter and art historian, and was
appointed director of the national Portrait gallery in 1909. He
held one-man shows at the Carfax gallery, Piccadilly, in 1909,
1911 and 1913; The Fine Art Society held a memorial exhibition
in London in 1937.

£400 - 600
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346
Smith (Percy John Delf, 1882-1948) WuTHeRIng HeIgHTS, the
complete set of five plates, with title page, etchings and drypoint,
on antique Dutch laid paper, each signed and inscribed in pencil,
numbered 16 from an edition of 25, various sizes, each c. 205 x 250
mm. (8⅛ x 9⅞ in), or the reverse, unframed, presented in uniform
cream mounts, in blue cloth portfolio with printed label on upper
cover, folio, published by Colnaghi, 1923

£600 - 800

347
Freedman (Barnett, 1901-1958) TeST SHeeT oF 16 PRooF BooK
ILLuSTRATIonS FoR WuTHeRIng HeIgHTS, colour lithograph on wove
paper, 945 x 580 mm. (37¼ x 22¾ in), under glass, minor surface dirt
and light browning, [published by The Heritage Press of New York,
printed by the Curwen Press, 1940].

£200 - 300

348
Eichenberg (Fritz, 1901-1990) A gRouP oF FouR PRInTed BooK
ILLuSTRATIonS FoR WuTHeRIng HeIgHTS, proof impressions, for Random
House’s two volume 1943-45 edition of Jane eyre & Wuthering
Heights, wood-engravings, from an unnumbered proof edition, on
thin cream japon paper, each signed and inscribed in pencil, each
sheet approx. 305 x 230 mm. (12 x 9 in), unframed, [circa 1943-45].

Provenance: The estate of the artist

⁂ Born in germany, but in the uSA from 1933, eichenberg is
acknowledged as one of the leading wood-engravers of his
generation. eichenberg produced numerous illustrations to
accompany many classics of world literature. The original blocks
for the present works are now part of the eichenberg Archive at
yale’s Sterling Library. 

£200 - 300
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349
Lowry (Laurence Stephen, 1887-1976) STudy FoR ‘A HouSe on THe
MooR, “HeATHCLIFF’S HouSe”‘, ball point pen and blue ink, on wove
paper, 150 x 255 mm. (5⅞ x 10 in), with graphite set design study
verso, by Frank Bradley, numerous annotations, one or two areas of
expert restoration to the extremity of sheet, [circa 1949-1950].

Provenance: gifted to Frank Bradley by the artist (sold with
accompanying letter from Frank Bradley);

Sale: Phillips, Leeds, 18th october, 1989, lot 353; where
purchased by the present owner.

Literature: cf. M. Collis, The Discovery of L.S. Lowry, London 1951,
pl. 24 for the related oil painting.

⁂ Lowry executed a painting of the same subject in 1950, and the
present sketch undertaken en plein air is a preliminary study for
the finished work (see Collis, op. cit., pl.24). The isolation of the
house, a recurring motif of Lowry’s, was first explored by the artist
in the 1930s in a group of drawings associated under the title ‘old
House’ (see Mervyn Levy, Drawings of L.S. Lowry, Jupiter books,
London, 1973, no.121), and was to continue late into the artist’s
career; Lowry revisited the subject location in the present drawing
again in 1964, with ‘Houses on the Moors’ (see Levy, op. cit., 1973,
no. 219). Lowry was clearly fascinated by isolated architectural
spaces that were devoid of human life, and their ability to still
facilitate an exploration of human existence.

“For Lowry, nature offers no sanctuary, nowhere to shelter, unless
it be a solitary farmhouse locked into the bleak empty landscape
... He saw derelict houses as fitting images to express his own
sense of alienation from the world.” [M. Howard Lowry A Visionary
Artist, Salford, 2000, pp. 220-1].

The artist Frank Bradley was a long time friend and artistic
companion of Lowry’s, with the two men often going on walks
together deep into derbyshire and the yorkshire Moors. The
present drawing was the product of one of these artistic sojourns,
with Bradley himself noting that it was “drawn by [Lowry] when
we trudged over The Moors to the old farmhouse in 1949 (circa).
Later we both made oil paintings of this fine building.

£2,000 - 3,000

350
Andrew (Susan, 20th century) “... By dAy I AM SuRRounded By HeR
IMAge”, WuTHeRIng HeIgHTS, pen and black ink, on wove paper, signed
and inscribed ‘... by day I am surrounded by her image’ in pencil, lower
centre, 310 x 560 mm. (12¼ x 22 in), under glass, minor surface dirt.

Provenance: Sale: Sotheby’s, English Literature and History, 15th
december 1992, lot 432 (part lot)

exhibited: City of Manchester education Committee, label on
reverse, number eRM/1274.

£80 - 120
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351
[Brontë (Charlotte)] JAne eyRe. An AuToBIogRAPHy. edITed By CuRReR BeLL, 3 vol., FIRST edITIon, half-titles, vol.1 with advertisement fly leaf dated
June 1847, 32 pp. publisher’s catalogue dated October 1847 and Calcutta Review advertisement f., ink ownership stamps to front and rear
endpapers, 20th century brown crushed half morocco, spines slightly faded, light rubbing to extremities, t.e.g., [Smith 2 pp.22-24], 8vo, Smith,
Elder and Co., 1847.

⁂ CHARLoTTe BRonTë’S MASTeRPIeCe, A CoRneRSTone oF VICToRIAn LITeRATuRe And An IMMenSeLy IMPoRTAnT WoRK In THe deVeLoPMenT oF THe engLISH
noVeL. 

Along with emily and Anne, Charlotte had set about writing a novel in earnest following the publication of the Poems. In July 1846 they
began the rounds of sending the manuscripts of their “three tales” (Wuthering Heights, Agnes Grey and The Professor) to potential
publishers, none met with immediate success. emily and Anne eventually found publishers for their works but Charlotte’s failed to gain
any interest. In July 1847, Charlotte sent the manuscript to Smith, elder and Co. who, after a delay, replied to her to say that while they
would not publish this work they liked her writing and would like to see anything of hers written in the more fashionable three volume
format. Charlotte had at that point been nearing completion of Jane Eyre and seized the opportunity; completing and sending off the
fair copy in just two weeks. The publishers were enthused by this new work and it was published in october 1847.

Provenance: J.H.Reid (ink stamp to front and rear endpapers).

£20,000 - 30,000
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352
[Brontë (Charlotte)], “Currer Bell”. JAne eyRe: An AuToBIogRAPHy,
3 vol., second edition, half-titles, vol.1 with 9pp. Opinions of the Press
at front and 34pp. publisher’s catalogue dated January 1848 at rear,
occasional foxing or spotting, small ink ownership inscription to front
free endpaper, vol.2 lower hinge weak and with some pulling to
gathering, vol.1 & 3 hinges split but holding firm, some marking and
occasional tearing to front and rear pastedowns from removal of
labels, original cloth, spines faded, spine ends and corners a little
bumped, vol.2 with splits to spine and lower hinges, rubbed, preserved
in custom drop-backed box (faded at spine), [Smith 2 pp. 24-27], 8vo,
Smith, Elder and Co., 1848.

⁂ For the second edition, Charlotte decided to include a preface,
partly in order to thank her reading public and publishers but also
to defend her work from critics who accused it of being an
“improper book”. She also decided to dedicate the work to a
literary hero of hers: William Makepeace Thackeray, a seemingly
innocent gesture that had a number of unintended
consequences. Living as Charlotte did far away from London, she
was unaware of the tragic story of Thackeray’s personal life: that
his wife had gone insane and been incarcerated at an institution.
The inevitable comparisons with Mr Rochester led to fevered
speculation that Currer Bell had been a governess in Thackeray’s
household and that Jane Eyre had been based upon her
experiences there. Though Charlotte was mortified when she
discovered this, her reaction would likely have been mollified by
a letter from Thackeray himself, thanking her for “the greatest
compliment I have ever received in my life”.

£600 - 800

353
[Brontë (Charlotte)], “Currer Bell”. JAne eyRe: An AuToBIogRAPHy,
3 vol., third edition, half-titles, vol.1 with 2pp. advertisements to front
and 16pp. publisher’s catalogue dated September 1849 to rear, vol.3
with 8pp. Opinions of the Press to rear, some occasional light spotting
and marginal finger-soiling, ink ownership inscription to head of vol.1
title, bookplates to pastedowns, original cloth, spines faded, spine
ends and corners a little bumped, rubbed, recased and hinges
strengthened, [Smith 2 pp.29-30], 8vo, Smith, Elder and Co., 1848.

⁂ For the third edition the publishers asked Charlotte if she would
like to contribute some illustrations of her own; she declined the
offer but elected instead to include a note to the reader in the
hope of dispelling the rumour that Currer had written all of the
Bell novels to date: “If, therefore, the authorship of other works
of fiction has been attributed to me, an honour is awarded where
it is not merited; and consequently, denied what is justly due.”

Provenance: george Treweeke Scobell (ink ownership inscription
to title and bookplate to pastedowns).

£300 - 400

354
[Brontë (Charlotte)], “Currer Bell”. JAne eyRe: An AuToBIogRAPHy,
3 vol., third edition, half-titles, vol.1 with 2pp. advertisements to front
and 16pp. publisher’s catalogue dated May 1848 at rear, vol.3 with
8pp. Opinions of the Press at rear, some light toning and occasional
light finger-marking to margins, oRIgInAL VARIAnT gReen CLoTH, recased,
later spine labels, spines discoloured, rubbed and marked, [Smith 2
pp.29-30], 8vo, Smith, Elder and Co., 1848.

⁂ A RARe VARIAnT, PoSSIBLy TRIAL BIndIng, unReCoRded By SMITH, We CAn
TRACe no oTHeR CoPy In A LIKe BIndIng.

£400 - 600
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355
[Brontë (Charlotte)] JAne eyRe. An AuToBIogRAPHy. edITed By CuRReR
BeLL, FIRST AMeRICAn edITIon, advertisement f. with Webster’s Dictionary
to recto and Harper’s New Catalogue to verso, occasional foxing or
spotting, light damp stain to foot, modern calf-backed boards, [Smith
2 pp.41-45], 8vo, New York, Harper & Brothers, 1848.

⁂ THe RARe FIRST AMeRICAn edITIon, THe FIRST oF THRee To Be RuSHed ouT
By SePARATe PuBLISHeRS In THe SPACe oF A yeAR.

£150 - 200

356
[Brontë (Charlotte)] JAne eyRe. An AuToBIogRAPHy. edITed By CuRReR
BeLL, second American edition, 1p. advertisements, occasional light
foxing, ownership inscriptions to endpaper and bookplates to
pastedown, original cloth, spine a little discoloured, spine ends and
corners bumped, small chip to upper joint, a little rubbed, still an
excellent copy overall, preserved in custom drop-back box, [Smith 2
p.48], 8vo, Boston, Wilkins, Carter & Co., 1848.

⁂ THe FIRST AMeRICAn edITIon To Be PuBLISHed In CLoTH, SCARCe.

Provenance: Henry Frederick Phinney (bookplate); Silas Kinne
(library label and pencil inscription); elsee L.K. doubleday (ink
inscription). 

£200 - 300

357
[Brontë (Charlotte)] JAne eyRe. An AuToBIogRAPHy. edITed By CuRReR
BeLL, third American edition, 1 p. advertisement, lacking front free
endpaper, first 1f. browned and with ink ownership inscription,
newspaper clipping laid down on pastedown, original cloth, spine
ends and corners a little bumped, light rubbing and marking to
covers, an excellent copy overall, [not in Smith], 8vo, Boston, William
D. Ticknor & Co., 1848.

⁂ The third of three American editions brought out by different
publishers within the same year, seemingly scarce in commerce.

£150 - 200

358
Brontë (Charlotte) JAne eyRe ou LeS MÉMoIReS d’une InSTITuTRICe,
translated by Mme. Lesbazeilles-Souvestre, 2 vol., FIRST FRenCH
edITIon, half-titles, light foxing, contemporary morocco-backed boards,
spines gilt, a little rubbed, Paris, D. Giraud, 1854; and 2 others,
French editions of Wuthering Heights, 8vo (3)

£200 - 300
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359
Jane Eyre.- Norton (Caroline Elizabeth Sarah, author and law
reform campaigner, 1808-77) AuTogRAPH LeTTeR SIgned To LAdy
dACRe, 4pp., 8vo, Bowood Park, [Wiltshire], 12th January [1848],
praising Jane Eyre, and speculating on the identity of its author, “...
I hope Mrs Butler prospers: I hear she will be in London for a
while. I never for an instant thought Jane Eyre likely to be hers. nor,
except the power & talent shewn in it, is there any apparent
reason should give it to her. It is a very remarkable book, whoever
wrote it, and one which made a deep impression on me”, folds,
slightly browned. 

£500 - 700

360
Ferguson (William James, fl. 1849-1886) “WHeRe THe Sun HAd gone
doWn In SIMPLe STATe”, JAne eyRe, CHAPTeR 23, watercolour, heightened
with gum arabic, traces of graphite, on wove paper, signed and
inscribed to card label attached to reverse of frame, 125 x 180 mm.
(4⅞ x 7⅛ in), under glass.

£200 - 300

361
Wheelhouse (Mary V., ?-1933) THe HILLS Beyond MARSH gLen SenT
THe AnSWeR FAInTLy BACK; THey WenT, SHuTTIng THe dooR, And LoCKIng IT
BeHInd THeM; I TooK A SeAT: ST JoHn STood neAR Me, three works, pen
and black ink, watercolour, each signed and the second mentioned
dated lower left, each approx. 230 x 155 mm. (9 x 6⅛ in), the first two
under glass, the latter unframed, [circa 1911-1913]; together with
a copy of Charlotte Brontë’s ‘Jane eyre’ with illustrations by
Wheelhouse, g. Bell & Sons, 1911.

exhibited: ‘Jane eyre’: Women’s International Art Club (WIAC)
exhibition, Turin, 1913 (label on reverse)

Illustrated: ‘Jane eyre’, published by g. Bell & Sons Ltd., 1911
(colour frontispiece, p. 8, and p. 460, respectively)

£300 - 500
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362

363

362
Eichenberg (Fritz, 1901-1990) A gRouP oF FouR PRInTed BooK
ILLuSTRATIonS FoR JAne eyRe, proof impressions, for Random House’s
two volume 1943-45 edition of Jane eyre & Wuthering Heights,
wood-engravings, from an unnumbered proof edition, on thin cream
japon paper, each signed and inscribed in pencil, each sheet approx.
305 x 230 mm. (12 x 9 in), unframed, [circa 1943-45].

Provenance: The estate of the artist.

£200 - 300

363
Film Poster.- ‘JAne eyRe By CHARLoTTe BRonTë’, dIReCTed By RoBeRT
STeVenSon, starring orson Welles, and Joan Fontaine, colour
lithograph, 920 x 350 mm. (36¼ x 13¾ in), central horizontal folds,
nicks and tears, some restoration visible, surface dirt, Twentieth
Century Fox, [1944]; together with an opera poster of Wuthering
Heights composed by Bernard Hermann, signed by the artist
Carey Wong, offset-lithograph, 600 x 440 mm. (23¾ x 17¼ in), and
with the original artwork for the poster, acrylic on canvas board,
980 x 680 mm. (38½ x 26¾ in) § Whitman (Rosalind, 20th century)
Lockewood’s dream, etching and aquatint, signed and dated lower
right, a proof impression, 340 x 250 mm. (13½ x 9¾ in), 1997, (4).

£80 - 120

364
Mendelson (Anthony, 1915-1996) CoSTuMe deSIgn FoR RoCHeSTeR
(KeITH MICHeLL) In JAne eyRe, AT THe CHICHeSTeR THeATRe, 1986,
watercolour and gouache, on brown coloured card, signed, dated,
and annotated in white chalk, 545 x 400 mm. (21½ x 15¾ in), surface
dirt, abrasion, unframed, 1986.

⁂ For comparative works, see the Victoria & Albert collection,
where 19 original costume designs by Mendelson are held in their
permanent collection.

£60 - 80
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365
[Brontë (Anne)] “Acton Bell”. THe TenAnT oF WILdFeLL HALL, 3 vol.,
FIRST edITIon, FIRST ISSue, vol.1 half-title (as called for), vol.1 title supplied
from another copy, 2pp. advertisements to rear of vol.1, light spotting
and finger-soiling, occasional corner creasing, contemporary cloth,
sympathetically rebacked preserving original backstrip, printed paper
labels to spines (rubbed and browned), corners strengthened, rubbed,
[Smith 4 pp.88-91], 8vo, T. C. Newby, 1848.

⁂ THe FIRST edITIon oF THIS LAndMARK In FeMInIST LITeRATuRe.

The Tenant of Wildfell Hall was released in June 1848 to a largely
critical press, much was made of its supposed coarseness and
depiction of graphic themes. despite (or even because of) the
negative reviews, the novel sold well and a second edition was
published just six weeks after the first. Following Anne’s death,
Charlotte declined to have the novel reprinted, famously stating
“For my part, I consider the subject unfortunately chosen - it was
one the author was not qualified to handle at once vigorously
and truthfully.” After Charlotte’s death Thomas Hodgson
undertook reprinting a heavily-edited version of the work, a form
that was sadly continued until the 1990s when the first edition
text was reprinted and the novel could again be appreciated in
its intended form.

£6,000 - 8,000

366
[Brontë (Anne)] “Acton Bell”. THe TenAnT oF WILdFeLL HALL, FIRST
AMeRICAn edITIon, 2pp. advertisements, foxing, contemporary review
from Graham’s magazine loosely inserted, contemporary blind-
stamped cloth, spine gilt, spine ends and corners a little bumped,
spine slightly faded, some light rubbing and marking to covers but
still an excellent example overall, [Smith 4 pp.105-106], 8vo, New York,
Harper & Brothers, 1848.

⁂ SCARCe In THe oRIgInAL CLoTH And In SuCH good CondITIon.

£600 - 800
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367
Brontë [married name Nicholls], Charlotte [pseud. Currer
Bell], novelist, 1816-55) AuTogRAPH AddReSS PAneL oF A LeTTeR SenT
To HeR FATHeR, ReV. PATRICK BRonTë & with AuTogRAPH noTe By PATRICK
BRonTë, sending a sample of Charlotte Brontë’s handwriting, “The
handwriting of Currer Bell - The many applications have
prevented me from having any more to send P.B.”, 2 circular ink
post stamps, folds, 178 x 100mm., post stamp 19th June 1849 [&
later note by Patrick Brontë after 1855].

⁂ Anne Brontë died in Scarborough on Monday, 28 May 1849.
Shortly after Charlotte and ellen nussey moved ten miles along
the coast to Filey. From there they moved to the Hudsons at
easton Farm before Charlotte returned to Haworth on 20 June. It
seems likely that this letter, addressed to her father was to
announce her return home after the death of Anne.

“A year ago - had a prophet warned me how I should stand in June
1849 - how stripped and bereaved - had he foretold the autumn,
the winter, the spring of sickness and suffering to be gone through
- I should have thought - this can never be endured. It is over.
Branwell - emily - Anne are gone like dreams... . one by one I have
watched them fall asleep on my arm - and closed their glazed eyes
- I have seen them buried one by one... .” - Charlotte Brontë.

£600 - 800

368
[Brontë (Charlotte)], “Currer Bell”. SHIRLey. A TALe, 3 vol., FIRST
edITIon, vol.1 with 16pp. publisher’s catalogue dated October 1849,
vol.3 with 3pp. Opinions of the Press at rear, vol.1 with ink ownership
inscription to front free endpaper, bookplates to pastedowns, original
cloth, a little shaken with some minor shelf-lean, spines slightly faded,
spine ends and corners a little bumped and worn, some splitting to
joints, light rubbing and marking, preserved in custom half morocco
boxes with hinged lids, spines gilt, [Smith 5 pp.112-117], 8vo, Smith,
Elder and Co., 1849.

⁂ Charlotte had begun writing Shirley in the spring of 1848, still
buoyed by the success of Jane Eyre. Writing though would not
come as easily to her as it did previously and progress was
ultimately stalled by the crushing tragedy of loosing her three
siblings in less than a year. Charlotte persevered however and the
novel was published in october 1846.

Provenance: oliver Brett, Viscount esher (armorial bookplate); H.
Bradley Martin (bookplate; sold his sale, Sotheby’s new york, 30
April 1990, lot 2655)

£1,500 - 2,000
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369
[Brontë (Charlotte)], “Currer Bell”. SHIRLey. A TALe, FIRST AMeRICAn
edITIon, 2pp. advertisements at front, 13pp. advertisements at rear,
foxing, original second state wrappers with 135 titles listed on inside
lower cover, covers and spine creased and with some toning, spine
ends chipped, rubbed, still a very good copy of a fragile book,
preserved in custom morocco-backed drop back box, [Smith 5
pp.125-128], 8vo, New York, Harper & Brothers, 1850 [but 1849].

⁂ This copy with the rare additional lines on p. 206 mentioned by
Smith p.125 n.6. Smith can trace no other edition with these lines. 

£200 - 300

370
[Brontë (Charlotte)], “Currer Bell”. SHIRLey. A TALe, FIRST AMeRICAn
edITIon, foxed, 4pp. advertisements, original cloth, spine faded, minor
bumping to spine ends and corners, rubbed, [Smith 5 pp. 128-129],
8vo, New York, Harper & Brothers, 1850 [but 1849].

£200 - 300

371
Brontë ([married name Nicholls], Charlotte [pseud. Currer
Bell], novelist, 1816-55) AuTogRAPH LeTTeR SIgned To MARTHA BRoWn,
1p., 8vo, n.p. [?Gloucester Terrace], n.d. [? Monday 24th June 1850],
the day before Charlotte Brontë travelled up to Brookroyd in
Birstall, the home of ellen nussey, “dear Martha, Be so kind as to
send immediately the box with my bonnet which was altered at
Halifax - it must be directed Brookroyd Birstal[l] Leeds where I am
going tomorrow - you can send it by the postman in Keighley -
and tell him to forward it by the passenger train - as it will come
more quickly - I hope you are not cleaning or bustling about much
this hot weather - give my love to Tabby and believe me yours in
haste C Brontë,” folds, browned.

⁂Martha Brown (1828-80), housekeeper. Martha was a long and
loyal servant of the Brontë family, having been employed from the
age of 11 in 1839 after the only other servant, Tabitha Ayckroyd
broke her leg badly. Her duties ranged from basic washing,
cleaning and laying fires to running errands, and, after Tabby’s
death, preparing food. She was also called on to help nurse the
sick of the household, and for all this was paid £6 a year, rising to
£10 a year by 1858.

Included with this lot is a letter from Margaret Smith, editor of The
Letters of Charlotte Brontë, giving her opinion of the place and date
of this letter.

£4,000 - 6,000

372
Brontë ([married name Nicholls], Charlotte [pseud. Currer
Bell], novelist, 1816-55) AuTogRAPH AddReSS To MISS eLLen nuSSey,
BIRSTAL, LeedS, on envelope, annotated “Pd” in left hand corner, Penny
Red stamp in right hand corner, 72 x 120mm., post mark 22nd May
1850.

⁂ From a letter written while Charlotte Brontë had been in
London as a guest of her publisher, george Smith, where she
visited the Royal Academy, dined with Thackeray and sat for her
portrait by george Richmond.

Provenance: Accompanying envelope with ink inscription: “This
contains an envelope addressed by Charlotte Brontë to her friend
Miss nussey. It was bought with others at the sale of Miss
nussey’s effects (1898) by my friend Alice needham née Taylor, &
given by her to me July 1898 Annie... Hobson.”

£500 - 700
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373
[Brontë (Charlotte)], “Currer Bell”. VILLeTTe, 3 vol., FIRST edITIon,
16pp. advertisements dated March 1854, bookplates to pastedowns,
original cloth, vol.1 a little cocked, spines browned, vol.1 & 2 with neat
repairs along lower joints, minor bumping to spine ends and corners,
rubbed, still in effect an excellent set, [Smith 6 pp.138-142], 8vo, Smith,
Elder & Co., 1853.

⁂ SCARCe In THe oRIgInAL CLoTH And In SuCH good CondITIon, potentially
a late issue with the advertisements dated March 1854.

Charlotte began writing Villette in earnest in the spring of 1852,
she had begun to dislike the celebrity that the Currer Bell name
brought with it however and asked that the novel be published
anonymously. george Smith however managed to persuade her
that this would harm the novel’s chances and lead to a
subsequent drop in sales. The novel was ultimately published
under the Currer name in January 1853.

Provenance: Robert Carter (armorial bookplate).

£1,500 - 2,000

374
[Brontë (Charlotte)], “Currer Bell”. VILLeTTe, FIRST AMeRICAn edITIon,
2pp. advertisement at front, 18pp. advertisements at rear, occasional
light foxing, original cloth, spine faded and chipped at head, spine
ends and corners a little chipped, some ink staining along joints, still
excellent overall, [Smith 6 pp.152-153], 8vo, New York, Harper &
Brothers, 1853.

£200 - 300

375
[Brontë (Charlotte)], “Currer Bell”. VILLeTTe, FIRST AMeRICAn edITIon,
lacking advertisements, occasional soiling, modern cloth, [Smith 6 pp.
146-152], 8vo, New York, Harper & Brothers, 1853.

£100 - 150

376
Death of Charlotte Brontë.- Jameson [Anna, writer and art
historian, 1794-1860) AuTogRAPH LeTTeR SIgned To MRS. gASKeLL,
4pp., 8vo, Ealing, Easter Sunday [31st March 1855], commenting on
the death of Charlotte Brontë, “How shocked you will have been
by the death of Charlotte Brontë - I started - & felt as if a light had
been extinguished”, and thanking her for sending North & South,
“I have not yet had time to study the alterations”, folds, remains of
album stub.

⁂ elizabeth gaskell met Charlotte Brontë for the first time in 1850;
her celebrated Life appeared in 1857.

£300 - 400
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Brontë Sisters.- P. (W.P.) JoTTIngS on CuRReR, eLLIS, And ACTon BeLL,
original printed wrappers, ink signature on upper wrapper, browned,
stitched as issued, 8vo, 1856.

⁂ Scarce.

£300 - 400

378
[Brontë (Charlotte)], “Currer Bell”. THe PRoFeSSoR. A TALe, 2 vol.,
FIRST edITIon, ARTHuR BeLL nICHoLLS’ CoPy with his ink ownership
inscription to front free endpaper, half-titles, 2pp. advertisements at
end of vol.1, 16pp. publisher’s catalogue dated June 1857 and 8pp.
advertisements for the works of Currer Bell to rear of vol.2, Smith,
original cloth, spines faded, rubbed but a sharp and excellent set
overall, preserved in custom morocco-backed drop back box, [Smith
7 pp.162-166], 8vo, Elder & Co., 1857.

⁂ THe FIRST edITIon oF CHARLoTTe BRonTë’S PoSTHuMouSLy PuBLISHed
noVeL WITH A SuPeRB PRoVenAnCe.

Arthur Bell nicholls (1819-1906) husband of Charlotte Brontë.
Along with elizabeth gaskell he oversaw publication of The
Professor and defended it against any attempts to excise or edit
it, he also wrote a short preface to be included in the first edition.

£1,500 - 2,000

379
[Brontë (Charlotte)], “Currer Bell”. THe PRoFeSSoR, FIRST AMeRICAn
edITIon, 1p. advertisements at front, 6pp. advertisements at rear, light
foxing, original cloth, spine slightly faded, spine ends and corners a
little bumped, a little rubbed and marked, still very good overall,
[Smith 7 pp.172-173], 8vo, New York, Harper & Brothers, 1857.

£150 - 200

380
Gaskell (Elizabeth C.) THe LIFe oF CHARLoTTe BRonTë, fourth edition,
SIgned InSCRIPTIon FRoM PATRICK BRonTë “InCuMBenT oF HAWoRTH,
yoRKSHIRe, MARCH 19TH 1859” to half-title, portrait frontispiece,
woodcut vignette title, 14pp. advertisements dated August 1858 at
rear, original cloth, spine slightly darkened, spine tips and corners
slightly bumped, a little rubbed, still a near-fine example overall, 8vo,
Smith, Elder & Co., 1858.

⁂ A SuPeRB CoPy oF one oF THe gReAT LITeRARy BIogRAPHIeS InSCRIBed By
one oF THe Key CHARACTeRS In CHARLoTTe BRonTë’S LIFe.

The Life of Charlotte Brontë was first published in March 1857 and
swiftly became a best-seller, running through numerous editions.
Patrick Brontë declared of the biography in a letter of July 1857:
“my opinion and the reading world’s opinion of the ‘Memoir’, is,
that it is every way worthy of what one great Woman, should have
written of Another, and that it ought to stand, and will stand in
the first rank, of Biographies, till the end of time.” 

£500 - 700
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381
Shepeard (Rev. H.) A VIndICATIon oF THe CLeRgy dAugHTeR’S SCHooL And
oF THe ReV. W. CARuS WILSon, FRoM THe ReMARKS In “THe LIFe oF CHARLoTTe
BRonTë”, light browning to text, original printed wrappers, spotted, light
wear to spine, erasure mark to head of upper panel, preserved in custom
folding chemise, 8vo, Kirkby Lonsdale, Robert Morphet, 1857.

⁂ Rare in commerce.

£400 - 600

382
Brontë ([married name Nicholls], Charlotte [pseud. Currer Bell],
novelist (1816-1855).- Nicholls (Arthur Bell, husband of the
English novelist Charlotte Brontë, 1819-1906) PHoTogRAPH PoRTRAIT
oF nICHoLLS, with inscription on verso: “The Revd. Arthur B. Nichols
given to me by him in the summer of 1858. when I visited Haworth to
see my Fathers grave”, 102 x 63mm., 1858 § Photograph of Hill
House, Banagher, Ireland, ink inscription on verso: “The House at
Banagher... where Mr A.B. Nicholls lived for 45 years & where he died
Reproduced by permission of Mr Clement Shorter the author ‘Charlotte
Brontë & her Circle’”, 110 x 152mm., [1896]; and another, a copy
photograph of the Brontë Parsonage in the 1850s, v.s., v.d. (3).

⁂ After the death of Patrick Brontë in 1861, Arthur Bell nichols
packed up his mementos of Charlotte and returned to Ireland
taking Plato, Patrick’s last dog, with him. He went to live in
Banagher, in a small house at the top of the hill in the little town,
with his aunt and her daughter Mary Anna. nicholls became a
small farmer, giving up the Church altogether. Martha Brown, one
of the faithful Brontë servants came over from time to time and
took over the housekeeping. nicholls married Mary Anna in 1864
and the ceremony was performed by Rev. Joseph Bell, Mary
Anna’s brother, and Arthur’s cousin. There were no children of
the marriage. Arthur died in 1906 at the age of eighty eight and
Mary Ann in 1915 aged eighty five.

£100 - 150

383
Brontë (Charlotte) WATCHIng And WISHIng, PRooF CoPy oF THe PoeM
FoR PuBLICATIon In THe CoRnHILL MAgAZIne, 1p., some browning and
creasing, preserved in folding chemise and custom morocco-backed
drop-back box (some fading), 8vo, [1860].

⁂ RARe

Watching and Wishing was first published in the Thackeray-edited
Cornhill Magazine vol.2, p.741, december 1860.

£200 - 300

384
Brontë (Emily) THe ouTCAST MoTHeR, 3 PRooF CoPIeS oF THe PoeM FoR
PuBLICATIon In THe CoRnHILL MAgAZIne, each 1p., 1 with manuscript
corrections, 1 sheet with damp-staining and loss to head, 1 sheet with
loss to corner, surface soiling, preserved in folding chemise and
custom morocco-backed drop-back box, 8vo, [1860].

⁂ RARe.

First published in the Cornhill Magazine vol.1, p.616, May 1860.

£400 - 600
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385
Brontë & Haworth Photographs.- CoLLeCTIon oF 7 PHoTogRAPHS,
2 of the Parsonage, one before the alterations of 1861 and
photographed by J. Moore, Haworth, the other a syndicated
photograph dated 1916 (extensively worn), 3 of Haworth church
before the rebuilding of 1879 (one with the parsonage and the church
school showing), all by J. Moore of Haworth, 1 of Rev. Patrick Brontë
& 1 of George Richmond’s portrait of Charlotte Brontë), all mounted,
1 photograph heavily creased, all slightly faded to brown, 255 x 152,
160 x 190mm., [1860s - 70s].

£150 - 200

386
Brown (Martha, servant of the Brontë family, of [Bell Cottage],
Stubbing Lane, Haworth, 1828-80) AuTogRAPH LeTTeR SIgned To
“deAR SIR”, 1p. with conjugate blank, 8vo, 16th October [?1878],
thanking him for a copy of a book, “I shall prize it very much”, foxed,
folds, removed from an album leaf.

⁂Martha Brown was born in Haworth in 1828. She was one of six
daughters of John Brown of Haworth, the village sexton and friend
of Branwell Brontë. The Browns lived in Sexton’s House, which John
himself had built on the eastern end of the Church School, directly
opposite the church and about 100 yards from the Parsonage. The
Sexton was responsible for the fabric of the church and
maintenance of the burial ground, where he dug graves and
carved memorials. Most of John Brown’s daughters worked at the
Parsonage at one time or another, cleaning, washing and running
errands, but Martha was the only one to live in.

£200 - 300

387
Brontë Family.- 2 AuTogRAPH LeTTeRS SIgned By J. RATCLIFF And J. JoPLIn,
the family of Martha Brown to William Robertson nicoll relating
to personal mementoes of the Brontë family, together 5pp., 8vo,
Haworth & Blackhill, Co. Durham, 30th November & 2nd December
1881, in response to nicoll’s enquiries asking for items owned by
members of the Brontës in order to compile a work, The Victorian
Era in English Literature, “My late wife having been the sister of
Martha Brown, some of the drawings fell to my lot at Martha’s
death... . I may state that I have the Tenant of Wild Fell Hall by A
Brontë in 3 Vols. 2d ed /48 with A.B’s or Mr. B’s signature - Rd. P.
Brontë’s Cottage Poems 1811. and Poems by Currer, Acton & ellis
Bell 1846 the latter in green cloth”; and another an ALs from Sir
William Robertson nicoll, making an enquiry along similar lines,
1p., 8vo, Kelso, 15th November 1882 (3 pieces).

⁂ Sir William Robertson nicoll (1851-1923), journalist.

£200 - 300

388
Nussey (Ellen, lifelong friend and correspondent of Charlotte
Brontë, 1817-97) AuTogRAPH LeTTeR SIgned To MRS ACKRoyd, 3pp., 8vo,
Moor Lane [House], [Gomersal, Yorkshire], 17th September 1895, “If
you find it convenient to drop in before you leave home I shall be
very pleased to see you. I am waiting for work people or I might
have been almost settled by this - As it is, kind friends must take
me as they find me - where there is no master they take their own
time,” folds, slightly browned.

⁂ Moor Lane House, nussey’s last rented home.

£250 - 350
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389
Brontë (Charlotte, Emily & Anne) [THe noVeLS], edited by Temple
Scott, 12 vol. including gaskell’s The Life of Charlotte Brontë,
Memorial edition, nuMBeR 1 oF 5 exTRA-ILLuSTRATed And SPeCIALLy-Bound
CoPIeS, WITH CHARLoTTe BRonTë A.L.S. laid in to Shirley vol.1, original
watercolour frontispieces and numerous marginal decorations,
numerous additional engraved and photolithographed plates,
captioned tissue-guards, silked endpapers, handsome original
crushed blue morocco, spines gilt in compartments with thistle motifs.
covers with thistle centrepieces and thistle cornerpieces, all within
double fillet borders, red morocco doublures with thistles and floral
decorations in gilt and green morocco, with central monogram in gilt,
spine of “Life of Charlotte Brontë” incorrectly titled “Life of Agnes
Brontë”, spines slightly faded, some light rubbing to extremities, t.e.g.,
others uncut, 8vo, [c. 1910].

⁂ A handsomely bound grangerised set of the novels, the letter
is to W.S.Williams regarding proof sheets, most likely for Villette.

£6,000 - 8,000

390
Hughes (Ted, poet and writer, 1930-98) eMILy BRonTë, AuTogRAPH
MAnuSCRIPT, 1p., pencil note at tail: “Published in Remains of Elmet”,
195 x 208mm., n.d. [c. 1990s].

£600 - 800

391
After George Richmond (1809-1896) CHARLoTTe BRonTë,
watercolour and gouache, heightened with white, on buff paper,
signed and bears date ‘B W James/ 1854’ lower right, further inscribed
‘Miss Charlotte Brontë/ Authoress of “Jane Eyre”/ “Villette”, “Shirley”‘
verso, oval, 200 x 150 mm. (7⅞ x 5⅞ in), under glass, minor scuffs
and rubbing in places § Hunt (George Sidney, 1856-1925)
CHARLoTTe BRonTë, mezzotint printed in colours, signed in pencil lower
right, Printsellers’ Association blindstamp lower left, on wove paper,
335 x 230 mm. (13¼ x 9 in), unframed with full margins, The Museum
Galleries, 1922 (2).

⁂ The watercolour is possibly copied after the reproductive
engraving of the portrait executed by John Carr Armytage (1802-
1897).

£200 - 300

150 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images
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392
Bell (Vanessa, 1879-1961) ‘CHARLoTTe BRonTë’, PLATe deSIgn FoR
KenneTH CLARK, 1932, watercolour over graphite, heightened with
white, on wove paper, signed and titled lower centre, diameter: 255
mm. (10 in.), horizontal crease to upper quarter, pin hole in centre,
minor even browning, light surface dirt, [1932].

Provenance: Abbot & Holder, London (label on reverse);
From whom acquired by the present owner.

⁂ The present work was a design for the large dinner service
commissioned by Kenneth Clark in 1932-33, from the artists
Vanessa Bell and duncan grant. The theme was “Famous Women”
and ranged from Sappho to greta garbo. Another example of a
design by Bell for a plate from the dinner service, illustrating
Queen Christina of Sweden, is held in the Victoria & Albert
museum (see: acc. no. e.1052-1992). Spink held an exhibition in
1991, which also featured six other examples from the dinner
service, including portraits of george eliot and elizabeth Tudor,
amongst others (see: Spink, duncan grant & Vanessa Bell: design
and decoration 1910-1960, 1991, nos. 64 to 69).

£1,200 - 1,800

393
Hassall ( Joan, 1906-1988) Ten oRIgInAL BooK ILLuSTRATIonS FoR
MARgAReT LAne’S ‘THe BRonTë SToRy’, scratchboard illustrations on
prepared black ink and white-coloured card, annotated and inscribed
in pencil and black ink, five signed with monogram, various sizes, from
c. 65 x 55 mm. (2½ x 2¼ in) to 115 x 170 mm. (4½ x 6¾ in), minor
surface dirt, rough edges, unframed, [circa 1950-53].

Provenance: John g. Murray, London 

Literature: Chambers, david, ‘Joan Hassall, engravings & drawings’,
Pinner Private Libraries Association, 1985, no. 56 (two illus. p. 74-
75, nos. 255 and 257)

⁂ Joan Hassall, wood engraver and book illustrator, was widely
held as one of the most distinguished artists working in this
medium during her lifetime, and has been described as the most
delicate wood engraver since Thomas Bewick (1753-1828).
Hassall produced numerous scratchboard illustrations, which
were used as preliminary studies for book illustrations, and also
illustrated such literary classics as Pride and Prejudice, Sense and
Sensibility, Emma and numerous others.

£300 - 500

394
West ( Joseph, 1882-c.1960) BRonTë BRIdge, HAWoRTH MooR,
LooKIng WeST, watercolour, heightened with white, on wove paper,
signed lower right, 280 x 370mm. (11 x 14⅝in), [circa 1957]

exhibited: City of Bradford Art gallery, April 1957, number 261
(label on reverse

£80 - 120
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395
Levine (David, 1926-2009) PoRTRAIT oF THe THRee BRonTë SISTeRS,
eMILy, Anne And CHARLoTTe, pen and black ink, on wove paper, signed
and dated ‘72 lower right, 305 x 275 mm. (12 x 10¾ in), under glass,
minor cockling to sheet, 1972.

Provenance: James Cummins Bookseller, new york

exhibited: The Morgan Library, ‘drawings of Literary Figures’, circa
1980 (according to label on reverse)

£500 - 700

396
Searle (Ronald, 1920-2011) THe THRee BRonTë SISTeRS, pen and black
ink, on wove paper, signed and dated ‘76 lower right, 150 x 230 mm.
(5⅞ x 9 in), under glass, 1976.

⁂ Searle depicted the Brontë sisters on more than one occassion,
and published ‘The Brontë Sisters Meet Paris’ as part of the
Crossed Paths series he produced for the new yorker, in which
he illustrated historical “what-if” encounters. 

£600 - 800

Other properties

396A
Shepard (Ernest Howard) FLASHBACKS To THe FAMouS SCRIPT-WRITIng
AT THe BRonTëS, pen and black ink, monochrome wash, traces of
graphite, heightened with white, signed in pencil lower left, title
inscribed lower centre, 310 x 250 mm. (12¼ x 9¾ in), [circa 1957]

Illustrated: Punch, 18th September 1957, p. 332

exhibited: Chris Beetles gallery, London, 'The British Art of
Illustration 1900-2016', 1994 (label on reverse);

Mall galleries, London, 'The Heatherley School of Fine Art, 150th
Anniversary', 27th Feb to 9th March, 1996, no. 104

£3,000 - 5,000
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Thomas Hardy

The Property of a Gentleman

397
Hardy (Thomas) THe HAnd oF eTHeLBeRTA. A Comedy in Chapters,
2 vol., FIRST edITIon In BooK FoRM, [one of 1000 copies], half-titles, wood-
engraved frontispieces and 9 plates by George du Maurier, vol.1 with
*B4 & *F1 cancels, advertisement leaf at end of each vol., X1 in vol.1
with short tear to fore-edge, O2 in vol.2 torn across text and rather
crudely repaired, foxed (particularly vol.1), vol.2 with light water-
staining to lower edge of a couple of plates and with central portion
(signatures I-S) quite severely damp-stained (mostly to margins),
original red-brown cloth, upper covers and spines blocked in gold and
black (primary binding), rubbed (particularly vol.2, ?mixed set), slight
traces of labels to upper covers, corners and spine ends worn, recased,
new endpapers (with later ownership signature), preserved in modern
cloth drop-back box, [Purdy p.20], 8vo, Smith, Elder, & Co., 1876.

⁂ one of Hardy’s scarcest titles, first issued in monthly
instalments in the Cornhill Magazine, from July 1875 to May 1876.

£400 - 600

398

398
Hardy (Thomas) THe ReTuRn oF THe nATIVe, 3 vol., FIRST edITIon In
BooK FoRM, FIRST ISSue without quotation mark after ‘A Pair of Blue
Eyes on title, [one of 1000 copies], half-titles, with map frontispiece
by Hardy in vol.1, advertisement leaf at end of vol.2, some foxing,
mostly at beginnings and ends, some hinges weak, bookplate of Nigel
Ronald, original brown cloth blocked in black on upper cover and
with 2-rule border in blind on lower (primary binding), spines gilt,
cream endpapers, a little rubbed and marked, slightly cocked,
preserved in modern cloth drop-back box, [Purdy p.24], 8vo, Smith,
Elder, & Co., 1878.

⁂ First published in monthly instalments from January to
december 1878 in Belgravia but issued in book form with several
alterations, particularly in Book III Chapter 8 and Book IV Chapter
1. despite now being regarded as one of his most important
novels, with its brooding setting of the menacing egdon Heath, it
was poorly reviewed, probably because of its controversial
themes, and was later remaindered.

£2,000 - 3,000

399
Hardy (Thomas) THe TRuMPeT-MA JoR, 3 vol., FIRST edITIon In BooK
FoRM, [one of 1000 copies], all with initial blank and half-titles,
occasional spotting, original red cloth, upper cover blocked in black
with title and two vignettes of encampment and mill after the author,
lower cover with 3-rule border in blind (secondary binding), pictorial
spines in gilt and black, cream endpapers, spines a little rubbed and
faded, otherwise a very good copy, preserved in modern cloth drop-
back box, [Purdy 31], 8vo, Smith, Elder, & Co., 1880.

⁂ First published in monthly instalments in Good Words, from
January to december 1880. Purdy notes that this secondary
binding is scarcer than the primary with 2-rule border on lower
cover.

£2,000 - 3,000
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400
Hardy (Thomas) A LAodiceAn; or, The castle of the de Stancys, 3
vol., firST engLiSh ediTion in book form, [one of probably 1000 copies],
half-titles, vol.3 with final blank rather than 32pp. catalogue, some
foxing and soiling, browned at beginnings and ends, vol.1 with note
in purple crayon to p.77, p.203 of vol.2 slightly defective at fore-edge
not affecting text, vol.3 with with pencil notes to front free endpaper
and final two leaves frayed at fore-edge, hinges weak or split, original
grey-green sand-grain cloth (primary binding), covers with 3-rule
border and central publisher’s monogram in blind, cream endpapers,
rather worn and stained, traces of labels removed from upper covers,
[Purdy p.36], 8vo, Sampson Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington, 1881.

⁂ first published serially in the european edition of Harper’s New
Monthly Magazine from december 1880 to december 1881, and
in America in Harper’s from January 1881 to January 1882. The
first edition in book form was published in America by harper &
brothers in november 1881, with the english edition (with final
revisions) appearing a week later in december. hardy was ill and
confined to bed for much of the composition of the novel,
dictating the majority to his wife; he later burned the manuscript.

£300 - 400

401
No Lot

402
Hardy (Thomas) Two on A Tower. A romance, 3 vol., firST ediTion,
firST impreSSion, [one of 1000 copies], half-titles, vol.1 lacking R4 (final
leaf, blank apart from imprint), some foxing, mostly to beginning and
end of vol.1 & 3, vol.1 shaken with one gathering becoming loose,
bookplate of Henry James Charles Leishman, original dark green cloth,
both covers with 3-rule border and central publishers’ monogram in
blind, yellow endpapers, rubbed and a little stained, labels removed from
upper covers of vol.2 & 3, preserved in modern cloth drop-back box,
[Purdy p.41], 8vo, Sampson Low, Marston, Searle, & Rivington, 1882.

£500 - 700

403
Hardy (Thomas) The woodLAnderS, 3 vol., firST ediTion in book form,
[one of 1000 copies], half-titles, preSenTATion copy “wiTh The pubLiSherS’
compLimenTS” stamped in ink at head of titles, advertisement leaf at
end of vol.1, light foxing at beginnings and ends, original dark green
buckram-grain cloth with rounded-corner panel and 2-rule border in
black on upper cover and in blind on lower(primary binding), dark
brown endpapers, uncut, slightly rubbed and cocked, corners
bumped, preserved in modern cloth drop-back box, [Purdy p.54], 8vo,
Macmillan and Co., 1887.

⁂ The author’s favourite of his novels, it was first published in
Macmillan’s Magazine between may 1886 and february 1887.

£600 - 800

404
Hardy (Thomas) TeSS of The d’urberviLLeS. A pure woman faithfully
presented..., 3 vol., firST ediTion in book form, firST iSSue with chapter
XXXV misnumbered as “XXV” on p.191 of vol.2, [one of 1000 copies],
half-titles, vol.2 & 3 with final blank and vol.2 also with initial blank
as called for, inscriptions removed from half-titles, half-title to vol.1
with short tear to fore-edge, very occasional foxing or soiling, etched
bookplate of Alfred & G.Ivy Clark, original tan cloth, upper covers
blocked in gilt with two vertical wavy lines of honeysuckle and gold
discs designed by Charles Ricketts, a little rubbed and soiled, slightly
cocked and corners bumped, faint traces of labels to upper covers (as
often) but still a good copy, preserved in modern cloth drop-back box,
[Purdy p.67], 8vo, James R.Osgood, McIlvaine & Co., 1891.

⁂ hardy’s tragic tale of a fallen woman shocked victorian readers,
particularly the subtitle of the novel “A pure woman”. it was first
published in the Graphic from July to december 1891 in weekly
instalments, having being rejected by several other periodicals,
but with the seduction and mock-baptism scenes removed and
some alterations. both sections were published separately prior
to serialisation but reinstated with the original text when issued
in book form.

£1,000 - 1,500
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405
Hardy (Thomas) A gRouP oF noBLe dAMeS, with initial blank, half-
title, original whity-brown flecked cloth (primary binding), plain
endpapers (rather foxed), spine very slightly darkened but an excellent
copy, 1891; Life’s Little Ironies, with initial and final blanks but
lacking half-title, very lightly browned, original green sand-grain cloth,
plain endpapers, a little rubbed, 1894, FIRST edITIonS In BooK FoRM,
[each one of 2000 copies], both in the original cloth bindings designed
by Charles Ricketts, upper covers divided with rules into six
compartments with three flowers in one, the first work blocked in gold,
the second in brown, [Purdy pp. 60 & 81], 8vo, James R.Osgood,
McIlvaine & Co. (2) 

⁂ Both collections of short stories, all of which had previously
appeared in a variety of periodicals.

£200 - 300

406

406
Hardy (Thomas) Jude THe oBSCuRe, signatures A-H all in first state
(with numbering to partially-blank pages), etched frontispiece by H.
Macbeth-Raeburn, map of Wessex, hinges a little weak, 1896; The
Well-Beloved, etched frontispiece by H. Macbeth-Raeburn, map of
Wessex, 1897; A Changed Man..., photogravure frontispiece, double-
page map of Wessex, advertisement leaf at end, ink inscription at head
of title, 1913, Wessex novels vol.VIII, xVII & xVIII, FIRST edITIonS In
BooK FoRM, half-titles, uniform original dark green ribbed cloth with
central gilt monogram on upper covers, t.e.g., others uncut, the first
a little rubbed at edges and corners, the last with slight staining and
wear to joints, [Purdy pp. 86, 92, 151]; and vol.I, II, III & VI (Tess of the
d’Urbervilles, Far From the Madding Crowd, The Mayor of
Casterbridge and The Return of the Native) from the Wessex novels
series, all revised editions with new Prefaces by Hardy, all 1895,
8vo, James R.Osgood, McIlvaine & Co. (7)

⁂ Jude the obscure was the last novel written by Hardy (The Well-
Beloved was a revision of a work previously published serially in
the Illustrated London News in 1892) and was ahead of its time.
Aimed at Victorian institutions such as the Church, marriage and
education, and with a modern heroine in the “new woman” Sue
Bridehead, this tragic story was vilifed by many whose moral
indignation was roused by Hardy’s controversial themes. It has
been suggested that he was so distressed at how the book was
received and misunderstood that he gave up writing novels and
concentrated on poetry. It first appeared in monthly instalments
in Harper’s New Monthly Magazine from december 1894 to
november 1895 but with substantial changes from the
manuscript, these were restored in book form.

£300 - 400

407
Hardy (Thomas) WeSSex PoeMS And oTHeR VeRSeS, FIRST edITIon, [one
of 500 copies], half-title, frontispiece, plates and illustrations by the
author, light foxing, mostly marginal, bookplate of Tristan Buesst,
original dark green ribbed cloth with central gilt monogram on upper
cover, t.e.g., others uncut, slightly rubbed and marked, spine a little
darkened, [Purdy p.96], London and New York, Harper Brothers, 1898;
Satires of Circumstance, 1914; Moments of Vision, 1917; Human
Shows Far Phantasies, 1925; Winter Words, 1928, the last four all
FIRST edITIonS, half-titles, all but the last with advertisements at end,
the last with imprint leaf, the third and last with light spotting, uniform
original light green cloth, gilt, uncut, some unopened, some spines a
little faded, [Purdy p.160, 193, 234 & 252], Macmillan and Co. Ltd.,
all 8vo (5)

£200 - 300
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408
Hardy (Thomas) THe FAMouS TRAgedy oF THe Queen oF CoRnWALL...,
frontispiece and plate by the author, original pictorial green cloth, gilt,
spotting to edges, dust-jacket, a little spotted and soiled, frayed at edges,
[Purdy p.227], 1923; The dynasts: An epic-drama, FIRST CoLLeCTed
edITIon, half-title, photogravure portrait of the author (lightly spotted),
advertisement leaf at end, ink inscription to front free endpaper, with
programme for Granville-Barker’s 1914 London production of the play
loosely inserted (foxed), original green cloth, spine slightly faded, [Purdy
p.134], 1910 § Hardy (Florence emily) The early Life of Thomas
Hardy, plates, some photogravure, original green cloth, gilt, t.e.g., dust-
jacket, t.e.g., 1928 § Blunden (edmund) Thomas Hardy, original
burgundy cloth, uncut, dust-jacket, spine browned and frayed at ends,
tear to upper edge of front panel, price-clipped, 1941, all but the second
FIRST edITIonS, Macmillan and Co. Ltd.; and 2 “yellowbacks” by Hardy
(A Laodicean and The Trumpet-Major), 4to & 8vo (6)

£150 - 200

409
No Lot

____________________________________

Other properties

410
[Wordsworth (William) and Samuel Taylor Coleridge]. LyRICAL
BALLAdS, WITH oTHeR PoeMS, 2 vol., vol.1 second edition, VoL.2 FIRST
edITIon, FIRST ISSue (with lines omitted from poem ‘Michael’ on p.210
and 3 errata on final leaf), staining to lower margin of H6-8 of vol.2,
some light foxing or soiling, modern but contemporary-style half
straight-grain morocco, spines gilt in compartments, very slightly
rubbed at edges, [PMM 256], 8vo, T.N.Longman and O.Rees, 1800.

⁂ Including a second volume with 42 new poems and the first
appearance of Wordsworth’s 40pp. Preface in vol.1 defining his
ideas on poetry. “Its outline of the supreme function of poetry,
expressed in such phrases as that poetry ‘takes its origins from
emotion recollected in tranquility’, set a new tone; and it became
in effect the revolutionary manifesto of the romantic poets of the
next generation”. PMM

£1,500 - 2,000
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411
Shelley (Mary).- neCRoLogy: BeIng MeMoIRS oF THe LIVeS oF eMInenT
And exTRAoRdInARy CHARACTeRS, second edition, some water-staining at
head, occasional spotting, contemporary speckled calf, upper cover
detached, spine ends and corners worn, 8vo, 1805.

⁂of particular note in this scarce work is the longest entry (49pp.)
which discusses Mary Shelley, née Wollstonecraft, as well as
sections on edmund Burke and Sir William James, Chairman of
the east India Company. 

£200 - 300

412
Hogarth (William) THe WoRKS oF WILLIAM HogARTH, FRoM THe
oRIgInAL PLATeS ReSToRed By JAMeS HeATH, with essay and explanation
by John nichols, 155 etched and engraved plates on 116 sheets,
including the 2 portraits, on wove paper, occasional surface dirt and
spotting, some nicks and tears to extremities of leaves, contemporary
half morocco, spine gilt, splitting, upper board detached, rubbed and
scuffed, large folio, Baldwin and Cradock, 1822.

£600 - 800

413
Blake (William) “THen A SPIRIT PASSed BeFoRe My FACe, THe HAIR oF My
FLeSH STood uP”, plate 9, The Vision of eliphaz, from Illustrations of
the Book of Job, engraving, chine-collé on cream wove paper, without
watermark, an excellent clean impression with wide margins, plate
mark 215 x 170 mm. (8½ x 6¾ in), sheet 450 x 340 mm. (15 x 10¼
in), under glass, published by the artist for John Linnell, circa 1825.

Literature: Bindman, david, The Complete graphic Works of
William Blake, 1978, no. 634

£800 - 1,200
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414
Theatre.- Smith (Louisa Stone, circa 1820-1879) An ALBuM oF
APPRoxIMATeLy 70 THeATRICAL CHARACTeR STudIeS, MAny SeT WITHIn STAge
deSIgnS And oF VARIouS PRoduCTIonS, many with contemporary ink
annotations describing productions and locations, with character
and actor identification, and includes two watercolours of Chinese
figures at the Brighton Pavilion dated 1843, alongside other
imagined genre scenes, and events of daily life such as an un-
annotated wedding, watercolours, some heightened with
bodycolour, traces of graphite, around 7 executed exclusively in
graphite, many annotations, all on Whatman wove paper, the first
half of the album sheets are watermarked with date ‘1826’, the second
half most of which is empty are watermarked ‘1842’, contemporary
half morocco, edge wear, title and artist’s name in gilt on spine, g.e.,
4to, [probably circa 1830s and 1840s].

⁂ Actors present include ellen Terry, William Charles Macready,
Fanny Vining, “Jenny” Lind, Carlotta Leclercq and Charles Kean. An
excellent collection of theatrical portraits, important both in terms
of the actors represented and the examples of the stage
costumes being worn during this period. 

£800 - 1,200

Trial and Execution Broadsides

415
LIFe TRIAL ConFeSSIon And exeCuTIon oF F.B. CouRVoISIeR, FoR THe
MuRdeR oF LoRd WILLIAM RuSSeLL, broadside, 655 x 415mm., wood-
engraved illustrations, a few printer’s flaws, tiny hole with loss of 1
letter, some staining or spotting, lightly creased, Paul and Co., Printers,
2 & 8, Monmouth Court, 7 Dials, c.1840.

⁂ A striking, large, and detailed broadside reporting the trial and
hanging of François Courvoisier for the murder of his employer the
aristocrat and MP Lord William Russell. The valet cut Russell’s throat
while he was asleep, intending to pass it off as a bungled burglary.
The incident caused a furore amongst the middle and upper
classes, who considered this act to be a warning of the duplicity of
domestic servants. Charles dickens and William Makepeace
Thackeray were present at the execution, with the latter recording
it in vivid detail in his essay Going to See a Man Hanged. 

£300 - 400

416
exeCuTIon oF CHARLeS HIggInSon AT STAFFoRd, on SATuRdAy MoRnIng,
26TH AuguST, 1843 FoR THe WILFuL MuRdeR oF HIS oWn Son, By
BuRyIng IT ALIVe! In BISHoP’S Wood, neAR eCCLeSHALL, STAFFoRdSHIRe,
broadside, 490 x 183mm., wood-engraved illustration, some spotting
and creasing, Stafford, J. & W. Drewry, 1843.

⁂ A broadside reporting this tragic case of filicide. The widower
Higginson admitted burying his son alive when he ran out of
funds to pay the child’s lodging fees at the house of his nurse. 

£200 - 300
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417
LIFe, TRIAL, ConFeSSIon, And exeCuTIon oF MARy gALLoP, Aged 20,
exeCuTed AT CHeSTeR, SATuRdAy, deC. 28, 1844 FoR MuRdeRIng HeR FATHeR
AT CReWe, broadside, 495 x 370mm., wood-engraved illustrations,
folds, a few spots, lightly browned, Birmingham, Wright, 1845.

⁂ A large broadside reporting this patricide by arsenic poisoning.
Reportedly Richard gallop had been something of a bully,
resulting in his wife and the mother of Mary taking her own life.
upon the the death of her mother Mary became the focus of her
father’s cruelty. The jury deliberated for only 5 minutes, finding
here guilty, but recommending clemency. The judge, however,
dismissed any calls for mercy and pronounced the death
sentence. 

£250 - 350

____________________________________

418
Gillray ( James) [THe WoRKS oF JAMeS gILLRAy FRoM THe oRIgInAL
PLATeS], supplementary vol. of 45 “Suppressed Plates” only, on 23
sheets, etchings, with fine hand-colouring, on wove paper, each sheet
approx. 640 x 470 mm. (25¼ x 18½ in), some with small tears to the
extremity, occasional light spotting and surface dirt, rebacked, half
red morocco, spine pasted down, gilt in compartments with black
morocco label, worn, large folio, Henry G. Bohn, [circa 1847-51].

⁂ When gillray’s publisher, Hannah Humphrey-who originally
owned the copper printing plates-died in 1818, her collection
passed by descent to her son, george Humphrey. Following his
death, the copper plates eventually made their way to auction in
1835. The lot of circa 610 plates failed to sell on the day, but were
later offered by the executors for the price of copper, at which
point the enterprising publisher Henry Bohn bought the lot. 

The “Suppressed Plates” volume was compiled by Bohn but
thought not have been openly published, and sold only to trusted
customers. The composite group of 45 plates showed gillray at
his most sexual, scatalogical and politically outrageous, and was
intended to separate out the works deemed too offensive for the
majority of Victorian society.

£800 - 1,200
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419
Peep Show.- Lane (C.) LAne’S TeLeSCoPIC VIeW oF THe InTeRIoR oF THe
gReAT InduSTRIAL exHIBITIon, ten lithographic panels with hand-
colouring, including vignette title with lens, and rear scene panel,
folding concertina-style with linen, presented in original slip-case, each
panel 160 x 175 mm. (6¼ x 6⅞ in), extending to c. 600 mm. in length,
printed by C. Moody, 1851.

£250 - 350

420
Morris (William) THe deFenCe oF gueneVeRe, And oTHeR PoeMS, FIRST
edITIon, FIRST ISSue without errata slip or publisher’s catalogue at end,
[one of 500 copies], half-title, wood-engraved device on title and
decorations, small stain to lower margin of first few leaves, original
cloth, rubbed, corners worn, rebacked preserving original spine, new
endpapers, Bell and Daldy, 1858; Poems by the Way, FIRST TRAde
edITIon, nuMBeR 50 oF 100 LARge PAPeR CoPIeS, endpapers a little
browned, bookplate of Elizabeth Wade White, original cream
buckram, uncut and unopened, a little rubbed and soiled, spine
browned, Chiswick Press for Reeves & Turner, 1891; The Two Sides
of the River..., 24pp., half-title and final leaf browned, original blue
printed wrappers, spine and edges a little frayed, [Todd 184f, “possible
forgery”], Not for Sale, 1876 [Richard Clay, c.1890], 8vo & 4to (3)

⁂ The first is the author’s first book; although 500 copies were
printed it did not sell well and only 250 were bound, leaving the
other 250 to be bound and issued as required. 

£350 - 450

421
Junior Etching Club. PASSAgeS FRoM ModeRn engLISH PoeTS, 47
etchings on 45 sheets by Whistler (2), Millais, Tenniel and others, light
spotting, ink inscription on front free endpaper, original cloth, rubbed,
spine faded, large 8vo, Day & Son, [1862].

£400 - 600

422
Rossetti (Christina) THe PRInCe’S PRogReSS And oTHeR PoeMS, FIRST
edITIon, half-title, wood-engraved frontispiece and title by W.J.Linton
after D.G.Rossetti, WITH A.L.S. FRoM LInTon To [?SoL] eyTInge loosely
inserted, lightly foxed at beginning and end, 1866; Speaking
Likenesses, FIRST edITIon, wood-engraved plates and illustrations after
Arthur Hughes, 1874; goblin Market, wood-engraved title, plates and
illustrations by Laurence Housman, 1893; Poems, tipped-in colour
plates by Florence Harrison, captioned guards, light spotting, [1910];
Poems, chosen by Walter de la Mare, number 30 of 300 copies,
original pigskin-backed marbled boards, Newtown, Gregynog Press,
1930, all but the last original decorated or pictorial cloth, gilt, all a
little rubbed, 8vo & 4to (5)

⁂ Sol eytinge (1833-1905), American illustrator. eytinge sent some
drawings to Linton for engraving and in reply Linton writes, “...I
wish I were rich enough to make you draw it over again, because
I should like to keep this & not spoil it with my damned graver...”.

£400 - 600
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423
Swinburne (Algernon Charles) PoeMS And BALLAdS, FIRST edITIon,
FIRST ISSue with Moxon imprint, 8pp. reviews at beginning, foxing,
original green cloth, slightly rubbed, small ink stain to head of upper
cover, preserved in cloth folder and slip-case with pull-off top, spine
gilt, rubbed and rather stained, Edward Moxon & Co., 1866; A
Channel Passage and other poems, second edition, SIgned And
InSCRIBed By THe AuTHoR on half-title (causing small hole and ink mark
on title beyond), contemporary burgundy calf, gilt, by Zaehnsdorf,
spine gilt, t.e.g., others uncut, rubbed at edges, 1904, 8vo (2)

£300 - 400

424
Tennyson (Alfred, Lord) LuCReTIuS, rather browned, bookplates of
William Harris Arnold and Mark Holstein, hinges weak, original red-
brown cloth, titled in gilt up spine, pale yellow endpapers, slightly
rubbed at edges, preserved in cloth folder and morocco-backed cloth
slip-case, spine gilt and rubbed, [Todd 391f, “forgery”], Cambridge,
Mass., For Private Circulation, 1868 [Richard Clay, c.1890]; Poems,
one oF 100 LARge PAPeR CoPIeS, engraved portrait frontispiece, Wood-
engRAVed ILLuSTRATIonS AFTeR MILLAIS, HoLMAn HunT, d.g.RoSSeTTI And
oTHeRS, ALL on IndIA PAPeR And MounTed, ink inscription on front free
endpaper, endpapers browned, original cloth, paper label, rubbed
and stained, 1893, small 4to & large 8vo (2) 

⁂ The second reuses the wood-engravings by the Pre-Raphaelites
and others from the famous Moxon edition of 1857.

£300 - 400

425
Morris (William).- Magnusson (Eirikr) and William Morris,
translators. THe SToRy oF THe VoLSungS & nIBLungS..., FIRST edITIon,
one of 750 copies, with 1 ½pp. A.L.s. from Philip Webb (who designed
the binding) to Charles Canning Winmill tipped in at beginning, half-
title, 2 advertisement leaves at end, occasional light soiling, original
dark green cloth elaborately decorated with birds and flowers in gilt,
designed by Philip Webb, uncut, slightly rubbed at corners and spine
ends but a good bright copy, 8vo, 1870.

⁂ Philip Webb (1831-1915), architect, regarded as the father of Arts
& Crafts architecture. He was a close friend of William Morris and
designed the Red House at Bexleyheath for him in 1859. Webb and
Morris were the main founders of the Society for the Protection of
Ancient Buildings in 1877. Charles Canning Winmill (1865-1945) was
an Arts & Crafts architect greatly influenced by Webb.

£300 - 400
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426
Rossetti (Dante Gabriel) PoeMS, FIRST edITIon, SIgned PReSenTATIon
CoPy FRoM THe AuTHoR InSCRIBed “To MISS Boyd FRoM HeR FRIend
d.g.RoSSeTTI APRIL 1870” on half-title, imprint on otherwise blank final
leaf, 2 advertisement leaves and 8 further blank leaves at end, original
dark green decorated cloth, gilt, designed by Rossetti, uncut, floral
endpapers, slight cockling and mottling to upper cover but still a good
bright copy, 8vo, F.S.Ellis, 1870.

⁂ Rossetti’s first published collection of poems.

Alice Boyd (1825-97) was a Pre-Raphaelite painter and the laird
of Penkill Castle in Ayrshire, Scotland. She was a pupil of William
Bell Scott and became his mistress in 1860, living with him and
his wife until he died in 1890. She knew and entertained many of
the Pre-Raphaelite group of artists and poets including dante
gabriel Rossetti, his sister Christina and Lawrence Alma-Tadema.
Rossetti drew her portrait and wrote some of the poems included
in this collection while staying at Penkill.

See also following lot

£800 - 1,200

427
Scott (William Bell) geMS oF ModeRn BeLgIAn [& geRMAn] ART: A
Series of Carbon-Photographs, together 2 vol., BoTH InSCRIBed By THe
AuTHoR To HIS MISTReSS ALICe Boyd “To AB AFFeCTIonATeLy FRoM WSB...” on
front endpaper, bookplate of Spencer Boyd of Penkill, original decorated
cloth, gilt, g.e., vol.2 broken and loose, 1872 § Rossetti (William
Michael, editor) Ruskin: Rossetti: Preraphaelitism. Papers 1854 to
1862, nuMBeR 123 oF 250 CoPIeS on HAndMAde PAPeR, frontispiece after
D.G.Rossetti, original buckram-backed decorated cloth, t.e.g., others
uncut, a little soiled, 1899 § Bell (Malcolm) edward Burne-Jones, some
spotting, original buckram, 1892 § Ford ( Julia ellsworth) Simeon
Solomon: An Appreciation, original cloth, New York, 1908 § young
(Rev. edward) Pre-Raffaellitism, FIRST edITIon, pencil signature of
E.T.Cook (biographer of Ruskin on front free endpaper), original pink
decorated cloth, spine browned, crease to lower cover, 1857 § Madox-
Brown (oliver) The dwale Bluth..., edited by W.M.Rossetti and
F.Hueffer, 2 vol., FIRST edITIon, etched frontispieces by Ford Madox
Brown, contemporary half morocco, gilt, t.e.g., 1876, plates, all a little
rubbed, some soiled; and 2 others, v.s. (10)

⁂ oliver Madox-Brown was the son of Ford Madox Brown and
brother-in-law of both William Michael Rosssetti and Francis
Hueffer. He was a promising artist and writer but died of blood-
poisoning aged 19.

Alice Boyd - See also previous lot

£400 - 600

428
Morris (William).- Wagner (Richard) dIe WALKüRe, FIRST engLISH
edITIon, WILLIAM MoRRIS’S CoPy InSCRIBed To HIM By H.BuxTon FoRMAn
(whose brother Alfred was the translator) on front free endpaper, some
light foxing, mostly to endpapers, original boards, rubbed and
stained, rebacked, new printed label, privately printed, 1873 § Morris
(William) The Story of Sigurd the Volsung and the Fall of the
niblungs, fourth edition, one oF 50 LARge PAPeR CoPIeS, limitation slip
tipped in at beginning, LAuRenCe W. HodSon’S CoPy WITH HIS BooK-LABeL
on front pastedown, original half parchment, uncut, rubbed and
soiled, spine torn at head, 1887, 8vo & 4to (2)

⁂ Morris was not impressed by Wagner’s version of the Sigurd
story and wrote to Henry Buxton Forman in 1873, “Many thanks
for your letter and the translation of Wagner [i.e. this copy].I have
not had time to read it yet: nor to say the truth am I much
interested in anything Wagner does, as his theories on musical
matters seem to me as an artist and non-musical man perfectly
abhominable [sic]: besides, I look upon it as nothing short of
desecration to bring such a tremendous and world-wide subject
under the gaslights of an opera: the most rococo and degraded
of all forms of art - the idea of a sandy-haired german tenor
tweedledeeing over the unspeakable woes of Sigurd...I wish to
see Wagner uprooted...”. (Letters, I, 205)

Laurence W.Hodson (1864-1933), patron of William Morris and
the Kelmscott Press.

£300 - 400
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429
Nightingale (Florence, reformer of Army Medical Services and
of nursing organization, 1820-1910).- Verney (Captain E.H.) The
LAST FouR dAyS oF THe “euRydICe”, SIgned PReSenTATIon CoPy In PenCIL FRoM
FLoRenCe nIgHTIngALe to “the district nurses”, engraved frontispiece,
12pp. of advertisements at end, frontispiece and title working loose,
slightly browned,front free endpaper foxed, inner hinges splitting,
original cloth, gilt, slightly rubbed, 8vo, Portsmouth, 1878.

⁂ edmund Hope Verney (1838-1910), the son of Sir Harry Verney,
formerly Calvert, second baronet (1801-1894), and his first wife,
eliza, daughter of Sir george Hope. Florence nightingale’s sister,
Frances Parthenope married Sir Harry Verney as his second wife
in 1858.

£300 - 400

429A
Trollope (Anthony) LoRd PALMeRSTon, from ‘’english Political
Leaders’ series, FIRST edITIon, FIRST ISSue with title dated 1882, light
spotting at beginning and end, original brown cloth lettered in black,
a little rubbed, small stain to lower edge of upper cover, Wm. Isbister,
1882; Thackeray, from ‘english Men of Letters’ series edited by
John Morley, FIRST edITIon, FIRST ISSue with advertisement leaf at end
listing 9 titles as “Ready” and Spenser as “In the Press”, half-title, light
staining to upper margins of pp.116-117, hinges cracked, original red
cloth lettered in black, rubbed, spine browned and slightly worn at
head, Macmillan & Co., 1879; An Autobiography, 2 vol., FIRST edITIon,
half-titles, mounted photogravure portrait frontispiece (lightly foxed),
4pp. advertisements and 24pp. publisher’s catalogue at end of vol.2,
damp-staining to endpapers, original red cloth, rubbed, spines faded,
one corner bumped, 1883, [Sadleir 63, 54 & 67]; and 3 others by
the same including 2 “yellowbacks”, 8vo (7) 

⁂ The first is scarce. It was one of only three titles issued in the
english Political Leaders series, Isbister’s imitation of Macmillan’s
english Men of Letters series.

£300 - 400

430
Socialist Pamphlets.- Morris (William) ALFRed LInneLL KILLed In
TRAFALgAR SQuARe, noVeMBeR 20, 1887. A deATH Song, 8pp.,
illustration by Walter Crane, foxed and soiled, a little creased and
frayed at edges, preserved in cloth folder, bookplates of Oliver Brett
and Freeman Bass, Sold for the Benefit of Linnell’s Orphans, 1887;
Chants for Socialists, original red printed wrappers, Socialist League,
1885; International Health exhibition. Textile Fabrics. A Lecture,
original grey-green wrappers printed in brown, 1884; The Tables
Turned; or, nupkins Awakened. A Socialist Interlude, original blue
wrappers, 1887; A King’s Lesson, original wrappers, preserved in
cloth folder, bookplate of Oliver Brett, Aberdeen, 1891; The Reward
of Labour..., Being no.1 of the Hammersmith Socialist Library,
original grey wrappers, slightly damp-stained at foot of spine, [1893]
§ To Socialists, 3pp., a little soiled and browned, 1885 § Socialist
League (The). The Socialist Platform, no.1: Address to Trades’
unions, 2 woodcut headings, soiled, preserved in cloth folder (damp-
stained), 1885 § Manifesto of english Socialists, original red
wrappers, 1893 § Broadside. International Socialist Workers &
Trade union Congress. A great demonstration in favour of
International Peace will be held in Hyde Park on Sunday, July 26,
1896, folded, spotted, c.380 x 160mm., 1896; and a quantity of
others, similar, by or relating to Morris, mostly socialist
(particularly Socialist League, Hammersmith Socialist Society,
Fabian Society etc.) but including a few relating to Kelmscott or
Morris & Co., some duplicates, most original wrappers, most stained
and affected by damp at lower edge or corner, v.s., most 1880s &
1890s; v.s.; sold not subject to return (a box)

⁂ An interesting but sadly damaged group of pamphlets relating
to William Morris and socialism. The first commemorates the
death of Alfred Linnell, a young clerk, on 2nd december 1887. on
Sunday 13th november 10,000 people including William Morris
and george Bernard Shaw had demonstrated in Trafalgar Square
against repression in Ireland and unemployment. There were
violent clashes and many were beaten by police with truncheons.
This was the original “Bloody Sunday” and resulted in another
protest against the police and army in Trafalgar Square the
following week. during this Alfred Linnell was knocked down by a
police horse and died later of his injuries, causing a mass outcry.
People flocked to his funeral on 18th december and William
Morris, as leader of the Socialist League, gave the main address
and produced this pamphlet to raise money for Linnell’s family. 

£500 - 700
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431
Swinburne (Algernon Charles) A WoRd FoR THe nAVy, a Poem,
16pp., one oF 25 CoPIeS on PAPeR, original blue-green printed
wrappers, slightly fraying at spine ends, preserved in modern cloth
folder, [Todd 299f, forged “Ottley” printing], Charles Ottley, Landon &
Co., 1887 [Richard Clay, c.1890]; another edition, 16pp., FIRST
edITIon, number 155 of 250 copies, original stiff blue printed
wrappers, uncut, Chiswick Press for George Redway, 1887; Cleopatra,
20pp., original buff wrappers, [Todd 292f, “probable forgery”], John
Camden Hotten, 1866 [Richard Clay, c.1888]; notes on Poems and
Reviews, 24pp., FIRST edITIon, FIRST ISSue with imprint “Savill and
Edwards” on verso of title, stitched as issued, a little soiled, Hotten,
1866; In the Album of Adah Menken [dolorida], 4pp., FIRST edITIon,
[Richard Herne Shepherd], [1883]; unpublished Verses, 4pp., [Todd
304p, “piracy”], 1866 [c.1888] § Mallarmé (Stephane) Five
Letters...to Algernon Charles Swinburne, 16pp., one oF 30 CoPIeS,
original blue printed wrappers, uncut, a little frayed at edges, privately
printed, 1922, 8vo (7)

⁂ An interesting group of pamphets by or relating to Swinburne,
several of them Wise forgeries or piracies.

£500 - 700

432
Thomson (Hugh).- Goldsmith (Oliver) THe VICAR oF WAKeFIeLd, FIRST
ISSue WITH SuPPReSSed ILLuSTRATIon on p.95 of girl sitting on a man’s back,
1890 § days with Sir Roger de Coverley, third edition, fine engraved
bookplate of Constance Wrigley by ?M.V.Wheelhouse, 1892 § old
english Songs, 1894 § dobson (Austin) The Story of Rosina..., Kegan
Paul, 1895 § Reade (Charles) Peg Woffington, George Allen, 1899 §
Thackeray (W.M.) The History of Henry esmond, esq., 1905 § [evans
(Mary Anne)], “george eliot”. Scenes of Clerical Life, 1906, most FIRST
THoMSon edITIonS, all with plates and/or illustrations by Hugh Thomson,
original pictorial/decorated dark green cloth, gilt, g.e., some slightly
rubbed but generally good, bright copies, all but the fourth and fifth
Macmillan and Co.; and 8 others similar, mostly Macmillan, with
illustrations by Charles e. Brock, Randolph Caldecott (2), edmund
J.Sullivan (2), J.Lockwood Kipling and others, 8vo (15)

£500 - 700

433
Kelmscott Press.- Morris (William) CoRReCTed PRooF SHeeT FoR
POEMS BY THE WAY, sheet f2 (p.67) printed on recto only, on wove paper,
with markings in red ink to indicate lines to be printed in red and one
or two others in black, initialled by Morris in purple ink at head, pencil
note at foot, spotting and light soiling, small tear to upper edge
repaired, tipped to stub and bound in blue boards, gitl-stamped
morocco label to upper cover, bookplate of Freeman Bass (co-founder
and Honorary Treasurer of the William Morris Society), spine faded,
[cf.Peterson A2], 4to, Kelmscott Press, [1891].

£300 - 400

434
Kelmscott Press.- Morris (William) PoeMS By THe WAy, one of 300
copies on Flower paper, printed in red and black in Golden type,
wood-engraved border and initials designed by Morris, front free
endpaper very slightly defective at lower outer corner (lacking tip),
original vellum with silk ties, yapp edges, spine titled in gilt, uncut, a
little yellowed, slight staining to lower edge of rear cover, [Peterson
A2], small 4to, Kelmscott Press, 1891.

⁂ The first book to feature the famous Kelmscott printer’s mark;
in fact it appears twice, at the end of the table of contents and on
the colophon leaf at end. It was also the first Kelmscott book to
be printed in two colours.

£1,000 - 1,500
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435
Thomson (Hugh).- Gaskell (Elizabeth C.) CRAnFoRd, frontispiece
and illustrations by Hugh Thomson, advertisement leaf at end, foxed,
bookplates on front and rear pastedowns, original pictorial green
cloth, gilt, designed by Thomson, g.e., a little rubbed and marked,
slightly cocked, 8vo, Macmillan and Co., 1891.

£100 - 150

436
Kelmscott Press.- Ruskin (John) THe nATuRe oF goTHIC: A CHAPTeR
oF THe SToneS oF VenICe, one of 500 copies on Flower paper, printed
in Golden type, wood-engraved border and initials designed by
William Morris, illustrations in text, original vellum with silk ties, yapp
edges, spine titled in gilt, uncut, spine and edges very slightly soiled,
[Peterson A4], small 4to, Kelmscott Press, 1892.

£750 - 1,000

437
Kelmscott Press.- Tennyson (Alfred, Lord) MAud, A MonodRAMA,
one of 500 copies on Flower paper, printed in Golden type with stanza
numbers in red, wood-engraved borders and initials designed by
William Morris, with pp.15-16, 19-20, 25-26 & 69-70 all cancels,
endpapers soiled, original limp vellum with silk ties, yapp edges, spine
titled in gilt, uncut, a little soiled, lacking lower ties, [Peterson A17],
8vo, Kelmscott Press, 1893.

⁂ Following the discovery of some typographical errors “four
cancellans leaves were printed...and were perhaps inserted in at
least a few copies of Maud.” Peterson

£750 - 1,000

438
Kelmscott Press.- Meinhold (William) SIdonIA THe SoRCeReSS,
translated by Francesca Speranza, Lady Wilde, one of 300 copies
on Flower paper, printed in red and black in Golden type, wood-
engraved border and initials designed by William Morris, light
browning to one or two leaves, variant binding of original holland-
backed boards, paper label on spine, uncut, rubbed and lightly soiled,
spine browned and label split and slightly chipped, edges of boards,
corners and spine ends a little worn, [Peterson A19], large 4to,
Kelmscott Press, 1893.

⁂ Most copies were bound in original limp vellum with silk ties
but Peterson notes that “Cockerell instructed Leighton to bind
thirty copies in ‘half holland uniform with the golden Legend’ and
these were later donated to British and American libraries”. There
is no evidence for this copy being ex-library.

£700 - 900
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439
Rossetti (Christina) goBLIn MARKeT, one oF 160 LARge PAPeR CoPIeS,
wood-engraved pictorial title, 12 plates and numerous illustrations by
Laurence Housman, title browned from tissue guard, later half green
morocco, spine gilt, uncut, very slightly rubbed at edges, [Ray 279],
8vo, 1893.

⁂ one of the most important Art nouveau illustrated books. It
was originally published in 1862 with two illustrations by the
author’s brother, dante gabriel Rossetti, but Laurence Housman
wrote to the publishers suggesting a fully illustrated version. His
style perfectly captures the tale of the weird and sinister goblins
tempting two innocent sisters to taste their fruit.

£400 - 600

440

440
STudIo (THe): An ILLuSTRATed MAgAZIne oF FIne And APPLIed ART, vol.1-
12 in 11 only (lacking vol.9), plates and illustrations including several
original lithographs, some colour, a few loose, foxing (affecting some
prints), original green cloth, vol.1 & 2 pictorial, the rest decorative gilt,
t.e.g., others uncut, rubbed, a little spotted, 4to, The Studio, 1893-98.

⁂ Including original prints by many fin-de-siècle artists including
Whistler (5), Beardsley, Pennell, Anning Bell, Brangwyn, Khnopff,
Menpes, Rivière and William nicholson.

£500 - 700

441
Morris (William) LeTTeRS on SoCIALISM, one oF 34 CoPIeS, SIgned
PReSenTATIon CoPy FRoM T.J.WISe inscribed on half-title (recipient’s name
erased), 4pp. facsimile letter, Ashley Library device at end, original cream
boards, uncut, a little soiled, spine slightly browned and with small nick
to foot, [Todd 185d], 8vo, privately printed [for T.J.Wise], 1894.

£200 - 300

442
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442
Kelmscott Press.- AnCoATS BRoTHeRHood. WHen AdAM deLVed And
eVe SPAn..., 4pp., one of 250 copies, with wood-engraved frontispiece
to ‘John Ball’ (When Adam Delved...) by Burne-Jones on first page and
extracts from Tennyson and Ruskin, wood-engraved initials, borders
& press device designed by William Morris, small stain to outer edge
of first page, final page a little browned, slight damp-staining to upper
outer corner, [Peterson D5], Kelmscott Press, March 1894-March
1895; and a small bundle of 8 Kelmscott Press prospectuses with
accompanying A.L.s. from Sydney Cockerell on press notepaper
dated dec. 11th 1895, all damp-stained at lower outer corner, 8vo;
sold not subject to return (10)

⁂ The Ancoats Brotherhood was a socialist workers’ organization
in Manchester founded by Charles Rowley in 1878. It provided
lectures, concerts and exhibitions for the working classes and
lecturers included William Morris, Ford Madox Brown, Peter
Kropotkin and george Bernard Shaw. Freeman Bass notes on the
envelopes that there were 2500 copies printed but Peterson says
250 (quoting a note by Cockerell).

Cockerell’s letter with the prospectuses is in reply to an inquiry
concerning the Kelmscott Press Shakespeare and accompanies
all those prospectuses mentioning it, although the information
supplied is somewhat limited: “...It is not likely to be in the press
for many months, & it is impossible to say how many volumes it
will be in - or what will be the price...”.

£400 - 600

443
Kelmscott Press.- MenuS FoR THe THIRd And FouRTH AnnuAL PRInTeRS’
dInneRS, each 4pp., printed in red and black with press borders and
device on final leaf, with note by Freeman Bass (co-founder and
Honorary Treasurer of the William Morris Society) quoting Sydney
Cockerell “...the two menus are exceedingly rare...” loosely inserted,
both removed from album with traces of glue to edge of final leaf,
damp-staining to lower inner corners, first with small tear to lower
edge of first leaf, [Peterson D8], 8vo, Kelmscott Press, Friday, August
31, 1894 and Friday, September 13, 1895.

⁂ VeRy RARe. Four annual dinners were held, these are the last two,
both held at the dumb Bell Hotel, Taplow, Berks. Peterson quotes
a note by Cockerell “A very few copies of these four menus were
printed. The arrangement was that of the compositors and was
not shown to Morris.” Having free rein the compositors used as
many Kelmscott types and ornaments as possible. 

£400 - 600

444
Morris (William) LeTTeRS on SoCIALISM, one oF 30 CoPIeS on PAPeR, 4pp.
facsimile letter, Ashley Library device at end, original cream boards,
uncut, a little soiled, rubbed and soiled, [Todd 185d], privately printed
[for T.J.Wise], 1894; democratic Federation. Chants for Socialists:
no.I. The day is Coming, 8pp., FIRST edITIon, original cream printed
wrappers, with manuscript sheet of notes loosely inserted, all in card
folder and annotated envelope with signature of J.F.Horrabin, [Forman
71], The Modern Press for Reeves, [1883]; Monopoly: or, How Labour
is Robbed, “The Socialist Platform” No.7, 16pp, illustration by Walter
Crane, stapled, unopened, spotted, 1891 § Morris (W.) and e.Belfort
Bax. Socialism: Its growth & outcome, number 278 of 278 copies
(limitation corrected by from “275 copies printed” to “278”), original
buckram, uncut, rubbed, spine faded, 1893; and 4 other pamphlets
by or relating to William Morris, 8vo (8)

⁂ The second item Chants for Socialists is, according to the sheet
of inserted notes, “the first poetic contribution to the modern
Socialist Movement”. Buxton Forman describes it as “one of the
rarest Socialist items”. James Francis “Frank” Horrabin (1884-1962)
was a socialist radical writer and cartoonist.

£400 - 600
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Ruskin (John) LeTTeRS on ART And LITeRATuRe, [one oF 33 CoPIeS on
PAPeR], 1894; Letters...to ernest Chesneau, [one oF 33 CoPIeS on
PAPeR], facsimile leaf, 1894; Letters...to Rev. F.A. Malleson, M.A.,
“LIMITed To A FeW CoPIeS”, 1896; Aratra Pentelici. Six Lectures on
Sculpture, vol.III of ‘The Works...’, SIgned And InSCRIBed By THe AuTHoR
“HenRy ACLAnd WITH JoHn RuSKIn’S LoVe, And gRATITude, 29TH JAnuARy
1872” on front free endpaper, for the author, Keston, 1872; Val
d’Arno: Ten Lectures on Tuscan Art, inscribed to S.A.Acland by
various other Aclands, Orpington, 1882, the first three all edited by
Thomas J.Wise, device of Ashley Library at end, original cloth, uncut,
very slightly rubbed, [Todd 212d, 213d & 217d], privately printed [for
T.J.Wise], the last two with plates and bookplate of Sarah Angelina
Acland (daughter of Henry), original blue calf ruled in blind, g.e.,
rubbed; and 7 others by or relating to Ruskin (mostly pamphlets),
and a photogravure of Ruskin with Sir Henry Acland from a
photograph taken by Sarah Acland at Brantwood in 1893 (foxed),
8vo & 4to (13)

⁂ Sir Henry Acland (1815-1900) was appointed Lee’s reader in
anatomy at Christ Church in 1845 and physician to the Radcliffe
Infirmary. He met Ruskin while a student at oxford and they
became life-long friends. Acland also encouraged the study of art
at oxford and was instrumental in Ruskin’s appointment as the
first Slade Professor of Fine Art at oxford in 1869.

£400 - 600

446
Crane (Walter) eIgHT oRIgInAL ILLuSTRATIonS FoR THe MeRRy WIVeS oF
WIndSoR, pen and black ink, brush and ink, some corrections in white,
traces of graphite under-drawing, each signed with monogram lower
right, on Whatman wove paper, two sheets featuring countermark
initial ‘B’, each sheet approx 285 x 230 mm. (11¼ x 9 in), minor
surface dirt, unframed, [circa 1894], (8).

Provenance: ex-collection of duncan C. dallas (the inventor of the
“dallastype” printing technique)

⁂ The set comprises 1. Anne: Will’t please your worship to come
in, Sir? ( act I, scene II); 2. Mistress Page: Letter for letter, but that
the name of Page and Ford differs? ( act II, scene I); 3. Falstaff: But
what says she to me? be brief, my good she-Mercury , ( act II,
scene II) ; 4. Falstaff: I love thee, help me away, let me creep in
here, I’ll never -, ( act III, scene III); 5. Anne: May be he tells you
true , ( act III, scene IV); 6. Ford: I’ll prat her - out of my door, you
witch , (act IV, scene II ); 7. Sir H. evans: Come, will this wood take
fire? (act V, scene V); 8. Falstaff: I do begin to perceive that I am
made an ass, ( act V, scene V).

£4,000 - 6,000

447
Kelmscott Press.- Herrick (Robert) PoeMS CHoSen ouT oF THe
WoRKS, edited by F.S.ellis, one of 250 copies on Flower paper, printed
in red and black in Golden type, wood-engraved borders and initials
designed by William Morris, original limp vellum with silk ties, spine
titled in gilt, uncut, lightly soiled, small stain to lower cover, [Peterson
A37], 8vo, Kelmscott Press, 1895.

£1,000 - 1,500

448
Kelmscott Press.- SyR PeReCyVeLLe oF gALeS, edited by F.S.ellis, one
of 350 copies on Flower paper, printed in red and black in Chaucer
type, wood-engraved frontispiece designed by Edward Burne-Jones
and borders and initials by William Morris, WITH A.n.S. FRoM edWARd
BuRne-JoneS To RoBeRT CATTeRSon SMITH “...could you come on Monday
- instead of tomorrow - tomorrow is awkward for me...E.B.J.” loosely
inserted, very light spotting to first two leaves, bookplate of Harry
Currie Marillier, original holland-backed boards, upper cover titled in
black, uncut, a little rubbed and marked, lower corners bumped and
worn, [Peterson A33], 8vo, Kelmscott Press, 1895.

⁂ Robert Catterson-Smith (1853-1938), artist, socialist and
principal of the Birmingham School of Art. He worked with William
Morris and edward Burne-Jones on the Kelmscott Chaucer,
preparing Burne-Jones's original drawings for engraving.

£750 - 1,000
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449
Kelmscott Press.- Coleridge (Samuel Taylor) PoeMS CHoSen ouT
oF THe WoRKS..., edited by F.S.ellis, one of 300 copies on Flower paper,
printed in red and black in Golden type, wood-engraved borders and
initials designed by William Morris, occasional light foxing, original
limp vellum with silk ties, yapp edges, spine titled in gilt, uncut, lacking
ties, covers a little yellowed, spine lightly soiled, [Peterson A38], 8vo,
Kelmscott Press, 1896.

£1,000 - 1,500

450
Peacock Series.- Peacock (Thomas Love) HeAdLong HALL And
nIgHTMARe ABBey, illustrated by H.R.Millar, original pictorial blue cloth,
gilt, with peacock design on upper cover and on endpapers in yellow,
g.e., 1896; and 12 others from the series, 5 by Maria edgeworth
and 7 by Capt. Marryat, with illustrations by H.M.Brock, E.J.Sullivan,
Chris Hammond and others, all in pictorial gilt blue or green cloth
bindings designed by Albert Angus Turbayne with yellow peacock
endpapers, some a little rubbed but generally bright, 8vo, Macmillan
and Co., 1890s. (13)

£250 - 350

451
Wise (Thomas James).- Stevenson (Robert Louis) FAMILIAR
ePISTLe In VeRSe And PRoSe, [one oF 27 CoPIeS], facsimile leaf, Ashley
Library device at end, original cream boards, uncut, browned, spine
worn and defective, [Todd 286d], privately printed [for T.J.Wise], 1896
§ [evans (Mary Anne)], “george eliot”. Agatha, 16pp., third edition
(reprint of the Wise/Forman fake of the rare original, with comma after
“behind” but not after “thinking” on page 11), unbound, spine ends
slightly frayed, preserved in later cloth folder and morocco-backed
cloth slip-case (spine rubbed and faded), [Todd 156c(3)], Trubner &
Co., 1869 [new york, ?printed for Max Harzof, c.1935] § Horne
(Richard Hengist) galatea Secunda, an odaic Cantata, addressed
to H.R.H. Prince Alfred, duke of edinburgh, on his first arrival in
the Colony of Victoria, 4pp., second issue of title with Virgil quote
corrected to “hiems”, on Joynson 1873 paper, book-labels of Graham
Pollard and J.O.Edwards to upper outer corner of p.2, Melbourne, For
Private Circulation, 1868 [Richard Clay, c.1880] § [Austin (Alfred)]
Albert Victor, duke of Clarence and Avondale, 8pp., drophead title,
final leaf browned, [COPAC lists BL copy only], Chiswick Press, [c.1893],
8vo & 4to (4)

£200 - 300
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452
Macdougall (William Brown) THRee oRIgInAL deCoRATIVe BoRdeR
ILLuSTRATIonS FoR THe “THe BooK oF RuTH”, 1896, pen and black ink,
heightened with white, traces of graphite, two signed lower right, one
dated ‘96, on thick wove paper and artist’s board, each sheet approx.
475 x 360 mm. (18¾ x 14¼ in), some pencil annotations, spotting
and light browning, surface dirt, unframed, circa 1896, (3).

⁂ “This book is filled with exquisite decorations. Patterns of great
beauty flow around the pages, and testify to the power of
invention possessed by the illustrator.” [The Spectator, review of
the dent & Co. first edition of “The Book of Ruth”, 19th december
1896, p. 24]

£400 - 600

453

453
Kelmscott Press.- SyR ySAMBRACe, edited by F.S.ellis, one of 350
copies on Flower paper, printed in red and black in Chaucer type,
wood-engraved frontispiece designed by Edward Burne-Jones and
borders and initials by William Morris, engraved bookplate of
Frederick W.French, with A.N.s. from Edward Burne-Jones to Robert
Catterson Smith “Come in tomorrow (?)morning to talk over drawing
if you can...E.B.J.” loosely inserted with envelope, original holland-
backed boards, upper cover titled in black, uncut, fading to edge of
upper cover, [Peterson A48], 8vo, Kelmscott Press, 1897. 

£1,000 - 1,500

454
Vale Press.- [Bradley (Katherine) and Edith Cooper], “Michael
Field”. THe WoRLd AT AuCTIon, one of 210 copies, first leaf with wood-
engraved border and initial by Charles Ricketts, contemporary russet
morocco, upper cover with onlaid borders of tan morocco elaborately
stamped in gilt, spine gilt in compartments with onlays and small gilt
rules and dots, g.e., very slightly rubbed at edges, 8vo, Hacon &
Ricketts [Vale Press], 1898.

£300 - 400
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456

455
Rossetti (Dante Gabriel).- Marillier (H.C.) dAnTe gABRIeL
RoSSeTTI..., FIRST edITIon, plates, original decorated blue cloth, gilt,
designed by Laurence Housman, t.e.g., others uncut, WITH THe RARe
duST-JACKeT, a little browned and soiled, slightly frayed at edges, 1899
§ Rossetti (dante gabriel) The early Italian Poets..., small water-
stain to upper outer corner of title and dedication, bookplate of
George Livingston Nichols, contemporary vellum, spine gilt, lightly
soiled, upper joint cracked, 1861 § Shelley (P.B.) The Poetical
Works..., edited by Harry Buxton Forman, 4 vol., frontispieces,
original pictorial turquoise cloth, gilt, designed by Rossetti, slightly
rubbed, 1876; and a pamphlet by Rossetti, folio & 8vo (7)

£400 - 600

456
Beerbohm (Max) MR A. B. WALKLey, SHoWn LeAnIng AgAInST A TALL
PedeSTAL WITH A BuST oF ARISToTLe, a portrait of the drama critic and
civil servant, pen and black ink, monochrome wash, signed ‘Max’
centre left, and inscribed ‘Mr A. B. Walkley’ lower left, on buff wove
paper, 300 x 120 mm. (11¾ x 4¾ in), under glass, a couple of areas
of restoration, some surface dirt, [1904].

Provenance: Sotheby’s, London, 13th May 1959

Literature: Hart-davis, Rupert, A Catalogue of the Caricatures of Max
Beerbohm, 1972, no. 1729

⁂ A similar composition with a bust on a pedestal was utilised by
Beerbohm in his 1896 caricature portrait of Mr William Archer. In
May, 1904, Walkley wrote to Beerbohm, ‘I have just bought your
caricature of Aristotle - but who is the midget clinging to A’s
pedestal?’

£600 - 800

457
Dickens (Charles) THe WoRKS, 80 vol., exTRA-ILLuSTRATed WITH
AuTogRAPH LeTTeR SIgned By dICKenS To HIS MAnAgeR geoRge doLBy
tipped in to front of vol.1, titles printed in red and black, PLATeS In TWo
STATeS (BeFoRe And AFTeR LeTTeRIng) By CRuIKSHAnK, LeeCH And oTHeRS,
HAnd-CoLouRed PLATeS AFTeR Kyd, numerous other plates and facsimile
wrappers after the original parts, tissue-guards, contemporary
crushed blue morocco, gilt, inner gilt dentelles, spines darkened, vol.1
upper cover detached, joints rubbed, some cracked, some chipping to
head of spines, 8vo, 1906-08.

£6,000 - 8,000
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457

458
Chivers (Cedric, binder).- Hutten (Baroness von) ouR LAdy oF THe
BeeCHeS, colour portrait of the author by William Nicholson,
ConTeMPoRARy “VeLLuCenT” BIndIng By CHIVeRS oF BATH, transparent
vellum over painting of a sundial in a garden with mother-of-pearl
inlay on upper cover, t.e.g., others uncut, signed on rear turn-in, a little
soiled, one or two small stains to edges, 8vo, 1907.

£700 - 900

459
Morris (William).- Mowbray-Clarke ( John Frederick) MAy
MoRRIS, bronze circular plaque, 120mm. diameter, titled, signed and
dated in the plaque, 1910.

⁂ Mowbray-Clarke was an American sculptor who specialised in
medals and one of the organisers of the influential Armory Show
in new york in 1913.

£200 - 300



460
Eliot (T.S.) MuRdeR In THe CATHedRAL, FIRST CoMPLeTe edITIon, SIgned By
THe AuTHoR on title with printed name crossed through, some minor
spotting to endpapers, original cloth, shelf-lean, spine ends and
corners a little bumped, rubbed and mottled, [Gallup A29b], 1935;
and a first edition of The Film of Murder in the Cathedral, 8vo &
4to (2)

£500 - 700

461
Eliot (T.S.) THe IdeA oF A CHRISTIAn SoCIeTy, light spotting to endpapers,
spine ends and corners a little bumped, 1939; notes Towards the
definition of Culture, light browning to endpapers, light fading to spine
and upper cover, dust-jacket, spine slightly browned, minor chipping
and creasing to spine ends and corners, 1948, FIRST edITIonS, SIgned By
THe AuTHoR on titles with printed name crossed through, original cloth,
[Gallup A35a & A51a]; and 2 others by the same, 8vo (4)

£400 - 600

462
Eliot (T.S.) THe WASTe LAnd And oTHeR PoeMS, FIRST edITIon, SIgned By
THe AuTHoR on title with printed name crossed through, occasional
spotting, paperclip rust mark to head of half-title and front free
endpaper, endpapers a little browned, original boards, a little bumped
and spotted, dust-jacket, price-clipped, spine slightly faded, spine ends
and corners a little chipped, some light staining to panels, [Gallup
A35x], 1940; and a reprint of the same edition, 8vo (2)

⁂ RARe SIgned.

£750 - 1,000

463
Eliot (T.S.) Four Quartets, FIRST engLISH edITIon, SIgned By THe AuTHoR
on title, TyPed LeTTeR SIgned By THe AuTHoR apologising for mis-sending
another signed copy of this book loosely inserted, light creasing to head
of text, original cloth, cocked, dust-jacket, a little cockled (as often),
spine slightly browned, light surface soiling, [Gallup A43b], 8vo, 1944.

⁂ “It was sent by an odd mistake to a man I know slightly, and
though no doubt he was surprised at receiving a signed copy of
my book, I think he might be rather hurt by being told that it was
not intended for him!”

£1,000 - 1,500
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464
Eliot (T.S.) THe CoCKTAIL PARTy, FIRST ISSue with typographical error on
p. 29, SIgned By THe AuTHoR on title with printed name crossed through,
2 dust-jackets, light browning to jacket spine, some minor chipping
and creasing to head and foot, 1950; The Confidential Clerk, FIRST
ISSue with typographical error on p. 7, SIgned PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIon
To P. T. R. gILLeTT from the author to title, dust-jacket, spine slightly
faded with small internal chip, minor chipping to spine ends and
corners, 1954, FIRST edITIonS, original cloth, [Gallup A55a & A64a]; and
4 others, plays by the same, 8vo (6)

£400 - 600

465
Eliot (T.S.) Poetry and drama, light browning to endpapers, original
cloth, dust-jacket, spine slightly browned, spine ends and corners a
little chipped, 1951; The Literature of Politics, some light browning
to head, original wrappers, 1955; “goethe as the Sage” in
gedenkschrift zur Verleihung Hansischen goethe-Preises,
AuTogRAPH CoRReCTIon In eLIoT’S HAnd To P.62, text in German and
English, illustrations, original wrappers, light toning to margins, 1955,
FIRST edITIonS, eACH WITH SIgned PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIonS FRoM THe
AuTHoR To P.T.R.gILLeT, [Gallup A57b, A67, B74]; and 3 others by the
same, 8vo (6)

£400 - 600

466
Ariel Poems (The).- Eliot (T.S.) THe CuLTIVATIon oF CHRISTMAS TReeS,
FIRST edITIon, SIgned PReSenTATIon InSCRIPTIon FRoM THe AuTHoR to P. T. R.
GIllett to title, illustrations by David Jones, original stitched wrappers,
[Gallup A66a], 1954 § The Ariel Poems, first series, nos. 1-7, 9-15,
17-22, 24-28, 30, 31, 33, 34, 36-38, no. 37 SIgned By VITA SACKVILLe-
WeST on upper cover, illustrations by Eric Gill, Graham Sutherland,
Eric Ravilious and others, original stitched pictorial wrappers, some
light fading, light rubbing to extremities, [1927-54]; and 16 others,
including some duplicates and other pamphlets, 8vo (49)

£400 - 600

467
Eliot (T.S.) 2 TyPed LeTTeRS SIgned To P.T.R. gILLeT, each with small
manuscript addition to foot in Eliot’s hand, each 1p., 4to, 43 Heath
Drive, Gidea Park, Essex, 15th & 21st november, 1955, stating that
he is unable to sign copies of his books no longer in print due to
“a certain unscrupulous bookseller (not a British bookseller)” and
some small reminiscence of school life, folds, the first with some
closed tears and with Gillet’s reply to verso; with T.L.s. from Valerie
eliot and 2 T.L.s. from John Bodley of Faber and Faber, v.s., v.d. (5)

£400 - 600
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468
Ardizzone (Edward) An oRIgInAL deSIgn FoR “THe gASWoRKS” ReSTAuRAnT
FLyeR, a preliminary sketch, brush and black ink, graphite, on thin
tissue, 280 x 400 mm. (11 x 15¾ in), handling creases, surface dirt,
unframed; together with 23 printed copies of the final design, 22
on purple coloured wove paper, each 130 x 190 mm. (5⅛ x 7½ in). 

⁂ From serving gangsters to royalty, the gasworks Restaurant in
Fulham became legendary in the 1970s and 1980s, with claimed
clientele as diverse as Princess Margaret, the Rolling Stones, and
the Fulham gangster John Bindon. 

£300 - 500

469
Nielsen (Kay).- [Asbjørnsen (Peter Christen) & Jørgen Moe.]
eAST oF THe Sun And WeST oF THe Moon: old Tales from the north,
nuMBeR 125 oF 500 CoPIeS SIgned By THe ARTIST, 25 tipped-in colour
plates, pictorial title and numerous black & white illustrations by Kay
Nielsen, captioned tissue guards, small ink smudge to edge of title,
lightly browned at edges, light soiling to pictorial endpapers, original
pictorial vellum, gilt, with silk ties, t.e.g., others uncut, a little soiled,
upper cover slightly splayed, 4to, [1914].

£4,000 - 6,000

470
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470
Aesop’s Fables.- Kiddell-Monroe (Joan) THe CoMPLeTe 180
oRIgInAL ILLuSTRATIonS FoR AeSoP’S FABLeS, 1961, published by J.M.
dent & Sons Ltd., with test colour sheet and title designs, pen and
black ink, point of the brush, red ink, heightened with and corrections
in white, some graphite and ball-point pen annotations, on thin wove
tracing paper, various sizes, largest approx. 245 x 175 mm. (9¾ x 6⅞
in), minor handling creases, some adhesive visible, collected together
in original publishers paper slips, each annotated, and with
publisher’s envelope, all loose, unframed, [circa 1961], (180).

Provenance: Sotheby’s, London, English Literature, History, Childrens
Books Illustrations, 10th June 1988, lot 841

⁂ Born in 1908, Kiddell-Monroe became a well known book
illustrator, and worked prolifically through the 1940s and 1960s.
As well as working on the illustrations for Aesop’s Fables, the artist
illustrated the oxford Myths and Legends series, a number of
Patricia Lynch’s Irish books including Long ears and orla of
Burren, and illustrated all six books of the Ladybird series of The
Adventures of Wonk.

£800 - 1,200

471

471
Milne (A. A.) [THe CHRISToPHeR RoBIn BooKS], 4 vol., comprising When
We Were Very young, second issue with roman numerals on
Contents page, ink ownership inscription and light browning to
endpapers, jacket spine chipped and browned, tape repairs to verso,
chipping and creasing to extremities, light browning and surface
soiling, 1924; Winnie-the-Pooh, map endpapers (a little browned),
jacket spine browned, spine ends and corners a little chipped, light
rubbing and surface soiling, 1926; now We Are Six, pictorial
endpapers (a little browned), jacket spine a little browned, spine ends
and corners a little chipped, light rubbing and surface soiling, 1927;
The House at Pooh Corner, pictorial endpapers (a little browned),
jacket spine slightly browned, spine ends and corners a little chipped,
1928, FIRST edITIonS, illustrations by Ernest H. Shepard, original
pictorial cloth, gilt, dust-jackets, 8vo.

£1,500 - 2,000

472
Designer Binding.- Brockman (James).- Devauchelle (Roger)
LA ReLIuRe en FRAnCe de SeS oRIgIneS A noS JouRS, 3 vol., [one of 900
copies], plates and illustrations, some colour and mounted, original
printed wrappers bound in at end, bound in variously-coloured
goatskin, By JAMeS BRoCKMAn, vol.1 in tan, vol.2 purple and vol.3 ochre,
each with bands of thin tooled lines in gold and onlaid strips of
goatskin in black and other colours running across covers and spine
but to different design on each volume, spines titled and numbered
in gilt, signed and dated “James R.Brockman 1981” at foot of rear
turn-in, preserved in black goatskin-backed drop-back cloth boxes,
spines with 6 raised bands and titled in gilt, 4to, Paris, 1959-61.

⁂ Important history of bookbinding in France by a renowned
binder, often found incomplete.

James Brockman (born 1946) studied under Ivor Robinson at
oxford Polytechnic. He was assistant to Sydney Cockerell  in
Cambridge from 1968-73, Arts Fellow at gwasg gregynog, the
university of Wales, 1982-83 and the first visiting lecturer at the
Institute of Fine Binding and Book Conservation, Humanities
Research Centre, university of Texas in 1987. He is a Fellow of
designer Bookbinders and past President of both designer
Bookbinders and The Society of Bookbinders.

£2,500 - 3,500

177Buyer’s premium is applicable on every lot. Please note any symbols for additional charges that may apply. All symbols, fees, charges and applicable VAT are explained on p.4 
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Binding.- Cretté (Paule) and Alain Lobstein.- Garrigou
(Marcel) LeS MAITReS de LA ReLIuRe: geoRgeS CReTTÉ, nuMBeR 5 oF 25
SPeCIALLy-Bound CoPIeS, from an edition limited to 450, this copy for
M. & Mme. Bernard Boisset, plates and illustrations, some colour,
errata leaf, original wrappers printed in brown bound in at beginning
and end, bound in brown goatskin, covers blind-stamped with panel
of striped squares surrounded by the the binder’s name in imitation
of the wrappers, By PAuLe CReTTÉ And ALAIn LoBSTeIn, spine titled in gilt,
t.e.g., very slight fading to spine and one or two small spots, signed
“Paule Cretté - Alain Lobstein” in gilt at foot of front turn-in and “Atelier
Lobstein - Laurenchet 1984” at rear, cloth slip-case edged in goatskin,
4to, Toulouse, 1984.

⁂ Monograph and catalogue raisonné of the famous French
binder.

£750 - 1,000

474
Designer Binding (Miniature).- James (Angela, binder).-
Ritchie (Ward) A guIde To THe HAnd PReSS, one of 200 copies, wood-
engraved illustrations by Anthony Christmas, bound in citron goatskin
onlaid with letters and small dots in different colours and edged in
pink goatskin, By AngeLA JAMeS, onlaid pink goatskin doublures,
coloured endpapers, preserved in felt-lined citron goatskin folder
fastened with pink triangular button and elastic loop, with manuscript
note by the binder “This little book was bound by me, Angela James,
at Osmotherley, North Yorkshire, England in 1989” loosely inserted,
76 x 55mm., Wakefield, Fleece Press, 1989.

⁂ Angela James (b. 1948) is a Fellow and past President of
designer Bookbinders. She trained at the glasgow School of Art
and was then apprenticed to Sydney Cockerell in 1970 where she
worked with James Brockman. She won the Thomas Harrison
Memorial Award with her first binding in 1974 and continues to
exhibit regularly. Her work is held by many private and public
collections. In 1991 the Fleece Press issued her miniature book
The Art of Binding Books.

£400 - 600

178 See forumauctions.co.uk for further images

475
Designer Binding.- Smith (Sally Lou, binder).- Cassou (Jean) AdIeu Aux HALLeS: dessins et Commentaires de Philippe Levantal, nuMBeR
54 oF 25 CoPIeS on gRAnd VÉLIn SIgned By THe ARTIST, from an edition limited to 1000, plates, bound in black goatskin inlaid with crinkled khaki
goatskin forming a design of bare trees branching across both covers with gold tooled lines, By SALLy Lou SMITH, titled in gilt across spine, khaki
suede doublures inlaid with goatskin as on covers, g.e., signed “S.L.S.” at foot of rear doublure, preserved in black goatskin-backed cloth drop-
back box, folio (c.530 x 400mm.), Paris, 1975.

⁂ Sally Lou Smith (1925-2007) was a Fellow and President of designer Bookbinders and a highly regarded teacher of bookbinding.
Although born and raised in America she spent most of her career in Britain. A comprehensive survey of her work appeared in The
new Bookbinder 21 (2001).

£2,000 - 3,000
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Both the sale of goods at our auctions and your relationship with us are
governed by the Terms of Consignment (primarily applicable to sellers)
the Terms of Sale (primarily applicable to bidders and buyers) and any
notices displayed in the saleroom or announced by us at the auction
(collectively, the “Conditions of Business”). The Terms of Consignment and
Terms of Sale are available at our saleroom on request.
You must read these Terms of Sale carefully. Please note that if you
register to bid and/or bid at auction this signifies that you agree to and
will comply with these Terms of Sale. If registering to buy over a Live
Online Bidding Platform, including our own BidFORUM platform, you will
be asked prior to every auction to confirm your agreement to these terms
before you are able to place a bid.

Definitions and interpretation
To make these Terms of Sale easier to read, we have given the following
words a specific meaning:
“Auctioneer”  means Forum Auctions Ltd, a company registered in England
and Wales with registration number 10048705 and whose registered office
is located at 8 The Chase, London SW4 0NH or its authorised auctioneer, as
appropriate;
“Bidder”  means a person participating in bidding at the auction;
“Bidding Platform”  means the bidding platform on which an auction isheld
operated by the Auctioneer, or by a third party service provider on the
Auctioneer’s behalf;
“Buyer”  means the person who makes the highest bid for a Lot accepted
by the Auctioneer;
“Deliberate Forgery”  means: 
    (a)    an imitation made with the intention of deceiving as to authorship,

origin, date, age, period, culture or source;(b) which is described in
the catalogue as being the work of a particular creator without
qualification; and 

    (c)     which at the date of the auction had a value materially less than it
would have had if it had been as described;

“Exclusively Online Auction”  means only an auction held exclusively over
the Website or Bidding Platform and where we have not made the Goods
available for viewing or inspection.  NB this does not apply for any auctions,
howsoever held, where we have made the Goods available for inspection;
“Hammer Price”  means the level of the highest bid accepted by the
Auctioneer for a Lot by the fall of the hammer;
“Lot(s)”  means the goods that we offer for sale at our auctions;
“Premium”  means the fee that we will charge you on yourpurchase of a Lot
to be calculated as set out in Clause 3;
“Premium Inclusive Auction”  means the hammer price is the price the
buyer pays;
“Reserve” means the minimum hammer price at which a Lot may be sold;
“Sale Proceeds”  means the net amount due to the Seller;
“Seller”   means the persons who consign Lots   for sale at our auctions;
“Terms of Consignment”  means the terms on which we agree to offer Lots
for sale in our auctions as agent on behalf of Sellers;
“Terms of Sale” means these terms of sale, as amended or updated from
time to time;
“Total Amount Due”  means the Hammer Price for a Lot, the Premium, any
applicable artist’s resale right royalty, any VAT or import duties due and any
additional charges payable by a defaulting buyer under these Terms of Sale;
“Trader”  means a Seller who is acting for purposes relating to that Seller’s
trade, business, craft or profession, whether acting personally or through
another person acting in the trader’s name or on the trader’s behalf;
“VAT”  means Value Added Tax or any equivalent sales tax; and
“Website”  means our website available at www.forumauctions.co.uk.
In these Terms of Sale, the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to you as the Buyer.
The words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the Auctioneer. Any reference to a ‘Clause’
is to a clause of these Terms of Sale unless stated otherwise.

1.      Information that we are required to give to Consumers
1.1    A description of the main characteristics of each Lot as contained in the

auction catalogue.
1.2    Our name, address and contact details as set out herein, in our auction

catalogues and/or on our Website.
1.3    The price of the Goods and arrangements for payment as described in

Clauses 6 and 8.
1.4    The arrangements for collection of the Goods as set out in Clauses 7

and 8.
1.5    Your right to return a Lot and receive a refund if the Lot is a Deliberate

Forgery as set out in Clause 12.
1.6    We and Trader Sellers have a legal duty to supply any Lots to you in

accordance with these Terms of Sale.
1.7    If you have any complaints, please send them to us directly at the

address set out on our Website.

2.      Bidding procedures and the Buyer
2.1    You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us

with any requested proof of identity and billing information, in a form
acceptable to us.

2.2    We strongly recommend that you either attend the auction in person
or inspect the Lots prior to bidding at the auction. You are responsible
for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If you bid on a Lot, including
by telephone and online bidding, or by placing a commission bid, we
assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot and satisfied yourself
regarding its condition.

2.3    If you instruct us in writing, we may execute commission bids on your
behalf. Neither we nor our employees or agents will be responsible for
any failure to execute your commission bid. Where two or more
commission bids at the same level are recorded we have the right, at
our sole discretion, to prefer one over others.

2.4    The Bidder placing the highest bid accepted by the Auctioneer for a Lot
will be the Buyer at the Hammer Price. Any dispute about a bid will be
settled at our sole discretion. We may reoffer the Lot during the auction
or may settle any dispute in another way. We will act reasonably when
deciding how to settle the dispute.

2.5    Bidders will be deemed to act as principals, even if the Bidder is acting
as an agent for a third party.

2.6    We may bid on Lots on behalf of the Seller up to one bidding increment
(as set at our sole discretion) below the Reserve.

2.7    We may at our sole discretion refuse to accept any bid.
2.8    Bidding increments will be set at our sole discretion.
2.9    Our Terms of Sale shall remain in force for any purchases made within

48 hours following an auction.

3.      The purchase price
         As Buyer, you will pay:
a.      the Hammer Price;
b.      a premium of 25% of the Hammer Price up to a Hammer Price of

£100,000 plus 20% of the Hammer Price from £100,001 to £1,000,000
plus 12% of the Hammer Price exceeding £1,000,000;

c.       any VAT, Import VAT or other duties applicable to the Lot;
d.      any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; and
e.      for Premium Inclusive Auctions there will be no additional fee

4.      VAT and other duties
4.1    You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT and other duties

applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. Please see
the symbols used in the auction catalogue for that Lot and the
“Information for Buyers” in our auction catalogue for further
information.

4.2    We will charge VAT and other duties at the current rate at the date of
the auction.

5.      The contract between you and the Seller
5.1    The contract for the purchase of the Lot between you and the Seller

will be formed when the hammer falls accepting the highest bid for the
Lot at the auction.

5.2    You may directly enforce any terms in the Terms of Consignment
against a Seller to the extent that you suffer damages and/or loss as a
result of the Seller’s breach of the Terms of Consignment.

5.3    If you breach these Terms of Sale, you may be responsible for damages
and/or losses suffered by a Seller or us. If we are contacted by a Seller
who wishes to bring a claim against you, we may at our discretion
provide the Seller with information or assistance in relation to that
claim.

5.4    We normally act as an agent only and will not have any responsibility
for default by you or the Seller (unless we are the Seller of the Lot).

5.5    For Exclusively Online Auction only, Clauses 16 and 17 may apply

6.      Payment
6.1    Following your successful bid on a Lot you will:
         6.1.1      immediately give to us, if not already provided to our

satisfaction, proof of identity in a form acceptable to us (and
any other information that we require in order to comply with
our anti-money laundering obligations); and

         6.1.2      pay to us within 3 working days the Total Amount Due in any
way that we agree to accept payment or in cash (for which
there is an aggregate upper limit of 15,000 euros for all
purchases made in any auction).

6.2    If you owe us any money, we may use any payment made by you to
repay prior debts before applying such monies towards your purchase
of the Lot(s).

TERMS OF SALE
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7.      Title and collection of purchases
7.1    Once you have paid us in full the Total Amount Due for any Lot,

ownership of that Lot will transfer to you. You may not claim or collect
a Lot until you have paid for it.

7.2    You will (at your own expense) collect any Lots that you have purchased
and paid for not later than 10 business days following the day of the
auction; or

7.3    If you do not collect the Lot within this time period, you will be
responsible for removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to
that Lot which will be no less than £1.50 per Lot per day.

7.4    Risk of loss or damage to the Lot will pass to you at the fall of the
Hammer or when you have otherwise purchased the Lot.

7.5    If you do not collect the Lot that you have paid for within forty-five days
after the auction, we may sell the Lot. We will pay the proceeds of any
such sale to you, but will deduct any storage charges or other sums
that we have incurred in the storage and sale of the Lot. We reserve
the right to charge you a selling commission at our standard rates on
any such resale of the Lot.

8.      Remedies for non-payment or failure to collect purchases
8.1    Please do not bid on a Lot if you do not intend to buy it. If your bid is

successful, these Terms of Sale will apply to you. This means that you will
have to carry out your obligations set out in these Terms of Sale. If you
do not comply with these Terms of Sale, we may (acting on behalf of the
Seller and ourselves) pursue one or more of the following measures:

         8.1.1      take action against you for damages for breach of contract;
         8.1.2      reverse the sale of the Lot to you and/or any other Lots sold by

us to you;
         8.1.3      resell the Lot by auction or private treaty (in which case you will

have to pay any difference between the Total Amount Due for
the Lot and the price we sell it for as well as the charges
outlined in Clause 7 and 8.1.5). Please note that if we sell the
Lot for a higher amount than your winning bid, the extra money
will belong to the Seller;

         8.1.4      remove, store and insure the Lot at your expense;
         8.1.5      if you do not pay us within 10 business days of your successful

bid, we may charge interest at a rate not exceeding 1.5% per
month on the Total Amount Due;

         8.1.6      keep that Lot or any other Lot sold to you until you pay the
Total Amount Due;

         8.1.7      reject or ignore bids from you or your agent at future auctions
or impose conditions before we accept bids from you; and/or

         8.1.8      if we sell any Lots for you, use the money made on these Lots
to repay any amount you owe us.

8.2    We will act reasonably when exercising our rights under Clause 8.1. We
will contact you before exercising these rights and try to work with you
to correct any non- compliance by you with these Terms of Sale.

9.      Health and safety
         Although we take reasonable precautions regarding health and safety,

you are on our premises at your own risk. Please note the lay-out of
the premises and security arrangements. Neither we nor our
employees or agents are responsible for the safety of you or your
property when you visit our premises, unless you suffer any injury to
your person or damage to your property as a result of our, our
employees’ or our agents’ negligence.

10.   Warranties
10.1  The Seller warrants to us and to you that:
         10.1.1   the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised

by the true owner to offer and sell the lot at auction;
         10.1.2   the Seller is able to transfer good and marketable title to the

Lot, subject to any restrictions set out in the Lot description, to
you free from any third party rights or claims; and

         10.1.3   as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the Lot
set out in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice
displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at
the auction) are correct. For the avoidance of doubt, you are
solely responsible for satisfying yourself as to the condition of
the Lot in all respects.

10.2  If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the
warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing.
Neither we nor the Seller will be liable, under any circumstances, to pay
you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not
be responsible for any inaccuracies in the information provided by the
Seller except as set out below.

10.3  Please note that many of the Lots that you may bid on at our auction
are second- hand.

10.4  If in an Exclusively Online Auction a Lot is not second-hand and you
purchase the Lot as a Consumer from a Seller that is a Trader, a
number of additional terms may be implied by law in addition to the
Seller’s warranties set out at Clause 10.1 (in particular under the
Consumer Rights Act 2015). These Terms of Sale do not seek to exclude
your rights under law as they relate to the sale of these Lots.

10.5  Save as expressly set out above, all other warranties, conditions or
other terms which might have effect between the Seller and you, or us
and you, or be implied or incorporated by statue, common law or
otherwise are excluded.

11.    Descriptions and condition
11.1  Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided

to us by the Seller of the Lot (for which we are not liable); and (b) our
opinion (although we do not warrant that we have carried out a
detailed inspection of each Lot).

11.2  We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots
before the auction. You (and any consultants acting on your behalf)
must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We
shall not be responsible for any failure by you or your consultants to
properly inspect a Lot.

11.3  Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness,
origin, date, age, provenance, condition or estimated selling price
involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be
honestly and reasonably held, subject always to the limitations in 10.1,
and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently.

11.4  Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be
in perfect condition. 

         11.4.1   Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the
auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the
condition of second-hand Lots or for any condition issues
affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of
a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any saleroom notice) and/
or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have
revealed.

         11.4.2   In the case of Exclusively Online Auctions the provisions of
Clauses 16 and 17 may apply

12.    Deliberate Forgeries
12.1  You may return any Lot which is found to be a Deliberate Forgery to us

within twelve months of the auction provided that you return the Lot
to us in the same condition as when it was released to you,
accompanied by a written statement identifying the Lot from the
relevant catalogue description and a written statement of defects
prepared by an accredited expert.

12.2  If we are reasonably satisfied that the Lot is a Deliberate Forgery, we
will refund the money paid by you for the Lot (including any Premium
and applicable VAT) provided that if:

         12.2.1   the catalogue description reflected the accepted view of
experts as at the date of the auction; or

         12.2.2   you personally are not able to transfer good and marketable
title in the Lot to us, you will have no right to a refund under
this Clause 12.2.

12.3  If you have sold the Lot to another person, we will only be liable to
refund the Total Amount Due for the Lot. We will not be responsible for
repaying any additional money you may have made from selling the
Lot or any other costs you have incurred in relation to the Lot save for
those Lots purchased in exclusively online auctions from a Trader.

12.4  Your right to return a Lot that is a Deliberate Forgery does not affect
your legal rights and is in addition to any other right or remedy
provided by law or by these Terms of Sale.

13.    Our liability to you
13.1  We will not be liable for any loss of opportunity or disappointment

suffered as a result of participating in our auction.

13.2  In addition to the above, neither we nor the Seller shall be responsible
to you and you shall not be responsible to the Seller or us for any other
loss or damage that any of us suffer that is not a foreseeable result of
any of us not complying with the Conditions of Business. Loss or
damage is foreseeable if it is obvious that it will happen or if at the time
of the sale of the Lot, all of we, you and the Seller knew it might happen.

13.3  Subject to Clause 13.4, if we are found to be liable to you for any reason
(including, amongst others, if we are found to be negligent, in breach
of contract or to have made a misrepresentation), our liability will be
limited to the Total Amount Due as paid by you to us for any Lot.

13.4  Notwithstanding the above, nothing in these Terms of Sale shall limit
our liability (or that of our employees or agents) for:
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         13.4.1   death or personal injury resulting from negligence (as defined
in the unfair Contract Terms Act 1977);

         13.4.2   fraudulent misrepresentation; or
         13.4.3   any liability which cannot be excluded by law.

14.    Notices
14.1  All notices between you and us regarding these Terms of Sale must be

in writing and signed by or on behalf of the party giving it.
14.2  Any notice referred in these Terms of Sale may be given:
         14.2.1   by delivering it by hand;
         14.2.2   by first class pre-paid post or Recorded Delivery; or
         14.2.3   by email, provided that a copy is also sent by pre-paid post or

Recorded Delivery.
14.3  Notices must be sent as follows:
         14.3.1   by hand or registered post:
                       b.  to us, at our address set out in these Terms of Sale or at our

registered office address appearing on our Website; and
                       a. to you, at the last postal address that you have given to us

as your contact address in writing; or
         14.3.2   by email:
                        a.   to us, at the following email addresses:

info@forumauctions.co.uk and office@forumauctions.co.uk
                       b.  to you, by sending the notice to any email address that you

have given to us as your contact email address.
14.4  Notices will be deemed to have been received:
         14.4.1   if delivered by hand, on the day of delivery;
         14.4.2   if sent by first class pre-paid post or Recorded Delivery, two

business days after posting, exclusive of the day of posting; or
         14.4.3   if sent by email, at the time of transmission unless sent after

17.00 in the place of receipt in which case they will be deemed
to have been received on the next business day in the place of
receipt (provided that a copy has also been sent by pre-paid
post or Recorded Delivery).

14.5  Any notice or communication given under these Terms of Sale will not
be validly given if sent by fax, email (unless also delivered Recorded
Delivery), any form of messaging via social media or text message.

15.    Data Protection
         We will hold and process any personal data in relation to you in

accordance with the principles underlying the Data Protection Act.  Our
registration number with the Information Commissioner is ZA178875. 

16.    Conditional Right to cancel following an Exclusively Online Auction only
16.1  If you are contracting as a Consumer and the Seller of a Lot is a Trader,

you will have a statutory right to cancel your purchase of that Lot if you
change your mind for any reason. The provisions below set out your
legal right to cancel. Further advice about your legal right to cancel your
purchase is available from your local Citizens Advice Bureau or Trading
Standards office.

16.2  You may cancel your purchase at any time from the date of the Order
Confirmation up to the end of the fourteenth day after the day of
collection of the Lot by you or the person specified by you for collection
(e.g. if you receive an Order Confirmation on 1 January and you collect
a Lot on 10 January, you may cancel at any time between 1 January and
the end of the day on 24 January).

16.3  To cancel your purchase, you must inform us of your intention to cancel
it. The easiest way to do so is to complete the model cancellation form
attached to your Order Confirmation. If you use this method, we will
email you to confirm that we have received your cancellation.
Alternatively, you can email us at office@forumauctions.co.uk.  If you
send us your cancellation notice by email or by post, then your
cancellation is effective from the date you send us the email or post
the letter to us.

16.4  If you exercise your right to cancel your purchase, you will receive a
refund of the Total Amount Due paid for the Lot in accordance with
Clause 17. When exercising the cancellation right, you must return the
Lots to us immediately at your own cost (as set out below).

16.5  Following purchasing of Lots, you are entitled to a reasonable
opportunity to inspect the Lots (which will include removing them
from their packaging and inspecting them). At all times, you must
take reasonable care of the Lots and must not let them out of your
possession. If you are in breach of your obligations to take
reasonable care of the Lots in this Clause 16.5, we will have a claim
against you and may deduct from the refund costs incurred by us as
a result of the breach.

16.6  Details of this statutory right, and an explanation of how to exercise it,
are also provided in the Order Confirmation. This provision does not
affect your statutory rights.

16.7  The cancellation right described in this Clause is in addition to any other
right that you might have to reject a Lot, for instance because it is a
Deliberate Forgery as set out in Clause 12.

17.    Exercising the right to cancel following an Exclusively Online Auction
only

17.1  Where you have validly returned a Lot to us under your right of
cancellation described in Clause 16, we will refund the full amount paid
by you for the Lot.

17.2  Please note that we are permitted by law to reduce your refund to
reflect any reduction in the value of the Lot, if this has been caused by
your handling of the Lot in a way contrary to the conditions specified
in these terms or which would not be permitted during a pre-sale
exhibition held prior to an auction. If we refund you the price paid
before we are able to inspect the Lot and later discover you have
handled the Lot in an unacceptable way, you must pay us an
appropriate amount.

17.3  You will be responsible for returning the Lot to us at your own cost.
17.4  We will process any refund due to you within the deadlines below:
         17.4.1   if you have collected the Lot but have not returned it to us:

fourteen days after the day on which we receive the Lot back
from you or, if earlier, the day on which you provide us with
evidence that you have sent the Lot back to us; or

         17.4.2   if you have not collected the Lot or you have already returned
the Lot to us: fourteen days after you inform us of your decision
to cancel the Contract.

17.5  We will refund you using the same means of payment that you used
for the transaction.

17.6  Legal ownership of a Lot will immediately revert to the Seller if we
refund any such payment to you.

17.7  For further information on how to return Lots to us, please get in touch
with us using the contact details provided on our Website.

18.    General
18.1  We may at our sole discretion, though acting reasonably, refuse

admission to our premises or attendance at our auctions by any
person.

18.2  We act as an agent for our Sellers. The rights we have to claim against
you for breach of these Terms of Sale may be used by either us, our
employees or agents, or the Seller, its employees or agents, as
appropriate. Other than as set out in this Clause, these Terms of Sale
are between you and us and no other person will have any rights to
enforce any of these Terms of Sale.

18.3  We may use special terms in the catalogue descriptions of particular
Lots. You must read these terms carefully along with any glossary
provided in our auction catalogues.

18.4  Each of the clauses of these Terms of Sale operates separately. If any
court or relevant authority decides that any of them are unlawful, the
remaining clauses will remain in full force and effect.

18.5  We may change these Terms of Sale from time to time, without notice
to you. Please read these Terms of Sale for every sale in which you
intend to bid carefully, as they may be different from the last time you
read them.

18.6  Except as otherwise stated in these Terms of Sale, each of our rights
and remedies are: (a) are in addition to and not exclusive of any other
rights or remedies under these Terms of Sale or general law; and (b)
may be waived only in writing and specifically. Delay in exercising or
non-exercise of any right under these Terms of Sale is not a waiver of
that or any other right. Partial exercise of any right under these Terms
of Sale will not preclude any further or other exercise of that right or
any other right under these Terms of Sale. Waiver of a breach of any
term of these Terms of Sale will not operate as a waiver of breach of
any other term or any subsequent breach of that term.

18.7  These Terms of Sale and any dispute or claim arising out of or in
connection with them (including any non-contractual claims or
disputes) shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the
laws of England and Wales and the parties irrevocably submit to the
exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.

         Forum Auctions Ltd
         May 2017
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Forum Auctions

LOCATIONS

LONDON
Forum Auctions
220 Queenstown Road
London 
SW8 4LP 

Tel: +44 (0) 20 7717 5092 
Email: info@forumauctions.co.uk

Forum Auctions

Forum Auctions

Forum Auctions

ROME
Forum Auctions 
Via Antonio Bertoloni, 45
Roma
00197

Tel: +34 06 45 55 59 70  
Email: rome@forumauctions.co.uk

MILAN
Forum Auctions 
Via Borgonuovo, 12
Milano

Tel: +34 02 89 0 66 43  
Email: milan@forumauctions.co.uk

NEW YORK
Forum Auctions 
PRPH Books
26 E 64th Street
New York
NY 10065

Tel: +1 646 370 4657  
Email: newyork@forumauctions.co.uk

www.forumauctions.co.uk
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220 Queenstown Road, London SW8 4LP
Tel +44 (0) 20 7871 2640  |  info@forumauctions.co.uk 

www.forumauctions.co.uk

AuCTION NO. 16

DATE: 

ABSENTEE/PHONE BID FORM

Mr/Mrs/Ms (please circle)        PRIVATE BuYER DEALER

Forename    Surname 

Company    VAT No. 

Address 

  County/State 

Post Code/Zip   Country 

Tel.    Mobile/Cell 

Fax.    Email 

Notice to new bidders: Please attach a copy of identification - Passport/Driving Licence and proof of address in the form of
a utility bill or bank statement issued within the last six months. Failure to comply may result in your bids not being processed.

IDENTITY DOCuMENT (PLEASE ATTACH COPY): PASSPORT DRIVER’S LICENSE OTHER (specify) 

For companies: please attach a copy of legal representative

Lot No. Description Bid £ Phone Bid

To allow time for the processing of bids, they should be received at least 24 hours prior to the sale. If you have not
received confirmation by email within one working day please contact info@forumauctions.co.uk.  I authorise Forum
Auctions to bid on the above listed lot(s) on my behalf. I understand that by submitting these bids I have entered into a
bidding contract to purchase the individual lots if my bids are successful. I understand that I will be obliged to pay the
purchase price, including the Buyer’s Premium and all applicable taxes and charges, and I will comply with the Terms of
Sale listed in printed catalogues and Forum Auctions’ website.

SIgnATuRe dATe

Shipping and export: In the event that an item requires an export license we would be pleased to assist you with
the application. We can help you arrange packing and shipping of your purchased lots or you can use your own
carrier. For more information, please contact shipping@forumauctions.co.uk.
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Please note you can submit bids securely through our website at forumauctions.co.uk

I authorise Forum Auctions to bid on my behalf up to the maximum price indicated plus the buyer’s premium plus VAT. 








